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ABSTRACT 
 

 

AN AESTHETIC RESPONSE TO AN ARCHITECTURAL CHALLENGE: 

ARCHITECTURE‘S DIALOGUE WITH THE ARTS IN POSTWAR TURKEY 

 

 

Yavuz, Ezgi 

Ph.D. Program in Architectural History 

     Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Elvan Altan Ergut 

 

January 2015, 524 pages  

 

This study aims to analyze architecture‘s dialogue with the arts in postwar Turkey. 

It attempts to comprehend the formation of the idea of ‗collaboration‘ between arts 

and architecture and the meaning of this from the viewpoint of architectural 

production. Thus, it investigates the atmosphere together with the facts and actors 

involved in this unity, all of which contribute to uncover the intellectual background 

and the practice of ‗collaboration‘. The ultimate goal in this study is to understand 

the intention behind integrating the modern arts into modern architecture in that 

particular context. Defined as an ―interregnum,‖ the mid-century modernism faced 

with an ―internal critique‖ in terms of architectural discourse and production. This 

critical approach searched for new interpretations of the ―modern,‖ which was 

expected to suggest satisfactory and adaptable solutions for the requirements of 

the time. In this respect, the study tries to read the contemporary discussions and 

the materialized works in Turkey with reference to a wider international frame of 

the architectural context that witnessed similar debates and practices. This 

includes the reevaluation process of modern architecture, which was also seen in 

the Turkish architectural climate in the form of a rapprochement between 

architecture and the public, and a solution to the dichotomy between the local and 

the universal. At the end, the investigation examines the attempt of reconstructing 

a dialogue with the plastic arts by analyzing the triggering factors, intellectual 

basis, modus operandi, and the implications in both artistic, architectural and the 
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general socio-cultural context of the postwar period; and evaluates the 

consequent formation of a ―situated modernism‖ in contemporary architecture in 

Turkey. 
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ÖZ 

 

 

MĠMARĠ BĠR SORUNA ESTETĠK BĠR KARġILIK: 

ĠKĠNCĠ DÜNYA SAVAġI SONRASI DÖNEMDE TÜRKĠYE‘DE MIMARLIĞIN 

SANATLA KURDUĞU DĠYALOG 

 

 

Yavuz, Ezgi 

Doktora, Mimarlık Tarihi Lisansüstü Programı 

     Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Elvan Altan Ergut 

 

Ocak 2015, 524 sayfa 

 

Bu çalıĢma, Türkiye‘de 2. Dünya SavaĢı sonrasında  mimarlığın diğer sanatsal 

etkinlikler ile kurduğu diyaloğu analiz etmeyi amaçlamaktadır. AraĢtırma, sanat ve 

mimarlık arasındaki birliktelik düĢüncesinin oluĢumunu ve bu iliĢkinin anlamını 

mimarlık açısından kavramaya çalıĢmaktadır. Bu nedenle çalıĢma, dönemin 

atmosferini bu birlikteliğin düĢünsel altyapısını ve pratiğini ortaya çıkarmada 

önemli katkıları olan olguları ve bu iliĢkide yer alan aktörleri de içine alarak 

incelemektedir. Bu çalıĢmadaki esas amaç, bu bağlam içinde modern mimarlığa 

modern sanatı dahil etmenin arkasında yatan niyeti anlamaktır. Ara Dönem 

(interregnum) olarak adlandırılan çağ ortası modernizmi mimarlık söylemi ve 

üretimi açısından içsel bir eleĢtiriyle yüzyüze gelmiĢtir. Bu eleĢtirel yaklaĢım, 

dönemin ihtiyaçları için tatmin edici ve uygulanabilir çözümler  sunması beklenen 

―modern‖ olanın yeni yorumlarını aramaktadır. Bu anlamda, bu çalıĢma 

Türkiye‘deki çağdaĢ tartıĢmaları ve gerçekleĢen örnekleri, benzer tartıĢmalara ve 

uygulamalara tanık olmuĢ daha geniĢ bir çerçevedeki güncel mimarlık bağlamına 

referansla okumaya çalıĢmaktadır. Bu çalıĢma, Türk mimarlık ortamında da 

mimarlık ve toplumun yakınlaĢması ve yerel/evrensel arasındaki ikiliğe çözüm 

biçimlerinde görülen modern mimarlığın yeniden değerlendirilme sürecini de 

kapsamaktadır. Sonuçta araĢtırma, mimarlığın plastik sanatlarla yeniden iliĢki 

kurma giriĢimini, tetikleyici etkenlerini, düĢünsel altyapısını, iĢleyiĢ biçimini ve 
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savaĢ sonrası dönemde sanatsal, mimari ve genel sosyo-kültürel bağlamdaki yan 

anlamlarını da içeren bir kapsam içinde analiz ederek incelemekte; ve 

Türkiye‘deki çağdaĢ mimarlıkta ―konumlandırılmıĢ modernizm‖e uyumlanan 

oluĢumu değerlendirmektedir.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

 

The future will certainly belong to the effective collaboration between the three 
major arts: architecture, painting, sculpture.1  

 

In a visual or a conceptual manner, as in a superficial way or a complete act of 

integration, architecture and the arts have been connected in many ways 

throughout history, including ancient reliefs and statues; stained glass windows, 

medieval carvings or ceramic works; 20th century architectural structures. Apart 

from traditional understanding of the previous centuries, it is argued that ―a new 

architectonic complex of constructive activities‖
2
 appeared in the 20th century that 

stimulated an interdisciplinary approach. The borders between these fields blurred 

and each crossed the boundary to the other‘s side. The way and basis of this 

relationship could include the intellectual sphere, which provides a ground for 

sharing ideas, as well as physical togetherness. Regarding the latter, a reciprocal 

affinity could occur, which would result in various consequences. In terms of the 

architectural perspective, this kind of a relationship manifest in several different 

ways. It can be supposed that an artwork might act like a decorative object; enrich 

the atmosphere through its presence; operate as one of the functional elements of 

design; or offer diverse types of experiences to the beholders by providing 

different spatial perceptions.  

 

The aim of the study is to analyze architecture‘s dialogue with other artistic 

undertakings in postwar Turkey. First, it will attempt to understand the 

atmosphere that created a fertile ground for a unity of arts and architecture. While 

the study is trying to understand how and why this idea was formed, it will analyze 

                                                 
1
 Leger, F. (1943) On Monumentality and Color. In Giedion, S. (1958) Architecture, You 

and Me. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press. p 45 
 

2
 Read, H. (1959). A Concise History of Modern Painting. London: Times & Hudson, p 

212. 
 



2 
 

the unity of arts and architecture by taking into account the modernist approach in 

the postwar period. This inquiry will investigate the facts and the actors involved in 

this dialogue that will portray the intellectual background and the practice of this 

idea. The ultimate goal in this study is to understand the intention behind 

integrating the modern arts into modern architecture in that particular context. In 

this respect, the study tries to read the contemporary discussions and the 

materialized works in Turkey with reference to a wider international frame of the 

architectural context that witnessed similar debates and practices. 

 

After the Enlightenment period, architecture started to have a ―self-consciously 

experimental‖ attitude, which burgeoned an ―unprecedented range of architectural 

solutions and experiments of competing visions and theories.‖
3
 This process, at 

the end of the 19th century, directed the trajectory to a ―re-evaluation of both 

architectural form and its audience.‖
4
 An investigation of a new vocabulary came 

out of this period, which led 20th century architects to deal with ―the basic features 

of their language‖ and separate them from ―artistic expressions.‖
5
  

 

In fact, a departure from the use of artistic works in architecture, known as 

ornamentation, was put on the agenda by the effects of the industrial revolution 

and the process of modernization, which brought along the concepts of: 

rationalism, efficiency and function; the glorification of the new; change and 

innovation that all surpassed other constitutive aspects of architecture. Thus, a 

split occurred between architecture and other plastic arts at a time when 

architecture broke off all ties with the past, and abandoned former approaches 

that emphasized tradition and continuity.
6
 This new process, affected architectural 

                                                 
3
 Bergdoll, B. (2000). European Architecture: 1750-1890. Oxford; New York: Oxford 

University Press. p 2 
 

4
 Bergdoll, B. (2000). p 4 

 

5
 Villanueva, C. M. (2010) Integration of Arts. Art and Architecture, Docomomo Journal 42, 

55-53. p 54 
 

6
 Actually, William Morris raised a criticism against the industrial products, or mainly, the 

manner of machine production in design field via Arts and Crafts movement. But some 
other movements, Deustche Werkbund and Bauhaus advocated benefitting from industrial 
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products‘ role in daily lives of people, which resulted in a new way of living and 

thinking, as well as new demands, in order to adapt to the new economic and 

political system.  

 

Indeed, this new social process, called ―modernization,‖ is an evolutionary path, 

which incorporates the rapid developments in technology, the acceleration of 

industrialization, generating more technical and organized means of production; 

therefore, creating a demand for: specialized working fields; the establishment of 

new bureaucratic structures and democratic alterations; more advanced mass-

communication and transportation systems for the capitalist market.
7
  

 

These advancements in the technological, political, social and economic fields, all 

of which affect the individual, are defined within the term of ―modernity.‖
8
 But, as 

Hilde Heynen argues, modernity has become more than a conceptual term, which 

has two facets: one is connected with the social and economic process known as 

modernization; and the other relates to the artistic and intellectual responses of 

the individual, called modernism.
9
  

 

In response to the ongoing developments, many movements sprouted up at the 

end of 19th century onwards in the fields of both art and architecture, which were 

influenced by innovation, and instituted a break with tradition, which is regarded 

as one of the biggest aspects of the ―modern.‖
10

 In architecture, this attempt is 

                                                                                                                                       
technology. Even in some points, Art Nouveau movement had been utilizing from the 
possibilites and material technologies of industrial development.  
 

7
 Berman, M. (1990) All That is Solid Melts into Air: the Experince of Modernity. London; 

New York: Verso. p 16 
 

8
 Black, C.E. (1967) The Dynamics of Modernization. New York; Evanston; London: 

Harper & Row Publishers. p 6  
 

9
 Heynen, H. (1999) Architecture and Modernity. Cambridge, Massachusetts, London: MIT 

Press. p 10 
 

10
 Henket, H.J. (2002) Introduction. In H.J. Henket; H. Heynen, Back from Utopia, the 

Challenge of the Modern Movement (pp 8-19). Rotterdam: OIO Publishers. p 9; Heynen, 
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called the Modern Movement or modern architecture, and the term modernism is 

used when referring to both the artistic and architectural related approaches.
11

 

However, it is still considered an ambivalent and controversial issue when 

mapping the borders and implications of the word ―modern.‖ But in a general 

sense, the most accepted and common belief about this term is that it embraces 

innovation and change at its origin.
12

  

 

The term ―modern‖ commonly is described as a rejection of tradition to formalize 

the present and the new
13

, which is the way that it is used in the scope of this 

study. In this study, I use the term modernism to refer to the progressive efforts in 

art and architecture. Therefore, the term modern architecture is used in the same 

manner, interchangeably with this expression, to mean the architecture within this 

kind of a development process, which is also aware of ―its own modernity‖ and the 

struggle for ―change.‖
14

  

 

Also, I should note explicitly what I want to express when using the term the 

―west‖. With the changing circumstances and the balance of power throughout the 

world, the U.S. arose as a superpower by setting up the Western block against 

the Soviet regime. In addition to that, the demolition and the decline of the 

European countries, felt in both visual and tangible senses, caused a migration to 

the U.S., which indirectly created a new channel and new intellectual and cultural 

center. These developments resulted in a change in the traditional meaning of the 

west to include both the U.S. and Europe.  

 

                                                                                                                                       
H. (1999) P12. See Heynen, H. (1999) Architecture and Modernity. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, London: MIT Press for a detailed discussion about the issue of modernity.  
 

11
 Ibid. (2002) p 9  

 

12
 Heynen, H. (1999) p 12 

 

13 Ibid. p 9 
 

14
 Colhoqoun, A. (2002) Modern Architecture. Oxford; New York: Oxford University 

Press.p 9 
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As the study examines the dialogue (formed directly or indirectly, consciously or 

unconsciously) between modern art and modern architecture, the definition, the 

manner, the form and the limits of this dialogue also become a subject of this 

study. While seeking definitions and answers, different titles are used to refer to 

different categories of the relationship. For instance, to imply a general 

connection, the word ‗dialogue‘ is employed, which is emphasized in the main title 

of the study and in some of the subsections. In a similar manner, in order to 

describe the physical association, the word ‗unity‘ is used, which stands for simply 

existing alongside each other. These two terms symbolizes the type of an 

association that is not yet defined, but still needs to be discovered. Also the term 

‗synthesis‘, discussed in Chapter 2, is used to imply the phrase ‗synthesis of 

major arts‘, which was discussed in the western debates. The term ‗collaboration‘ 

is mainly used for naming one particular type of this dialogue, which will be 

elucidated in further detail, including its borders and definitions.  

 

While in the western discussions, the accent was on the issue of a ‗synthesis‘, in 

Turkey, the course of action was one of the prominent subjects of the debates, 

which means that the artsists and architects emphasized the process, and hence, 

working via ‗collaboration‘. As it will be mentioned in the part of ―Debates on 

Collaboration‖, the Turkish art and architecture milieus constituted a discussion 

platform on the operational side of this approach that included synchronized 

working and a team spirit. That is why using the term ‗collaboration‘ in the titles 

refers to their intention and priority, which is tried to be uncovered throughout the 

study whether or not this intention was culminated in this way. That is also why it 

becomes important for this study to examine the network of this dialogue, i.e. the 

dialogue between the actors, and the educational institutions, which were the 

significant and indispensable part of this dialogue for the case of Turkey. 

 

The modern movement, which governed the architectural culture of the early 

twentieth century, began to be questioned, from the mid-20th century onwards, 

with regard to the very feature of its ―modern‖ sense, i.e. with reference to the split 

created between architecture and other arts as well as the public. It was criticized 

for leaving no room for adaptation to the current circumstances. This questioning 

followed an intricate path that sought a new architectural discourse.  
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Goldhagen noted that early twentieth century modernism brought along many 

technological achievements as a result of being influenced by the machine. These 

acquisitions are recounted as ―the rationalization of the design process, the 

employment of industrial materials, and the production techniques that enabled 

the separation of structure from skin, and the invention of open plan.‖
15

  The 

criticisms constituted a frame putting outside some criteria, which were, basically, 

compromised on such features as the rejection of traditional influences, the 

contribution to the social and political development, and reflecting the Zeitgeist.
16

 

In addition to these incontrovertible tenets of modernism, the alleged relation of 

architecture with the plastic arts also began to be re-evaluated and rethought in 

order to go beyond the impasse, which modern architecture was encountering.  

 

The mid-century modernism, which is entitled as an ―interregnum‖
17

 between 

modernism and postmodernism, offered a different rhetoric and practices from the 

beginning of the 20th century. The leaning towards creating a unity of arts and 

architecture was an issue during the early the 20th century as well. However, it 

was only after the Second World War when, going beyond in intellectual aspects, 

an acceleration was seen in the practical aspects of production, which means the 

debut of concrete instances of such a unity was then witnessed in different 

geographies.  

 

This particular period can be recognized as a turning point through the 

introduction of new patterns and new typologies in design activities, which were 

actually the result of current demands. In addition, new debates came to the 

forefront, which produced critical judgments about urgent issues such as social 

housing and urban planning as part of reconstruction projects. When describing 

this atmosphere, Goldhagen states that this mid-century modernism was not 

monophonic. Rather, it was pluralist through its criticism and suggested solutions, 

                                                 
15

 Goldhagen, S.W. (2000) Coda: Reconceptualizing the Modern. In S.W. Goldhagen; R. 
Legault, Anxious Modernisms: Experimentation in Postwar Architectural culture. Montreal: 
Canadian Centre for Architecture; Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press. p 306 
 

16
 Goldhagen, S.W. (2000) p 309 

 

17
 Ibid. p 309 
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which she defines as ―pluralizing modernism.‖
18

 In fact, it appeared in various 

forms such as either using steel and glass structures as well as expressing 

concrete and brick materials with brutalist approach.
19

 Goldhagen states that in 

the postwar period the concepts discussed among the modernist architects and 

critics centered on ―the relationship of mass culture and new urban trends to 

democratic freedom, community and individual identity, and place,‖
20

 when they 

tried to, in her own words, ―reconceptualizing the modern.‖
21

 

 

At this point, it is important to note that, in this study, the postwar period is 

considered to mean the interval between the Second World War and the 

postmodern period. This interval witnessed reconstruction in a massive scale, 

wiping away the devastation of the war from the cities and reshaping the urban 

scene as well as the architecture. As a matter of fact, this period consisted of 

discussions based on the postwar crisis and the way to escape this crisis. As 

previously quoted from Goldhagen, although there was a partial commitment to 

the fundamental benchmarks of modernism, this period revealed to have a critical 

stance on modernism and it aspired for an adaptable solution for the current 

needs of the postwar era. Having social concerns and new adaptabilities in terms 

of new social demands, this new approach is defined as socially embedded 

modernism —  a ―situated modernism‖22 as defined by Goldhagen or, according to 

Geert Bekaert as ―an inevitable expression of the universal and its embedding in 

social reality and everyday life.‖23 

                                                 
18

 Goldhagen, S.W. (2000) p 318 
 

19
 Ibid. p 310 

 

20
 Goldhagen, S.W. (2000)  p 318 

 

21
 Ibid. p 321 

 

22
 Goldhagen, S.W. (2000) Coda: Reconceptualizing the Modern. In S.W. Goldhagen; R. 

Legault, Anxious Modernisms: Experimentation in Postwar Architectural culture. Montreal: 
Canadian Centre for Architecture; Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press. p 306 
 

23
 Heynen, H. (2002) p 385.   
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Facing an ―internal critique,‖ postwar architecture began to question ―the 

deficiencies intrinsic to modernism‘s founding principles‖24 with reference to 

contextual considerations of locality and public meaning. Meanwhile, during 

meetings, the dialogue with the arts in the sense of merging was discussed, which 

actually constitutes the basis of scrutiny in this study. The art and architecture 

circles advocated the necessity of collaboration, put forward specific projects that 

required collective works and tried to achieve their goals. Eventually, this 

reevaluation process became, in a way, the process for reconstructing a bond 

with the plastic arts.  

 

This was the viewpoint on postwar architecture on an international level and it is 

seen that the architecture of postwar Turkey experienced similar concerns and 

formations within a parallel stance.25 It is considered remarkable that Turkey 

grappled with this issue both in the intellectual arena and at the practical stage 

during this period. Thus, the main question, with regard to the postwar modernist 

approach towards architecture, can be why modern architecture desired to 

integrate modern art into its structure.  

 

In fact, postwar architecture is a fairly new topic regarding the studies in 

architectural history. There are only a few studies on this topic with a focus on 

Turkey as well. Most of these studies only lightly touch on the dialogue between 

the arts and architecture, or only a few specific examples are covered and mostly 

discussed to emphasize the artistic results
26

. However, this study aims to 

                                                 
24

 Goldhagen, S. W.; Legault, R. (2000) Introduction. In S. W. Goldhagen; R. Legault, 
Anxious Modernisms: Experimentation in Postwar Architectural Culture. Montreal; 
Canadian Centre for Architecture; Cambridge. Mass.: MIT Press. p 12 
 

25
 In fact, it is important to note that this consideration was not peculiar to particular circles. 

Similar performances can be noticed in other geographies as well, such that Venezuela, 
Brazil and Mexico produced several remarkable instances that incorporated unity of arts 
and architecture.  
 

26
 Arda, F. (early 1970s) Türkiye‘de BaĢlangıçtan Günümüze Kadar Duvara Çakılı Mozaik 

ve Seramik Olarak Duvar Resmi. Devlet Güzel SANATLAR Akademisi Sanatta Yeterlilik 
Tezi Ġstanbul: DGSA (unpublished) Supervisor : Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. Yasa Yaman, Z. 
(1978). Cumhuriyet Dönemi Duvar Resmi. Hacettepe Üniversitesi, Sosyal ve İdari Bilimler 
Fakültesi, Sanat Tarihi Bölümü Mezuniyet Tezi, Ankara (unpublished). Yavuz, D. (2008). 
Mimarlık-Sanat Birlikteliğinde 1950-70 Aralığı. Mimarlık, no 344, pp 70-76. Yılmaz, A.N. 
(2006) Bir Mekan Estetiği: ‗Groupe Espace‘ ve Türk Sanatındaki Yansımaları. Cey Sanat, 
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embrace a larger scale of analysis, and approaches the topic from the 

architectural perspective. In this way, the study can examine the triggering factors 

and how it played a role in both the architectural and the general socio-cultural 

context of the period. In addition, it will attempt to analyze the contemporary 

discussions and the resulting works in Turkey with reference to contemporary 

architectural context.  

Correspondingly, Bozdoğan described postwar architecture in Turkey as the 

combination of modernist approaches in design and in technique with non-

figurative and national-themed artworks. This artistic vision brought together the 

two dissenting voices to create a solution for Turkish architects that had been 

oscillating between universal concepts and local identity.
27

   

 

For Tanyeli, the context of the Cold War definitely offered a more suitable 

atmosphere for developing a nationalist agenda.
28

 However, within this tension, 

the socioeconomic and political initiatives were substantially infused with 

American influence. This influence is said to be a result of recognizing U.S. as a 

support against the Soviet Union. Tanyeli recounted that this strange 

arrangement, formed by the impacts of politics, triggered a new alignment in 

architecture as well. Turkish architectural culture faced a dilemma of trying to 

chase international aesthetics in a potentially nationalist atmosphere. Within this 

atmosphere, Tanyeli argued that, until the 1960s, Turkish architects had 

considered themselves part of the West through the application of the modernist 

                                                                                                                                       
no 13, 18-22. Yılmaz, A.N. (2007) Bir Mekan Estetiği: ‗Groupe Espace‘ ve Türk 
Sanatındaki Yansımaları? Cey Sanat, no 15, 36-42. Kaçel, E. (2007). Fidüsyer: Bir 
Kollektif DüĢünme Pratiği. In M. Cengizkan, Haluk Baysal-Melih Birsel, pp 7-32. Ankara: 
Mimarlar Odası. Bozdoğan, S. and Akcan, E. (2012). Populist Democracy and Post-war 
Modernism. In Turkey: Modern Architectures in History, pp 105-137. London: Reaktion 
Books. Cengizkan, A. (2002). Bedri Rahmi‘nin bilinmeyen Mozaiği: Mimarlık ve Duvar 
Resmi. In Modernin Saati, pp. 229-245. Ġstanbul: Mimarlar Derneği Yayını. Pillai, J. (2010). 
The Lost Mosaic Wall/Kayıp Mozaik Duvar. LefkoĢa: Sidestreets. 
  

27
 Bozdoğan, S. (2008a). Haluk Baysal-Melih Birsel Kitabı: Modern Mimarlığımızın 

Ustalarına GecikmiĢ Bir Ġthaf. Mimarlık no 340. p 65.  
 

28
 Tanyeli, U. (1998) 1950lerden Bu Yana Mimari Paradigmaların DeğiĢimi ve ―Reel‖ 
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approaches, which were adopted in the architectural realm.29 One of the reasons 

to consider the 1960s as a milestone is the increased number of intellectual 

discussions and queries on current architectural practices and discourses. 

Another development during the1960s is that the number of architects, or in 

Tanyeli‘s words the ―technocracy,‖ increased dramatically and they were a part of 

the public building constructions of the 1950s, which showed this community 

played a considerable role in the ―constructing the modernity‖ of the country.30  

 

It seems that contemporary architecture aimed to establish a meaning in the eyes 

of the public through artworks incorporated into its design. Regarding this attempt 

to redefine modernism, and focusing on public buildings, the study will interpret 

the dialogue between architecture and the arts through the ambivalence defined 

between the universal and the local in postwar architecture, and through the effort 

to establish a connection with the public.  

 

In terms of the methodology, it can be said that the dissertation is based on a 

critical analysis and evaluation that utilize primary sources such as memoirs of 

and interviews with contemporary artists and architects; foreign and local 

publications, including specific sources like academic guides of the art and 

architecture schools of the period; and archival sources such as unpublished 

reports of NATO, the European Council, the Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry 

General Directorate of State Archives, the Turkish National Assembly reports, 

SALT Research Archives and personal archives.  

 

The interviews made with selected artists and architects have importance in the 

sense of being almost the only first-hand source of information. Surprisingly, there 

is a considerable shortage of written and/or visual resources on this particular 

subject. These interviews depend on the narratives by the individuals who 

experienced and performed works in the scope of the ‗collaboration‘. Therefore, 

this kind of an input on the ‗collaboration‘ provides valuable insight on the effects 

                                                 
29

 Tanyeli, U. (1998) p 237 
 

30
 Ibid. p 242 
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and the triggering factors, the course of action and even the personal notes or 

perceptions about the artistic and architectural climate of the time.  

 

The publications, specifically periodicals, hardly touched upon the dialogue 

between the arts and architecture, which, otherwise, could present a substantial 

and broad amount of information to trace and portray the theoretical grounds of 

the issue. Nevertheless, these publications offer a sense of information connected 

with the main subject, although limited in scope. To illustrate, some of the related 

articles and discussions can be found in these sources, which make them crucial 

instruments in order to perceive the debates of the time. These mediums are 

included not only for featuring related foreign and local works but for their way of 

presenting these works. This approach is expected to clarify both the idea and the 

practice of the ‗collaboration‘. This leads to the questions: How these instances 

were perceived by the individual artists and the architects? How these works 

created reactions in this specific atmosphere? What were their potential roles in 

the dissemination of this idea? Furthermore, academic guides and curricula of the 

architecture schools were utilized to deeply understand this atmosphere, where 

this idea was formalized. For the analysis of some specific cases, the documents 

from personal and some institutional archives were also used. In addition to that, 

the study uses the materials of secondary sources such as academic research, 

photography and contemporary articles and books discussing the period in a 

retrospective view.  

 

Regarding the methodology, the structural scheme of the study follows a path that 

goes from the idea of a ‗unity‘ to the practice of the ‗collaboration‘. This 

dissertation starts with an analytical framework and in the last section, dealing 

with specific concepts, it adopts an interpretative structure.  

 

The conceptual scheme of the study consists of three main chapters.  

Following the introduction, the second chapter intends to explain the manner of 

the unity of arts and architecture in general terms, which focuses on the 

experience of the west. With two subsections, this chapter presents the 

materialization of the idea of the unity in the early 20th century, which leads to the 

theme of a ‗synthesis‘ after the Second World War. The first section examines the 

discursive side of the relationship, which segues to the second phase: the 
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practical stage and the more intense discussions. The second part deals with the 

postwar period achievements and discussions about the subject that would be 

relevant in Turkey‘s case as well. This part of the study is essential in terms of 

comprehending the overall scene and the opinions concerning this issue, which 

will allow the proper definition of the unity of arts and architecture in Turkey. The 

meetings and activities in the west suggest a specific platform where the exact 

boundaries of collaboration were broadly discussed, introducing some concepts 

critical in approaching the issue also for the case of Turkey. The role of the west 

underpins the reason for mentioning the ongoing developments within this circle, 

which ultimately turned out to be an area of interaction for the Turkish 

intelligentsia. Especially during the postwar era, along with the globalizing effects, 

they easily followed the current developments and accommodated, more and 

more, the ideas or the applications shaped in the west. The Turkish artist and 

architects saw the west as a role model and, as previously mentioned, considered 

themselves as part of this contemporary scene. Therefore, this chapter is a guide 

and sets up for the subsequent chapters.  

 

In the next chapter, an investigation of how the idea of a unity between arts and 

architecture was formed and developed in Turkey is presented. In this respect, 

the first step is to describe the general context of the country, in which this 

thought and intention flourished. In this part of the study, the socio-economic and 

politic scene of the postwar period is examined. It also includes legal 

arrangements and the technical developments of the country in relevance to the 

main subject. 

 

It is crucial to examine the state of the country in order to understand the facts 

and the reasons underlying the architectural activity. In his article titled ―The 

Social Economy of Turkey and Architecture,‖ Somer Ural stated that architecture 

was recognized through the objective and subjective conditions of its society of a 

particular period.
31

 The direction and the process of an architectural practice, he 

argued, was dependent upon the production system, the role of different divisions 

within an organization, the relationship between the different classes, ownership 

                                                 
31

 Ural, S.(1974). Türkiye‘nin Sosyal Ekonomisi ve Mimarlık 1923-60. Mimarlık no 123, 5-
53. p 7  
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status, the advancement of manufacturing technology and the labor power, the 

level of organization, the quality of institutions and the ideas that dominate 

society.32  

 

The postwar period is defined as the ―second major phase of Turkish 

modernity.‖33 It was not expected that Turkey would produce architectural 

discourses based on the aftermaths of the war, such as partaking in 

reconstruction projects or establishing social projects, which were developed to 

assist war-ravaged regions of the world. Although Turkey was not involved in the 

war it was affected by the climate that was generated in the international arena. 

Turkey was going through a different economic and political process together with 

a relatively slow technological evolution at this time in history. It will be covered in 

more detail that the intention and desire to integrate with the international sphere 

along with the new economic policies indispensably affected the artistic and 

architectural realms. Understanding the dynamics and different dimensions that 

the country adopted will help analyze architecture of the period, with regard to its 

modernist approach, intentions, questions, pursuits, and if any, its dilemmas and 

practices. In order to completely understand modernism, Goldhagen argued that 

the cultural, political and social dimensions should first be defined and 

comprehended.34 Therefore, it becomes important for this study to touch upon 

these catalysts.  

 

The second section of Chapter 3 scrutinizes the generation of the idea of unity 

within the conditions of postwar Turkey. This part tries to utter in what sense the 

unity with the plastic arts became an issue within architectural circles. Therefore, 

in this part the research focuses on education, publications and related 

discussions. It aims to clarify the vision and the intention in the unity of arts and 

architecture by asking the questions when, how and why. The first part dealing 

with the education field tries to present an overview of the architecture schools of 

                                                 
32

 Ural, S.(1974). p 7  
 

33
 Bozdoğan, S.; Akcan, E. (2012). Turkey, Modern Architectures in History. London: 

Reaction Books. p 107 
 

34
 Goldhagen, S.W. (2000) p 303 
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the period. At this point, it is important to state that this part does not only aim to 

recount educational activities but also, with reference to the developments 

described in Chapter 2, it intends to disclose one possible link constituted with the 

west in intellectual terms.  

 

The second part analyzes the publications, mainly periodicals, which were 

important instruments that reflected contemporary debates and developments. 

The content of these periodicals, whether or not they included art issues or more 

specifically the subject of unity, and also the presentation of these subjects, will 

be investigated to understand the role of these media in the dissemination and 

cultivation of ideas. The last section reveals the cognitive and discursive area 

formulated by these publications. It includes specifically the discussions on the 

issue of ‗collaboration‘ between architects and artists that helped in the provision 

of the idea of unity between arts and architecture. This section depends on the 

analyses of the main arguments and intentions regarding ‗collaboration‘ by 

presenting a rough definition of the conceptual meaning, the borders and the 

mechanism defining this collective act.  

 

On the issue of ‗collaboration‘, Chapter 4 aims to analyze the postwar architecture 

in Turkey, and examines the practice of the ‗collaboration‘ between architects and 

the artists through a close study of various examples in order to evaluate how and 

why such an association was sought for. The definition of this action at the 

practical stage, the method and the meaning from the architectural viewpoint, are 

the main concerns of this section. Accordingly, the chapter is separated into two 

parts: The first one titled ―Design of the Collaboration‖ examines the process, and 

the second part titled ―Meaning of the Collaboration‖ incorporates an interpretation 

of this dialogue from an architectural perspective.  

 

The first part begins with an important specimen, which is the most concrete form 

of such collaboration in Turkey. the part investigates the remarkable artistic 

initiative, the Türk Grup Espas, which suggested a definition and presented its 

assertions on the idea of a synthesis, and, by this means, drew an ideal portrait of 

a dialogue between the arts and architecture. In the subsequent section, in order 

to map the network of this ‗collaboration‘, the actors are introduced and studied 

regarding their roles and their dialogues in the process. This network is analyzed 
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while taking into consideration the socio-economic context of postwar Turkey, 

which seems to have transformed the entire architectural scene. The dialogue 

between clients, architects and artists provides crucial data about how the 

process starts and evolves. In addition, the analysis presents the sophisticated 

dialogue between the artist and the architect regarding the design, which also 

leads to a classification of forms of association. At the end, the examination of 

these two networks unearths the main goal and the reason for ‗collaboration‘. 

 

The next part aims to look at the presence of artworks in a particular space. 

Although this part appears to be merely an analysis, it can be said that this 

investigation actually searches for the reasons that led to ‘collaboration‘. The 

presence of artwork is analyzed in two-stages: The section ―Form of the Artwork‖ 

ponders on the alignment of the artwork in terms of contributing to spatial 

formations. The “Feature of the Artwork‖ section examines the quality of the 

artwork, which covers mainly its composition and its connection to the space as 

well as its users.  

 

The second part of Chapter 4, ―Meaning of the Collaboration,‖ tries to compile all 

previously mentioned analyses and information to reach a reasonable 

interpretation on the act of ‗collaboration‘. It tries to understand the ambiguous 

relationship with the arts within the architectural context of the day, when the 

definition of modern architecture started to be reevaluated.  

 

This part of the study initially looks at the intended public role of architecture, 

which was similar to western examples and discussions. In Turkey‘s case, it is 

asserted that the integration of the plastic arts into architecture aimed to insert an 

―aesthetic quality‖ and ―civic-mindedness‖ to modern buildings.35 As a culmination 

of all the previous sections, this part will attempt to answer the question of 

whether or not this act had a specific purpose in trying to create a bond with the 

public.   

 

The aim is then to answer the question of why and to discover the intention in this 

‗collaboration‘ by emphasizing the defining characteristics of the universal/local 
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dichotomy. It can be considered an obvious fact that architects do not think or 

operate in complete isolation from their own context. In this social context, it is 

stated that architecture becomes the product of both inner and outer agents, or in 

other words local and international considerations, which are manifested within 

the scope of an architectural ideology.36  

 

Regarding this assumption, this part will finally try to interpret or approach the 

issue through the oscillation between these two determinants, the local and the 

universal. So, this evaluation analyzes whether or not the architecture of postwar 

Turkey could offer a new perspective or come up with a new dialectic, which 

included an intentional relationship with the plastic arts. To provide a rational and 

substantial ground for this sort of an interpretation, the criticized and reformulated 

points of modernism, which were promoted in western discussions and mentioned 

in Chapter 2, are also taken into consideration. However, the basis of this 

discussion is formalized around the concept of ―situated modernism,‖ which is 

examined in related examples. As a result, the essence and the frame of such an 

approach in the case of Turkey is investigated in a comparative discussion on the 

role and the meaning of the collaboration between architecture and the arts in the 

broader contemporary architectural context.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 
 

TOWARD A ‘SYNTHESIS OF THE MAJOR ARTS’ IN ‘MODERN’ 
ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

In December 13, 1944, Le Corbusier presented his thoughts on the collaboration 

of art and architecture in a short article titled, ―Synthèse des arts majeurs: 

Architecture, Peinture, Sculpture‖ in the newspaper Volonté37. He declared the 

synthesis to be ―a plastic epic‖ that would be the topic of future studies and would 

create groups based on collaborative works.38  Hence, the idea of a synthesis can 

be considered as an additional facet in the collaborative undertakings of architects 

and artists. This chapter will focus on this aspect in the process of the ‗synthesis 

of major arts‘. A general overview of this aspect will cover not only the mid-20th 

century postwar years but also the earlier struggles and interaction within the 

fields of modern art and architecture during the first half of the 20th century.  

 

In the early years of the 20th century and even in the late 19th century, there 

appeared some aspirations among various groups within the art world to 

collaborate. Using a holistic approach, such initial gatherings, based on common 

concepts and dynamics, proved to be a trigger that inevitably contributed to the 

postwar achievements, and set up a theoretical background for the re-cooperation 

of art and architecture. The term, re-cooperation implies an evaluation of the 

postwar period that accepts the existence of the practice of collaboration before 

this time period. The postwar context marks a time the adoption of a new ideal 

and a pursuit that is somewhat different from the previous times. This new idea 

promotes the act of cooperation but offers something different of its own peculiar 

accord, which will be discussed in this chapter in comparison to earlier efforts.   

 

                                                 
37

 Boesiger , W. (1999). Le Corbusier Oeuvre Complete vol.5 , Basel ; Boston : 
Birkhäuser, p 67 
 

38
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The first part of the chapter examines the discourses of modern art and 

architecture in the early decades of the 20th century, and correlates it with the 

second part that presents the continuity of the activity and attempts to 

demonstrate how a consensus on the dialogue between art and architecture had 

been created by the mid-century. The chapter will try to highlight some specific 

points, such as why architecture and the arts developed a relationship with each 

other; in what ways the alliance between the visual arts was managed; what was 

meant by the term ‗synthesis‘, and why it gained strength from the early 20th 

century onwards.  

 

2.1. Arts and Architecture in the Early 20th Century 

 

The developments in the social, economic, technological and scientific fields 

could trigger new initiatives and opened fresh debates in the artistic sphere. 

Diverse reactions might be set forth as a response to the changing context. The 

practice of division of labor and specialization during the 19th century and onwards 

was reflected in the artistic field by the creation of a split between different 

disciplines. This individuality, as a trajectory of modernity, is typically defined in 

John Adkins Richardson‘s argument as follows: ―Of all the sensations associated 

with modernity the most familiar and yet uncanny is that of being alone in a 

crowd.‖39  

 

As a result of the growing distance between various fields, architecture emerged 

as a more established and professionally defined discipline during the 19th 

century. This formalization was the result of such factors as an organized 

education system and the establishment of licensing and registration 

requirements.40 These conditions not only separated different disciplines but put 

them into much more individual categories. The approaches in the architectural 

design also flourished alongside the means of production through this individuality 

and specialization. This situation fostered the gap between the disciplines while 

                                                 
39
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encouraging designs that were influenced by the new means of production. 

Crawford states as follow: 

 

The introduction of the division of labor and specialization into office practice 
[…] rationalized design and production, promoting greater efficiency while 
undermining the synthetic integration allowed by more purely artistic methods.41 

 

In architecture, there is propensity towards more constructive and functional 

approaches while eliminating the artistic side and thereby abandoning traditional 

practices, weakening its ties with other disciplines. In fact, the battle between 

modernity and tradition points to another kind of separation a break from all 

connections to the past. Jürgen Habermas describes this idea as the ―radicalized 

consciousness of modernity,‖ which appeared during the 19th century, and 

resulted in a conflict between tradition and the modern-day practices.42  

 

Towards the end of the 19th century, there occurred certain movements or works 

that might be considered as possible beginnings of the separation of the arts from 

architecture. The critics started to establish the ground work for a link among the 

visual arts. There emerged a new approach, based on the questioning of the 

rupture between the modern art and architecture of the 20th century.  

 

An early suggestion, at the end of the 19th century, came from Berlage. Paul 

Overy notes that ―Berlage‘s ideas about the collective and the individual, and the 

ideological importance of the wall surface, had promoted an interest among artists 

in ‗monumental‘ or mural art and stained glass.‖43 Particularly, in his text titled ―Art 

and Society,‖ Berlage speaks about the collaboration of the arts during earlier 

periods and discusses artistic development and its stages as ―a period of growth, 

a golden age and a period of decline.‖ Then, he applies the concept of ―unity in 

diversity‖ when defining the second stage of artistic development, in which he 
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sees as ―the ultimate goal of all searching.‖44 Indeed, this statement is said to 

have ―social as well as aesthetic connotations, and linked a Hegelian 

preoccupation with the unity of form and content with a more pragmatic 

consideration of the role of architecture in a socialist society.‖45 After experiencing 

a division within the world of art, this assessment shows the beginning of an 

awareness and formation of critical views that aimed to assemble practitioners of 

divergent disciplines for a common purpose.   

 

Frank Lloyd Wright‘s atelier team - including engineers, landscape architects, 

sculptors, mosaic designers, cabinetmakers, and glass and textile makers - is 

said to be one of these initiatives, a collaborative act, which reflected the vision of 

Gesamtkunstwerk, a total work of art46. Another early example is the Belgian 

designer and theorist Henry van de Velde‘s house at Uccle, which was designed 

and built with the intention to integrate ‗the synthesis of all arts‘47.  

 

In addition to these examples that merged different areas into a cohesive whole, 

during the 20th century, more remarkable transitions came into life. One can 

witness the blurring of the borders within each field and even a crossing over. 

Indeed, the manifestation of this interplay alludes to a most cognitive kinship; a 

reciprocal relationship based on feeding from the same sources and sharing 

similar concepts. This conceptual alliance, this plastic vision, created visual 

similarities in the early years of the 20th century. Above all, the intellectual 

cohesion among the visual arts was the upshot of experiencing the same evolving 

new way of life, which could be inspirational for all. In addition to the social, 

cultural and economic changes, newly discovered science and technology 
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undoubtedly influenced artistic efforts and initiatives. This atmosphere offered 

fertile ground for widespread communication within the art world.  

 

Particularly, the cognitive basis was based on an ―ontological identity between 

modern art and architecture,‖ which suggested a common lexicon for design and 

―drew formal inspiration from abstract art."48 The overall destination of these 

collaborations was moving towards universality and abstraction, which would 

foster more integration among the various disciplines‘. The influx of abstract art 

into architectural design is not considered a passing fancy.  There seems to have 

developed a bilateral relationship between them as it is revealed in Hitchcock‘s 

statement: ―It is the abstract art which speaks the visual language most intelligible 

to architects. It is the abstract aspects of various kinds of modern painting which 

belong to the world of the architect as a visual artist.‖49 Alfred Barr‘s scheme, 

which was prepared for the cover of the exhibition catalogue ―Cubism and 

Abstract Art‖ in 1936, made the issue appear more lucid ( 

Figure 1). The scheme explicitly displays the network among several different 

avant-garde groups and movements.  

 

In this regard, the art movements and initiatives of the early 20th century, i.e., 

Cubism, Futurism, De Stijl, Constructivism, Suprematism, Bauhaus, Surrealism 

and Expressionism, became parts of this debate, especially in the use of an 

abstract approach. In the case of Cubism50, which included the concept of 
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simultaneity, distortion and dynamism, there was the usage of basic geometric 

shapes in unusual ways. The extensions of these new concepts are evident in the 

formation of a new spatial vision regarding the radical change in compositional 

language and space perception. According to Sigfried Giedion, Braque‘s and 

Picasso‘s works, which use artistic means for spatial conceptions, gave Cubism 

the chance of expanding into the field of architecture51.  Along similar lines, as an 

example to common concepts, Norberg-Schulz draws parallels between the 

concept of transparency and the juxtaposition of planes in architecture and 

Cubism52.  

 

Similarly, in Purism, there existed a convergence at the point of elimination and 

turning to plain and standard geometric forms that reflected surfaces, structural 

elements and general layouts. As described in his book The International Style, 

Hitchcock claims that ―Ozenfant‘s sort of Cubism, called Purism, had perhaps 

inspired Le Corbusier in his search for sources of formal inspiration for a new 

architecture.‖53  

 

A bringing together of art and architecture was also witnessed in Futurism54. 

Filippo Marinetti published his article titled ―Futurist Manifesto‖ in 1909 in Le 

Figaro and the art world first encountered the buzz words  of mobility and speed, 

which indispensably found their way into architecture as ―the representation of 
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movement and its correlates: interpenetration and simultaneity‖55. In 1917 

emerged Constructivism56, which had a close relationship with architecture and 

propounded dynamism. The prominent figure, Russian artist Kazimir Malevich 

published the ―Suprematist Manifesto‖ in 1915 and as in Constructivism, 

Suprematism57 exhibited a type of intense association. This initiative was an 

important step in modern art, which was also seen in his Suprematist architectural 

models, architectonics, as well.  

 

A more intimate relation was seen in the works and discourses of the De Stijl 

group58. Their manifesto was announced in 1918, which asserted the main goal 

as ―the organic combination of architecture, sculpture and painting in a lucid, 

elemental, unsentimental construction.‖59 Jürgen Joedicke defines the scope of 

De Stijl that leant towards universal principles and a sort of collectivity as follows: 

         

Under the ethical and moral grounds of truth, objectivity, order, clarity and 
simplicity, they were opposed to the social and economic situation of their time, 
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striving always to move away from the hazards and accidents of individualism 
to a collective universal view.60  

 

This type of collaboration crystallized in notable examples such as the Aubette 

project in Strasburg by Van Doesburg, Hans Arp and his wife; Rietveld‘s design of 

the Schröder house in Utrecht; and also J.J.P. Oud‘s Café Unie in Rotterdam. 

 

In close cooperation with Mrs. Schröder, the owner of the house, Rietveld 

designed the Schröder house (1924-5) apllying similar approaches seen in De 

Stijl paintings. The house is seen as ―the embodiment of the most recent De Stijl 

principles.‖61 It transfers two-dimensional design principles to three-dimensional 

surfaces, specifically in creating dynamic facades (Figure 2).Frames in primary 

colors and planes separating different spaces are all the manifestations of a new 

plastic vision. Ordinary volume, the cube, was fragmented and formed a new 

equilibrium. But surprisingly, this illustrious example was not a representation of a 

collective act. Although there had been some attempts by Theo van Doesburg to 

participate in the project, in the end, the design did not involve any collaboration 

with an artist.   

 

Included among ―the four leaders of modern architecture‖62, J.J.P. Oud completed 

a design that displays formal characteristics of Neoplastisicm. His Café de Unie 

(1925) is stated as ―a three-dimensional graphic design intended to seize the 

attention of passers-by with its bold use of color and lettering, to draw their 

attention across the street to look into the wide plate-glass windows and enter the 

interior.‖63 ( 
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Figure 3) This project, similar to the Schröder House, had no collaboration with an 

artist during its design process. Rather, it visualized ideals of De Stijl, which were 

accepted and used by De Stijl architects.  

Another representative of De Stijl ideals was the Aubette project in Strasbourg 

(1928). Unlike the two above-mentioned examples, this project was a 

collaborative work carried mainly by Van Doesburg and Hans and his wife Sophie 

Taeuber-Arp. The project was a redesign of the interior of a 13th century building 

that was renovated during the 18th century. As part of the project, Hans Arp and 

his wife Sophie Taeuber-Arp were initially commissioned to design a café, a 

restaurant, a cinema and a ballroom ( 

Figure 4). Van Doesburg created diagonal shapes in the dance hall, which is said 

to ―break open the rigid box of the room‖64 and ―made color, expressed in non-

balanced counter composition, destroy and recreate existing architectural 

space.‖65 In contrast, Arp‘s café design has biomorphic shapes and Taeuber-Arp‘s 

tea room and foyer bar are ―much more geometric and abstract, using colors and 

shapes inspired by the wall paintings of Pompeii.‖66 

 

Principally, Theo van Doesburg focused on cooperation within architecture in 

order to bring people and art closer. In the essay ―Notes on Monumental Art,‖ he 

states that, ―by developing a ‗monumental‘ painting in conjunction with 

architecture it would be possible ‗to place man within painting instead of in front of 

it and thereby enable him to participate in it‘.‖67 He also published a text titled 

―Vers Une Construction Collective‖ in 1924, which was prepared for the 

Rosenberg exhibition held in 1923. This exhibition at Rosenberg‘s gallery 

exhibited photographs, drawings and models of architecture interiors, which were 

created on the De Stijl ideas. Allan Doig, in the book titled Theo Van Doesburg, 
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mentions one of his texts, ―the Struggle for the New Style‖, where he evaluated 

―the architectonic character of painting‖ as if ―dictating the way towards collective 

construction.‖68 In fact, Doesburg dealt with these kinds of architectonic projects 

and designed spaces with interpenetrating and overlapping cubes and planes ( 

Figure 5). 

  

In addition to the geometric approaches in modern art movement, there were also 

non-geometric stances, which were linked, although not to the same extent, with 

architectural design practices. The emotional and spiritual attitude of 

Expressionism was a reflection of the inner world of the artist. Kandinsky, an 

important representative of the movement, tried to feel inner vibrations of an 

object, based on individual observation. So there appeared compositions as free 

floating surfaces, in unusual color and form arrangements. 

 

Another manifesto, which was written by Bruno Taut, was presented in 1918 

under the title ―Architektur-Programm.‖ It advocated collaboration among the 

disciplines and declared that ―there will be no frontiers between the applied arts 

and sculpture or painting. Everything will be one thing: architecture.‖69 Later, the 

group Arbeitsrat Für Kunst (Work Council for Art) developed Taut‘s assessments. 

This manifestation implied one more time that ―Art and people must form a unity. 

Art shall no longer be the enjoyment of the few but the life and happiness of the 

masses. The aim is alliance of the arts under the wing of a great architecture.‖70 In 

fact, the idea is based on merging arts and people for which architecture is 

considered as an effective instrument and as a result, the chosen focal point for 

this purpose.  

 

Supporting this notion, a relevant argument is proffered by Noberg-Schulz: ―When 

integrated with architecture as a meaningful whole (Gesamtkunstwerk), the 
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pictorial arts, and even music and drama, become directly connected with life.‖71 

This new argument gives the hints of a new type of relationship among the visual 

arts. In other words, it describes a direction towards a complete work of art and an 

actual collaborative act rather than sharing common ideas. Meanwhile, in 1919, 

an exhibition was held in Berlin for ―Unknown Architects‖. The leaflet for this 

exhibition asserts: 

 

Let us together, think out, create the idea of architecture. Painters and sculptors 
break through the barriers to architecture and become fellow builders, fellow 
strugglers for the final goal of art: the creative conception of the cathedral of the 
future, which will once again be all in one shape, architecture and sculpture and 
painting.72 

 

Shortly after, Walter Gropius,  a member of the Arbeitsrat Für Kunst and founder 

of the Staatliches Bauhaus, published the program for a new school, Bauhaus, 

which was founded on the idea of the collaboration of the visual arts.  

 

The Bauhaus strives to bring together all creative effort into one whole, to 
reunify all the disciplines of practical art –sculpture, painting, handicrafts, and 
the crafts- as inseparable components of a new architecture.73  

 

The intention was to start the correlation at the very beginning, in the education 

process. As a part of the training process, the instructors would encourage all arts 

to unite in harmony to form architecture. Nevertheless, this call for a unity 

generated from the systems of production of the time, and suggested 

collaboration not only between the visual arts but also between industry and the 

arts. As long as it stayed in line with the systems of production, it would be at the 

very core of the new life.   

 

In brief, different disciplines worked alongside each other at particular junctures, 

where they embraced similar concepts. The path continuing from the 19th century 

into the early 20th century provided initial footing for collaborative achievements, 
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and in a particular way established the basic guidelines under which to operate. 

Moreover, there were significant achievements that were materialized as a result 

of this approach in a visual manner together with a new lexicon within the field of 

architecture. The alterations in design approaches were crystallized in the usage 

of basic colors and transparency, façade organization, the arrangement of free-

floating planes, new plan layouts and patterns, the dominance of basic geometric 

shapes, achieving purity, a new space conception and the new stances in the 

usage of materials. Although there seems to have been developed a small 

number of concrete instances and new perspectives in design, some parts of this 

process remained indefinite. The characteristic of the interaction was not 

completely determined, which also had to define the process and the levels of 

alliance.   

 

Nevertheless, one specific assertion more clearly defines relationship between art 

and architecture. In 1932, in the exhibition book ―International Style,‖ Hitchcock 

defined some particular rules regarding international style. While he explains the 

third principle called ―The Avoidance of Applied Decoration,‖ he advocates works 

of art, and declares that ―related subordinate works of sculpture and painting have 

on occasion been successfully used to decorate contemporary buildings without 

degenerating into mere applied ornament.‖74 He admits that there has not been a 

conscious and determined collective work for the integration of artworks, but 

despite this fact, he thinks that ―there is an opportunity here for collaboration, 

which may well in the future lead to brilliant results.‖75 After the Second World 

War, this attitude would go beyond from a mere interplay among the visual and 

plastic arts to their synthesis. A new assemblage and a new mode of ―re-

approachment‖76 would appear.  
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2.2. The ‘Call for a Unity’ of Arts and Architecture in the Postwar Era 

 

In 1947, the International Congresses of Modern Architecture (CIAM),77 the main 

organization of modern architects, confirmed its aims at the meeting held in 

Bridgwater as follows:  

 

These have been years of struggle and separation during which, as a 
consequence of the threat of Fascist domination, political, economic and social 
questions have taken on a new significance for everyone.  At the same time 
technical progress has been accelerated. […] The technique of planning has 
also moved forward […] these factors are together responsible for a new 
conception of integrated planning which is now emerging. Allied with this is a 
new contemporary consciousness that finds its definitive expression in the 
arts.78  

 

The new contemporary consciousness alludes to a new conception in 

architecture, which strives for a consensus with other disciplines in the process of 

planning, and which can fulfill the latest demands of life. There were urgent 

problems and priorities to deal with, such as the reconstruction of devastated 

cities, the planning of new capitals, and the deliberations on restoration issues, 

which were all put on the agenda by virtue of the world war. Another consequence 

was the critical query of modernization that points to the failure of modernity, 

which turned into an unanticipated and undesirable outcome of the war. This 

criticism topic set in motion reactions towards modern architecture and 

accelerated the reassessment of particular connections among the various fields. 

The stance on these topics and the questions posed during the postwar years 

suggested a collective act, which would bring the issue of the ―synthesis of major 

arts‖ to the very center of the debate.   

 

While embracing different ideas, the collective spirit has a sophisticated dialogue 

with architecture. The new constitution process of the mid-20th century produced 
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reconstruction projects that displayed criticism of modernity, which included 

modern architecture. Indeed, through the struggles for these problematic issues, 

the integration of the visual arts, as a potential solution, generates some 

discussions, which are basically the new interpretation of monumentality, 

considerations of humanistic spaces and publicity of art.  But, why was an alliance 

with the arts considered as a likely solution for architectural issues in the first 

place? Specifically, what would be the role of the arts in overcoming the very 

crisis of modern architecture? What type of a dialogue was proposed? At which 

level did they achieve reconciliation? Were there any different approaches from 

the previous periods?  

 

In the postwar years, it can be clearly seen that there was a different trajectory in 

terms of the dialogue between architecture and the arts. Apparently, this 

collectiveness refers to intense collaborative measures where the arts merge with 

architecture in a visual and plastic manner rather than simply sharing common 

design approaches, or conceptual essences as seen during the early 20th century. 

At the time, a large number of projects, events and meetings were observed, 

which speculated on possible versions or methods of collaboration of the arts and 

architecture. Those meetings could be said to represent the attitude of the time 

and how particular circumstances or visions brought people from different 

professions together. Regarding this, in some speeches, this collectivity was 

defined as a trend, which definitely brings the issue of the spirit of the age. Calls 

were made stressing this aspect and they described the age via collectivity, while 

the way that the architecture milieu should pursue was drawn accordingly. In this 

vein, Christopher Pearson argues in relation to this period that: 

 

[…] members of the older generation again took up the challenge to reconcile 
the ongoing dialectic of technological modernity and traditional humanistic 
values. With the onset of the cold war, this goal came to seem even more 
pressing, and calls for a new unity came from both artists and scientists.79  

 

Those invitations or intentions were not only in the hands of the artistic circle. 

Another actor partaking in this collaboration process was the state that 

commissioned artists and provided social status.  
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The United States camp and the Soviet Union camp began to ―dominate the 

international scene in the second half of the short twentieth century‖ and ―the 

governments of both superpowers accepted the global distribution of force.‖80 At 

this genesis of a new world, new established states and their capitals also 

became important point of focus that partook in the architectural milieu.   

 

During this juncture in history, it was revealed that architecture is an essential 

instrument to reflect the power and the disparity of the new regimes. Therefore, all 

of the parties involved in the planning and the construction of the built 

environment were associated with political agendas.81 These building facilities, 

which were a part of a program, resulted in creating structures that went beyond 

structural considerations. In relation to the integration issue, the states set new 

formal arrangements and stipulated the placement of art works within the newly 

established environment.   

 

For instance, the United States and some European countries supported art 

project policies. In fact, during the Great Depression of the 1930s, in the United 

States, the federal government through the Work Projects Administration (WPA) 

had already initiated a far-reaching arts program.82 The Treasury Department 

program then required that one per cent of total building costs should be reserved 

for art expenses83 ( 

Figure 6). 

 

Dore Ashton, who clarifies the official position of New York City in her publication 

―The City and Visual Arts,‖ asserts that, by this proposal, artists had turned out to 
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be an essential part of the American society.84 Probably, this government 

interference generated a new and common territory for both artists and the 

common people. This involvement might have accelerated the process of 

cooperation by drawing the initial formal outlines of the procedure. 

 

This kind of a governmental initiative was also implemented in France; to arrange 

that one per cent of a construction budget of all public buildings to be used for the 

inclusion of the fine arts as part of the buildings.85  Damaz points out that, after 

the war years, ―Old European countries, having lost much of their economic and 

military strength, struggle to maintain their ascendancy in intellectual and artistic 

fields,‖86 which also intersected with the new pursuits of European artists for new 

opportunities in public architecture. This inclusion of art in architecture was 

supported for a credible close relationship and ―a more direct contact with the 

people, in order to better their material surroundings and satisfy their emotional 

needs.‖87  

 

In the aims of CIAM 6, this postwar period was stated as witnessing ―a trend 

toward the reintegration of the plastic arts – architecture, sculpture and painting - 

and thereby toward a clearer understanding of contemporary forms of artistic 

expression.‖88 Naming the new age as ―a period of great collective works‖, 

Antoine Pevsner declared in 1947: 

 

A revolution is imposed on the arts […] on the road to new research of which 
the guiding idea is the attempt at a synthesis of the plastic arts: painting, 
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sculpture and architecture. […] a period of great collective works; that it will 
witness the execution of imposing constructions in vast urban spaces.89  

 

Related to this collective vision, the emergence of cooperative offices is another 

case that, in one sense, affected the process of collaboration with the arts. 

Accordingly, in Margaret Crawford‘s view, after the Second World War, in relation 

to the architecture profession, large scale corporations made up a large 

percentage among their clients, which lead to the profession to focus on larger 

offices in order to meet the demand of those particular clients. Architects had to 

corporate with the other disciplines in order to be able to offer a total design.90 An 

example of cooperative office model, she refers to Walter Gropius‘s project: 

  

In 1945, Walter Gropius attempted to restructure professional practice into a 
more socially useful form by establishing a new firm, The Architect‘s 
Collaborative (TAC), founded on a cooperative model emphasizing teamwork 
with allied disciplines such as sociology, economics, and art. These idealistic 
goals floundered from the beginning, and as the office became successful, it 
inevitably fell back on a corporate model of specialization.91  

 

According to Peter Blake, this circumstance within the realm of architecture was a 

result of the time period. It was inevitable that there would be an affiliation 

between the arts and architecture. His argument is as follows:  

 

Above all, we believed that the new architecture was really part and parcel of 
the philosophical and artistic spirit of our age. […] In short, we felt that there 
was a profound unity in all the creative work that moved us and spoke to us, 
and that we were an integral part of a major artistic revolution that was 
sweeping the world.92  
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Joan Ockman calls this period as ―interregnum‖ between modernism and 

postmodernism, which addressed the important transitions and revisions in the 

concepts of modern architecture. Her description, ―the integration of more 

humanistic concerns and recovery of premodernist and anti-modernist themes‖ 93 

can be indicated as the conversions that linked the integration of the arts and 

architecture.  

 

In other words, this outlook can be stated as reconsidering or reevaluating a 

vision or an act that had existed previously in a distinct form. Consequently, on 

the raising of a skeptical voice on modern architecture and pondering on its 

possible new adaptation, a relationship with the arts provided a potential solution 

to these issues. Architecture, hence, sought a new possibility of collaboration with 

the other plastic arts in forms of reliefs, free standing and suspended sculptures, 

plasters, mural paintings - frescos, mosaics, ceramics - and stained glass in 

private and public buildings of the postwar period.  

 

According to Damaz, the aspiration for a new reintegration of the arts and 

architecture was mostly connected with the dissatisfaction with the present 

approach of modern architecture and the limits of two disciplines owing to their 

isolated stance.94 From today‘s perspective, there was an ―anxiety about the 

adequacy of contemporary architectural culture to cope with positively influenced 

society in its new state.‖95 So, architecture developed a new logic and underwent 

a critical analysis of its fundamental principles in order to create a new frame. But 

why and how did modern architecture begin to criticize itself? What makes this 

conscious move so modern and singular of its own structure is, indeed, the 

approach of questioning that resides in its core?  
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Scully argues that modern architecture ―has acted as much more than a simple 

reflection of its society. Like all art, it has revealed some of the basic truths of the 

human condition and again like all art, has played a part in changing and 

reforming that condition itself.‖96  In this sense, there seems to be a task that 

architecture has to tackle. At first, it clarifies the new condition, and afterwards, it 

determines the needs of the new age on its own rather than passively choosing 

the act of adaptation. It produces a fresh result, and once more, it creates a new 

consciousness suitable for everyday life.  

 

A similar assessment was stated in the aims of CIAM 6 by reclaiming some points 

of La Sarraz of 1928 and the Athens Charter of 1933: ―we affirm today the 

necessity for a new conception of architecture satisfying the spiritual, intellectual 

and material needs of present day life.‖97 So, it can easily be observed that the 

critical overtones toward modern architecture actually focus on its scope, 

outcomes and how it is associated with the demands of the time. The 

contemporary context called for decreasing distance from everyday life and 

creating a bond with the people. It implies a different type of spatial experience, 

which appeals to sensual and aesthetic requirements. Thus, the reintegration of 

the visual arts and the reconnection to them, to some extent, put forward the spirit 

for the reincorporation with public life.   

 

J.M. Richards as presented in the first part of the questionnaire for the CIAM 6 

meeting:  

 

And if he (the man in the street) does not find the visible products of modern 
architectural thought sympathetic to his own aspirations, then modern 
architecture as a whole will not obtain his support, and may be in danger of 
becoming an art of the kind that is appreciated only by connoisseurs.98  
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There seems to have an anxiety about the status of modern architecture that 

could cause alienation and distance from everyday people, in other words: 

isolation. In order to avoid this situation, architecture should focus on people‘s 

emotional states, which could be achieved by an integration of the arts. This idea 

is also clearly reflected in Giedion‘s statement:  ―If we really agree the right of the 

emotional world to exist in this sphere, then architecture and town planning can 

no longer be regarded in isolation from their sister arts.‖99  

 

A similar opinion about this integration, basically, serves to remove the plain 

appearance of modern architecture by adjusting its primary principles. As 

Theodore Prudon gives this quotation in the article ―Art, Architecture and Public 

Space in New York, 1950-1970‖:  

 

Ada-Louise Huxtable, the former architecture critic of The New York Times, 
argued that the incorporation of modern art into modern architecture was only 
intended to soften the austerity and blandness of modern buildings.100  

 

From a retrospective view, Horacio Torrent elucidates the parts that critically 

questioned modern architecture as ―overcoming constructive objectivity and 

absence of social representations‖101 Likewise, when Lewis Mumford criticized the 

rational approach, he found the solution by combining ―objective functions with 

subjective functions: to balance off mechanical facilities with biological needs, 

social commitments, and personal values.‖102  

 

During this period, regarding this social consideration, a new interpretation on 

monumentality appeared.  Kenneth Frampton defines the period as follows: ―the 

year 1945 appears as the watershed between the socially committed ethos of the 
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New Deal and an incipient impulse towards monumentality.‖103 A declaration, 

regarding an altered approach towards monumentality, came from the luminaries 

of the period. Fernand Leger (painter), Sigfried Giedion (architectural historian) 

and Jose Luis Sert (architect-planner) wrote a manifesto called the ―Nine Points 

on Monumentality‖ in 1943 which was prepared, at first, for the American abstract 

artists but later on published in 1958 for the first time in Giedion‘s book 

Architecture, You and Me. The publication aspired to renew the concept of 

monumentality ―in terms of a truly modern, democratic, and public sphere‖104 

through a critical point of view about the modernist discourse and posited the 

desires of the public as the factual basis for the monumentality issue: 

 

The people want the buildings that represent their social and community life to 
give more than functional fulfillment. They want their aspiration for 
monumentality, joy, pride, and excitement to be satisfied. […] a monument 
being the integration of the work of the planner, architect, painter, sculptor and 
landscapist demands close collaboration between all of them. […] most modern 
architects have not been trained for this kind of integrated work.105   

 

Giedion later published in 1944 as a part of his essay titled ―The Need for a New 

Monumentality‖106 that again revisited this concept. Here he talks about the 

reconquest of the monumental expression, which he categorizes as ―the third 

step‖ and ―the most dangerous and the most difficult step‖ of contemporary 

architecture.107 
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Joan Ockman says that both these statements tried to ―place monumentality 

within the historical evolution of modernism itself.‖ She claims that ―its new task in 

the postwar period would be the reorganization of community life through the 

planning and design of civic center, monumental ensembles, and public 

spectacles.‖108 This planning formula proposes collaboration with the intention of 

creating spaces that appeal to social life.  The reassessment of monumentality 

included the consideration of public life. Aside from the functionality, spaces 

should satisfy the emotional needs as previously mentioned. A possible solution 

to fulfill these needs of the time, in that case of a more intense connection with the 

public, is seen in transforming the concept of monumentality. Spaces, which 

primarily include mediums that have the potential to establish a dialogue with 

people, could possibly turn into humanistic spaces. This movement directed 

towards the representation of society by including works that creates emotional 

expressions, which were lacking in modern architecture. Thereby, the space 

would be shaped by the desires and expectations of the people. Additionally, it 

would also conquer isolationism by embracing different strata of the society and 

therefore gain the feature of a democratic space. By promising of the creation of 

spaces that will appeal to people, in a democratic sphere; this renewed concept of 

monumentality would be linked to collaboration as long as it implies a 

―monumental expression‖ via an integrated work between different art forms. 

 

Again, returning to the issue of the collaboration of the arts and architecture in 

regard to monumentality, we witness the very first prominence about this subject 

at the CIAM Athens meeting in 1933. Fernand Leger was the first one who talked 

about the collaboration issue at this meeting. As an esthetic position Leger, stated 

in 1933 in his article ―The Wall, The Architect, The Painter‖, speaking to the 

architects: ―You want to forget that painters are put into this world in order to 

destroy dead surfaces, to make them livable, to spare us from overtly extreme 

architectural positions.‖109  
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In 1934, the group l’Art Mural published their text in the journal Cahiers D’Art 

where they talked about collective work and about their main goal which was to 

―recreate the link‖ between the architect, sculptor and painter. They came up with 

suggestions and demonstrated the viability of this proposed collaboration. In 

search of providing a means for the active participation of artists in social life, they 

called for a reform and announced the exhibition l’Art Mural that would show a 

means for this vision110 ( 

Figure 7). As mentioned previously, a similar concern was highlighted in this text, 

which was the aspiration for the artists to be an integral part of the society.  Along 

this vein, they sought for possible solutions, which substantially resided in the 

painting, specifically in murals. Likewise, Ozenfant, one of the members of group 

l’Art Mural, situates the mural to an essential status and sees it as the outward 

manifestation of the collective act. His argument is as follows: ―In order to address 

the problems created by mechanization, the society would have to organize itself 

collectively, and the mural would be the ideal symbol for that collective will.‖111  

 

In addition, the journal L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui became the place where of 

numerous ideas were shared about the collaboration issue. In fact over the years, 

it turned into a dissemination instrument on this subject. First published in 1945, 

the journal L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui was the means by which theoretical 

aspects of the subject could be embraced. The prominent figures in CIAM 

contributed to the journal via manifestos or realized products. For instance, in 

1945, the May and June volume printed Andre Bloc‘s article in the ―Art et 

Architecture‖ section. In his essay, ―sculpture d’aujourd’hui‖, Bloc commented on 

the topic, ―synthese des arts majuers: architecture-peinture-sculpture‖ (Figure 8). 

  

The 1946 special issue of the journal concentrated on the works of architecture, 

painting, sculpture, and tapestry by Le Corbusier, Brancusi, Picasso, Giacometti, 
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Savina, Leger, Miro, and Jean Lurçat, and dealt with the question of artistic 

collaboration.112 Le Corbusier‘s article titled ―Ineffable Space‖ (originally ―Espace 

Indicible‖) outlines a mutual effect accepting architecture to have plastic 

characteristics and emphasizing the aesthetic concept and the contribution of the 

plastic arts to spatial issues: 

 

Architecture, sculpture, and painting are specifically dependent on space bound 
to the necessity of controlling space, each by its own appropriate means. The 
essential thing that will be said here is that the release of aesthetic emotion is a 
special function of space. Action of the work on its surroundings and reaction of 
the setting reveals a phenomenon of concordance, a true manifestation of 
plastic acoustics.113  

 

Based on this assessment, emotional aesthetic is at the forefront of Le 

Corbusier‘s concept of space. In fact, he describes it as having a substantial role 

in space perception, through which the desire for collectivity could manifest.   

 

The CIAM meetings were an important platform that gave voice to the collective 

spirit of the time. At the 1947 CIAM Bridgwater meeting, discussions included 

communication within the society and the importance of public work, and how to 

do it in a manner that promoted the ideals of democracy. 

 

 ―The Questions of Aesthetics and of Architecture‘s Relationship to The Other 

Arts‖ was put forth at the 1947 CIAM meeting, for the first time within CIAM, 

together with Giedion, J.M. Richards from the MARS Group, the English wing of 

CIAM, and the artist Hans Arp.114 Two questionnaires were presented. Giedion 

focused on the isolationist nature of the artist from everyday social life; more 

specifically, their exclusion from common areas where they can express their 

ideas to people. He criticizes the present condition with these statements:  
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Many of the most creative architects of our time are only able to execute a 
small fraction of their life‘s work, and artists inspired by the modern spirit are 
normally completely banned from public work. How can they develop contact 
with people, if all public works are in the hands of ―routineers‖ and 
businessmen?115  

 

Under the title of ―The Impact of the Sister Arts: Relation between Architects, 

Painters and Sculptors‖, the authors deal with the question of cooperation, and if it 

is possible, then, how it could be achieved. It was a seminal publication that 

sparked the debate of how the architect would create a relationship with the 

public. Giedion directed his questions directly at Barbara Hepworth in order to get 

the opinion of a sculptor. Barbara Hepworth replied this with a letter, which altered 

the general question and changed the direction of the argument: ―why do the 

architects and sculptors not collaborate from the beginning?‖116 Coming from a 

different perspective, the group MARS‘s questionnaire pondered on the 

―emotional reactions of the common man to modern art, and especially to 

architecture.‖117  

 

Namely, their conflict revolves around bringing a democratic attitude into the built 

environment via aesthetics, which was the main topic of the 1947 CIAM meeting. 

Based on this view, modern architecture has to be accepted by all strata of 

society and should be recognizable and perceptible to all. For this reason, 

architecture should appeal to their feelings to be able to be internalized. So they 

contemplated the matter of reaching the ―common man‖, and approached the 

subject on the foundation of possible reactions by people towards modern art and 

architecture.  

 

Continuing, they recognized another phase defined by Giedion: ―Now we 

consciously promote another step. A step towards a rather intangible subject: 
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aesthetic problem or, you may prefer to say, emotional expression.‖118 A new 

stage that is comprised of emotional expression with the stress on aesthetics put 

the needs of the ―common man‖ to be included in modern architecture much more 

than it did in earlier periods, when it was more inclined to be neglected.  

 

A similar assertion can be found in Lewis Mumford‘ argument: 

 

Unfortunately, in the act of realizing the new truths, mechanical function has 
tended to absorb expression, or in more fanatical minds, to do away with the 
need for it. As a result, the architectural imagination has, within the last twenty 
years, become impoverished…119 

 

Although Mumford thinks that the problem is not merely a question of aesthetics, 

however, it is an important instrument to reach ―into inner chambers of the human 

personality‖120 Along the same lines in Torrent‘s words, ―the aesthetic ideals had 

been primarily located in the field of production of art works, neglecting the 

‗common people‘, stepping back and away from the expectations of the general 

public.‖121 

 

In 1949 at the Bergamo meeting a permanent CIAM commissions were formed. 

One of them was the ―Rapport Des Arts Plastiques‖, in which Giedion and 

Richards were members. In fact, one session at the meeting was devoted to the 

theme of the synthesis of the arts; and it reflected Giedion and Richards‘s efforts 

to push CIAM discussions forward on the issue of aesthetics122 (Figure 9, Figure 

10, Figure 11). 
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At the 1949 CIAM meeting, during discussions, Jose Luis Sert, drawing on his  

Mediterranean roots where these fields had co-existed, asserted his conviction 

about the possibility of cooperation among painters, architects and sculptors.123 

And he specifically referred to the Spanish pavilion at the Paris Exhibition of 1937, 

which consisted of the collective works of Picasso, Miro, Alberto, Gonzales as 

well as other painters and sculptors together with the works of architects.124 

(Figure 12). During this deliberation, Le Corbusier suggested the creation of a 

center to experiment on what the plastic arts could do for architecture.125 As a 

result, some practices and concrete examples were presented and implementable 

experimental works were suggested.  

 

The other remarkable component of this gathering was the stressing of the social 

aspect, particularly the relationship between the arts and people.  

Correspondingly, Helena Syrkus stated the following at an assembly in Bergamo: 

 

Art belongs to the people: we need art, but an art which responds to human 
needs and uplifts the spirit of the people. [… ] formalism is born from the abyss 
created by the capitalists between art and reality, between Dichtung and 
Wahrheit. Artists detached themselves from life and started to create art for 
art‘s sake.126 

 

In Commission II, the Report B addressed the issues of contemporary art, the 

man in the street as well as urbanism and the synthesis of the arts. Under the 

section ―l’Urbanisme et la Synthese des Arts‖, it is stated that, in order to gain a 

social function, the visual arts and architecture have to be integrated; and for this 

integration, there has to be cooperation among architects, painters and sculptors, 
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along with a sincere team spirit.127  A questionnaire, given by Giedion and Arp, 

asked what was the role and the limit of artistic work in architecture, more 

specifically, the aesthetic function was put into question.  

 

Apparently at Bergamo, where they were dealing with the debates on 

urbanization, architecture and the other plastic arts, it was mentioned to act 

together on behalf of ―performing once more a social function‖; and the formula for 

the alliance would be ―through a synthesis of efforts and in true communion as a 

single team.‖128 Redstone associates this endeavor to the cityscape, where 

business corporations lately recognized the importance of art pieces and their 

impression on the public‘s mind; and also, it would be a good business to satisfy 

them alongside the desires and needs of the people.129 The criticism aroused 

mainly at the core of the separation between the art and the public, i.e. the 

isolation of art from the public. In order to better illustrate the general trend in the 

art sphere of that time period, Berto Lardera, an Italian sculptor, suggested the 

placement of sculpture in architectural spaces in order to to penetrate everyday 

life and to become a necessity by playing out its new role as enhancing the 

everyday journey for the man on the street.130  Likewise, the Russian sculptor 

Naum Gabo stressed the social framework:  

 

Art should attend us everywhere that life flows and acts… at the bench, at the 
table, at work, at rest, at play; on working days and holidays… at home and on 
the road… in order that the flame to live should not extinguish in the 
mankind.131  
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By taking into consideration the fundamentals of everyday life, art should be 

reintegrated into the public realm in order to overcome the problem of the lack of 

visibility of art in everyday society. The art world was on the same page as far as 

penetrating zones where the ―common man‖ would interact and experience the 

works of art as something tangible. With this new outlook, after an individual 

phase, the artists, in Villanueva‘s terms, ―go into another one which announces 

human intervention as a symbol of social adherence, of human and collective 

kindness, as a mark of responsibility‖.132 This social aspect would bring art and 

people closer and where architecture could use artwork as an instrument to 

enhance its objectives. Equally, artists benefit from being situated in architectural 

spaces by contributing to the benefit of society.  

 

Another CIAM meeting held in Hoddeston in 1951 dealt with this social issue.  

The theme was ―The Heart of the City‖ and the focus of the meeting was ―The 

Core‖ (Figure 13, Figure 14). Jose Louis Sert‘s article, titled ―Centers of 

Community Life‖, contains a section named ―Architecture, Painting and Sculpture 

in The Core‖ that calls specific attention to this issue. Sert points out that ―new 

trends are now apparent towards a greater freedom of plasticity, a more complete 

architectural vocabulary.‖133  

 

He continues to elaborate on the need for the collaboration in terms of embracing 

artwork in public areas, where they could be on display for everyday society and 

stimulate the tastes of the people in familiar surroundings.  He declared that 

―Painting and sculpture have to be brought to the living centers of our 

communities, to the Core of the city, for the visual stimulus of the people, for their 

enjoyment, for their education, to be submitted to their judgment.‖134 Sert also 

asserts the relationship between architecture, painting and sculpture as: 
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―integrated, applied and related.‖135 The discussions that took place at this 

meeting focused on the definition of ―The Core‖ and the necessity of the 

dispersion of artwork through the public sphere.  

 

When reviewing the summary of the meeting, it is very clear that a remarkable 

amount of value was placed on the planning of ―The Core‖. Along with taking into 

consideration car traffic and pedestrian access, they paid attention to the 

cooperation of the visual arts as a crucial part of ―The Core‖. In addition, the 

matter of human scale in ―The Core‖ was labeled as one of its uixed 

characteristics regardless of the dimension of the city.  Hence, it was described as 

fertile ground, which was ―the expression of general factors of human nature and 

organic life.‖136 An expression of ―The Core as a Centre of The Arts‖ was 

suggested to offer a platform for the publicity of the arts and to be an instrument in 

achieving a social function.137  Likewise, at the 1953 CIAM meeting held in Aix-

En-Provence, the subject of the human scale was brought up: ―Studies of the 

plastic form of the new urban scene must always be guided by the human scale, 

always being aware that essential functional and material elements must at the 

same time express man‘s immaterial aspirations and desires.‖138   

 

Connecting social responsibility and care, Martin Van Schaik declares a similar 

assessment when referring to Constant‘s ―The New Babylon project‖, which is 

another remarkable reflection on the act of collaboration: ―creativity need not to be 

a social divider: it can be glue as well‖.139  Dating back to 1956, Constant tried to 

create a project where art and everyday life merged and reflected a collective will 
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- in Martin Van Schaik‘s terms, ―blurring art and life‖140 and ―transformational 

game played in social space collectively.‖141 According to Constant, “it is time for 

the painter to abandon his ivory tower of personal expression, to enter space and 

within it, engage in society.‖ 142 

 

Actually, the notion of public art was said to derive from and related to the stability 

of the time, which had led to a more permanent and monumental art form143 

associated with the affirmations and new perceptions of the cultural surroundings.  

In 1950, Jean Cassou (who also participated in the group l’Art Mural) curator of 

Musee d’Art Moderne, argued for ―the coming union of the arts as a reaction to 

the introverted and hermetic nature of modern art before war.‖144 He specified: 

―After a period of exhausted individualism will come a period of effort that aims for 

some kind of collective action, no longer fragmented in character, but harmonious 

and reconciled‖. 145  

 

The idea of collective works, thus, became an important means to express the 

present political condition, the ambition and the proof of recovery from the 

tribulations of the war, especially in France where three modernist groups wrote a 

program of reconstructive work and presented to the government of the new 

French Republic:  

 

By mandate of the three groups federated here, a definitive step can be made 
towards a synthesis of the major arts: architecture, sculpture and painting, a 
synthesis, which concerns the communal edifices as well as the individual 
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dwelling. The greatest contemporary artists are, in fact, directly or indirectly 
linked to our associations.146 

 

In Le Corbusier‘s essay ―A Synthese des Arts Majeurs‖, this attitude was 

promoted for being of benefit to the state and essential to apply for the welfare of 

the art community in France. His argument is as follows:  

 

In this great period of liberation of the main arts, architecture, sculpture and 
painting, this synthesis must be considered as a duty towards the country. The 
result will excite international interest and in addition testify to the flourishing of 
French art.147  

 

A critical viewpoint about the subject was articulated by Herbert Read148 in 1948, 

who defined the attempts of the synthesis of the arts within the context of socio-

political issues to consolidate the power of a new class:  

 

The desire for a synthesis of the arts is part of that general longing for social 
stability, which is the natural reaction to any period of revolution. In effect, this is 
nothing but a more or less conscious determination to consolidate the power of 
a new social elite…149 

A typical justification of this position is Damaz‘s, who juxtaposed the intentions of 

the artists with the ultimate goal of the states. He assumes that: 

 

Having lost much of economic and military strength, European countries 
intended to maintain their ascendancy in intellectual and artistic fields which 
intersected with the pursuits of European artists for new opportunities in public 
architecture.150  
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Inevitably, architecture and art became pioneers offering support to this recovery 

process by virtue of their communication with a focus on masses. They were 

given the role of an instrument to evoke particular concepts associated with 

postwar politics. Pearson defines this as a natural route that ―sets in opposition to 

the totalitarian ideologies of Soviet-bloc communism and proposes a global order 

founded on peace, human rights, international understanding and co-

operation.‖151  

 

At this point the lexicon, favored by artists, became more of an issue. With the 

aim of pronouncing a scheme pertaining to all, a consensus was formed around 

the approach of abstraction that also sounds international at its very basis. 

Referring to the previous discussion that includes the manner of abstraction 

chosen by artists in the early years of the 20th century, this path was considered to 

be more related to social equality and to address large communities.  With regard 

to this, Ozenfant expressed abstract language as ―a language that is felt (not 

symbolical), and which is that of all great universal and permanent art.‖152 Also in 

1948, Hitchcock mentioned in his book ‗Painting toward Architecture‘ about the 

richness of abstract art and its contribution to architecture. Actually, he believed 

that free formed and colored paintings or sculpture would correlate successfully 

with ―the geometrical and spatial character of the architecture itself.‖153 Similarly, 

Damaz confirmed that ―abstract art was seen as more impersonal and 

meaningless and therefore more collective and democratic in its reception.‖154  

 

Another aspect concerning collective work is the operation of this collective work. 

What was talked about regarding the peripheries of collaboration? Did they draw 

clear lines between synthesis, integration or applied work? A vision can be found 

in the book International Style where Hitchcock formulates as follows:   
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Mural painting should not break the wall surface unnecessarily. Yet it should 
remain an independent entity without the addition of borders or paneling to fuse 
it with the architecture. […] Contemporary architecture cannot expect to dictate 
the evolution of contemporary painting, but it offers fields more considerable 
than the framed canvas panel.155  

 

Le Corbusier explains the synthesis as ―a new spirit‖ which, in Von Moos‘s words, 

―stands for a way of thinking and, by implication, the spirit of an entire era – and 

not primarily for the idea of the total work of art, the Gesamtkunstwerk, comprising 

painting and sculpture under the aegis of architecture.‖156 The fact that Le 

Corbusier was also an artist and dealt with murals, and sculpture, may have 

accounted for the different manner of his understanding. Referring to one of his 

murals made in 1939 at Cap-Martin, he noted his observation about the walls of 

the villa as ―sad walls where nothing is happening‖157 (Figure 15).  Therefore, he 

created fifteen murals here,158 which are seen as significant contributions to his 

―plastique‖ feeling and reflected his plasticity in architectural works.159  

 

Pearson explains the meaning of the synthesis, based upon Hegel‘s theory of 

dialectics, and separates it from the attempt of integration. According to his view 

in order to achieve synthesis, ―a thesis and antithesis had to be postulated, and 

this certainly went beyond an integration of art and architecture.‖160 With respect 

to his argument, those opposite sides, meaning art and architecture, have to 

reside in the synthesis through a dialectical connection. Yet, they is ―only one 

manifestation of the broader dialectic of art and science, and hence the goal of a 
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synthesis of the arts, the humanization of a purely technological architecture, had 

a deeper symbolic significance.‖161  

 

In fact, Herbert Read asserted a dialectical manner located at the very core of art 

field. Art already had two conflicts to deal with and to generate an outcome 

throughout its creation process. He believed in the reconciliation of opposites: 

 

The essential nature of art will be found […] in the artist‘s capacity to create a 
synthetic and self-consistent world, […] a world compounded of these 
contradictions. […] Art is what it has become the fashion to call a dialectic 
activity it confronts one thesis, say that of reason, with its antithesis, say that of 
the imagination, and evolves a new unity or synthesis in which the 
contradictions are reconciled.162 
 

Read stresses the production of artworks, which is an individual process, and 

their reception by society gives birth to a more complicated and social arena. He 

specifies that: ―whatever may be the nature of the relationship of art and society, 

the work of art itself is always the creation of an individual.‖163 He defines explicitly 

two opposite facets of art, the individual and universal character, in the statement: 

―herein lies one of the basic paradoxes of human existence: art is the pattern 

evolved in a complex interplay of personal and societal processes of 

adjustment.‖164  

 

On the subject of the types of processes, at the CIAM meeting in Hoddeston, Sert 

classified the alliance of the visual arts in three ways, as ―integral, applied and 

related.‖ The operation of integration was defined as follows: 

 

The integral approach is tied to the conception of the building, the architect 
himself often acting as a sculptor or a painter or establishing a very close 
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collaboration with them  their tasks cannot be separated and this collaboration 
has to be carried through, in team work, from beginning to end.165  

 

The path to creating a collective work is mapped out at the early steps of the 

design where either one is an architect/artist or a group of architects and artists 

involved in the process. In that sense, Sert attributed a different meaning to the 

act of ―integration‖. It might be recognized as a synthesis where there exists an 

intimate bond among the visual arts. Similarly, indicating the deeper values in the 

concept of ―integration‖, Villanueva portrays it in this way: ―On the other hand, 

integration is the product, not only of the understanding of the common proposals, 

but also of the necessary subordination between the different expressions.‖166 

Still, Sert defines the term ―applied‖ as follows: 

 

In the more frequent case of applied works the building is conceived first. Its 
expression will be intensified by the co-operation of the painter and the sculptor, 
but the character of their work and the space allocated for it, are generally 
outlined by the architect.167  
 

The contribution of the artist is expected at the later stages of the construction 

process, but this is performed in line with the objectives of the architect. And the 

last sort of cooperation, which seems a superficial one, is ―related‖. Sert defined it 

as they may relate to each other although they have their own positions168    

 

Akin to this analysis, Gropius‘s identification of the synthesis is far from placing art 

work in appropriate spaces. His criticism focused on the difference of synthesis 

from that of an exhibition approach in a museum. The synthesis of the arts, he 

says: 

 

…cannot consist in putting sculpture and painting in appropriate architectural 
locations or even natural ones, even when they are very appropriate, because 
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that is, when all is said and done, nothing but the program of a museum. We 
believe that the true synthesis of the arts is to be found in the architectural work 
itself and commences from the first stages of the concept.169 

 
With regard to these statements, the most outstanding synthesis issue is that of 

the leading role of the architect.  Giedion pictured the position of architecture as 

―orchestral conductor of this collaboration‖.170 Torrent adds to the process of 

synthesis by describing his own concept of the principle character‘s role in the 

collaborative process: the ―artistic conception‖ that might allude to an individual 

dealing with diverse fields.171  

 

Better examples for the operation of synthesis could be some groups dealing with 

the ‗synthesis of major arts‘ apart from the announcements and reports shared at 

several CIAM meetings. Specifically within the Parisian cultural milieu there were 

some groups such as the Union pour l’Art, Association pour une synthese des 

arts plastiques172, Group Espace and a meeting of the minds around a leading 

publication, L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui. In the group known as Union pour l’Art -a 

temporary organization of artists and architects who hoped to create a strong 

collaborative performance at the 1937 Paris Exposition - the most prominent 

name was Andre Bloc173 who convinced Le Corbusier to be a founding member of 

the group in 1936174 and whose ―rapprochement of art and architecture‖ was said 
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to be owing to the influence of Le Corbusier.175  Along these lines, the approach to 

this synthesis theme and the words of Le Corbusier gained a remarkable interest.  

 

Owing to his elevated standing, Le Corbusier‘s two exhibitions, one in 1953 at the 

National Museum of Modern Art in Paris and another at the Museum of Fine Arts 

at Lyon in 1956 were important moments that drew attention to ―a tendency 

towards unity‖176 (Figure 16, Figure 17). The influence of Le Corbuiser‘s work 

found its echo in the crystallization of a union. Strongly Corbusian in its 

terminology, Group Espace was officially constituted on October 17, 1951. Their 

manifesto announced that the group sought ―to prepare the conditions of an 

effective collaboration between architects, painters, sculptors, and plasticians, 

and to organize, through plasticity, the harmonious development of human 

activities.‖177 One of the earliest figures in the group, Andre Bloc, reminded artists 

of their social responsibility to improve architectural and urban spaces by not only 

contributing with works of art but by becoming directly involved in the needs of 

architecture; and to access the public sphere and to approach it as an everyday 

obligation178 (Figure 18).  

 

A significant practice was ―Porte Maillot 50‖, which was comprised of contributions 

by prominent figures. The idea was creating a ―place for the building of 

synthesis‖.179 Le Corbusier was the main director of this project. For this purpose, 

the International Association of the Plastic Arts was founded that included artists 

from several different nationalities. The project was to provide a space under a 

permanent structure that would give the opportunity of short-term exhibitions, 
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which could be demounted and sent to other countries as well. But unfortunately, 

this project was not realized180 (Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21). 

 

In conclusion, differing from the attempts that emerged in the early years of the 

20th century, during the postwar period there appeared an alternative approach, 

which was to tighten the bonds among the visual arts. We witness a process that 

raised the concept of ―Synthese des Arts Majeurs‖ and sought for suitable 

solutions to bring about unity. The discussions, meetings and experimental works, 

many which made the issue of collaboration a focal point, are evidence of the 

collective spirit and the intense struggles.  Also, there was a governmental 

support, which contributed immensely to the reconstruction process after the war. 

Bearing this in mind, for the architects and artists tried to gain acceptance and 

establish themselves, which was an important step during those trying 

circumstances. At that point, the demands of the state and the perspectives of 

artists and architects juxtaposed, and inherently, the concept of a unity penetrated 

into the urban landscape. As a result, this unity, in a sense, was attributed to a 

strange mission serving to the concerns of presenting, especially for the case of 

European countries, the recovery after the war and thus, the attitude of protecting 

their dominance in the artistic area. 

 

The concept of collectivity appears as the catchword of the age, and within this 

spirit, the position of architecture world towards collectivity joined at some 

particular points, which include: publicity of art, creating humanistic spaces and 

renewing the concept of monumentality. Art was used as an instrument to 

overcome the highly criticized aspects of modern architecture. Specifically, it was 

believed to humanize modern architecture and to fulfill the emotional needs of 

people.  Yet, this new attempt was seen as the primary function of architecture in 

the spaces that would consider humanistic values and prevent the isolated 

attitude of modern art and modern architecture. In that respect, modern 

architecture became a new sanctuary for modern art pieces, which would open a 

new sphere for the relation between aesthetics and ―common man‖. Art seemed 

to decide to enter the social arena with a new display approach, the permanent 
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statue. It went beyond the old peripheries like exhibition houses or galleries or 

museums, and encountered by all strata of society.  

 

The operation of this alliance was defined in specific ways but the main goal was 

reaching a synthesis that started at the beginning of the design process and 

carried out under the leadership of the architect. The discussions also included 

the properties of the artworks, which were the examples of abstract art.  

Regarding the notion of abstract art as having a more universal form, it was 

suggested this collective act coincided with the ambition of creating democratic 

spaces. The applied works could be seen in various spaces and locations in 

different countries. However, their expressions and the integration qualities or 

their reasons could be different181. So in the final analysis, the issue covers not 

only sharing common concepts, but more than that, it includes trying to figure out 

how to apply the concept of unity and the arrangement of different languages and 

mediums in one entity.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

 

THE IDEA OF A ‘UNITY’ OF ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE IN POSTWAR 
TURKEY 

 

 

This chapter will be divided into two sections that will examine at first the overall 

context and then focus on the idea of the ‗collaboration‘ between architecture and 

the arts. There will be an attempt to search for understanding the basis of the 

relationship in Turkey considering the state of art and architecture worlds. The 

main questions of this discussion will be as follows: How did the idea of the 

‗collaboration‘ emerge? How was this inclination put into action?  

 

3.1. The General Context  

 

A brief overview on Turkey‘s general context of the day is significant in 

understanding the atmosphere, which created the fertile ground that enabled 

these collaborative works. The political changes brought about new developments 

that brought about changes within the socio-cultural system. In addition, after the 

Second World War, Turkey first experienced a multi-party political system as a 

result of the establishment of the Democrat Party in 1946. When the Democrat 

Party (DP) won the 1950 elections, this aspiration moved to a concrete phase.  

 

There are several triggering factors or reasons in the change to a multi-party 

political system but this new political system, undoubtedly, affected the trajectory 

of both domestic and foreign politics. These changes in circumstances would 

have a role in affecting the architecture and art milieus, their outcomes and the 

actors of the creation process. Turkey adopted a new view in terms of its 

relationship with the West. This new outlook lent to the abandonment of the 

isolated attitude and to initiate an increased involvement with the West. As, the 

political relationship with the capitalist world intensified, it brought forth a new 

economic approach, which applied liberal principles. Since this new direction had 
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influences on the operation of other social areas, this policy of liberalization arose 

as an outstanding feature of the postwar period. 

 

Although this position is attributed mostly to the DP governance, it is said that the 

orientation towards liberalization began before that party came to power.182 In 

fact, the decree announced in 1947, aimed to encourage foreign investment. In 

order to rapidly develop the economy, the key changes were seen by constitution 

of a free enterprise system, which could be achieved through foreign investments 

in those days, rather than state influence.183  Because of the difficulties that the 

country was going through due to limited means of the country during and 

immediately after the war, the course of action was to receive foreign aid and 

foreign investments, which was also a part of the process to develop closer 

relations with the West.184  During, the postwar years, Turkey became a more 

integrated part of the Western world and merged with its existing capitalist 

system.185  By participating in the Marshall Plan186, Turkey obtained credits and 

was accepted as a member of NATO in 1952, which are considered as prominent 

developments.   

 

One of the significant government programs was the investment in public works 

and infrastructure. Between the years 1950-1954, the total amount of investments 

increased by a remarkable 256 percent, which were achieved primarily in the 

areas of roadwork infrastructure, construction facilities and agriculture.187 Instead 
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of following the railway development strategies of the earlier decades, the network 

of roads was extended, which helped to promote the automotive industry.  On the 

other hand, Turkey undertook a mission that covers supplying grain to postwar 

European countries as a ―warehouse‖. It was a move that focused on agriculture 

rather than industry in early 1950s. In order to fulfill this task of being a 

warehouse, Turkish agriculture began to be mechanized and transformed.    

 

In line with the DP‘s argument to make Turkey a ―little America‖, which came to 

the main motto of the day, the Democrats rapidly started supportive activities for 

private enterprise and individual initiative. Considering the limited resources of the 

country, through the regulations DP tried to encourage foreign investment. Turkey 

was dependent on almost all of the industrial products except for manufactured 

food, textile and iron and steel industry.188  This signifies the deficiency of many 

types of construction materials as well.    

 

The Law on the Encouragement of the Investments by Foreign Capital (Yabancı 

Sermaye Yatırımlarını TeĢvik Kanunu) was passed in 1951, with the aim to invite 

foreign capital investment in Turkey in several fields such as industry, energy, 

public works, transportation, tourism and natural mining resources.189 Later, in 

1954, a more liberal legislation was passed the Law on the Encouragement of the 

Investments by Foreign Capital (Yabancı Sermayeyi TeĢvik Kanunu).190   

 

Based on these laws, it is easy to see that a liberalist system‘s dependence on 

the investment in the private sector was foreseen during the period between 1950 

and 1960.191 However, despite the fervent speeches supporting liberalism, 

approximately 40-50 percent of the investments had to be carried out by the 
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state,192 mainly because of contemporary developmentalist aims. In this manner, 

statism was still on the stage. As a result of this combination, the incorporation of 

both private and public sectors in this process, this situation could be defined as 

an in-between phase, a mixed model.   

 

By partaking in the international economic system, it revealed new demands and 

the new way of life along with new consumption patterns that resulted in new 

types of building and transportation.193  Ġlhan Tekeli defines this period as a 

transformation process that encompasses changes in various levels, in the 

economy, in social institutions and even in class structure194.  

 

Tekeli examines the time interval from 1950 to 1980 in a two parts: 1950-1960 

and 1960-1980195. In terms of building facilities, he defines the period between the 

years 1950-60 as a ―search for an international solution‖ that alludes to the effects 

of the new political orientation with populist approaches and better international 

relations.196     
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According to Tanyeli, after the Second World War, the political circumstances had 

influences directly on architecture, 197 which explain the unavoidable relation 

between architectural production and the political attitude adopted during the era.  

Similarly, Gülsüm Baydar claims that the ideology of architectural profession 

paralleled the political ideology of the time.198 For her, this choice was nothing 

less than maintaining their very own positions in professional manner.199 Based 

on this assertion, it can be said that the outlook the architectural milieu adopted 

moved in line with the political scene, which consisted of a populist tone in its 

attempts and discourses. This resulted in both the transformation in the 

construction field and increased the level of associations with the West regarding 

the ambition of promoting the country on the international stage.  

 

In Baydar‘s interpretation, for Turkish architects, the second quarter of the 

twentieth century is stated as an interval in redefining their ―collective 

identities‖.200 In fact, before a radical move towards the establishment of the 

Chamber of Architects, there appeared some other unions. The Architecture 

Branch of the Fine Arts Union was founded in 1927, which is the only remaining 

branch of the Istanbul organization of the union.201 In Ankara, another union 

emerged in the same year called the Turkish Architects Association. But, the 

preeminent establishment is that of the Chamber of the Architects with the 

passing of law no. 6235 in 1954.202 The formation of the Chamber changed the 
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procedure of public architecture in the sense that it fell under as a newly 

authorized organization that controlled the competitions and oriented architectural 

styles.203 After with law no. 7116 in 1958, the Ministry of Reconstruction and 

Settlement was established.  Both these organizations directly indicated not only 

the intensity of construction facilities that were ongoing throughout the postwar 

years but also the newly emerged position of architecture as a more independent 

profession in the market.  

 

In addition, in line with to increasing international relations, an important issue that 

the architects urged upon was integrating with the Union of International 

Architects (UIA). In fact, the initiatives began in the earlier stages in 1935 for the 

Reunion Internationale des Architects (RIA), which would transform to the UIA in 

1948.204 In fact, it is observed that some Turkish architects attended to the UIA 

1953 Lisbon Meeting, where the issue of the synthesis of the arts was on the 

agenda.205 (Figure 22, Figure 23) Even Turkish architects made the suggestion 

and attempted to hold the meeting of UIA in 1955 in Ġstanbul.206  

 
Another transformation related to the new settlements in economy and 

administrative structure, was the foundation of new public enterprises, which 

directly affected the architectural realm. Within a short time period, public 

institutions such as Denizcilik Bank (Denizcilik Bankası, set up to support the 

Turkish maritime sector), the Turkish Petroleum Corporation (Türkiye Petrol 

Anonim Ortaklığı, TPAO, National Oil Company of Turkey), Meat and Milk Board 

(Et ve Balık Kurumu), Petrol Ofisi (a fuel distribution and oil company) and 
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Tourism Bank (Turizm Bankası) were established. In addition, other public finance 

institutions including Sümerbank, Etibank, Halkbank ve Agricultural Bank (Ziraat 

Bankası) were appointed to the industrial investment plan.207 

 

These newly established institutions meant, in terms of architectural practices, 

that there was a necessity for construction of their head offices and initiating 

extensive construction facilities for public buildings. At that point, the main 

purpose of this study is that some of these new buildings were important for not 

only being a part of this construction process but they included artworks as well 

as, indicating an indirect relation with the issue of collaboration.  

 

Indeed, using the resources of the Pension Fund (Emekli Sandığı), the 

Agricultural Bank (Ziraat Bankası) and Tourism Bank (Turism Bankası) all of 

which were state institutions, the state partnered a wide range of construction 

projects from markets to hotels and casinos.208  These projects were generally 

prominent structures in a contextual sense, particularly because of their locations, 

which were visible and accessible for the public.  In addition, they played a 

leading role in the architectural discourse and practice of the day because they 

were areas for experimenting of the new techniques, materials and approaches.  

 

Alongside the state, the newly emerging client, the private sector, was an effective 

and encouraging force for architects, whom were trying to establish a new 

direction within the architectural realm and searching for a solution integrated with 

the modernist discourse. In this context, the emergence of new consumption 

habits and close ties with the West brought about novel building typologies such 

as luxury hotels, which was a new arena for the architects to express their 

creativity.  

 

In addition to the projects carried out by the state, the private sector began to 

flourish and strengthen in these periods as a result of the new economic policies. 

Indeed, it is stated that the private sector accelerated in the years between 1950 

and 1960; and consequently, it is noted that the foundation of many of today‘s 
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leading companies could be traced back to this particular period.209  Besides, 

during the 1950s, the banks began to contribute to the artistic realm although it 

could be regarded as inefficient and a limp attempt.210  

 

As architectural production increased, private architecture offices emerged as 

another novelty of the period, which would be a response to the demands of both 

the public and the private sector. In fact, what attracts the attention in these 

formations was their structure based on partnerships, which was a manifestation 

of the collective spirit.211 These relatively risky initiations would become important 

for producing according to the new requirements and, thereby were merely 

response to the market‘s supply and demand.  

 

As the business sector began to develop towards holding companies especially 

from the late 1960s onwards, the construction of industrial complexes and their 

headquarters was in big demand. This new terrain became a testing ground for 

Turkish architects. This pact made with the private capital probably fulfilled the 

interests of both sides that resulted in coherence effective in developing such an 

experimental ground. Indeed, it has been stated that architecture has several ties 
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with the economy, where monetary issues had considerable effect that included 

property owners, building designers, building occupants and even onlookers of 

the building.212 However, this association could be seen as an effective tool in 

expressing the attained level of modernism in an architectural sense. Because, in 

a country that was going through a modernization process, – albeit, polemical in 

terms of its parameters, formation and internalization processes - the private 

sector‘s initiatives, particularly the ones in the industrial area, would be the best 

representation of the sort of an advanced level in architecture that could be 

created.  

 

After the military coup of 1960, the government changed and more significantly a 

new constitution was promulgated in 1961. Aside from many modifications in the 

administrative and economic point, the foundation of state planning organization 

emerged as a crucial development during that period, which started with the first 

five-year plan.   

 

Between the years 1960-1980, the main trajectory was again based on a mixed 

economic system, in which both private and public sectors would serve the public 

good and make investments in order to achieve economic growth.  In 1980, a new 

crack appeared in the political system with yet another military coup, and 

economic and politic movement of the country changed.  

 

In connection with the new constitution and its incoming reflections, such as the 

provision of more freedom of expression and of association, in the 1960s, the 

prominent outlook is defined as the emergence of a social consciousness and a 

pluralistic world view.213 These new themes also manifested themselves in the 

architectural realm because of professional activities as well as theoretical 

approaches.  
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This sensibility towards socialist views not only came to the forefront in the 

discourses and writings of the architects, it was also became part of the agenda 

for the Chamber of the Architects. For instance, in 1962, the Chamber put a 

stamp noted as ―architecture is in the service of the society‖ on all the envelopes 

and papers that were used for its correspondences.214  

 

In conclusion, the changes on the political scene and the new economic strategy 

dramatically changed the face of architecture at both intellectual and practical 

levels. Liberalization policies culminated in the increasing international activities, 

which meant the strengthening of ties with the West; the emergence of a new 

clientele, and new types of buildings, which all had direct or indirect relations with 

the subject of this study. The opening to the West, without a doubt, paved the way 

for the flow of foreign publications, provided an awareness of important meetings, 

made it easier to organize more frequent visits abroad, bringing about the 

recognizing of many contemporary architectural examples and developing an 

acquaintance with the current debates in the West. This novel situation also 

promoted directing towards contemporary architectural strains and the idea of 

being a part of the international arena. Meanwhile, the new client would provide 

fresh territory for experiencing new aesthetic considerations. Although this sphere 

could incorporate different concerns and had problems in its own right, it became 

a potential area to more or less eliminate or suppress financial concerns. By the 

1960s, as a result of the emerging idea of social consciousness, approaching the 

public and entering in a cycle of self-criticism were seen in parallel to the 

concerns of the Western world. All these facts and the conditions in which they 

occurred demonstrate to what extent the subjects of the following sections are 

connected within this particular context. To understand this context, the postwar 

period, in its own peculiar circumstances, will essentially provide the ability to see 

why artistic and architectural collaboration burgeoned and matured during this 

period. 
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3.2. Forming a ‘Unity’ 

 

This part focuses, the discursive side of the collaboration, covering the phases of 

education, activities, and publications to ground the emergence and the 

development of the idea of the unity of arts and architecture. In what ways this 

idea arouses and what was its basis are the two major questions cause us to first 

scrutinize field of education. Considering the formative role of education in 

professional life, presumably the very first signs of collaboration were found in this 

area. As an influence on future practices, the process and the position in 

education within the field of education could have helped usher in a new period in 

terms of collaborative acts.  

 

After this initial analysis on the formation of the idea in education, the subsequent 

part focuses on the publications that deal with the means of the dissemination and 

consolidation of this vision. It describes how this approach towards the idea of 

unity found a place and resonated in the contemporary culture. The consequent 

investigation of debates and discussions on the topic as result of its establishment 

in education and publications, as well as the discourse formulated by a group of 

artists and architects established in Turkey in relation to its European counterpart, 

will help understand the focus of the analysis in detail. In the end, the chapter 

provides the ground to analyze whether or not the understanding of a 

collaborative approach between the arts and architecture had a discursive 

background in Turkey.  If so, the final picture will stand as a testimony about the 

growth of a consistent idea behind the collaborative works.   

 

3.2.1. The Arts in Architectural Education 

 

The educational field of the postwar period could have been one of the 

determining forces behind the formation of the ‗collaboration‘ between 

architecture and the arts. This part will try to uncover the atmosphere in which the 

alliance between art and architecture emerged; and to discover the creation 

processes of the actors for this cooperation. Were there any art courses in the 

curricula of architecture departments from which architecture students could have 

benefited from directly or indirectly? Was there an intimate dialogue or 

transparent border in the schools where art and architecture departments were in 
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open to communication with each other? Taking into account the architects and 

artists that executed collective works, were there any other kinds of educational 

activities or opportunities that they were both involved in, such as studying abroad 

or receiving scholarships in related fields? The answers to these questions are 

important in conceiving the materialization of the idea and highlighting possible 

contributions from the field of arts to the field of architecture.   

 

Regarding the generation who contributed to the collaboration during the postwar 

period in Turkey, it is observed that the focus of the research should be the years 

between 1940s-1960s when this generation received their education215 and 

significantly produced collaborative works especially during the 1960s and 1970s. 

The 1930s are also to be explored as it is the period when the professors to these 

later generations were educated. One of the most important academic, Bedri 

Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, was also the artist of one of the initial examples for this 

collaboration, i.e. the Lido Swimming Pool constructed in 1943, and the author of 

one of the initial texts that dealt with the subject, titled ―Building and Painting‖, 

published the same year.216 Hence Eyüpoğlu could be considered a guide in 

determining the period that should be analyzed. In addition, discussing 

Eyüpoğlu‘s, as well as his 1930s contemporaries‘ education, as pioneers in the 

field, the main chronological frame concentrates on the period from the 1940s to 

the 1960s.   

 

The other point to be emphasized is the privileged status of the Academy of Fine 

Arts in the field of education, from where many of the architects and artists of this 

period graduated. The privileged role of the Academy arose from its being the first 

and for many years the only art and architecture school in Turkey, as well as the 

only institution that had art and architecture departments. As it took on the role 

and mission of an art centre in the country, the Academy deserves special 

attention. Throughout the 1940s-1960s, the education institutions available are as 

                                                 
215

 See Appendix A, Table 1. 
 

216
 Eyüpoğlu, B.R. (1943,1 October). Yapı ve Resim. Ülkü, pp 1-3.  
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follows: Academy of Fine Arts217 (Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi), Ġstanbul 

Engineering School (İstanbul Yüksek Mühendislik Okulu218), Ġstanbul Technical 

School (İstanbul Teknik Okulu219), Middle East Technical University220 (Orta Doğu 

Teknik Üniversitesi); and also two other schools that were focusing solely on art 

education were the School of Applied Fine Arts (Tatbiki Güzel Sanatlar Okulu221) 

and the Gazi Education Institute Art-Work Department (Gazi Eğitim Enstitüsü 

Resim-Iş Bölümü222).   

                                                 
217

 The school was founded in 1883. In 2004, the name of the school was changed as 
Mimar Sinan Güzel Sanatlar Üniversitesi. 
 

218
 In 1941, the architecture department was founded. The school was named as Ġstanbul 

Yüksek Mühendis Okulu in 1941 and in 1944, Istanbul Technical University.   
 

219
 In 1940, architecture education had started and in the same year, the school was 

named as Ġstanbul Technical School (İstanbul Teknik Okulu). Afterwards in 1969, the title 
became Ġstanbul Devlet Mühendislik ve Mimarlık Akademisi and in 1982, Yıldız University. 
Finally, in 1992, the name of the school was changed as Yıldız Technical University. 

  

220
 The School was founded in 1956. 

 
221

, Founded in 1957, the School of Applied Fine Arts (Tatbiki Güzel Sanatlar Okulu) had 
five departments, which were furniture and interior design, graphic arts, decorative 
painting, textile and ceramics. As clearly seen on its name, the school intended to give an 
education to the artists appropriate to the industry, and attuned to the current state of the 
country and plus, to the mainstream. It is conveyed that this institution adopted this sort of 
German and Central European schools as a model to itself, which refers to Bauhaus.  
Ġslimyeli, N. (1966, August) Okulun Tarihçesi. Ankara Sanat. p7. Accordingly, in the 
special issue of Ankara Sanat, it can be observed that there are foreign instructors in 
every department. In relation to the Bauhaus mentality, the main target of the school is 
stated as integrating fine arts to the practice field and, by these means, accessing large 
masses. Anonymous, (August 1966). Prologue. Ankara Sanat. p 3.. More assertively, the 
privileged position of the school is defined as ―the biggest move‖ in the convergence of 
public and art.  Övkıvanç, B. (August 1966). Okulda YetiĢenler, Ankara Sanat. p 19. 
Important names, performing collaborative works, such as Mustafa Pilevneli and Jale 
YılmabaĢar graduated from this school. In 1983, the institution was integrated to the 
Marmara University and was named as  Faculty of Fine Arts. 
 

222
 Founded in 1923, the school aspires to break from the distant stance of the public 

towards art, and integrate the sense of art into every phases of life and make it accessible 
for different layers of the society. Mainly, the accent was on creating a new type of artist 
who produces, educates and shares with the public. Pekmezci H. (2009). Gazi Eğitim 
Enstitüsü Resim-ĠĢ Bölümü ve Bauhaus. In Bauhaus: Modernleşmenin Tasarımı (pp-277-
302) Ġstanbul: ĠletiĢim Yayınları. p  293. An intriguing point is that, the school staff was not 
disconnected with the outside developments. In fact, during the process of establishment, 
the staff was sent abroad in order to get experienced in divergent fields. Pekmezci H. 
(2009), p 284-285. After the formation of this initial staff, in 1932, the art work department 
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The focus here is to analyze architectural education institutions in order to 

determine if there were possible artistic influences in their programs and to 

understand how related courses were taught. Except for the courses, at this point, 

the development and background of the instructors, the presence of foreign 

academics and the opportunity of studying abroad and then returning to the 

Academy to educate younger generations - are all examined within this section. 

Especially, the last two points might be considered the main link to the art and 

architecture circles in western countries that was practiced in line with the idea of 

a unity of architecture and the arts during the postwar period. In addition to these 

factors, it is also important to note that some of the conferences and exhibitions 

that were organized during this period could be regarded as an additional part of 

their education.223 Most of these activities were held at the Academy and some of 

them were directly or indirectly related with the main subject of this study. 

 

The Academy, which offered courses in architecture, painting, sculpture and 

decorative arts, was opened in 1883. Especially, after the arrival of many foreign 

educators participated in the educational programs, the school could clearly be 

classified as a modern educational institution224. On the eve of the Second World 

War, foreign academics exiled from their countries, especially from Germany and 

Austria, were invited to work in different branches of the school. Many important 

names include, Ernest Egli (1930-1936) and Bruno Taut (1936-1938) worked in 

the Architecture Department while Leopold Levy (1937-1949) worked in the 

Painting Department, Philip Ginther (1929-1937) and Marie Louis Sue (1939-

1943) in the Decorative Arts, and Rudolf Belling (1937-1954) in the Sculpture 

Department225. I should emphasize that it is not my intention here to investigate all 

                                                                                                                                       
was opened. Pekmezci H. (2009). p 292. In 1982, the school was named as Gazi 
Education Institute Art-Work Department (Gazi Eğitim Fakültesi Güzel Sanatlar Eğitimi 
Bölümü Resim-Iş Anabilimi). 
 

223
 See Appendix E 

 

224
Gezgin, A. Ö. (2003). Emre Zeytinoğlu.  Akademi'ye Tanıklık 1: Resim-Heykel. Istanbul: 

Bağlam. p 16 
 

225
 In the Architecture Department of the Academy between the years 1927-1940, E. Egli, 

B.Taut, A. Vorhoelzer, H. Schütte worked respectively. After 1941, the presence of foreign 
scholars at the department came to an end. Söylemezoğlu, K. (1973, February). Mimarlık 
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foreign academics but rather to understand the roles of those who contributed to 

the dialogue between arts and architecture.  

 

The foreign educators could indirectly be a sign of the closeness of the school to 

the ongoing events outside the country. In addition, this kind of an influx makes it 

possible to foster the ideas and information related with the art and architecture 

connection. One example, the German artist Belling, who had started to work in 

the Sculpture Department of the Academy in 1937226, expressed his opinions 

about the collaboration of architecture and art. He put forward his thoughts clearly 

in his reports written for the Academy. He emphasized the intense relations 

between architecture and sculpture, and said: ―Sculpture is the synthesis of 

plastic arts and space. […] the thing which is important for me and causes a 

change is the collective work with architecture.‖ 227 He also asserted that 

architecture, painting and sculpture are intended to reach a unity.228   

 

The other agents that created ties with similar results in relation to the fields of 

arts and architecture in Europe - were those students who went abroad to 

study229. They were expected to return and teach at the Academy by applying 

                                                                                                                                       
Forum. Mimarlık. (pp 24-33). p 26. For the detailed information of the service duration of 
the instructors see Appendix B.  Source, Sönmez, Z.. (1983). Güzel Sanatlar eğitimnde 
100 yıl. Ġstanbul: Mimar Sinan Üniversitesi Yayını. 
 

226
 Belling was the head of the Sculpture Department, who had carried out modelling 

course at Ġstanbul Technical School between the years of 1954-65. Sönmez, Z.. (1983). p. 
67 
 

227
 He stated: ―Heykel, plastik ve mekanın sentezidir . […] Benim için, önemli olan Ģey ve 

benim geliĢimime neden olan Ģey mimarlıkla müĢterek yapılan çalıĢmalardır.‖ Demir, A. 
(2008). Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi'nde Yabancı Hocalar. Ġstanbul: Mimar Sinan Güzel 
Sanatlar Akademisi. p  93 
 

228
 Demir, A. (2008). p 96 

 

229
 A different way from these scholars, some artists and architects also had the chance of 

visiting Europe in their professional life. For instance, Devrim Erbil went to Spain with the 
scholarhip of the Spanish government while he was working as an assistant at the 
Academy. Architect Doğan Tekeli visited London when he was the head of the Chamber 
of Architects. For detailed information of other artists and architects‘ education and 
experiences, see Appendix C. 
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what they had learned and experienced in Europe. This system was supported by 

the Turkish government based on Law no 1416.230 Those who passed the 

scholarship examinations were generally enrolled in the Julian Academy, and 

studied with Fernand Leger or Andre Lhote231 in Paris or else with Hans 

Hoffmann232 in Munich.  In fact, this program was akin to that of the Ecole 

Nationale des Beaux-Arts’233. The first students that returned in the 1930s, 

included the painters Zeki Faik Izer, and Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu in 1937, the 

sculptor Hadi Bara in 1930, and Zühtü Müridoğlu in 1940, and the architect Sedat 

Hakkı Eldem in 1930234. This generation is important not only because they 

created collaborative works but also because they were the instructors of the next 

generation that would contribute to one of the works of the pinnacle period of 

collaborative works.  

 

In order to uncover and even constitute possible links to the developing 

collaboration, it is worth mentioning certain names and look into their experiences 

in Europe at a time when the synthesis of the major arts was an important issue. 

Zeki Faik Izer, Nurullah Berk and Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu studied at Andre Lhote 

                                                 
230

  In fact, sending students to Europe did not start at this year. In 1982, the Academy 
sent two graduate students to Paris who were from sculpture and paintings departments. 
Deniz Artun states that, with the declaration of the rescript of Gülhane and the edict of 
reform (Tanzimat ve Islahat Fermanı), there had been particular cultural policies which 
opened the way to sending students to the West. Deniz, A. (2012). Paristen Modernlik 
Tercümeleri: Académie Julian'da İmparatorluk ve Cumhuriyet Öğrencileri . Ġstanbul:, 
IletiĢim. p 140. 
 

231
 Andre Lhote was born in 1885 in France. He attended the Cubist Painters group. He 

began to write theoretical essays and critics on art in 1917. He founded his Academy in 
Paris in 1922. Lhote, A. (2000). Sanatta Değişmeyen Plastik Değerler. trans. Kaya 
Özsezgin. Ankara: Ġmge Kitabevi Yayınları. p 1. 
 

232
 Born in Germany, Hans Hofmann (1880-1966) is said to be an important artist who 

adopted abstract expressionism.  
 

233
 Beaux Arts‘ aim was to raise an official artist by awarding the most successful student  

with Prix de Rome.  Akyürek, F. (1999). Cumhuriyet Dönemi‘nde Heykel Sanatı. In  A. 
Ödekan, Cumhuriyet'in Renkleri, Biçimleri . (Pp 48-59) Istanbul : Türkiye Ekonomik ve 
Toplumsal Tarih Vakfı. p 53.  
 

234
 See Appendix A, Table 2. 
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Atelier, whereas Hadi Bara was educated at the Académie Julian. Zühtü Müritoğlu 

enrolled at the Académie Colarosi Marcel Gimond235. These students were 

supervised by a central state system (called Talebe Müfettişliği). According to 

Deniz Artun, during the 1930s, this supervising system should have controlled the 

education programs and also might have had some influences in choosing of the 

ateliers as well236.  

 

There was also an obligatory program for these students, which included fresco, 

ceramics, and mural education in addition to painting. Ġzer thought that these 

students were obligated to study these other fields, which were thought to be 

useful in case of any financial problems that painters encounter up on their 

return237.   

 

The students began to study at these selected ateliers but they still used the 

opportunities of the exchange program where they became more informed 

through contemporary art circles and had more direct interaction with these 

circles. For instance, Nurullah Berk had gone to study at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in Paris between the years 1924-1928; and then he enrolled at the Andre 

Lhote Atelier in 1933; and then he had followed up by gaining additional 

experienceat the Fernand Leger Atelier as well238. On the educative spirit of the 

ateliers, he stated that he gained lots of things in terms of experience and art 

knowledge in both the Andre Lhote and Fernand Leger ateliers239. The standing of 

Paris as the very heart of the art world of that period brought these scholars 

                                                 
235

 See Appendix A, Table 3. 
 

236
 Deniz Artun argues that the inspectors, responsible for the scholars, could be effective 

in orienting these students to choose ateliers of Andre Lhote and Fernand Leger, both of 
whom were known as Cubist in their art. Artun, (2012) p 265. 
 

237
 Artun, (2012) p 264. Primary source, Irepoğlu, G. (2005) Zeki Faik Izer. Ġstanbul:YKY. p 

19.    
 

238
 Berk, N., (1973, issue 84). F. Leger‘in Atölyeleri. Ankara Sanat. p.4 

 

239
 Birol, Ç. (1972, issue 70). Nurullah Berk‘le KonuĢma. Ankara Sanat. p.14 
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inevitably extremely close to the new developments. It is conveyed that artists, 

who studied at Hoffmann and Lhote ateliers, were influenced by Cézanne and his 

artistic works, especially his distorted imagery240.  

 

With regard to the collaboration issue, it is worth to remember that Andre Lhote 

and Fernand Leger were the leading names related with the synthesis of the 

major arts. To be more precise, Lhote was a member of l’art Mural group.241 

Fernand Leger is known to be one of the luminary figures involved in this 

approach by looking back at his contributions to the subject via his practices or 

writings that have already been mentioned in the Chapter 2.  

 

Although the interaction of the Turkish artists with European artistic world had 

already started in the 1930s through their mobility of education, those visits to 

Europe were disrupted by the outbreak of Second World War. Nevertheless in 

1947, after the end of the war, the same practice started up once again and some 

of the students that travelled to Europe include: the painter NeĢet Günal, who 

went to Leger Atelier; Sadi ÖziĢ,242 and Refik Eren to Lhote Atelier; and Ġlhan 

Koman to Academie Julian243. Beyond the education they received from these 

ateliers, the inspiring atmosphere they lived in most likely inspired their artistic 

vision. Based on ÖziĢ‘s experiences in Paris, Deniz Artun suggests attending 

conferences in addition to the courses in the atelier and the cosmopolitan 

atmosphere at Grande Chaumiere‘s evening courses,  specifically the ―atelier de 

l’art abstrait‖ , might be appealing to many of the art students studying abroad in 

Paris.244 
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 Gezgin, A. Ö. (2003). Adnan Çoker. Akademi'ye Tanıklık 1: Resim-Heykel. Istanbul: 
Bağlam. p 159 
 

241
 See Figure 7. 

 

242
 ÖziĢ had been worked at Leger atelier for a while and then went to Academie Julian. 

Artun, (2012) p 272-273.  
 

243
 Artun, (2012), p 269.   

 

244
 Artun, (2012) p 273   
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The return of the students to the Academy most probably served as a connection 

with the contemporary issues and it implies the transfer of knowledge during a 

time when Turkey‘s growth was impeded by limited resources and harsh 

economic conditions. However, those visits changed after 1950. The new 

generation of students not only acquired the new techniques and knowledge of 

Europe, they were also productive and creative, actively participating in and 

contributing to the contemporary art scene with the intention of creating a 

modernity combined with local characteristics, as Artun argues245.  This can also 

be seen as contributing to the change in the curriculum at the Academy; and it 

can be linked to the mindset of collaboration in Turkey.  

 

One similar view on this transformation claims that ―the Turkish artists going 

abroad to study and work now saw themselves in a different role than before…‖ 

246 This new role accepted by Turkish artists was defined as a desire for 

contributing to ―the avant-garde intellectual and artistic climate of [the] day.‖247   

 

This change was also felt when Ali Hadi Bara and Zühtü Müritoğlu started to 

operate their own ateliers at the Academy. Their style incorporates the training 

process they went through in Paris where they had the chance to take part in 

contemporary art issues and as well as advance their own sense of art. Thereby, 

they led the students towards contemporary art248. The latest debate around that 

time was related to the passive attitude of sculpture in space. They suggested a 
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 Artun, (2012) p 279 
 

246
 Demiray, B.; Ersel, H.;  Artun, A. (1994).  Bir Başlangıç / A Beginning, in 1950-2000 

Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Merkez Bankası Çağdaş Türk Sanaıi Koleksiyonu / 1950-2000 The 
Central Bank Of The Republic Of Turkey Collection Of Turkish Modern Art. trans. Fred 
Stark. MAS: Ankara. P untitled 
 

247
 Demiray, B.; Ersel, H.;  Artun, A. (1994).  p untitled 

 

248
 Akyürek F. (1999) p53-54. Probably, this stream would also be felt in other 

departments of the Academy .To illustrate this, Beril Anılanmert expresses that during her 
education process, well-known figures of those days were mentioned in the lectures. (from 
the interview.) For example, she says that  Ġsmail Hakkı Oygar was consistently referring 
to Picasso. (Gezgin, A. Ö. (2003). Beril Anılanmert. Akademiye Taniklik 3 Dekoratif 
Sanatlar. Istanbul: Bağlam. p 387 
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new spatial treatment that ―questions or answers the space in terms of meaning, 

message, form and function as much as all the other space elements do.‖ 249 One 

step further, these individuals carried this concept with them when formed a group 

called ―Grup Türk Espas‖ – that will be treated in more detail further on- which 

was planned to be a branch of the Group Espace in France.  

 

In that kind of an art climate, different art departments coexisted within a single 

institution, which would enable diverse interactions.250 The students always 

seemed to be interacting with each other, not only class time, but gathering 

together, in communal areas such as on the Academy‘s backyard or the seaside. 

Orhan ġahinler believes that this sort of proximity inevitably constitutes numerous 

friendships251. In concerning the close proximity, another striking point is the 

existence of some noteworthy art works on display in the halls of the Academy. 

On the walls there were the replicas of Velasquez‘s the Surrender of Breda, 

Goya‘s the Family of Charles IV, as well as Ingres‘s the Source
252

.  

 

Furthermore, the small number of attendees allowed the students to witness 

different works in different ateliers and even enabled them to partake in each 

others‘ works. Inherently, their vision and perception developed in a different 

aspect that also oriented towards a collective sense.  Beril Anılanmert explains 

this as follows:  

 

                                                 
249

 Akyürek, F. (1999). p 54. ―…yerine, bulunduğu mekanı anlam, mesaj, biçim ve iĢlev 
açısından, mekanın tüm diğer birimleri kadar sorgulayan veya cevaplandıran...‖  
 
 
250

 Because of the fire at the Academy, as an exception, the architecture department kept 
on education in another building for a while, the school for deaf and dumb (Sağır ve 
Dilsizler okulu) in Yıldız between the years 1948-53.  
 

251
 Gezgin.A. Ö. (2003). Orhan ġahinler. In Akademiye Tanıklık 2 Mimarlık. Istanbul: 

Bağlam. p 164 
 

252
 Gezgin.A. Ö. (2003). Adnan Çoker. In Akademiye Tanıklık 1 Resim-Heykel. Istanbul: 

Bağlam. p 169-170. Also see, YEM Yayın.  (1995). Aydın Boysan. In Anılarda Mimarlık, 
Yapı’dan Seçmeler 7. Ġstanbul: Yem Yayın. p 26, where Aydın Boysan, getting his 
education between the years of 1940-45, talks about the Academy building and common 
courses of all disciplines.  
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In the Academy, there were not so definite borders. For example, a painter 
could help producing the model of an architecture project… Everyone had been 
acquainted with a project. An architect could become familiar with painting. 
There was an intimacy… We took a course, called gallery, for two years, which 
means a basic education. In the first year, every student took that course and 
students were trained together… but that interaction was so nice because 
everybody got to know each other and had the opportunity of seeing many art 
works such as graphic design, textile, etc.253  

 

With respect to these education opportunities, it is important to note that the Cour 

de Soir (evening course) takes an important part in the memories of many 

students of the Academy254. According to ġahinler, this course served to gather 

different disciplines together and it was an extension of the propensity among 

architecture students who were accepted to the Academy as a result of their 

drawing exam255. Therefore, it can be assumed that architecture students, in 

particular, felt an affinity to the arts from the very beginning.  

 

Architect Maruf Ünal, who enrolled in the Academy in 1938, explains that he 

attended Cour de Soir and received much knowledge from the instructor, Zeki 

Faik Ġzer256. In the same manner, artist Sadi ÖziĢ portrays the course as an area 

                                                 
253

 From Beril Anılanmert interview: ―Akademide bölümler arası çok kesin sınırlar yoktu. 
Mesela bir mimari projede ressam gidip makete yardım edebilirdi. …Yani herkes proje 
okumayı öğreniyor. Bir mimar da resimden anlar duruma geliyor. yani bir içiçelik var... Biz 
2 sene galeri okuduk. Galeri dediğmiz temel eğitim. 1. sene hep beraber tüm arkadaĢlarla 
okuruz… ama o etkileĢim çok güzel bir etkileĢim çünkü herkes hem birbirini tanıyor kiĢi 
olarak hem de bir çok iĢi mesela grafiği görüyorsunuz tekstildeki arkadaĢınızın çalıĢmasını 
görüyorsunuz.‖ 
 

254
 Kemali Söylemezoğlu comments on the curriculum of the Academy when he first 

started to work in 1945. He talks about the existence of a painting course, most probably 
different from Cour de Soir. In fact, he criticized the absence of that painting course in the 
program while he had been a student from 1930-35 in the Academy. He states that he 
suggested this course in order to be involved in the program again. Unfortunately, it could 
not be realized. YEM Yayın. (1995), p 132.  
 

255
 Gezgin , A. Ö. (2003), p 164. ġahinler thinks that probably this exam advocated the 

interest for plastic arts. Gezgin , A. Ö. (2003). p 165. In more detail, Maruf Önal - whom 
attended to the Academy in 1938- explains that this exam had three steps which included 
mathematics, drawing and a written exam related with cultural knowledge. But drawing 
part had a big percentage in determining the total point. YEM Yayın. (1995), p 65.  
 

256
 YEM Yayın. (1995), p 67. Maruf Önal was one of the partners of IMA.  
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of collective thinking and producing. He also mentions architects Muhlis Türkmen 

and Utarit Ġzgi257 whom he remembers in attending that particular course. In 

addition to Cour de Soir, he talks about another plastic art course, called ―Modlaj‖ 

(modeling); and was obligatory to all departments258. When painter Devrim Erbil 

comments on the dialogue between architecture and the arts, he defines Cour de 

Soir as some sort of uniting element of his education. He draws attention to the 

annually Academy Ball where all departments worked together and shared in the 

responsibilities259. By referring to the intertwined mode of the Academy, architect 

Aydın Boysan, claimed that Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu and Ibrahim Çallı had 

influence on architecture students.260  

 

Marking this assemblage in the Academy, architect Utarit Ġzgi articulates on the 

correlations between artists and architects in their careers. What he noted as a 

major reason of the unity between artists and architects was sharing the same 

space throughout their education. As being one of the crucial practitioners of 

collective projects, he confesses the inspirational manner of friendly relations 

within the sculpture department between the instructors and students. Ġzgi 

attributes this to the small number of students in the sculpture department. He 

had the opportunity of meeting and working together with these instructors via his 

friend Ġlhan Koman, a sculpture student at that time261. In this way, he relates the 

undeniable effects of his education institution on his works achieved in a collective 

sense.  

 

                                                 
257

 Muhlis Türkmen‘s and Utarit Ġzgi‘s works will be examined in the following parts. They 
were two impoertant architects who executed several works with their artists friends from 
the Academy.  
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 Gezgin.A. Ö. (2003). Sadi ÖziĢ. In Akademiye Tanıklık 3 Dekoratif Sanatlar. Istanbul: 

Bağlam. p 142 
 

259
 See the interview with Devrim Erbil.  
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 YEM Yayın. (1995). p 26 
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 Uçuk, F. S.(1996). Mimar Utarit Ġzgi. In İlhan Koman, ( pp 107-111). Ġstanbul:yaylacılık 

matbaası. p 110.  
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A direct look at the curriculum, in addition to the abovementioned testimony, will 

also be helpful in portraying the process of education.  Until the reform in 1969, 

the Academy had maintained a gallery education, which had to be taken by all 

students regardless of department. This system was replaced by basic art 

education from 1969 to 1981. The total education period was a system of five-

year together with this type of training during the first year. After the adjustments 

made by the Council of Higher Education (YÖK) in 1982, the education term was 

changed to four years in all universities and in many departments. Unfortunately, 

due to this change, the departments of sculpture and painting could not keep a 

basic art education as part of their curriculum.262 This change, most likely caused 

a weakening to the exchange or even blocked the channels of possible joint 

communication among the varying disciplines. In a sense, it may be linked with 

the decline in the number of collaborative works as well.  

 

Examining the guide book of 1960-61 academic year, the curriculum of the 

department of architecture had graphics and plastic sciences (grafik ve plastik 

bilgiler) courses including:  Descriptive Geometry (Tasarı Geometri), Perspective, 

Architectural Drawing (Mimari Resim), Drawing (Serbest Resim), Modeling 

(Figure 25, Figure 26). In the meantime, the culture courses included: History of 

Art, History of Architecture, Aesthetics and History of Turkish Art. 

 

According to this particular guidebook, with respect to the description of the 

modeling course - which was a required course - there seems to be an active 

training system, which comprises practices with divergent kinds of materials such 

as mud, etc. as well as educational sessions on ecoles and the periods of 

sculpture. Another required course was on decoration and furniture design that 

included designing not only furniture but also some textile elements such as 

carpets and curtains. This brings to mind the idea of total design associated with 

Gestamkunstwerk. Looking at the scope of the History of Turkish Art course, it 

included various branches of art like glass, ceramics, carpet, painting, decorative 
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 Germaner A. T. (2009). Ġstanbul Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi Reform ÇalıĢmaları 
Kapsamında Yer Alan Temel Sanat Eğitimi Dersi ve Uygulandığı On Yıllık Süre (1970-
1981) Üzerine. In A. Artun, & E. AliçavuĢoğlu, Bauhaus: Modernleşmenin Tasarım (pp. 
341-346). Ġstanbul: ĠletiĢim Yayınları. p 346.  
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arts, architecture and miniatures (Figure 27).  In the History of Art, there were a 

wide range of subjects including the Renaissance, Cubism and Abstract Art.  

 

In another guide dated to 1962 - which was prepared by the students‘ union for 

the purpose of introducing the Academy - once more we come across with the 

same group of courses such as the group of graphics and plastic sciences, 

culture courses and decoration and furniture design (Figure 28). The 1974 

Academy Bulletin reveals that after the education reform in 1969, Basic Art 

Education became the new must course to be carried out together with other 

disciplines. Other must courses remained the same such as History of Art, History 

of Architecture and History of Turkish Art. The bulletin also lists the departments 

responsible for the common courses. For instance, History of Art was a common 

course and was run by the painting department (Figure 29). Basic Art Education 

was the responsibility of the sculpture department. According to that bulletin, it 

encompasses the common concepts and practices for all fields (Figure 30). 

Students of the sculpture department took courses on perspective and descriptive 

geometry taught by an architect. The quality and the content of the courses, 

whether being linked with an interdisciplinary approach or not, the instructors who 

taught these courses are also of significance.   

 
 
Another part of the training system was participating and assisting in their 

professors‘ projects, a practice especially valid for sculpture and painting 

students. To illustrate this, Devrim Erbil explains how he dealt with Bedri Rahmi 

Eyüpoğlu‘s woks during his student days. Erbil notes that Eyüpoğlu was not an 

artist confined to the borders of a canvas. Erbil explains how he got acquainted 

with contemporary developments in painting, and especially big scale practices of 

Mexican artists. He further claims that what made him lean towards collaborative 

acts with architecture was absolutely down to his professor, Bedri Rahmi 

Eyüpoğlu. He admits that Eyüpoğlu made a big impression on him.263 In fact, he 

had the chance to learn the methods of large scale works and during this time he 

became experienced with those sorts of artworks. At this stage, the passing of 
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  ―Ve her zaman Ģunu söylemiĢti: 100 metrekarelik bir resim yapılma Ģansı verilseydi 

herhalde neler yapardım.‖ Appendix interview with Devrim Erbil.  
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knowledge to the next generation is more possible when working as an assistant 

with an instructor.  

 

The mission and the contributions of the Academy are the most influential in the 

education field, but the other schools in this field, such as the Istanbul 

Engineering School (Istanbul Yüksek Mühendislik Okulu), have had a 

considerable importance as well. What makes this significant are the positions of 

the schools being located in Istanbul, a sort art center in those days; and also 

they employed many Academy graduates and instructors264 that formed a 

congenial proximity for this art circle.  

 

An overview of the guides of the school exposes that some important artists such 

as Rudolf Belling, Ercüment Kalmık265, Yavuz Görey266 and ġadan BezeyiĢ267 

were part of the school staff during that particular period.  

 

According to the 1948-49 year guide, the History of Art and the History of 

Architecture were planned as two separate courses. The History of Architecture 

course included modern architecture and the History of Art covered 19th century 

European plastic arts and an introduction to 20th century art.  Examining the later 

guides, it is seen that until 1977, these two courses were carried out in this way. 

At the same year, there was also a course named ―Introduction to Architectural 

History‖ in the first year program; and for second year, there were History of 
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 From 1941 to 1955, German and Swiss instructors worked at Istanbul Engineering 
School. Since 1955, the school has not included any permanent foreign instructor.   
Söylemezoğlu, K. (1973, February). Mimarlık Forum. Mimarlık pp 24-33. p 27  
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 Ercüment Kalmık (1909-1971) graduated from the Academy painting department in 

1937, he went to Paris to work in Andre Lhote‘s atelier.he made reserches on art 
education in Germany and Italy. Ersoy, A. (2008) Turkish Plastic Arts. Ankara: Republic of 
Turkey Ministry of Culture and Tourism Publications. p105-106 
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 Yavuz Görey (1912-1995) studied sculpture and painting at Ecole Cantonal de 

Session. Ersoy, A. (2008) p 154 
 

267
 ġadan BezeyiĢ (1926-) graduated from the Academy painting department in 1951.He 

studied  in Rome Fine arts Academy between the years 1952-1955. Ersoy, A. (2008) p 
127 
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Turkish Art, Sources of Contemporary Architecture, History of Architecture, and 

Restoration Studio courses.  

 

Another notable course in the curriculum during the years 1948-49-50-51 is free-

hand drawing/sketching (serbest resim), which was given by Ercüment Kalmık. 

Based on the guide, this course intended to touch on color theory, and  

perspective in painting; as well as focus on charcoal and watercolor drawings268.  

In the academic year 1958-59, there appeared a course titled ―Colour and Form 

Composition‖ (Renk ve Şekil Kompozisyonu) and it continued until 1967. This 

course was conducted by the Program of Building Science, and based on the 

1961-62 year‘s guide, Ercüment Kalmık and ġadan BezeyiĢ were in charge of it 

(Figure 31, Figure 32).  

 
 
Another course is Modeling (Modelaj). As stated in the 1948-49 year‘s guide, it is 

a required course. Surprisingly, it is not seen in the curriculum for the years 1949-

50-51, but after an interval of almost 10 years, it was offered again in the 1961-62 

year‘s education program. According to the 1967  guide, it had continued until that 

year. In fact, the same guide shows that Belling and Görey took part as 

consultants for that course. Actually, Belling worked at the Ġstanbul Engineering 

School in addition to his job at the Academy269 (Figure 33). 

 

When Doğan Tekeli talks about his education years, he mentions the modeling 

course in the third year. Referring to his description, it is said to be classical 

training that included producing classical forms with mud and then receive a 

critique from the instructor270. An important anecdote from Tekeli reveals a 

potential integration of architecture and art. More specifically, it implies the 

triggering of awareness among students through the art competition for Anıtkabir 

while it was under construction. The competition was held in TaĢkıĢla, and later 
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 Istanbul Technical Üniversity 1948-49 Year‘s Academic Guide. p 51. 
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 For that purpose, the school applied to the Academy on the 20

th
 of December 1949. 

Demir, A. (2008). p 107 
 

270
 See the interview with Doğan Tekeli.  
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on its exhibition was also arranged in the same building, probably because the 

head of the school Emin Onat was one of the winning architects of the Anıtkabir 

competition, and Belling was a member of the competition jury. Hence, students 

like Tekeli had the opportunity of witnessing the way plastic arts should appear 

along with architecture271.  

  

Returning to the curriculum again, a course called as ―Plastic Arts Education‖ in 

the first year program is a remarkable development that can be observed in 1977-

78-79  guide. Given by ġadan BezeyiĢ, the aim of the course was explained as: 

―… to introduce the elements of composition and expression that comprise 

common problems of plastic arts.‖272 This class was given in a studio and included 

both painting and modeling (Figure 34). Apart from these must courses, there are 

various elective courses that are connected with art such as Photography, Basic 

Art Education, Painting from Nature (Doğadan Resim) (the last two were given by 

ġadan BezeyiĢ) and modeling, as a continuum of the Plastic Arts course (Figure 

35, Figure 36).  

 
As a final note on the stance of the school, because it included several courses 

related with art alongside the technical aspects of architecture, it is claimed that 

its education program was influenced by Bauhaus.273 Similarly, the intense 

relations with the state or local authorities are assumed to create a connection.  

According to Belkıs Uluoğlu, their resulted works can be associated with the 

Bauhaus mentality that implies ―constituting a new architecture for a new 

world‖.274 A declaration in this sense could indicate a parallelism or an indirect 

connection with the collaboration issue. 
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 See the interview with Doğan Tekeli.  
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 ―plastik sanatların ortak problemlerini kapsayan kompozisyon ve ifade lemanlarını 

tanıtmak,...‖ 
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 Uluoğlu, B. (2009). ĠTÜ Mimarlık Fakültesinin KuruluĢ Yılları: Holzmeister, Bonatz, 

Diğerleri ve Mimarlık Eğitiminin Örgütlenmesinde Orta Avrupalı Ġzler. In A. Artun, & E. 
AliçavuĢoğlu, Bauhaus: Modernleşmenin Tasarım (pp. 347-374). Ġstanbul: ĠletiĢim 
Yayınları. p 348. 
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 Uluoğlu, B. (2009). p 349 
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Another school located in Istanbul was the Ġstanbul Technical School. Separating 

from the Civil Engineering Department, its Architecture branch was constituted in 

the academic year of 1943-44. By the school 1944-45 year, an independent 

architecture department was opened275. As seen in the yearbook, which was 

prepared by the students‘ union and dated 1944-45, there is only History of 

Architecture, which might be considered relevant in terms of the collaboration 

issue. On the other hand, according to 1976-77 year‘s guide, History of Art, 

History of Architecture and most importantly for the last year elective courses 

Modeling and Last Century Architecture were part of the curriculum.   

 

The next school to have a department dedicated to architecture appears to be 

Middle East Technical University, founded in 1956. Rather than adopt the French 

and German orientations of the Academy and the other engineering and the 

technical schools in Istanbul, METU implemented the American model of 

education.276 The architecture program featured History of Art and History of 

Architecture as separate courses according in the 1958-59 and 1959-60 

catalogues. These two courses were given over four semesters. However, in 

1961, these two courses went under the single title of History of Art and 

Architecture but still continued to be given over in four semesters. In the 1958-59 

and 1959-60 catalogues, the Theory of Architecture is a noteworthy course 

offered for first degree students. The course was defined as ―a comparative study 

of architecture, within the general framework of all arts, and in terms of 

contemporary society, both western and eastern.‖277 This explanation hints at a 

holistic approach, which could be relevant for the unity of the arts as well.   
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 Ġstanbul Teknik Okulu Talebe Ocağı. (1945). Yıllık II 1944-45. Ġstanbul: Marifet 
Basımevi. p 115. This department had been closed from 1945 to 1953 by reason of 
inadequate student number . Sey, Y., Tapan, M. (1983). Architectural Education in Turkey: 
Past and Present. Mimar 10: Architecture in Development. (Pp 69-75). p 73 
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(2003) A Survey on the System of Education at the Middle East Technical University 
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In the academic year 1973–74, the course titled Philosophy and Theory of 

Design, probably replacing the Theory of Architecture course, was offered to first 

and second, third and fourth year students. In the years 1974–75 and 1975–76, 

this course was considered a required course for the first year and an elective in 

the following years. But in the next school year, it turned completely into an 

elective course. Another elective course integrated into the program in 1974 and 

continued until 1977 was the Visual Media Workshop. Yet another course related 

with art was the Fine Arts Techniques Workshop that was offered during the 

1976–77 academic year. Equally important, a remarkable development was the 

inclusion of an artist among the faculty at the time. Jale Erzen, who was giving the 

course Fine Arts Techniques Workshop, started to work at Middle East Technical 

University in 1974. There appeared a variety, in terms of including different 

disciplines, especially linked with art after the year 1974. Apart from 

undergraduate courses, a graduate elective course could also be associated with 

the main subject of collaboration, which was titled Evolution of Turkish Art and 

Architecture throughout the 19th and 20th centuries.  

 

To sum up, this research reflects the distinguished position of the Academy and 

how it became a significant part of art education in Turkey. The interaction within 

the Academy and its manifestations outside the institution may have the potential 

to generate and consolidate the relationship between architects and artists. The 

presence of foreign academics and graduate students who were sent abroad 

highlight the keeping alive of ties with Europe, specifically with contemporary 

debates on art and architecture and their relation to one another. What this 

connection brought about were the different approaches in nurturing new 

generations and the knock on effects. Especially, after 1950 with the return of the 

students to the Academy as scholars, a new logic or a new intention, which 

aspires to participate actively in the making of art, seems to have had a role in 

paving the way for collective works. In fact, it is necessary to remember that most 

of the people who can be counted in the scope of collaborative works, graduated 

from the Academy. A small number of them graduated from other schools in 

Turkey and far fewer graduated from schools in different countries.  

 

The Academy emerges as a productive space in creating close relationships 

among varying disciplines through both its education outlook and the fact 
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proximity brought them together in one space. Based on firsthand accounts, at 

that sort of atmosphere, students could have easily form friendships and 

exchange information. This unity is assumed to have laid the foundations of future 

projects. In terms of artistic connections, it is worth considering the modeling and 

drawing courses of the Academy‘s curriculum. After the Academy Reform in 

1969278, a decline is observed in the variety of art-based courses. In fact, after 

that time, the course of Basic Art Education stands as the only common course 

where differing fields could interact with each other. Unfortunately, the 

arrangements made in 1982, shattered the positive effects of this mutual course.  

 

Beyond the Academy, other schools located in Istanbul remained relatively close 

to the art circle, by virtue of close relations with the Academy and being situated 

in Istanbul, at the very heart of the art community. Especially, the Istanbul 

Engineering School comes into distinction by virtue of its basic art courses such 

as drawing and modeling. An increase in number of these courses appears at the 

end of the 1940s and in 1950s, but most intensely in the 1960s. A related 

comment touches upon the approach towards education during the late 1960s 

and early 1970s and expresses that the new approach preferred ―a more 

positivist/analytical conception of architecture, taking more and more 

socioeconomic constraints into consideration‖279. This new climate could be 

responsible for a decrease in the number of art courses. In ascribing to the 
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 The youth protests of 68 generation initially started in the universities. The demands of 
the young people mainly focused on the struggles and inequalities of the education 
system such as, participating into the administration, freedom of thought, the issue of 
special schools, extension of opportunities in the dormitories and education credits, 
abandoning oral examinations, ameliorating health services, dissemination of course 
materials in book format. With the dramatic changes in economic, socio-cultural and 
political levels, these concerns in education system were begun to be considered as a part 
of a bigger problematic that covers the issues of the country citizens as well. Bulut, F. 
(2011). 68 KuĢağı Gençlik Olaylarının Uluslararası Boyutu ve Türkiye‘de 68 KuĢağına 
Göre Atatürk ve Atatürkçülük AnlayıĢı (pp123-149). ÇTTAD  XI/23. p 135-137 
Meanwhile, the professors in the academy were trying to find out possible ways of 
providing betterment in the education system. Ali Teoman Germaner states that this 
pursuit overlapped with the demands of the students for the case of the Academy. The 
boycott in the school had been continued for two months. After this process, the reform 
was initiated that envisioned a basic design course for all departments which aimed to 
bring in the grammar of visual language. Germaner A. T. (2009). Ġstanbul Güzel Sanatlar 
Akademisi Reform ÇalıĢmaları Kapsamında Yer Alan Temel Sanat Eğitimi Dersi ve 
Uygulandığı On Yıllık Süre (1970-1981) Üzerine. In A. Artun, & E. AliçavuĢoğlu, Bauhaus: 
Modernleşmenin Tasarım (pp. 341-346). Ġstanbul: ĠletiĢim Yayınları. p 341, 343. 
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Bauhaus model, it is clear that the school continued to incorporate art courses to 

a certain degree. As for the education at the Middle East Technical University, 

even though it is similarly associated with the Bauhaus model, it barely includes 

other art disciplines. Furthermore, an important point in the general trajectory of 

the curriculum between the 1950s–1970s could be the increasing focus on 

theoretical content.   

 

To conclude, educational activities can be seen as having significant roles in art 

and architectural collaboration due to their capability in molding current and future 

practices in the art and architectural fields. These institutions and their approach 

could be presumed as crucial sources that triggered collaborative approaches. 

They were potential spheres where the idea of collectivity was embedded in and 

encouraged, as seen in their curricular activities and the platform that they 

provided for the development of a collaborative understanding.  

 

3.2.2. The Arts in Architectural Publications 

 

Besides the schools of architecture, architecture publications are also crucial 

sources in the scope of the research in order to understand the characteristics of 

the intellectual and the professional atmosphere that made the idea of 

cooperation a current issue in Turkey. These mediums could not only trigger 

awareness for a collective vision but also act as an instrument for the 

dissemination of this concept. There has been particular focus on the penetration 

of art topics into the architecture journals, in order to better understand the 

approach from the viewpoint of architects. To what extent they covered art 

themes in their publications and how they presented these materials are the main 

focus of this section. In this aspect, the study includes articles in these journals on 

art subjects, news about national and/or international art events, and the style of 

presentation of works, including collaboration. The compilation of this information 

will shed light on the modes of the existence of art in the current architecture 

sphere, in terms of both professional and intellectual fields.  

 

The selected quotes about collaboration are one of the most important documents 

that constitute the discursiveness of this subject, which I will address in the 

following section. But before that, the questions of to what extent and how they 
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included the arts; and how they treated artworks are the focal points at this stage. 

These answers will uncover in what sense the arts were integrated into the 

architectural literature prior to its practices and whether these inclusions had the 

potential of stimulating any consciousness towards collaboration. Therefore, the 

relevance of this query finds its legitimacy on the grounds that the publications 

could be thought of as a tool to draw in audiences as well as advancing their 

interest in the arts. 

 

The treatment of the projects is also a significant point when considering that 

many of the articles were written by architects. It provides insight into the 

architects‘ thoughts on the collaboration with the arts and the place of the arts 

with in projects. In other words, the articulation and the display method of the 

projects will contribute to the discursive side, which will also make explicit the 

character of the current architecture and art realms.  

 

During the Second World War and shortly afterwards, resources are said to be 

very limited. This situation was also valid for the publications coming from abroad. 

When examining the list of translated books or the ones written by Turkish 

architects280, there are limited sources that deal with the modern architecture 

theory. It is assumed that the architecture scene of the time kept up-to-date in 

terms of novel achievements and considerations through these publications. 

Therefore, the periodicals are believed to as key in the flow of information. 
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 Some of the architecture and art books written and translated in the postwar period in 
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Toprak, B., Sanat ġaheserleri (1946); Berk, N, Peinture Turquie (1950); Arseven, C. E., 
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It is known that several foreign journals were also closely followed by Turkish 

architects such as, L’Architecture d’Aoujourd’hui, Architectural Review281, 

Cimaise, Domus282, Bauformen, Stadtebau, Casabella, and Architettura283. Those 

foreign sources are significant in terms of getting the latest news and 

developments around the world. In fact, the library records of the Ġstanbul 

Engineering School, for example, clearly show the flow of the foreign sources 

imported to the country. (Figure 37) 

 

Architecture journals started to be published in Turkey with Arkitekt (Architect) in 

1931, and followed by Yapı284(Building), Mimarlık (Architecture), Eser (Work of 

Art), Mimarlık ve Sanat (Architecture and Art), Akademi (Academy) and another 

Yapı285 (Building), respectively286. Throughout my research, I had the opportunity 

to examine Arkitekt, Mimarlık, Eser, Mimarlık ve Sanat, and Akademi. These 
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 Izgi states these journals that they follow during their education period.  Gezgin, A. Ö. 
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master thesis, Ankara: METU. Göloğlu, S. (2011). Analyzing the Mimarlık Journal: A Study 
On Architecture In Turkey In The 1980s. Unpublished master thesis, Ankara: METU.  
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periodicals included arts within its pages and for some of publications reflected 

this aim in its title. It is crucial to analyze the contents of these journals; especially, 

the prefaces of their first issues should be looked at in detail in order to evaluate 

their stated aims and purposes better.  

 

Arkitekt was published between the years 1931–1980, and it is the first 

architecture journal of the Republican period. In the very first issues, the name of 

the journal was Mimar. In the first issue of 1935, Mimar was changed to the title 

Arkitekt, and continued with the new name287 after that year (Figure 38, Figure 

39). Zeki Sayar, one of the founders of Mimar, expresses that the change, in the 

title of the journal from Mimar to Arkitekt, made it easier to be understood by the 

rest of the world at a time as they were trying to form an alliance with European 

journals by making ―echange‖288. This might be, on a small scale, important for the 

publishers but when taking into consideration the subject matter of the journal, 

this kind of a choice could offer incontrovertible improvements in the future.  

 

In its first volume, the journal expresses its objections via an article titled ―Istanbul 

and Urbanism‖ (Istanbul ve ġehircilik) written by AliĢanzade Sedat Hakkı (Eldem). 

This text speaks about urbanism and traditional Turkish architecture. In addition, 

the author claims that there were insensible imitations of foreign-sourced designs 

among contemporary architectural examples in Turkey, which he calls as ―French 

Houses‖ (Frenk Evleri).  

 

Sedat Hakkı ascribes an important role to architects, whose work he associates 

with the issues of urbanism. In his words, the journal has the aim of arousing 

―respect and reliance‖ towards architecture and the arts; and is also a supporter of 
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 Üstün alsaç mentions this change and adds its reflection to the titles of the profession 
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local architects and a defender their rights.289 Zeki Sayar notes that publishing the 

journal was Abidin MortaĢ‘s idea and MortaĢ was aiming to make architects 

noticed by the state and the public290.  

 

In addition, it is observed that the publication covers both architecture and arts 

although the term ―arts‖ in the prologue was not defined as other art fields rather 

than architecture. When analyzing the whole article, it mostly focuses on 

architectural pieces, which are thought to have artistic value. But in the following 

issues it is can be clearly seen that there dedicated sections to art subjects. In 

one interview, Zeki Sayar‘s statement confirms this idea. Concerning the question 

of including other art disciplines in the journal, Sayar illustrates the intense 

relation of the Academy where architecture students were educated considering 

the sensibility to other arts. By focusing their background, he justifies the inclusion 

of the arts in their journal.291  

 

A deeper inquiry into the standing of the arts reveals that in 1937, the expression 

of decorative arts appeared for the first time as a subtitle of the journal (Figure 

40).  In the year 1950, the volume 227–228 placed this expression for the last 

time on its cover page. A scan of the years of 1940–1980, it is seen that journal 

incorporated a large amount of art issues that covered writings or book reviews on 

fresco, painting, sculpture, ceramics, and graphic arts; news about the arts events 

such as congresses, exhibitions, international expos, biennale and so forth.292 A 
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considerable increase is observed in terms of art articles in the year 1951. Later 

on, in 1955, the Arkitekt reaches its peak in the sense of publishing art-based 

articles. The thing that is an apparent manifestation of this is the Turk Grup 

Espas. 

 

In 1957, the most conspicuous writings were the ones dealing with the artworks of 

the Turkish Pavilion in the 1958 Brussels World Fair, which was an exemplary 

work of art and architecture collaboration. The leading figure in these articles was 

Hadi Bara who was a member of Turk Grup Espas, and whose works were part of 

the pavilion. Likewise, in 1960, there appeared some articles treating art issues 

and projects including artworks. However, art-focused articles decreased after 

that year. In fact, the decline was much rather seen in the inclusion of theoretical 

articles or discussions connected to art subjects. Another remarkable point, which 

could be interpreted a relationship with the arts, was the placement of an image 

from an artwork on the front page for the first time in the 1–4 volume of 1953. 

Apart from that, in the late 1950s, when the number of art articles was at its peak, 
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the images of artworks were featured less frequently on the front page (Figure 

41). 

 

Mimarlık, which started in 1944, was the official journal of the Turkish Architects 

Union (Türk Yüksek Mimarlar Birliği) until 1953. The subtitle defines the scope of 

the journal: urbanism and the fine arts (Figure 42). After 1963, the journal became 

a publication of the Chamber of Architects, which was founded in 1954. 

Competitions, newly constructed buildings in Turkey and abroad, texts about 

International Union of Architects meetings and articles on modern architecture 

were the main content of the journal.293 It is observed that the Mimarlık did not 

feature as many art-focused articles as Arkitekt, but there appeared a number of 
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article series on the topic, which began in 1965. The ―Turkish Art‖ article series 

published in 1970 is significant in that respect. 

 

The Eser journal, a short lived one but a significant one for this study‘s purpose, 

incorporated architecture, painting, sculpture, decoration, music, theater and 

cinema294. These subtitles points out the large borders of the journal, which shows 

the broad coverage in the field of architecture during those years as well (Figure 

43). Eser was published by the architect Selçuk Milar295 who dealt with both the 

disciplines of architecture and art throughout his professional career. Despite that 

there were only two issues, 1947 and 1948, however, the journal is being cited for 

both its literary content and print quality.296 In fact, it covered all types of art 

disciplines but mostly directed by architectural theory.297 Milar considered this 

journal as a platform for the voices of artists and architects inside and outside the 

country298. Therefore, he constituted agencies in France, Switzerland, England, 

USA, Italy as well as in the several cities of Turkey (Figure 44). 

 

In 1961, another journal Mimarlık ve Sanat was first published. (Figure 45)  Its 

main objective was to stimulate debates in the field of art and architecture, which 

was believed as absent in Turkey. The editorial board asserted that a secure and 

creative art atmosphere for such debates would be achieved through this 

publication.299 The journal covered different types of art disciplines in its issues, 
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announcing news and events, and also highlighting new foreign publications that 

dealt with both art and architecture in order to inform its readers about the current 

debates within these circles. Mimarlık ve Sanat exemplifies the importance given 

to the issue of collaboration at the time even by including both subjects in its title. 

Bülent Özer was the editor of the journal, and as a professor of architecture at the 

Academy, he extensively contributed to the literature, especially on modern 

architecture, although his writings do not always include all kinds of arts300.  

 

Another journal Akademi: Mimarlık ve Sanat was first published in 1964 (Figure 

46). Akademi had an advantage being the journal of the Academy of Fine Arts. To 

put it in another way, because of the direct linkage with this institution, the articles 

covered a wide range of art fields, as well as information and news about the 

varying art facilities.301 The journal expresses its objective and aim in the 

prologue, which includes research and surveys on architecture, painting, 
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sculpture and decorative arts to contribute their progress, and touching upon the 

problems of the country.302  

 

After setting forth some general introductory notes about these journals, the 

second consideration of this section will be to analyze how these periodicals 

approached the architectural projects that incorporated artworks. To what extent 

are these artworks mentioned in the articles? Are they at the forefront or are they 

trivialized? Are there any statements about the installation process? Do the 

articles provide any incentive or promoting of the integration of artworks? These 

questions will help to clarify the degree of emphasis on the artworks from the side 

of architects; the view on that issue; and its effect on the architectural scene At 

this point, it is noted that Arkitekt and Mimarlık touched upon architecture projects 

of the day, which included various artworks. But when examining other journals 

like Mimarlık ve Sanat303 and Akademi, it is observed that they did not consist of 

any articles regarding these types of architecture projects.  

 

In the volume 155–156 of 1944, Arkitekt covered one of the very first projects to 

incorporate artworks, the Lido Swimming Pool. Although, this issue displays some 

visual materials, such as views from the façade and from the interior, it does not 

include images of artworks. In addition to that, it does not refer to the installation 

details or even the story behind the artworks. Rather, the passage contains 

information about the process regarding architectural design, the elements of 

design and further details related to the usage of space.  

 

In 1949, Arkitekt published the images and plans of Ankara Büyük Sinema (Grand 

Theatre). The article was written by its architect Abidin MortaĢ. At the very end of 

the article, a brief reference to the artworks within the building. Turgut Zaim and 

Nurettin Ergüven worked together on the painting ―Sadabad Tablosu‖ located in 

the foyer and ―Halayı Oynayan Sivaslı Kızlar‖ (Girls playing Anatolian folk dance) 

situated above the stage (Figure 47, Figure 48). MortaĢ clarifies the intention 
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behind this attempt, which is serving the spatial approach he wants to express.304 

Aside from this brief reference, there is nothing else refers the artworks; he did 

not mention whether they were the product of a collaborative initiative or not; nor 

how he decided to include these particular pieces of arts into his structure.  

 

Throughout the years following this article, there were only a few instances of 

such examples and they hardly mentioned the artworks included within the scope 

of the projects. Arkitekt included an article on the Sadıklar Apartment building, 

designed by Emin Necip Uzman, which included a stained glass panel at the 

entrance hall by Mazhar Resmor. There is only one image of the artwork included 

in the article and one sentence that refers to the artist by name and the work of 

art.305 (Figure 49) Likewise, Arkitekt covers Anıtkabir, Atatürk‘s mausoleum, in one 

of its issues and writes about the general concept and form of the design, which 

includes references from the ancient past. However, it does not touch upon the 

sculptures and reliefs.306 Anıtkabir appears to be the very first project that 

incorporates a significant amount of artwork in a public space that was sponsored 

by the state. A comparable example is the Turkish Grand National Assembly 

building. Although not suggesting a collaborative attempt or plastic synthesis took 

place, but it is significant that the artworks that would be placed in the Turkish 

National Assembly were mentioned in the 1955 in Arkitekt (Figure 50). A wide 

range of artworks would be place inside the building. The selection process of the 

artworks is described in this particular article. The creators of the successful 

Vilayet Tabloları collection would be commissioned to do the murals and frescos 

in the building.307 Similarly, in an article about the ĠĢbank Kadıköy Branch, 

published in Arkitekt volume 287, the only reference to the artwork, is the artist‘s 
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name along with her work.308 On the other hand, polychromy reveals as an 

additional subject regarding this issue. However, on the topic of polychromy, 

which was defined as a current trend of the time, it was cited that this building is 

the first example of this.309  

 

In 1960, the Arkitekt elaborates on Konak Sinema designed by Rüknettin Güney. 

Unlike the previous articles, it focuses on the artwork. The writer mentions the 

effect and the contribution of Sadi Çalık‘s relief in terms of the spatial 

visualization.310 This review repeats the debates on the functional sides of artwork 

when integrated into spaces as a design element. A reference signifies the 

aspiration towards the integration of the arts into architecture and it directly 

addresses the clients in establishing this appropriate ground311 (Figure 51, Figure 

52). 

 

An article on the UNESCO Building in Paris was published in Arkitekt in 1953. 

The brief reference to the design also includes a note on the plastic artworks that 

would be placed in several locations within the building.312 In 1958, the Arkitekt 

again reviewed the UNESCO building project in a more detail. In comparison to 

the other articles on architecture projects that included artworks, in this particular 

article the art works were highlighted throughout the article by marking their 

locations on the site plan as well as detailing the art commission (Figure 533). 
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Even the production process of the artworks was covered in detail: Picasso using 

wooden panels for his work of art; Joan Miro was creating his ceramic piece with 

Artigas at his studio; Henry Moore would execute his work in situ; and Calder was 

preparing the metal components for his sculpture in America at that time. The 

article claims that this initiative would qualify the building as the synthesis of the 

arts and architecture.313 This expression is very clear and potent when compared 

with the statements in the previous cited articles. So it is important to emphasize 

here that this building could be considered as a noteworthy piece of collaboration. 

Consequently, this position could possibly play a role in the sharing of information 

considering collaborative works. In fact, the same project is covered in 

L’Architecture D’Aujourd’hui the same year (Figure 54, Figure 55, Figure 56). 

 

Likewise, in the volume 299 of Arkitekt, the NATO Paris Headquarters was 

covered in detail. The first section is titled ―NATO Binasındaki Mozaik,‖ which only 

covered the mosaic work by Turkish artist Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. The picture 

shows the opening ceremony of the mosaic in April 21, 1960 and some of the 

stages of the installation process of the artwork.314 The second part of the article 

is comprised of the drawings of the NATO building and some images of the 

interior. Bedri Rahmi‘s work is situated at the very center of the article. They cover 

the whole story of the artwork from the decision phase to the installation 

process315 (Figure 57) 

 

A similar example is the Turkish Pavilion at the Brussels 1958 expo. Arkitekt 

published, in its volume 287, the drawings and the model of the pavilion, and 

referred to Ġlhan Koman‘s and Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘s works in just one line.316 

However, in the next issue, it presented some additional details regarding the 
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artworks. The article described these artworks as relevant to ―today‘s 

understanding.‖ In addition to this interpretation, Ġlhan Koman‘s 22-meter high 

sculpture is lauded for both its plastic and functional values317 (Figure 58). 

Another example is the Grand Efes Hotel (Büyük Efes Oteli) in Ġzmir, which 

contained many artworks. The artworks were given its own separate section: a full 

list of the artworks, their type, placement, materials and the names of the artists 

were given. The article also reveals that the process for the selection of these 

works was a competition.318 However, there is no information about the decision 

making process for the placement of the artworks nor about the selection and the 

installation process of the artworks. 

 

The Vakko Factory is another significant attempt in terms of including the arts. 

Except for listing the names of the artists, the editors put a note, most likely, to 

underline the distinctive feature of the building (Figure 59). This note clearly 

separates this industrial building from other examples of this type based on the 

artistic level it achieved. Apparently, this justified the architects and the client‘s 

choice to allocate a significant amount of space for the artworks in a building 

where its main priority is that of efficiency and functionality. Also this statement 

exalts this collaborative work as a representative approach for other 

industrialists.319 Overall, this assessment indicates a positive attitude towards 

collaborative acts. But more than reflecting the idea of collaboration on this type of 

a structure, it implies a new function, which overrides the rational with, relatively, 

the subjective one. This statement also resembles the rhetoric going on in the 

architecture debates of the time. 

 

Surprisingly, later in the article, the reason of integrating the arts into the 

architecture is made clear. The main argument is the contribution to the 

environment that will motivate workers and thereby increase their productivity. 

The installation of artworks both inside and outside spaces was researched so 
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that there would be a unity with the architecture.320 In line with this, during the late 

1960s and in the 1970s, more detailed information began to be provided in the 

articles on the newly constructed buildings. In an article on the project of Özel 

Idare ve İl Genel Meclis Binası, the writer states his disappointment about not 

being able to share the photo of the ceramic work inside the building, which 

illustrates the desire of including the arts as part of the description of a 

structure.321  

 

In the volume 365 of Arkitekt, circa 1977, there appears to be a peak in the 

amount of coverage of artworks, which is well illustrated in the article on the 

Intercontinental Hotel. It focuses solely on the presentation of the artworks and 

goes into detail about the selection process of the art pieces. The article claims 

that the artworks brought an artistic sense to the building322 (Figure 60). In his 

essay, Tali Köprülü –— the director of the construction –— parallel to the Vakko 

Factory‘s, defines the effort as a collaboration and the process concerning the 

collaborative acts. More significantly, the essay explores the opportunities in 

Turkey, which means citing the current standing of the artists. The essay also 

calls for legislation with respect to the integration of artworks into everyday life as 

well as delving into topics from urbanism to the social security of the artists.323 

 

The other journal to touch upon in this topic, Mimarlık, in its 15th volume in 1965, 

published articles covering many projects that are important specimens in the 

sense of the inclusion of the arts such as the Atatürk Cultural Centre, the 

Complex of Retail Shops and the Grand Efes Hotel. However, articles written by 

architects do not make mention of the artwork in relation to the buildings. When 

looking at the date, these buildings were under construction, which may account 

for the architects‘ lack of attention to the artworks that would be installed at the 
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completion of construction. Because, in contrast, this same volume covers an 

Istanbul municipality project, in which the images of the artworks of the building 

were included (Figure 61).  

 

In volume 25, the journal published Cengiz BektaĢ‘s essay on his work at the 

British Embassy Primary School. BektaĢ tells of his decision during the early 

stages of the design process where he secured a wall for solely artistic purposes. 

He emphasizes the increased value of the structure as a result of this artwork.324  

Another architecture project, Çankaya Komtanlık Lojmanları, designed by BektaĢ, 

was covered in Mimarlık‘s volume 54 in 1968. However, in this article the names 

of the artists and their artworks were briefly mentioned.  

 

A different approach is seen in the coverage of the Lisbon Turkish Embassy 

Building. The article not only lists the names of the artists and their works of art 

but also comments on the aim of the architects, which was stated to be the 

inclusion of artworks.325  

 
Apart from these articles, which describe the current projects of the day, it is 

interesting to note that the articles, in both Arkitekt and Mimarlık,  did not display 

any views on the integration of art and architecture although they were potential 

platforms for these subjects, especially when discussing architecture. The 

architecture publication printed in 1970 and 1973 did not open up the topic of 

collaboration, which means they ignored this topic despite evaluating the process 

and the course of contemporary architecture in Turkey.326 In addition, there are 
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another series of articles connected to contemporary architecture and art in 

Mimarlık, which could be used in terms of raising awareness of the idea of 

collaboration between the arts and architecture. One of article edited by Filiz 

Kantoğlu touches upon early twentieth century art movements such as Arts and 

Crafts, Werkbund, De Stijl and Bauhaus. She discusses in her article ―ÇağdaĢ 

Dizayn‖ (Contemporary Design) the uniting and common concepts that had 

significant influences over all the arts.327 Similar to Kantoğlu, Bülent Özer wrote 

several article series throughout 1967 and 1968. For instance, in his article 

entitled ―Ġfade ÇeĢitliliği Yönünden ÇağdaĢ Mimariye Bir BakıĢ‖ (An Overview of 

Contemporary Architecture in Terms of Diversity of Expressions), he starts off 

with contemporary art and abstract painting. He then continues to discuss the 

diversity of expressions in contemporary architecture that references 

contemporary art. In fact, he confirmed that these articles are a tool for 

enlightening Turkish architects and introducing them to these notions.328 Similarly 

Özer, in his article ―Plastik Sanatlarda ÇağdaĢ Eğilimler‖ (Contemporary 

Tendencies in Plastic Arts), examines plastic arts on a wide scale that starts with 

plastic arts and continues with Renaissance, Baroque, Modern Art, abstraction 

and pop art.329 Correspondingly, he covers Bauhaus extensively in Mimarlık. In 

this article, he mentions the integration of the arts and their unity.330 These sorts 

of articles might be said to inspire the architects to think conceptually about the 

juxtapositions and intertwined relations between architecture and the arts.  

 

To sum up, aside from the articles that addressed the collaborative issue directly, 

it is seen that Arkitekt shows an interest towards the integration of the arts 

primarily during the late 1960s and 1970s. Indeed, there was deep coverage of 
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the Vakko Factory, the Intercontinental Hotel, the Brussels Pavilion, the Grand 

Efes Hotel, and the UNESCO and NATO buildings. Except for these instances, 

articles barely touched upon the works of art, the artists, nor was there any 

discussion on the integration process. Mimarlık, on the other hand, shared very 

little information about projects‘ installed artworks. It preferred to focus on the 

other elements of design, such as the process of the project, design approaches 

and organization of functions. The other journals also did not cover these sorts of 

projects that included artworks. Therefore, those journals are excluded from the 

discussion related to architecture projects. However, the journals did include 

several articles on various art subjects not necessarily connected to the concept 

of collaboration. What emerges is an indirect manifestation of the integration of 

the arts into the architectural sphere, which, could affect and enrich the 

audiences‘ understanding 

 

This examination of these journals illustrates the priority or the degree of interest 

in terms in integrating the arts both into the intellectual and professional 

architectural sphere.. These mediums provided Turkish architects a platform 

where they could make their voices heard. Thus, it was important to review these 

publications in order to understand their opinion on the arts and whether were 

advocating or ignoring the topic. Researching these various perspectives will help 

understand the penetration of the arts into architecture, especially the 

architectural process. This inquiry is a significant in understanding the 

atmosphere in which the alliance between the arts and architecture appeared and 

was nurtured. But much more than that, this analysis of architectural journals 

provides an opportunity to understand how the unity of arts and architecture is 

perceived from the point of view of architecture.  

 

3.2.3. Debates on ‘Collaboration’ 

 

The incorporation of the arts into the architectural journals gives only a general 

outline on the dialogue between architecture and the arts. A more detailed 

analysis requires a deep inquiry of the narratives generated about their 

relationship in the wider context of professional discussions. The main intention is 

to explore the discourses that made a unity possible. The articles in publications 

will posit the contours of this discussion as there were not many activities on the 
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subject or organizations interested. So, giving credence to these written sources, 

the aim will be to reveal what was at the core of these debates; what were 

promoted as the main reasons for a possible collaboration; what were the stance 

of several prominent art and architecture figures towards a collective act; how this 

approach was placed into the contemporary architecture and art realms; where 

this association was recognized or what it correlated with; and what was the 

course of action. In this respect, alongside with architecture periodicals, art 

journals and newspaper articles also contributed to the examination of suitable 

instruments331. Hence in the case of Turkey, the gathering of these ideas is an 

important element that constitutes the discursive structure of this issue.  

 

Mutuality of Collaboration 

 

The emphasis on the existence of a mutual relationship between the arts and 

architecture is one of the points that come to the forefront in the discussions on 

collaboration issue. The first article was written by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu in 1943 

for the art journal Ülkü. Eyüpoğlu, because of his statements and works, is one of 

the prominent figures in terms of the issue of collaboration between the arts and 

architecture. Presenting his latest work under the title of ―Yapı ve Resim‖ (Building 

and Painting), Eyüpoğlu underlines the details of the production phase of his wall 

panel, titled ―Plajın Fethi‖ (the Conquest of Beach) at the Lido Swimming Pool 

(Figure 62, Figure 63). He begins his article by focusing on the struggle with new 

materials and an extremely new terrain, architectural elements. In addition, 

Eyüpoğlu mentions the reciprocal influence between the arts and architecture. A 

mutual effect in their collaboration is asserted, which also differentiates the 

between the installation of a painting from a gallery from one specially designed 

for a structure. Beyond forming a difference in an architectural context, by means 

of collaboration, a painting could be surrounded wholly by light and structure.332  

 

This endeavor sounds like a total unity where painting will complete the design as 

a basic element and create a plastic vision. In addition to the contribution of the 
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painting to architecture, architecture will reciprocally accent the positioning and 

perception of the painting.  

 

Haluk Togay‘s arguments are evocative of Bedri Rahmi‘s statements about the 

mutual effect between the arts and architecture. In his article ―Mimari ve Heykel‖ 

(Architecture and Sculpture), written in 1956, he touches upon the issue of 

common benefits and complementing each other. Togay asserted in this article 

that sculpture had regained significance within modern architecture. By means of 

this collaboration, he said, the two disciplines had reached the true point where 

they are meant to be.333  

 

The same year, Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu wrote an article titled ―4 KardeĢ‖ (Four 

Siblings) that presents painting, sculpture, decoration and architecture as sister 

arts. Beyond reciprocal benefits, the author offers a broad spectrum on the issue. 

By including the arts as an essential element of architectural design, in Bedri 

Rahmi‘s view, it will provide a suitable environment to maintain the artworks 

sustainability. He also makes an analogy for architecture, which is referred to as 

―sanduka‖ (an empty coffin). He rigorously criticizes the architecture that does not 

take into account the arts by saying these structures devoid of art are empty and 

meaningless.334 This spatial concern will ensure the permanence of the artworks 

when complemented by the surrounding by architecture.  

 

Similarly, Ġsmail Hakkı Oygar‘s article ―Mimari Satıhlar ve Dekorasyonu‖ 

(Architectural Surfaces and Decoration) refers to this issue of the inclusion of 

artworks in architecture during the Ottoman and Seljuk periods. Oygar claims that 

the manner of collaboration enriches both the arts and architecture.335 He gives 

the example of the collaboration of artist Roger Bezombes and architect Niemans 

in France to support his argument. His statement on elevating the disciplines 
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resembles Bedri Rahmi‘s statement that establishes a link between architecture 

and its role in the development of Turkish painting.  

 

Orhan ġahinler‘s take on the reciprocal relationship between sculpture and 

architecture is that it is an important part of the design process. He believes it 

underpins architecture by means of composition and order.336 The notion of 

teamwork is also stressed by Bülent Özer in the article series on Turkish Art, 

―1970te Türk Sanatı, Heykel‖ (Turkish Art in the 1970s, Sculpture). He defines the 

role of sculptors as an indispensable component of the design process that 

supports not only in terms of material choices but also in terms of issues of 

form.337 

 

Articles written in the following years have more of a retrospective view, which is a 

reconsideration of the collaborative acts and their achievements. For instance in 

1976, Fethi Arda offers a critical view of architects and artists, and mentions the 

necessity of a unity with the plastic arts. He says: 

 

The architectural revolution of our century not only altered the form and the 
content of the plastic arts but at the same time, it has changed the effects on 
each other, which made it a more influential component of life in comparison to 

previous centuries.
 338

  

 

This argument has an important point of view, which draws attention to the 

position and the significance of the collaboration approach. Regarding this 

interpretation, Arda quotes from Leger‘s statement, which he thinks should be the 
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motto: ―Even if we do not understand it, we should like the art that has changed or 

come with the things it brings to us.‖
 339

  

 

These ideas depict collaboration between the arts and architecture as a fruitful 

partnership that benefits of both disciplines. But it is equally important to define 

these benefits in more detail. The functional aspect, the issue of permanency and 

reconstituted relation with the public become issues that need to be addressed.  

Functionality of Art 

 
From the view of architecture, collaboration with the arts opens up the topic of 

function, which is covered in more detail in the previous Chapter. This perspective 

defines the integration of artworks as a necessity and promotes the idea of pre-

approval of the artwork as a component of design.  

 

Architect Orhan ġahinler, who worked with artists in some of his projects, admits 

the contribution of artwork as a functional and inseparable piece of the design. In 

the article ―Mimari Biçim ve Çevre Üzerine DüĢünceler‖ (Thoughts on 

Architectural Form and Environment) written in 1965, he concentrates on the 

relationship between architecture and sculpture. Mainly, he emphasizes the 

mission of the architect in terms of constructing the living environment. He claims 

the existence of a connection between the architectural culture and plastic arts. 

The significance of his statement is that in terms of harmony and organization, the 

architect will benefit from the plastic art sculpture and should have some basic 

knowledge about it.340. His thoughts are parallel to Le Corbusier‘s views about 

how architecture can benefit from the contribution of plastic arts in space and 

attaining an aesthetic value341 and also the discussions at CIAM 7 Bergamo 

meeting on the decorative function of artworks in space,342 which all accept 
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aesthetic value as having a function. In this respect, the collaborative approach, 

which assigns a functional value to artworks, implies the necessity of working 

together from the very beginning.  

 

Nurullah Berk shares ġahinler‘s idea of designing spaces benefitting from 

sculpture. Berk also goes one step further and describes the details of this unity in 

his speech made in the opening of the 78th academic year of the Academy. He felt 

the architect should consider color, relief, and decoration throughout their design 

processes and recognize their contribution. Painters should follow the architects‘ 

lead and prepare the colors befitting the space. Sculptors, in Berk‘s opinion, 

should arrange their work in accordance with the spatial characteristics of the 

buildings in which their works will be placed. Nurullah Berk‘s vision of design is 

where every discipline acts as a part of a whole.343 His point of view also supports 

a commencing of work in concert.  

 

Similarly, architect Abdurrahman Hancı, who produced many collaborative works 

with artists, claims that art is one of the necessary components in the overall 

design by providing a functional value.344  

 

Jale YılmabaĢar broaches the issue of collaboration in her article titled ―1970lerde 

Türk Sanatı, Seramik‖ (Turkish Art in the 1970s, Ceramics). In this article, she 

states that the enhancement of ceramics is created when displayed in an 

appropriate space. YılmabaĢar suggests that the ceramic panels could serve as a 

functional structural element, not just merely decorative. She claims that modern 

ceramics found its place in the form of panel design.345  

 

Fethi Arda mentions the functional value of artwork in architecture together with a 

critical view on modern architecture, which was also one of the primary issues 

addressed at previous CIAMs. The focus was on the deficiencies and needs of 
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modern architecture, which puts forward a new understanding in terms of 

function. In his essay ―Mimarlık ve Plastik Sanatlar,” (Architecture and Plastic 

Arts) asserted that ―relying on this kind of a functional rule was the responsibility 

of architecture.‖ 346 Arda recognized this integration as responding to an essential 

need of architecture, which also serves a function. Based on this statement, it can 

be said that the plain surfaces of modern architecture legitimizes the act of 

collaboration.  

 

Fethi Arda talks about the integration as a necessity along with other elements of 

design. He believes there is a benefit from constructive and integrative role of the 

plastic arts.347 He also draws attention to the essential effect of a priori work 

between artists and architects. Besides discussing function, he questions the 

education system of architects that gives priority to the basic architectural 

functions rather than aesthetic concerns. In that respect, he argues, the architects 

do not encourage artworks or perceive them as required elements since usually 

financial issues dictate direction of a project.348  

 

In another article, Fethi Arda defines the new borders in architecture at the 

Ravenna mosaics exhibition. He clearly disputes the architectural definition of 

function, which solely encompasses efficient and rational methods. He suggests 

there must be a humanist and organic understanding in the design.349 Arda claims 

that, with the industrial revolution and technological developments, architecture 

focused more on utility than aesthetics.350 In a sense, he defines that era as when 

the arts and architecture became divided. His challenges the predominant 
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understanding of function in architecture and points out another function, i.e. 

humanist concerns. Additionally, Fethi Arda quotes  Leger, where Leger claims 

that color is an essential part of people‘s lives and serves as a function in that 

respect.351  

 

On the topic of humanistic values, an article in Yeni İnsan states the way towards 

a social utility when it explains the formation of this consensus between arts and 

architecture. A painting hung on the wall could symbolize, in this view, an 

opposition to nature whereas the natural condition could be defined through an 

alliance of the wall and painting, which would destroy ―supernaturality.‖ 352 Both 

disciplines work for social utility; they could shed their individuality if a balanced 

relationship is formed.353  

 

In the 1940s, as previously mentioned, the Academy‘s stance was criticized 

because lack of support for collaboration. However, in 1959, when looking at 

Nurullah Berk‘s opening speech, it is observed that the Academy held an altered 

viewpoint on that issue.  The notion of humanism began to pop up in the debates 

on collaborative acts. In his opening speech in 1959, Nurullah Berk focused on 

the theme of ―the equality of arts.‖ According to Berk, ―westernization, particularly 

Atatürk revolutions, puts forth the problem of uniting plastic arts and evolving in 

the sense of the Western [approach to the issue].‖354 He also implies ―the equality 

of arts‖ as the manifestation of humanism.355 This statement could be interpreted 

that this idea of humanism could be contribute to the creation of humanistic 

spaces as well as serve social utility. To illustrate, Orhan ġahinler states that the 
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new attitude in creating a living environment is the ―new humanist-democratic 

attitude,‖ which is key to satisfying people‘s emotional needs.356 Correspondingly, 

Ercümen Kalmık notes in his essay ―Plastik Sanatlar BirleĢimi‖ (Synthesis of 

Plastic Arts) that, through this collaboration, an atmosphere that satisfies the 

needs of the people will be created.357 This idea emphasizes the demands of the 

people within space; the ones that appeal to their emotional needs and the 

labeling of the issue as a problem of function.  

 

The statements about creating a pleasant atmosphere for people through 

collaboration, and the assertions that the need for collaboration stemming from 

the concerns of the current architectural realm, and that this collaboration will find 

its position though the form of a function, highlight the fact that architecture needs 

to view harmony as a new function to a structure. This functional aspect of the 

artworks seems to be an outgrowth of the criticisms in modern architecture, which 

will be addressed in more detail in another section. This integration, regarded as a 

new aspect in the design approach that was expected to fulfill people‘s essential 

needs in a humanist senses and social utility, which bring out the issue of 

publicity. 

 

For Publicity 

 

Apart from the notion of providing a functional value, the approach of integrating 

artworks in a structure would put the artworks on display in front of the public eye, 

which would ensure publicness in terms of both artistic and architectural aspects.  
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ġadi Çalık, in one of his interviews on the painting-sculpture-architecture 

synthesis, says that this approach is connected to the needs of the people, which 

lead to the integration of the arts into their living space.358 In his view, by being an 

integral part of architecture, painting no longer requires a canvas and sculpture is 

no longer just a self-contained object.359 He describes the collaborative acts as 

being derived from the current condition of human needs, which is in line with the 

debates that took part at CIAM meetings at this time. His thoughts on the needs of 

people imply there is a new function to be attributed to the new demands in 

architecture.  

 

Painter Ercüment Kalmık also addresses this topic but he adds another dimension 

to this subject. His perspective defines this attempt as a step towards elevating 

the art culture/aesthetic taste of society. In the essay ―Mimaride Resmin Yeri‖ 

(The Place of Painting in Architecture), Kalmık simply addresses the solution by 

making it easy to display artwork everywhere if the main goal is to raise the 

aesthetic taste of society.360 This point puts forward the idea to integrate art works 

into public sphere where regular everyday people as they go about their daily 

routine could randomly encounter works of art. In that respect it can be said that 

the artworks were thought to be sine qua non of daily life. In his words: ―The 

artwork needs to live its natural life before entering into the museum which is the 

tomb of an artwork.‖ 361 He argues that painting hence becomes more productive 

when it is in harmony with architecture.362 In his another article ―Plastik Sanatlar 

BirleĢimi‖ (Synthesis of Plastic Arts) printed in the art journal Esi, Ercüment 

Kalmık contemplates on the relationship between society and the arts. He 
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believes the bringing together of society and the arts is the mission of 

architecture, and advocates the placing of art into the public sphere through 

architecture. Kalmık states that at this point there should be ―proper harmony‖363 

via collaboration. In his words: ―In order to achieve this kind of a work, a painter, a 

sculptor and an architect are needed who have conceived science and techniques 

at the same level as the issues of plastics.‖ 364  

 

The subject is also broached in Fethi Arda‘s article in which he cited Leger‘s 

statements. Leger advocates a balanced version of this functional vision. Without 

relinquishing professional preferences, he offers a relationship with each other by 

taking into consideration humanity. 365 In another article, Fethi Arda similarly 

pondered on the notion of interpenetrating into daily life. His comments 

underscore a divergence from society and the new route that art scene chose for 

an adaptation to new life conditions. He suggests that painting and sculpture will 

pursue a unity with architecture in order to integrate into everyday life. The plain 

surfaces of contemporary architecture, for him, presented suitable locations for 

artworks, and architecture approaches this ―unifying‖ character as a necessity 

arising from its structure.366 Fethi Arda juxtaposes this attempt of the integration of 

artworks with the needs of architecture.   

 

A similar tone is seen in Hüseyin Baban‘s essay ―Resim Hakkında‖ (About 

Painting). Baban mentions a panel discussion held by the Chamber of Architects. 

His focus is on the stance of architecture on the dialogue between paintings and 

society. He clearly demonstrates the mission of architecture is as the link between 
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the art of painting and society. He likewise draws attention to ―the bare walls‖ and 

the treatment of architectural elements as art objects.367  

 

He makes architecture as being responsible for the issue. The main reason for a 

distancing from the arts is said to be due to the fact of being unfamiliar with works 

of art. Unless this issue is recognized, it would be unfair to expect to stir an 

interest within society if they could not find the opportunity to see artwork while 

going about their ordinary life.368 Based on this argument, it is obvious that the 

main actor is considered to be the architect to form a tie between the arts and 

society. Since the main concern is the familiarization with the arts, it could only be 

solved by an integration of the arts into daily life. The mind-set of the architect 

gains importance in this circumstance, where the role of the architect is defined as 

providing a solution for this condition. 

 

For Permanency 

 

The manner of reciprocal achievements mentioned above –— such as being a 

structural element in the design, being an integral part of the creation process in 

terms of architecture, and intensifying the relations with the public –— brings out 

another different issue, which is the subject of permanency. Bedri Rahmi 

Eyüpoğlu wrote an article in 1952 titled ―Mozaik Hakkında‖ (About Mosaic) in 

which he mentions the contribution of architecture to painting in terms of 

permanency. He presents the collaboration of the arts and architecture as 

becoming increasingly widespread in America and Europe in recent years. He 

points to the issue of permanency while he tries to express the value that the 

painting adds as a result of this cooperation. He sees architecture as giving to 

painting ―the best light, the longest life and the biggest beholder crowd.‖ It gives 

the opportunity of integrating painting into life. According to Eyüpoğlu without the 

help of architecture, the art of painting will live a nomadic life.369 Again in 1965, 
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Eyüpoğlu in his article ―Resim Zanaat ve ġiir‖ (Painting, Craft and Poet) mentions 

the link between the arts and architecture, where he emphasizes the statements 

―taking root in cities‖ and ―avoiding a nomadic life.‖ 370   

 

In talking about the permanency issue, Ragon similarly says that painting and 

sculpture were not made for museums, as Bedri Rahmi stated in his interview in 

1967. In addition, he touches upon the importance of the coherence adherence to 

time schedules regarding the mural and the building where it is to be applied. He 

thinks that the artwork and the building should be formed concurrently, which 

means that they have to take place during the same time period.371 In this respect, 

his statements could be thought to encourage a working together from the 

beginning. He also emphasizes that sculptors should follow scientific 

developments and should discover new materials, which would make them one of 

the dynamic actors in the creation of modern cities.372 In that respect, when 

looking at the examples from the mid-century, it is seen that the introduction of 

new materials and developments in the industrial arena inevitably inspires this 

approach, which will be discussed later in detail.   

 

Similar to Çalık‘s statements, an article written by Andre Bloc, published in the 

journal Akademi, mentions Le Corbusier‘s ―the synthesis of major arts‖ and titled 

―Fransız Mimarlığı Kendi Kendini, Taklitci ve Alelade Kalmaya Mahkum Etmiştir.‖ 

Bloc asserts that artists should not limit their works but expand their borders. For 

him, the most efficient contribution to architecture can be made by those artists 
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who will bring about an intense collaboration between artists and architects.373 

Bloc believes that ―this collaboration had only been imagined until this day.‖374   

 

These arguments define a path, especially for the case of painting, which is 

mainly moving out of canvas and re-identifying or reshaping the borders of 

painting. Based on this proposal, in order for the arts to achieve its goal of 

expansion there must be collaboration. Under the aegis of architecture, artworks 

can attain a fixed position getting out of temporariness. This attempt on a 

consensus means allocating a particular space for an artwork and so, designing 

the space for it from complete scratch. This, inherently, provides the artwork a 

status of being an element of the space, which will be effective in ensuring its 

permanency.  

 

The Past / The West 

 

Besides the mutual benefits within the art and architectural fields, the discussions 

about collaboration also concentrate on the roots. There seems to be a division 

on this matter, which comprises of assertions of a legacy based on the past at the 

one end and an imitation of the West on the other.   

 

Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu in one of his essays criticizes the Academy for maintaining 

its stance on the lack of fostering team spirit. Also, he stresses the newly rising 

interest of architects in painting,375 which could be confirmed through the 

increased level of interactions between the disciplines at the Academy over the 
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following years. In fact, the designer of the Lido Swimming Pool, Halit Femir376, 

was from the Academy. Eyüpoğlu highlights Femir‘s work experience with the 

luminary figure, Le Corbusier. He claims that Femir had an interest in painting 

during this period.377 Actually, he brings forward the paradigm of an outsider 

effect. With regard to this influence, he ascribes this reason for being in the centre 

of developments in the international arena rather than Turkey‘s current 

architectural scene.   

 

Painter EĢref Üren touches upon the architect and painter collaboration in his 

article titled ―Mimarlıkta Resim‖ (Painting in Architecture) published in 1944 in 

Mimarlık. His retrospective view begins with cave pictures and continues with 

murals, reliefs, stained-glass works and frescos of different periods. At the end, 

he points out the split between the arts and architecture. Despite Bedri Rahmi‘s 

position, he claims that the rupture ended and the two disciplines have reunited 

once again. He felt that the art of painting and architecture were inseparable and, 

with regards to the historical background, the collaboration of painting and 

architecture was ―the oldest and noblest work of the humanity.‖378 

 

Apart from the statements about the Western roots of the collaboration, Ġsmail 

Hakkı Oygar mentions the causes of the collaboration in his article on the 1962 

International Prague Contemporary Ceramics Exhibition. After he gives a short 

summary about the history of the ceramic art, he draws attention to the interest 

towards ceramic panels at the exhibition. The collaborative acts in the design, he 

argues, had an important place in Turkish architecture in the past. Based on this 

argument, he suggests that the view towards collaboration in today‘s architecture 

is ―the continuation of a strong tradition.‖379 Actually, this idea sets forth a different 
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relation from Nurullah Berk‘s previously mentioned interpretation that associates 

the unity of plastic arts with Atatürk‘s revolution and the manner of 

westernization.380 While Berk cites a unique instance in the art realm, Oygar 

draws ties to the past. Berk correlates the unity of the arts with the West, his 

assessment is thought to ascribe the movement toward collaboration to be from a 

western source. This may raise the question of the foreign effect in terms of 

triggering the dialogue between plastic arts and architecture.  Oygar‘s opposing 

view stresses the reintegration of artworks, which has already been seen in the 

past achievements. Similarly architect Utarit Ġzgi, who participated in collaborative 

works with artists, shares the same view. He argues that integrating ceramic 

panels into the design is a continuity of the tradition of tile works along with a new 

interpretation of them in a contemporary space.381   

Eventually, these interpretations show the existence of two distinct critical 

approaches towards the issue of collaboration. One side recognizes this initiative 

as a trend, which is nothing more than the influence of Western ideas and 

practices, or at least a triggering factor in their collective attempts. On the other 

side, there is an acceptance of taking credit for the integration of artworks, which 

traces back this notion in the historical past. This assertion depicts this attempt as 

something more than unidirectional flow and, regarding this, it implies the act of 

collaboration as being, essentially, intrinsic to Turkish architects.    

 

Course of Action  

 

Within the general scene of these discussions, a trajectory is presented, which, 

essentially, covers all the points that are stated above. Three major steps need to 

be taken to start down the road in order to reach collaboration: first taking into 

account the role of the architect, meaning the responsibility of the architect; the 

feature of the artwork, which is relevant for the artists; and the suggestions for 

ensuring an effective collaboration process.  

 

A chief criticism of the handling of the responsibility by the architects was put 

forward by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. In his critical recount of his very first 
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experience of alliance with architecture, he holds Turkish architects responsible 

for not entering Ģn contemporary architectural production by their large scale 

works.382 In addition, he argues that, if the architects were to incorporate paintings 

into their designs, Turkish painting would flourish.383  He believes that architects 

from the Academy are the leaders of the debate and could have considerable 

effect within the Turkish art scene. Within this context the architects from the 

Academy, whom he believes to have a considerable effect in the current art circle 

of Turkey, were in the front line of discussion. Citing his statement, Cengiz 

BektaĢ, a co-worker, and Devrim Erbil, a colleague and his student, confirm that 

judgment that converges to one particular architect.384 In an interview that 

appeared in the Ulus newspaper, he directly accuses Sedat Hakkı Eldem for his 

lack of support towards the integration of artworks in buildings, especially state 

sponsored works. He argues, ―If he had accidentally loved painting, sculpture, 

literally, these arts would have already taken roots and advanced to an 

unpredictable degree.‖385   

 

In another article, Eyüpoğlu examines a foreign example where he again 

mentions the role of architects in a collaborative work. In the article ―Turistik 

Pastırma‖ (Touristic Pastrami), written in 1954, he shares his observations on the 

Hague City Hall and the artworks contained therein. Based on his interpretation, 

―benefitting from painting and sculpture‖ brings an inspirational design to the 

structure. What he puts forward from this unity is the notion that the architect is 

―an excellent maestro.‖386 Eyüpoğlu in a 1956 article called ―Yerli TaĢ Yerli NakıĢ‖ 
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(Local Stone, Local Embroidery), describes how they managed the installation of 

the artworks based on the architect‘s instructions.387 In a phase when these 

practices were on trial the articulation of those initial examples emerged with their 

pragmatic approaches. They are far from being discursive speeches but rather 

practical recipes for the architects and artists of the time.   

 

Similarly Abdurrahman Hancı sees artworks as a component of design, and he 

emphasizes the responsibility of the architects on this collective issue. Although, 

he thinks that the aspects of the artwork should be determined via a negotiation 

between architect and artist,388 he stresses that the exact placement of the 

artwork should be determined by the architect, which positions the architect to the 

role of guide.389 This resembles Nurullah Berk‘s comments in his speech at the 

opening ceremony of the Academy, in which he advices the artists to follow the 

steps of architects in these collaborative works. Conversely, Fethi Arda 

approaches issue from the functional aspect, which comprises of designing the 

artworks as elements of structure. For him, to carry out this rule, the main 

responsibility belongs to the architect. 390  

 

Also, Fethi Arda interprets the rupture between the arts and architecture as 

setting the arts free and giving it the chance of advancing in their own way. In his 

writing, the prevailing tone is the fact of the constraint in arts because of forcing 

them to large scale works. For him, this limitation causes an obvious 

consequence, a response, which stimulates a way of working in collaboration with 

architecture in a new order.391 In other words, the present mechanism of 
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collaborative act or the attempt to live it in a new order or find out new ways for it, 

emerged after a reaction against the enforcements of architecture. It is argued 

that this reaction gave birth to the idea of synthesis. However, it is still undefined 

in Arda‘s essay, which period is argued to exemplify this limitation; and the 

borders and the definition of this alleged limitation and losing liberty within the arts 

also remain ambiguous. The response to this limitation requires a clearer 

expression.   

 

Arda quotes Leger as saying, ―what architecture brings forces us to dimension. 

The individuality was destroyed.‖392 In this article, Leger speaks to architects and 

declares himself as a painter to be a second class citizen. Leger suggests a 

trilogy to be comprised of ―wall-architect-painter.‖ Leger also criticizes the modus 

operandi of this collaboration where the architect interferes with the painter‘s work 

with regard to color issues.393  

 

The architectural historian David Gebhard‘s ideas on collaborative acts and 

describing a new functional element have considerable value as well. As 

aforementioned in the previous part on publications, Gebhard discusses the unity 

of painting and architecture in the 20th century in one of his articles in the first 

issue of Mimarlık ve Sanat. He starts out with the conceptual unity in Cubism, 

Futurism, etc. and how painting and architecture shared common concepts, such 

as simultaneity, in their own works.394 He continues to comment on the postwar 

years when he interprets contemporary painting as becoming three-dimensional. 

He emphasizes the relationship of painting with the surface and the space that 

surrounds it. Particularly, his main point reveals as cultivation and formation of 

painting within space by being an integral part of it. His argument runs as follows: 

―Today, we can regard the wall where the picture is hung or rather the enclosed 
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space in which it exists as a spatial element of the painting.‖395 This argument 

approaches the issue from the painting‘s side, evoking the idea of synthesis in the 

same way since it implies a priori relation, which should be considered at the very 

early stages of the design process.  

 

In relation to a priori, Jale YılmabaĢar similarly underlines the importance of 

carrying out the collaboration at the very early stages of the design. For her, due 

to the aesthetic value and the functional side of the ceramic works, the process 

should be done together. 396 Similarly painter Ali Karsan, on fresco issue, also 

highlights the necessity of starting the collaboration together from the very 

beginning. In an article titled ―Fresk‖ (Fresco), he emphasizes the collaborative 

work of artists and architects. As he states, the journal requested an article about 

a fresco that Karsan thought to be related to the new viewpoints of the recent art 

scene. This deliberate act could be thought as revealing the possible awareness 

within the intellectual circle towards the integration of artworks within the 

structures. While he explains the installation stages of frescoes in detail, he 

stresses the issue of the artist and architect collaboration. In other words, these 

details evoke the necessity of working together from the very beginning.397 To 

illustrate this idea, he discusses the Paris Pantheon.. He separately discusses 

one of the paintings that cover the interior surfaces of the Pantheon in terms of 

the complementing the structure. He believes the distinct feature of this painting is 

the artist taking the wall into account.398 The main theme of this article could be 

assumed to be a call for a real coherence between the artwork and structure, 

arguing that there should be a correlation and awareness for the character of 
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each other‘s work from the very beginning. This is essential by virtue of the nature 

of the installation process and the need for precise coordination of the work.  

 

Within the scope of this inquiry, a different viewpoint from the aspect of the artists, 

which is equally important, is the emphasis on the formative characteristics of 

artworks. Seemingly, abstract art is thought to be the suitable means for an 

alliance with architecture. As such, Fethi Arda characterizes this period as the era 

of the plastic arts. His argument is that the age encompasses an abstract leaning 

and abstract art is the suitable form for wall panels to complement contemporary 

architecture.399 Oygar, in his article on the ceramic exhibition, confirms this 

opinion. He states the intense focus on abstract art works in this exhibition for 

which they were selected by a jury composed of Turkish architects, sculptors, and 

painters.400  

 

Likewise, Nurullah Berk touches upon the same issue in his article published in 

Yeni İnsan. He speaks about Leger‘s works and comments on how these works 

complete modern architecture.401 He emphasizes some parts of his interview with 

Leger. In one of them Leger clearly presents the role of abstract art as a piece of 

wall art, as a type of decorative element.402 He says, ―Abstract art will lose its real 

function if it does not unite with architecture.‖403  

 

In another article, Nurullah Berk describes the concept of plastics in three 

disciplines: architecture, sculpture and painting. Throughout the article, he covers 
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the features of abstract art. He explains the plastic work of art as follow: ―Plastic 

work of art does not tell a story; it is not interested in the topic; in terms of 

technique, the work depends on its own instruments, form, line and color.‖404 This 

definition hints at the abstract approach of artwork that accentuates the 

compositional language of an abstract work. This explanation concurs with Turk 

Group Espas,405 which made significant statements regarding plasticity, which will 

be examined in the following section. In fact, Berk voiced his views on plasticity at 

the time when this issue was current in art circles.   

The discussions on collaboration also present singular solutions to the best way 

to work together. One solution focuses on converging with other art fields  in order 

to understand their essence and comprehend their creation process. In Arkitekt, in 

terms of the process of synthesis, proffers an example that advocates this 

concept. Arne Jacobsen, Fernand Leger and Ġlhan Koman are cited as those who 

also worked in various branches of art and produced distinctive works.406 In 

particular, Koman‘s works with Sadi ÖziĢ are given as examples in which they 

tried to create both functional and plastic art pieces.   

 

Hadi Bara, also, holds the same point of view and criticizes the void in terms of 

polichromy in architectural practices. In his article titled ―Mimari Polikromi Hakkına 

Notlar‖ (Notes on Architectural Polychromy), he scrutinizes the relationship 

between art and architecture. The emphasis is placed on the varying extent of 

colouring architecture. In his view, painters should recognize the architectural 

logic and architects should have a basic knowledge of plastic arts issues. He also 

defines the formula of creating a plastic synthesis, which is genuine teamwork. In 

that team, he says, the architect should work with artists of the plastic arts as 
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she/he works with engineers. 407 In addition, he stresses the starkness of the 

polychoromy with these words: ―Architectural polychromy is not a work of taste; it 

is an intellectual work.‖408 He suggests teamwork as a possible solution in terms 

of collaboration as well as the deficiencies within the architectural field.   

 

The importance of being acquainted with each others‘ work and thus, recognizing 

the problems and needs in each other‘s field also became a point of discussion 

for Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. His statements provide support to collaborative works 

with architecture and show the way to manage with ambiguous situations. He 

talks about the struggles he faced with in his work on the Lido swimming pool, 

especially with the architectural elements,409 and implies collaboration at the very 

beginning of the project.   

 

Hüseyin Baban advocates these ideas by citing prominent figure, Le Corbusier. 

His ideas and critics are parallel with the propensity of artists or architects to 

explore other fields as well as Hadi Bara‘s views on polychoromy issues. He cites 

that Le Corbusier‘s interest in painting led him to request paintings the blank walls 

of his friends‘ houses. He describes this initiative as an act that counters 

architects‘ excuses for not including artwork in their projects410 In other words, 

architects should be to some degree accomplished in the arts. As previously 

mentioned in the education section, in those years there were some 

contemplation about the education of architects concerning plastic subjects. In 

fact, at the 1965 UIA meeting, one of the subjects was related with plastic 

education of architects, which shows the same discussion was occurring in 

Turkey and Europe simultaneously.   
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Ercüment Kalmık goes into detail on another example, Group Espace in Paris, in 

order to reveal the unique process on the issue of collaboration. As a substantial 

example, Group Espace in Paris is given in a detailed manner. He examines the 

main goal of the collaborative works while describing their facilities and practices. 

Kalmık, in his article titled ―Grup Espace,‖ talks about the aims and scopes of the 

group. As he argues, the main goal of the group is to establish close ties among 

the differing disciplines and to bring together these specialized groups in a space 

for creation. He believes, ―in that collaboration the function should be the 

instrument but aesthetics-plastics should be the target.‖ 411 He mentions the 

technical visits of Group Espace members to each others‘ working areas with the 

aim of getting to know one another better. In this respect, he also points out the 

exhibitions, like the Milan Trinalle, which aspire to promote the works created for 

collective purposes. 412   

 

To sum up, throughout the discussions of the collaboration, generally, the 

necessity of this act was emphasized. However, the main emphasis was put on 

the role of the architects by the critics. It must be kept in mind that most of the 

writers covering the issue were artists rather than architects. While there were 

many statements on the subject of necessity, the topic of mutuality was also 

touched upon. In addition, paintings and sculptures would attain a permanency 

and the chance to reach large masses of people. The dialogue between the arts 

and society and the concept of bringing them together were emphasized. The 

claim was constituted upon the demands of the day, which means the demands of 

the people. Therefore, architecture is assumed to play an essential role in solving 

this problem. The other notable point in this discussion is as to whether the 

concept of collaboration is a continuation of traditional Turkish art and architecture 

values, or a movement originating from Western culture. More than this, the 

method of this collaboration at the practical stage was urged on, which would 

bring the subject one step closer to the manifestation of this idea.   
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 

THE PRACTICE OF THE ‘COLLABORATION’ BETWEEN ARTS AND 
ARCHITECTURE IN POSTWAR TURKEY 

 
 

This chapter will discuss the role of the ‗collaboration‘ between arts and 

architecture in the context of the architectural practices during the postwar period 

in Turkey. This chapter will try to answer how and why a different type of dialogue 

with the arts was established during the postwar period, which is different from 

early modern — as well as postmodern — architectural strains. The architectural 

milieu of the period began to reevaluate the definition of modern architecture as a 

result of rising criticisms. At this point, constituting a dialogue with the arts seems 

to create a legitimate ground in order to overcome the criticized aspects of 

modern architecture. This section will interpret this argument in Turkey‘s case by 

investigating the process within the architectural realm. By approaching the issue 

from an architectural view point, this research will discover the reason why and 

how modern architecture incorporated the modern arts. In order to do that, this 

chapter will examine the applied instances in Turkey to better understand the 

contribution of the artistic and architectural climate to the efforts of redefining the 

overall scheme of modernism. In these terms, this chapter will analyze the frame 

and the characterization of this dialogue by referring to the themes discussed, 

specifically, in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, both of which investigated the discursive 

development of the ‗idea‘ in the Western world and in Turkey, respectively. 

Accordingly, this chapter is divided into two sections. The first part will deal mainly 

with the design process. Thus, it will investigate the mutual associations between 

different actors; and also the dialogue formed between artwork and architecture. 

Providing the analyses of this formative process, the second part will focus on the 

main intention of architecture to integrate modern art, and trying to find out 

possible reasons of this collaborative act by focusing upon particular themes.   
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4.1. Design of  the ‘Collaboration’ 

 

The process that results in the ‗collaboration‘ of the arts and architecture 

embodies important components, which should be critically analyzed. This 

includes the featuring actors; the modes of collaboration between artists and 

architects; and the forms of employing artworks within a structure. Respectively, it 

is crucial to conceive how the whole process was carried out; accordingly, 

understanding and identifying the means that lead to the crystallization of the idea 

of a ‗unity‘ between the arts and architecture.  

 

Starting with the ideal relationship, the so called ‗synthesis‘, this section clarifies 

each essential step — the modes of ‗collaboration‘ in practice, the multifaceted 

network between the actors and the analysis of the artwork‘s own entity within 

architecture.  

 

4.1.1.Towards the Ideal: Kare Metal and Türk Grup Espas 

 

The art milieu of the mid 20th century brought out not only the debates on 

collaboration but also some attempts that aspired to solidify this ideal. These 

circles aimed to realize the idea of collaboration not just merely discuss it. The 

prevailing tone in these collective works is to make the arts an integral part of life. 

Those individuals who gathered together with such aims testified the necessity of 

a priori approach to the collaborative works. Hence, the objectives and the 

―collective purpose‖413 of these initiatives meshed with the impulse of the current 

art and architecture fields. The most important initiative that formed in Turkey 

along these lines was the Türk Grup Espas (Turkish Group Espace).  This artistic 

association embarked on the idea of total design through a team spirit. 

Meanwhile, an extension of this group also emerged simultaneously named Kare 

Metal (Square Metal), which was very much related with the discourse and the 

practices of Türk Grup Espas. Kare Metal can even be considered as an area of 

the materialization of the ideals of Türk Grup Espas, albeit partially. Hence it will 

be important to refer to Kare Metal as well in order to understand the ideals and 

the approach of the group members on the issue of collaboration.  
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The founders of Kare Metal, Ġlhan Koman414, ġadi Çalık415, Sadi ÖziĢ416 and 

Mazhar Süleymangil, had begun to produce their very first works in 1953, but not 

under the name of Kare Metal until 1955, at the opening of their studio in ġiĢli, 

Ġstanbul.  The Türk Grup Espas, a branch of the Group Espace earlier formed in 

Paris, was founded by Hadi Bara417, Ġlhan Koman418 and Tarık Carım419 in 1953 

and was later joined by Sadi ÖziĢ.. The group officially announced their 

foundation with a manifesto published in 1955. The common ground for both 

groups is the metal studio at the Academy, which was founded in 1953. Some 

figures are involved in both groups, where this particular studio had a special 

position, providing a special atmosphere where many initiatives were formed.  

 

Other triggering factors were influential in the formation of these groups when 

observed in a more detail. These might be considered as being parallel to the 

artistic approaches and notions that came together at this particular time. That is 

why, the first line of investigation will be as to why these two groups were founded 
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specifically by these artists rather than some of other leading figures interested in 

collaboration of the time.  

 

In this network, Ġlhan Koman and Sadi ÖziĢ were friends from the Academy. They 

also went to Paris at the same time. In fact, Ġlhan Koman, Sadi ÖziĢ, Refik Eren 

and NeĢet Günal were awarded scholarships to study abroad soon after their 

graduation in 1948. Koman and ÖziĢ continued their education at different 

schools but had the opportunity of working in the same studio. Hadi Bara was 

Ġlhan Koman‘s professor at the modeling studio at the Academy. Bara was also in 

Paris at the same time as Koman and ÖziĢ where they all had the chance to work 

together.  

 

These artists also worked alongside one another in noteworthy projects, in 

designing the reliefs of Anıtkabir, the mausoleum of Atatürk. Ilhan Koman, Hadi 

Bara and Zühtü Müritoğlu420 formed a team, who produced some artworks for 

Anıtkabir.421 In fact, ġadi Çalık and Sadi ÖziĢ also were also part of this team 

during the production phase.422 In 1951, Ġlhan Koman and Tarık Carım met during 

the military service, where they both worked at a school in Kağıthane. Apparently, 

their thoughts on art were similar to each other. Tarık Carım confirms this and he 

describes his attitude as close to abstract art and being influenced by Le 
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Corbusier.423 Later, Koman introduced Hadi Bara and Tarık Carım, who had 

similar perspectives.  

Ġlhan Koman worked in Paris from 1947 to 1951. While there, he contemplated on 

the volume and mass of abstract sculpture. During 1951-1958, he employed the 

space through his metal artworks and by adhering to geometric concepts424 

(Figure 64). Bara‘s artistic approach, on the other hand, is said to have begun 

changing in 1949. During his second visit to Paris, it is stated that his art was 

influenced by the abstract tendencies in Europe. He concentrated on abstract 

compositions and began to work with iron plates after that time425 (Figure 65). 

Hadi Bara clarifies his position as follows:   

 

…in 1950, I abandoned figurative approach and started to work on ‗abstraction 
géometrique‘. At the end of these experiments, we founded a branch of an 
international society, ‗Türk Grup Espace‘ with architect Tarık Carım and Ġlhan 
Koman.426 

 

Based on this statement, Bara directly traces the foundation of the group in line 

with the new plastic vision. From 1950 onwards, the education at the Sculpture 

Department of the Academy underwent a transformation when Hadi Bara and 

Zühtü Müritoğlu started to work as studio instructors. They aspired to contribute to 

the design of space in an active manner, by examining space in terms of form, 

function and meaning just as much as the other elements.427 This attempt was 

important in the sense of constituting a fertile ground for their considerations. In 

addition, this change at the Academy was reflected in Rudolf Belling‘s opening 
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speech for the 1951-52 academic year, which was about the collaboration of 

sculpture and architecture.428  

During Nijat Sirel tenure as the head of the Academy (1952-1959), the 

establishment of a metal studio, was another significant achievement. This new 

studio emerged as a place to crystallize and nurture a new vision. The very first 

products, metal sculpture and metal furniture, were produced at this place. The 

first instructors of this studio were Ġlhan Koman, ġadi Çalık and Sadi ÖziĢ. The 

first graduates were Kuzgun Acar, Ali Teoman Germaner and Tamer BaĢoğlu.429 

Sadi ÖziĢ expresses their intention to create products that were both works of art 

and furniture.430 Kare Metal was founded as an extension of this studio. These 

metal products caught the attention of a decoration firm, Moderno, which was 

owned by architect Fazıl Aysu and decorator Baki Atar, both Academy-rooted 

individuals. They started mass production with the help of Moderno, and later with 

the financial support of Mazhar Süleymangil, they moved to a bigger place in ġiĢli, 

where they officially founded Kare Metal.431 This initiative emerged at a time when 

metal furniture was popular with designers around the world.432 (Figure 66, Figure 

67, Figure 68) These collective works lasted until 1958. Ġlhan Koman had an offer 

from Utarit Ġzgi to work on the Turkish Pavilion in Brussels Expo then, and after 

the construction of the work called Pylon, Koman moved to Stockholm, where he 

resided until his death.433 (Figure 69) 
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Alongside Kare Metal, another initiative was the Türk Grup Espas, which was 

more engaged with the unity of architecture and the arts. The date of its 

foundation and the presence of mutual members imply that the manifestation of 

this initiative was related with the metal studio. The main difference in Türk Grup 

Espas was the inclusion of an architect in the group. The year Kare Metal was 

founded, 1955, Türk Grup Espas published its manifesto (Figure 70). But before 

that, the assembling of the group members started with a Hadi Bara project, a 

waterside house in Kandilli. The desire for a collaborative work was attempted for 

this project,434 for which Tarık Carım drew the projects of the building, Koman 

produced the metal works for the door and window joineries, and Sadi ÖziĢ did 

the paintings.435 The idea of a collaborative attempt is confirmed in Tarık Carım‘s 

statement that Bara sought for a project associated with his artistic approach.436  

 

After this collaborative effort, these figures articulated their concerns and 

objectives in a manifesto on the issue of the synthesis with the plastic arts. 

According to Sadi ÖziĢ, this process started with the attempts of Hadi Bara and 

Tarık Carım who tried to get in touch with the Paris group. Eventually, they got 

Andre Bloc‘s attention, who was trying to find new proponents for this idea.437 

Conveniently, Türk Grup Espas presented their assertion in Paris. It was read and 

accepted at one of the Group Espace meetings.438 (Figure 71) 
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Titled as ―The Synthesis of Plastic Arts,‖ their manifesto presents the way this 

issue had been viewed up until that period. Starting with a retrospective view, 

some significant milestones on the relation of plastic arts were discussed. For 

instance, Bauhaus and such luminary figures as Le Corbusier and Andres Bloc 

were suggested to be those who were known to deal with such issues.439 Giving 

credit to Group Espace, the article approached the synthesis theme in a critical 

framework, specifically those took part in Biot and Caracas.440 (Figure 72) 

 

In the manifesto, the objectives and scopes were expressed. The critical overtone 

on the synthesis was expressed, which states that synthesis is more than the act 

of placing artworks in a space. The main consideration is to recognize the 

essence of synthesis as working on the spatial production in unity from the very 

beginning. The contribution of both disciplines is desired simultaneously in the 

spatial treatment.441. The manifesto mentions another dimension and sets forth a 

recipe that leads to the definition of urbanism. It advocates a total plastic work that 

is designed by implementing both plastic and functional concerns.442 

 

In addition, the presentation at the meeting, which was held in 1955 in Paris, 

reveals a depth in their effort. The journal L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui reported in 

its issue about this meeting,443 where it is clearly seen that they combined their 

manifesto with the discussion on the artworks of new UNESCO building. The 

argument of the Turk Group Espace is as a synopsis of what the Paris branch 

wanted to verbalize, or even better to achieve in the case of the UNESCO 

building. Seemingly, they ascribed a role of justification to that manifesto as an 
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important component of this very recent debate, which shows the actuality of the 

Turkish art and architecture spheres as well.  

 

In fact, through this manifesto, the Paris group criticized the method of integration 

of artworks, especially in the case of the new UNESCO headquarters. They 

highlighted the importance of working together from the early stages, and the 

design the structures via complete cooperation between architects and artists. 

They emphasized their concerns and criticisms about the artworks that were 

ordered for the UNESCO building, which were accepted as not being integrated 

into the architecture.444   

 

Being a vocal instrument of the Group Espace, the journal L’Architecture 

d’Aujourd’hui is known to be followed by architects in Turkey too.445 The news 

about the meetings, reports or exhibitions of Group Espace gained importance as 

it could inspire or could enlighten architects in the country. The first 

announcement on Group Espace in this journal was in 1951. Later, there 

appeared much information about the group‘s activities in the issues 42, 43, 46 of 

1952, the issues of 55, 56, 57 of 1954-55, and the issue of 58 of 1955. For 

instance, in the issue 42-43, the journal published a house project, which was the 

winner of a competition and would be realized based on the principles of this 

group. The house would be the product of a complete collaboration.446 (Figure 73)  

 

It is clearly seen that Paris Group Espace had an important position as they were 

supported and respected by the government. In fact, Mr. Eugene Claudius-Petit, 

Minister of Reconstruction and Planning, attended one of their meetings.447 In 
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addition, L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui provided visual and written information 

about the first exhibition, in which the entire Group Espace attended. The 

exhibition, held on the 13th of July 1954, witnessed the artworks of several 

prominent figures such as Sonia Delaunay, Andre Bloc, Vasarely, Fernand Leger 

and Jean Arp. The point underlined by this exhibition is the possibility of 

integration of the arts into both architecture and life.448 Indeed, the main intention 

of the group was based on the ideal that imposes a social responsibility on the 

artist and encourages the arts to permeate the public sphere. By virtue of this 

aspiration, their efforts would be culminated in designing life together with art, 

which means designing not only space but other components of life as well. So, it 

could be said that a total diffusion of plastic vision into life was suggested.     

 

In accordance with its objectives, this initiative organized some exhibitions, one in 

which Türk Grup Espas was also invited, the First International Construction 

Material and Building Equipment Exhibition, which was held at Saint-Cloud Park 

in Paris in 1955. The exhibition‘s announcement revealed there would be a 

demonstration on the technical advancements in the field of construction, as well 

as a display on the ideas that united the plastic vision and the practices of the 

day.449 Due to some financial problems about the transportation of artworks from 

Marseille to Paris, Turk Grup Espas could not attend that exhibition. But the 

photos of the artworks produced for this exhibition were published in 

L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui.450 It is known that Tarık Carım represented the group 

as he was in Paris on personal business at the time.451 In one of his writings, Hadi 

Bara writes about the exhibition and mentions Schöffer's Spatiodynamique tower, 

which received most of the attention.452 During this exhibition, the firm Knoll 
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International was interested in the metal furniture produced by the group 

members. They organized a meeting and invited Hadi Bara and Sadi ÖziĢ to 

Paris. They offered an opportunity for them to go to the USA, but this did no 

happen due to some financial problems once again.453  

 

Bozdoğan defines the formation and the principles of the Türk Grup Espas as 

―important steps towards modernization parallel to the developments in the 

West.‖454 In mid-century Turkey, the resources were very inadequate, especially 

in terms of the supply industry. This situation caused the artists to look for 

solutions or even create in order to accomplish their designs.455 It is claimed that 

this period was a new era for the artists in Turkey for whom a new consciousness, 

which is defined as the beginning of the search for peculiar unique identity for 

their art, was rising.456 The spirit of collaborative works and the approach for a 

new plastic vision seem to overlap in the art scene of the day.  

 

Turan Erol expresses that during those years the controversy between national, 

regional approaches and the universal ‗common‘ stance was heavily discussed in 

the art debates.457 At this point, the influence of abstract art is highlighted as being 

directly linked with the collaboration of the arts and architecture. The increasing 

effect of abstract art, through the technologically advanced world of the postwar 

years, was responsible in blurring the borders and took into account universal and 

the traditional characteristics.458  
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In 1955, as Turk Group Espace came on the scene, the intensity of articles about 

the connection between art and architecture reached a peak level inside all the 

issues of the architectural journal Arkitekt in Turkey. Undoubtedly, this was a 

consequence of the formation of the group and its intention to disseminate the 

ideas of the artists who established it, and to publicize their names and works of 

art. This put Arkitekt in the position of an advertisement medium. The important 

thing to emphasize here, however, is that Arkitekt was an architecture journal, not 

an art magazine. This is a common attribute that Arkitekt shares with 

L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui. In one way or another, both Espace groups in France 

and Turkey had a similar mission in using these architecture publications to 

convey their ideals to the public in a better way.  

 

A difference that distinguished Türk Grup Espas and Group Espace is in their 

definitions of unity. To realize their idea of collaboration, Group Espace attempted 

to place artworks in space. Meanwhile, Türk Grup Espas held the broader 

perspective which refers even to interfering all spheres of everyday life, from 

objects to living spaces.459 This wider perspective on the synthesis of plastic arts 

was recognized by the Parisian Group Espace and became a part of a discussion 

on the artworks of the aforementioned UNESCO. Koman identifies this different 

point of view as ―the core of the environmental concern,‖ which he accepts as an 

essential subject of the day. This problem, according to him, was the argument for 

constructing the living environment together with all plastic arts.460 (Figure 74) 

 

The Turk Grup Espas remained active for four years and it is crucial to touch upon 

their statements between the years of 1955-1959 that dealt with their endeavors 

and discourses. Regarding the collaborative approaches of Turk Grup Espas, 

some articles promoted this vision and made statements about the necessity of 

this kind of an initiative.  Ercüment Kalmık described collaboration effort and the 

operational phases. The focus of his articles was on intermingling different 
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disciplines. This intermingling, he argued, would culminate in a ―collective 

purpose,‖ which intended to create spaces that would satisfy the public.461 

 

Accordingly Nuri Ġyem, in his article titled ―Resim ve heykel mimari ile iĢbirliği 

yapabilir mi?‖ (Could painting and sculpture collaborate with architecture?), 

announced his desire to live in a city that was designed by collectively462, which is 

in line with the aims of Turk Grup Espas. Ġyem, furthermore, expresses more 

clearly an expectation of the integration of artworks in living spaces.463  Nuri 

Ġyem‘s suggestive statements, which were made during Turk Grup Espas’s active 

years, could influence readers to consider a built environment. For this reason, 

this endeavor could be thought to suggest a tone of promotion as well.     

 

In the same year, Ragon made an evocative declaration on the urban view. 

Compared to Ġyem, he had a critical viewpoint on artists whom, he thought, were 

the reason of the disconnection among plastic arts. Ragon portrayed the current 

situation as being nowhere near a synthesis.464 He also argued that the act of 

synthesis was not something new. When he opened up the subject of artworks in 

the museums, he focused on the idea of the permanency of artworks. He thought 

sculptors should renounce their present position and take notice of the new 

materials to be able to contribute actively to the cities. He presented Le Corbusier 

as an example, as being an architect and an artist at the same time. Last but not 

least, he suggested a formula that of designing as a team from the beginning.465   
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Although there were not any big scale project that was realized with all group 

members, Çalıkoğlu argues that the works of Kare Metal contributed to Turk 

Group Espas.466 Accordingly, Arkitekt featured in one of its issues the synthesis of 

plastic arts and gave the examples from the works of Kare Metal (Figure 75, 

Figure 76). The article underlines a parallelism between the explorations of 

different art fields in order to accomplish a real synthesis. In this manner, an artist 

should be familiar with other fields and their methods of production. This is the 

preferred technique of the renowned figures of the day, such as Arne Jacobsen, 

Fernand Leger and Ġlhan Koman. Jacobsen‘s endeavor in creating furniture and 

Leger‘s productions that were both functional and plastic were presented as 

remarkable examples of this argument. Portatif Dükkanlar (portable shops), an 

unrealized project designed by Ġlhan Koman, was also cited in the text, 

emphasizing its aspiration for a synthesis of plastic arts. (Figure 77) Koman and 

Sadi ÖziĢ‘s creations using metal or plastic tubes were also mentioned. These 

basic materials are combined to form aesthetic as well as functional purposes. It 

was highlighted in the article there should be cohesion with architectural space, 

these aforementioned works did not sacrifice their plasticity for the sake of 

functional concerns.467 

 

On the dichotomy of aesthetics and function, Zeynep Yasa Yaman argues that 

this kind of an approach also brings the phenomenon of space-time in the scope 

of architecture and sculpture.468 In accordance, Kalmık states that the notion of 

time in sculpture could only be achieved through architecture, which introduces 

different perspectives.469  
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Yılmaz points out that these artists used flat surfaces or slender pieces, which 

were akin to two-dimensional forms, to generate a sense of depth. In this method, 

the artists assigned to the space an important role. The artwork employs this 

space, behind or inside it, as a necessary component of its very own entirety. 

Hereby, these surfaces incorporate the concept of time as they allow circulation 

around its structure.470 ġar wrote about this new perception of sculpture during 

those years; he stated that the creation of a depth within an artwork is to be the 

formation of virtual volumes.471 In this rhythmic composition, achieved by way of 

these currently popular materials, ―the essence appears to be dematerialized 

inside the air and light.‖472   

 

Apart from the supporting statements uttered in the active years of the group, the 

expectation for collaboration never ceased. In the following decade, there 

appeared similar articles that encouraged spatial vision and tried to clarify the 

social purpose of this issue. In one article, the focal point emerges as how 

synthesis is connected with the social utility of art creation at the final stage. 

Meaning, the main goal of the arts is to attain ―the natural condition.‖ This natural 

condition is achieving the reconciliation between the painting and the wall. In 

order to achieve this, a painting should be abstract and not figurative in 

composition. When the painting and the wall come together in harmony, it 

culminates in social utility, which could be called a synthesis of the arts.473  

 

Turk Grup Espas envisaged complete collaboration; this aspiration could not be 

realized. However, it brought about intellectual and formative changes in artistic 

production. It is observed that all the key figures, both participants and supporters, 

in the idea of collaboration were Academy-rooted people. In addition, the 

establishment of the metal studio at the Academy also played a role in the birth of 
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these collaborative acts. It seems that the part it played in the gathering of these 

figures, this place could be assumed as the root of the Espace initiatives in 

Turkey. Equally important, this studio also initiated Kare Metal, which emerged as 

an offshoot of Turk Grup Espas. Even with its solid arguments and enthusiastic 

approach, Turk Grup Espas was short lived. Because of its short duration and 

other problems, mostly financial, they could not wholly solidify their ideals. 

Nevertheless, they seemed to make an important contribution in the intellectual 

sense to Group Espace. They stressed the main theme as being more than the 

employment of artworks. This could be interpreted that Turkish architecture and 

art milieu did not stay out of the contemporary developments abroad; and in fact, 

they produced for this contemporary international circle. Thereby, this group could 

trigger the notion of designing via collaboration in Turkish architecture and art 

realms.  

 

4.1.2. Network of the ‘Collaboration’: The Dialogue among the Actors  

 

The dialogue among the actors participating in the production of an architectural 

work in unity with the arts varies, either they were planned and settled at the early 

stages of design or developed in an arbitrary manner. In fact these actors, clients, 

architects and artists, initially started the creation and planned the route to 

achieve a unity. This network will be examined in two parts: the dialogue between 

the clients and the creators; and the cooperation among the creators where the 

role of the architect is emphasized.  

 

An examination of the clients‘ approach could reveal the origin of collaboration 

and tell more about possible effects on the process, such as negative or positive 

involvement and the facts related to the new dynamics of the country. The second 

section aims to demonstrate the creation process; the account of the collective 

works from the side of the creators.  

 

4.1.2.1. Client’s Dialogue with the Architect & the Artist  

 

As aforementioned in the general context, the changes in the political and 

economic areas affected the architectural sphere. During the postwar period, the 

intensified dealings with the international arena brought about different 
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consumption habits, which included new building typologies. The formation of new 

structures for various state entities revealed a necessity for new spaces, which 

generated a significant amount construction activity. The emergence of private 

clients was another novelty during this period in terms of the architectural culture. 

In fact, this new patronage not only affected the construction of facilities, but also 

led to a progressive shift in architectural practices.  

 

The state sponsored works and private projects are the two client types that will 

be evaluated. The state had limited resources during the postwar years.  Private 

enterprises, which were a developing and strengthening sector during this period, 

led to the emergence of a new consciousness and sensibility. This sensibility 

might be related with achieving value, making an investment or forming a 

corporate identity, which is part of the capitalist mentality. In addition to business 

patronage, there were some housing designs that could be associated with either 

the owner‘s vision or personal interactions with an artist or with a persuasive 

architect.   

 

When looking at the issues and discussions within the art milieu during the 

postwar period, it is clearly seen that artists requested a field from the state 

authorities to perform their art as well as find a way to make their living. Bedri 

Rahmi Eyüpoğlu argued repeatedly and persistently that the state should create 

opportunities and arrange competitions for the placement of artworks in buildings. 

He asserted that, if the state would lay down a regulation, which would guaranty 

the involvement of murals in official buildings and allocate a budget for the 

painters, the artists could attain a new source of income.474 

 

Indeed, the discussions about a legal arrangement had started earlier and one of 

them could be seen in a news related article on the art competition results of the 

Ġstanbul Broadcasting House. The article states the building would achieve 

distinction through art and mentions a proposal by the Academy in 1933.475  
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The very first attempt of this kind of a legal arrangement was suggested in 1933 

by Namık Ġsmail, the director of the academy of Fine Arts, which was later 

mentioned by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu in his 1953 article ―Geçime Dair‖ (On How to 

Earn a Living). Eyüpoğlu talks about this notion of continual interaction , which 

some other prominent figures had similarly touched upon.476 Particularly, the 1933 

the proposal aims to generate a working opportunities for Turkish artists and set a 

secure space for their creations. The proposed regulation was prepared in 

accordance to ones in European countries. In comparison to Europe, it is strongly 

emphasized that there was not any effort to include artwork in public buildings in 

Turkey. The article also claimed that this regulation would not only create a new 

area of opportunity for artists but would carry the country‘s ideas on revolution 

and history to even small villages477. In addition, this proposal suggested a mode 

of operation and clearly described the progress in order to ensure a strong 

organization. With regard to this, the artworks should be done by Turkish artists; 

these artists should be officially qualified; and all art fields be unionized.478 In 

other words, according to the art circle, the integration of artworks into 

architecture would entail legislation to secure the process and establish this 

practice. The regulation clearly defined the percentage that would be spent on the 

artworks for specific buildings. In fact, five categories were determined in order to 

specify the amount to be spent based on the construction quality of the buildings. 

The establishment of these categories indicates the aspiration of including the 

arts into all areas of everyday life.479  
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For the arrangement of a legal definition about the placement of arts within 

buildings, there occurred a rather tangible attempt as observed in the official 

reports of the Assembly According to the reports, a proposal was presented by 

Ġzmir representative Avni BaĢman to the parliament at the meeting held on the 

14th of December 1953. (Figure 78) The proposal was for the decoration of official 

buildings with artworks. In a following session, on the 29th of January 1954, Avni 

BaĢman withdrew this proposal. In 1955, when considering the placement of 

artworks at the Turkish National Grand Assembly, another proposal was about to 

be prepared by the Minister of Education, ReĢit Galip, which did not succeed 

either.480   

 

In one of his articles published in the Ulus newspaper, painter Turan Erol 

comments on bringing the arts closer to the public and defines this act as the 

socialism of art. He considered cultural affairs to be within the scope of the state 

development plan and asserts that the state should ensure this relationship by 

legislation.481 Erol claimed that with a legislative arrangement, the realization of 

the collaboration of the artist and the architect would be guaranteed. 

Correspondingly, this legislation would enable artists to be considered as 

professionals, as well as legitimizing artistic organizations, and secure the 

creation process of the artists by controlling competitions.482 In other words, the 

artists wanted to define a policy that would protect their career. Actually, this 

proposal is reminiscent of one prepared by the Academy‘s administration in 1933. 

This attempt is parallel with the efforts of the architecture milieu in terms of 

gaining their professional status and set boundaries and limitations. To realize this 

aspiration and base it on a legitimate ground, Tural Erol asserted in the 1960s 
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that allocating 1-2% of the total cost of the building for the plastic arts was 

completely in line with the principles of the cultural issues mentioned in the 

second development plan.483  

 

Based on witnesses of the period, there appear some opposing statements about 

the existence of such a regulation.484 Archival research has revealed that there 

was not any legislation about employing artworks in public buildings. However, 

there was a decree, a governmental resolution dated 1/12/1937 numbered 

2/7814, which is related with a regulation by the state for the management of the 

statutes and monuments erected in different parts of the country. Mainly, this 

decree aimed to form a selection jury for artworks. (Figure 79, Figure 80) But, an 

annex to this regulation dated 13/09/1938 numbered 2/9588 reveals that this jury 

for the statutes and monuments were also commissioned for the selection of 

fresco, mosaic, painting and mural works, which would be situated in state 

sponsored buildings. (Figure 81) Hence, this decree coincides with the statements 

and speculations of contemporary architects and artists like Cengiz BektaĢ, Orhan 

ġahinler and Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu about the existence of a legal arrangement 

on the issue, and enlightens the complicated manner of these speculations. 

 

In spite of these irregular developments, it is known that an experimental attempt 

was started that aimed at featuring students‘ artworks at schools, which was 
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based upon the assertion that it would have positive effects for the psychology of 

children.485 The idea behind this act is directly connected with the issue of the 

integration of art and architecture, which is also emphasized as an issue of 

urbanism.486 At this point, the research and development department of the 

Ministry of Public Works took the initiative to deal with this kind of a spatial 

treatment in schools. Particularly, this could be considered as an initial step 

leading to the integration of art pieces to public buildings.  

 

In 1977, an article on the artworks of the Ġstanbul Intercontinental Hotel 

established the legal precedent for the collaboration, which advocated allocating 

1% of a budget on artworks.487 Seemingly, the intention of a legislative basis was 

an enactment of collaborative works remained in an unrealized project. Despite 

that, however, the governmental decision made in the very early stages of the 

Turkish Republic, demonstrates an early sensitivity for the situation. Although this 

notion remained as an ambiguous and forgotten one, it considered a myth among 

the art and architecture circles.   

 

Even if not defined legally, the idea of a legislative organization had other 

manifestations that could not be denied. Indeed, even this tremulous position in 

legal terms is said to establish a tradition488 that might have stimulated the 

following attempts of sagacious architects and artists.489 As demonstrated in the 

previous section on ‗collaboration‘, it is easy to see how artists were resolute on 

the issue of ‗collaboration‘. Their solution addressed the state, which they 

believed had the responsibility and the guiding role. Their statements in several 
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mediums might have a role in bringing the issue one step further from the 

intellectual plane into reality. The idea, shaped by many of the previously 

mentioned different factors, did not penetrate the professional realm in an explicit 

manner, but the myth emerged as a testimony that this issue occupied the minds 

of artists and architects of the era.  

 

Despite the problematic conditions of a legal arrangement, the competitions were 

remarkable initiatives that filled the gap in terms of the expectations from the 

state, and most probably pioneered many future projects. With the establishment 

of several departments and new directories within the state administration, there 

appeared a need for the construction of new buildings for these new institutions. 

As a proper solution to this demand, architectural competitions were the popular 

practice of those years, which also gave opportunities to young architects and 

more specifically, architects working in private offices. Art competitions seem to 

follow this similar mentality and trajectory. Particularly, this pragmatic solution 

became a replicable model for private enterprises.  

 

The first competition for artworks is known to have been organized for the 

entrance hall of the Ankara Railway Station in 1937, although it was never 

realized490. The second competition was for the Istanbul Broadcasting House in 

1949. (Figure 82) The winner was Zeki Faik Ġzer and his composition became the 

first artwork to be installed in an official building491. Later, these types of 

competitions continued to be held, which were either open to all or were limited to 

invited artists. During this process, artists offered proposals in sketches, and 

sometimes, upon request, scale models using the material to be employed. The 

importance of these competitions lies in inspiring and promoting features in terms 

of collaborative acts and the debut of young artists. Beril Anılanmert defines this 
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realm as a democratic sphere, which enabled many artists to present their works 

and compete fairly in order to realize one of his/her works.492 

 

During the postwar years, several official buildings throughout the country and 

internationally were commissioned through architectural competitions. Parallel to 

this approach, the artworks were open for selection. For instance, the Agricultural 

Products Office building, designed by Cengiz BektaĢ, Oral Vural and Vedat Özsan 

in 1964, was a competition project. After winning the competition, these architects 

organized another competition for the artworks to be installed in the building and 

theyalso acted as jury members in the competition.493 Another architectural 

competition project, the Lisbon Turkish Republic Foreign Affairs Embassy (1963), 

designed by Orhan ġahinler, Muhlis Türkmen and Hamdi ġensoy, included 

artworks by Devrim Erbil, ġadi Çalık, Hüseyin Gezer and Sabri Berkel. Like the 

Agricultural Products Office building, these artworks were selected through a 

competition.494 Apparently, this process continued in a climate where intense 

architectural activities were taking place. 

 

Contrary to these relatively planned occasions of a correlation between the arts 

and architecture, there were random initiatives on the part of the architect. These 

practices were applied either during the military services of artists and architects 

or in their compulsory services as a civil servant at different regions of the 

country. For instance, Cengiz BektaĢ was assigned to design Presidential 

residential buildings during his military service in 1964. In his own words, he found 

the ways of integrating artworks, such as stained-glass and ceramic works, 

without significantly increasing the budget.495  
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In addition to organizing competitions as well as giving credence to the architect, 

another factor was the client‘s desire and consciousness to integrate artworks in 

his/her building. This case opens another dimension, which is associated with the 

spatial vision of the client that directly connects the client to the artist. A relevant 

example can be seen in the process of the artwork applied at the METU Faculty 

of Architecture building. The president of METU, Kemal KurdaĢ, who was 

personally interested in the incorporation of art, got in contact with the artist 

Gencay Kasapçı.   

 

His experience at the Mexico University‘s campus of made him able to realize the 

necessity and the impression of integrating artworks throughout a campus. He 

expresses this aspiration in a postcard from Mexico. (Figure 83) He clearly stated 

his ambition to Gencay Kasapçı and offered her to make five works of art for the 

campus496. Kasapçı quotes from their dialogue that KurdaĢ said, ―We want to 

qualify this university with more artistic works.‖497 His vision culminated in the 

application of one artwork by Gencay Kasapçı to the Faculty of Architecture and 

some additional works by other artists in the subsequent years. It is reasonable to 

say that this approach is highly related with the art policies of the country. Without 

doubt, the initiative and the vision of the authorities played a considerable part in 

the realization of these projects. In this sense, opposite examples could illustrate 

more clearly the effects of a positive approach on behalf of the clients to the 

process of the integration of the arts in architecture; and the existence of negative 

examples might illustrate the absence and the power of a certain legal 

arrangement.   

 

Typical example of the negative approach by the client is mentioned by painter 

Devrim Erbil. Erbil got an offer from architect Ġlhan Arabacıoğlu, who was the 

manager of infrastructure and construction department at Balıkesir Municipality. 
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After the renovation of the State House building, three blank walls remained, 

which seemed as suitable areas to incorporate artworks. Considering the financial 

situation, Arabacıoğlu made a proposal and made an agreement for these three 

walls with three artists, Devrim Erbil, Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu and NeĢet Günal. 

Unfortunately, this project was rejected by the Ministry of Public Works owing to 

the reason that using this budget for constructing schools would be more 

pragmatic and reasonable rather than using it for such artworks.498   

 

Similarly, the competition held for an artwork for the Etibank Headquarters 

building witnessed another unsteady process. The artist ġadi Çalık won the 

competition in 1955 with his metal relief, which is said to be the very first metal 

abstract sculpture produced in Turkey.499 (Figure 88) However, this proposal was 

not realized; instead, the mosaic panel designed by Eren Eyüpoğlu was applied. 

Likewise, during the construction of the Lisbon Embassy building, a rupture 

appeared in the process of the selection of the artworks. Orhan ġahinler states 

that his team decided to integrate some artworks into the structure during the 

design process. They even appointed a blank wall for Kuzgun Acar, who is well- 

known for his metal abstract reliefs. At the final stage, although other artworks 

were all realized, Kuzgun Acar‘s work could not be applied due to the rejection of 

the committee from the Ministry of Public Works. After examining the sketches 

and the model of the work, the committee found the artwork precarious and 

expressed their concerns explicitly by saying, ―Ankara hates the artwork [by Acar 

on the façade of the Emek Office Building] in Kızılay and one day, they will 

remove it. We cannot venture to place this into the Lisbon Embassy.‖500 Although 

seen as an important and necessary contribution to the building from the 

perspective of the architects, the project could not be realized as a result of the 

client‘s feedback.501 
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Apparently, the story of this ―notorious‖ artwork did not end until Cengiz BektaĢ‘s 

attempt at his design of the Turkish Language Society building (1972). In that 

design, one particular wall, in the foyer, was designed intentionally for the specific 

artwork of Kuzgun Acar that had been removed from the façade for the Emek 

office building. Unfortunately, this plan was also refused by the administration of 

the Society due to the possible application expenses of the artwork.502   

 

Some cases regarding the inclusion of artistic works in official buildings were 

spontaneous and arbitrary when enthusiastic individuals took the initiative. For 

instance, Cihat Burak, a painter and an architect, made a quite voluntary 

involvement in the façade of the Ministry of Finance. According to Cengiz BektaĢ, 

Burak persuaded the contractor and installed his own work in the form of a relief 

without requesting any payment.503   

 

While in state sponsored projects the process was unconsolidated, in private 

sector, which is not tied to mandatory arrangements, the integration of the arts 

and architecture is dependent on the client. As previously mentioned, the postwar 

period witnessed the emergence of holding companies as an important 

manifestation of the increasingly adopted capitalist principles within the country.  

 

Sibel Bozdoğan argues that ―the ideal of capitalism beyond simple profitability 

accounting was merged with the ideal of modernism, which went beyond the 

sterile rational/functional formulas.‖504 Using an economic term, she claims that 

the integrating of the arts indicates the aim to create surplus value in 

architecture.505 This phrase, ―surplus value,‖ could imply three things: the 
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respectable contribution of the arts in increasing the value of the building in real 

terms; in providing a corporate identity (a particular image in the minds, with 

respect to the business); or in forming a new perspective that redefines modern 

architecture. Since the new goals and expectations in modern architecture 

incorporate aesthetic and humanistic concerns, this position could be seen as 

profitable for both the architect and the client.  

 

According to Ela Kaçel, ―architects have voluntarily aestheticized both the visible 

identity of private industry and the ‗invisible hand‘ of free market economy in 

Turkey.‖506 The new patronage was regarded as an opportunity for the architects 

to express and experiment with their ideas and contribute to modernism.507 For 

Afife Batur, architects were interested in the large-scale industrial constructions of 

private enterprises, which had a considerable role in creating a trend in 

architectural practices, which were set forth with their ―visual values‖.508 

 

In this manner except from the examples of private residences or small scaled 

and singular attempts, industrial buildings and other investment projects of 

holding companies led the way in these terms as a result of their aspiration 

towards either constructing aesthetically conscious buildings509 or forming an 

identity. 

 

The Vakko Factory building (1969), designed by Haluk Baysal and Melih Birsel, 

emerges as a relevant example industrial complexes‘ role in the relationship 

between the arts and architecture by incorporating  14 artworks. The Vakko 
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Company started business as a hat shop in 1934 and, after a couple of years, it 

began to manufacture scarves. Parallel to the novel consumption patterns faced 

in the country, the company expanded its market and target audience by opening 

the very first fashion store in 1962, which brought about ―a new concept‖ to the 

clothing sector510. Eventually, the expanding of the company required the 

construction of a bigger factory, which was built in Merter.   

 

At that point, the corporation describes the integration of artworks into this new 

building as ―the initial move for Vakko to support art,‖511 which has ended up with 

the company‘s art collection today. Architects Baysal and Birsel emphasized this 

intention, from their aspect, as a positive contribution to the performances and the 

creative activities of the workers.512 Ela Kaçel argues that this assertion denotes 

their ―intellectual mediation‖ but also shows their desire to attend the capitalist 

system513, which provided a basis for the architects to create a ―surplus value‖514  

in architecture. In other words, the private patronage afforded architects with new 

experimental area, where they could practice and solidify their ideas.  So, it can 

be said that a client, who was not be satisfied with a building based solely on 

fulfilling the functional needs, would be the indispensable part of the process of 

integrating the arts into architecture.  

 

The Divan Hotel can be considered as another example. The hotel is a subsidiary 

of Koç Holding, which was one of the prominent holding companies in Turkey, 

widened its business during the postwar period. In the 1960s, it began to 

manufacture a large scale of products from automotive industry to domestic 
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appliances. Then the company extended the activities to many different fields 

such as tourism, finance, food industry and textile,515 As a part of this initiative, the 

Divan Hotel was founded in 1956,516 and the initial project was designed by 

Rüknettin Güney. Between 1972 and 1975, the renovation was directed by 

Abdurrahman Hancı and assisted by Aydın Boysan. The hotel was  home for 

many artworks by important contemporary artists such as Füreya Koral, Bedri 

Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, Gencay Kasapçı, Mustafa Pilevneli, Erol AkyavaĢ, Jale 

YılmabaĢar, Ilhan Koman and Mustafa Islimyeli. This example highlights the 

client‘s perception towards the artwork within the space. The manager of the 

hotel‘s patisserie printed brochures for customers, telling the story about the 

creation of the artwork in that space. Thus, the approach adopted by the 

corporation seems like a type of self-promotion, which at the same time promotes 

the idea of integrating the arts into architecture. Internalizing the artwork to use it 

as an advertising medium can be seen as the intention of establishing a corporate 

identity and a value that it would bring along.   

 

Nevertheless, in the framework of the capitalist mentality, the clients could also 

make undesirable interventions to the process. Corporate clients could also 

negatively affect the building process. Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘s art panel at the 

Divan Hotel board was negatively affected by a client decision. Because an 

electric switch overlapped with the art panel, the client suggested cutting off part 

of the panel as a proper solution.517 This kind of a situation demonstrates the 

importance for mediation by the architect between the artist and the client.   

 

On the other hand, at the Intercontinental Hotel, there was a different process, 

which included a competition to select the artworks, similar to state sponsored 

works. According to Tali Köprülü, the construction supervisor, a competition 
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included different categories, such as ceramics, stained-glass, reliefs, engravings 

and panels, and more than 450 contestants participated.518 The architect of the 

building was Fatin Uran, who had also worked with Paul Bonatz in the Grand 

Ephesus Hotel519, which was also a project incorporating many artworks after a 

competition. The interior architects of the Intercontinental Hotel project were 

Abdurrahman Hancı, Yüksel Karapınar, ReĢat Sevinçsoy and Aydın Burteçene. 

These names indicate that projects, whether state or private sponsored, were 

carried out by a team of architects and artists who are highly experienced in 

working as a team. According to Tali Köprülü, the interior architects of the hotel 

were mindful and constructive in the integrating of artworks with the structure520, 

which also proves the persuasive roles of some prominent figures on the client.  

 

A similar process is seen in the Complex of Retail Shops which was a competition 

project designed by Doğan Tekeli, Sami Sisa and Metin Hepgüler (1960).521 After 

winning the first prize, the architects began to deal with the application projects 

and the construction continued for seven years.  The architects selected eight 

places within the building to integrate artworks that would complement the 

structure. They wanted to select the art pieces through an invited competition, in 

which three artists were invited for each one of the eight locations.522 Doğan 

Tekeli says that, at this phase, convincing the client, the cooperative, was a not 

an easy process due to the price of these artworks.523 He said that the clients and 
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the architects came together almost every week during the first four years. During 

these meetings, the architects argued about the art issue and tried to persuade 

the businessmen to integrate the artworks into the building complex.524 

Apparently, the Cooperative of Retail Shops accepted to internalize and identify 

their institution with these artworks, which is evident in the fact that they made two 

publications, in 1969 and in 2009, both tell the story of the design and 

construction processes together with the artworks.525 (Figure 92-93)  

 
However, sometimes in the private sector it can be difficult for the architect to be 

persuasive, as in the case of the Chamber of Commerce Building in Istanbul.526 It 

was a competition based project527 and several artworks were incorporated both 

inside and outside of the building.528 Orhan ġahinler, the architect of the building, 

said the project was difficult because of the struggle that he had dealing with the 

administrative board. However, while one board hesitated to realize the 

implementation of artworks, the next board supported the idea.   

 

Perceiving the integration of artworks either as a mission or as an investment, the 

examples could still be multiplied, indicating the possible existence of a 

consciousness and sensibility towards the arts within the business community. 

After all, the proper reasons for this consideration can be understood by 

scrutinizing the art milieu and its relationship with the private enterprises during 
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the postwar years, which will be a vast topic beyond the scope of this thesis and 

can be the issue of another study.   

 

To summarize, it could be seen that the process of integrating artworks included 

different paradigms that were unique to their very own conditions and far from 

having a standardized procedure. As far as it is understood from the expressions 

and the processes of the realized projects, it could not be culminated in a legal 

arrangement such as an enactment, which would enhance and increase the 

realized works as well as create a fertile ground for a possible reconciliation of art 

and architecture. With reference to the oral interviews and the statements in the 

written mediums, it is seen that the artists were more passionate for this 

integration, putting forward their suggestions, defending the necessity of providing 

a dialogue between the arts and the public, and by pursuing legislation. In fact, 

this result could be predicted due to the concerns for the future of their profession. 

Hence, the competitions took center stage to answer the demands of art and 

architecture scenes. However, in the private initiatives remarkable results 

emerged because of either the client‘s understanding or, the persistency of the 

architect or a combination of both. The architects‘ vision in conceiving the 

practices carried out under the private initiatives as experimental and where they 

are believed to have contributed to modernist discourses and practices. Either 

way, the key point directing the employment of the arts in architecture was the 

particular needs that would satisfy both the client and the architect.  

 

4.1.2.2. Architect’s Dialogue with the Artist 

 

Within the network of ‗collaboration‘, there is another dimension to be examined. It 

is the dialogue between the creators, meaning the architect and artist. As 

previously stated, the actors involved in this solidifying process might be the 

connected to each other through acquaintances or education. These individuals 

had the chance to follow and witness the works completed by those from different 

disciplines. At one point, the idea of a harmony and a collaborative work was 

generated in those shared areas, where these creators could perceive possible 

overlapping visions and aspirations amongst each other. So, there appear some 

crucial questions to be asked regarding the process of this unity: How did they 

work alongside with each other? Were there any attempts of ‗collaboration‘ close 
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to the idea of ‗synthesis‘? If not, is it possible to speak about ‗collaboration‘ to a 

certain extent? In which circumstances can the process be defined as 

‗collaboration‘ or not? How can we define the borders for any sort of 

categorization?  

 

When dealing with the essence of this dialogue, the ideal type implies teamwork 

from the beginning of the project until the end, which is marked as the synthesis. 

This type, as previously stated by the Türk Grup Espas, traces its mentality to a 

total design within space through a consensus between the architect and the 

artist. Despite the intellectual effort and manifestations on this ―collective 

purpose,‖ no achievement was realized that could be said to be the manifestation 

of this ideal.  

 

According to architect Utarit Ġzgi, the most all-encompassing and effectual unity 

within a structure occurs among the architect, the painter and the sculptor.529 But 

how did the prominent figures dealing with the issue interpret and classify this 

unity? Villanveua interprets the word integration as referring directly to the 

product. He argues that there has to be a ―necessary subordination‖ between the 

space and the artwork.530 Alternatively, Sert puts forward three types of 

relationships — integrated, applied and related, which, I argue, are related to his 

artistic point of view. By the term ―integration,‖ he means being attached to the 

concept of design and cooperation is necessary from the very beginning. When 

the architect includes the artist at the later stages of construction and allocates a 

certain place for his/her art, he prefers to use the term ―applied.‖ ―Related,‖ 

alludes to an independent process that could achieve a harmony unintentionally 

by the end of the project without former agreement.531 Architect Abdurrahman 

Hancı describes two roles that the artist can play. One is hanging a painting on 

the wall and the other is making their artwork as part of the structure, thereby 
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more integral. He asserts that the artwork should be an indispensable part of the 

structure meaning that removing it would be like removing a wall or a façade.532   

 

I separated this issue into two parts in terms of the course of action for better 

analysis, except from the ‗synthesis‘. As mentioned in the previous part, 

‗synthesis‘ is defined as the ideal form of this ‗collaboration‘, which could not be 

achieved in reality. Hence, for the realized works, it is appropriate to analyze them 

within the other means of classification. The first one refers to a planned process 

and a designed relation by the architect, which I will call ‗collaboration‘. For the 

second one, I would prefer to use the term ‗insertion‘.  In ‗insertion‘, the artwork 

features within the structure after its completion without any forethought. This late 

addition could be either the result of a deferred decision or an attempt to cover 

architectural design flaws.   

 

The Lido Swimming Pool could illustrate this kind of an unplanned arrangement, 

in which the columns limit the artist Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. Halit Femir, an 

architect who practiced in the studio of Le Corbusier in Paris, designed the pool 

and the building attached to it. Eyüpoğlu expresses his regrets about his work, 

which was his very first art panel work. Although in his article he has a positive 

view about the architect, in which he is full of praise as he gave him the 

opportunity to do this kind of a work, he does not refrain from complaining about 

the four columns in front of his wall where he would do his painting. This was a 

challenge for him but finally he dealt with these elements.533 (Figure 94-95) 

 

As previously stated, the placement of artworks at the METU campus was 

initiated at the request of the client, Rector Kemal KurdaĢ. But their placement 

was determined by the architects Altuğ and Behruz Çinici. Gencay Kasapçı, who 

was assigned to make an artwork for one of the walls in the entrance hall of the 

Faculty of Architecture building, states that the architects did not agree to remove 

the heating panel attached to a particular wall. (Figure 96) Instead, as she 
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asserts, they insisted on placing the artwork specifically at that point although her 

priority was one of the other three points that she was assigned to produce works 

for. One can argue that it could be related with the spatial treatment since the 

location is at the main entrance, which would welcome the users. (Figure 97-98) 

However, according to Kasapçı, the real aim of the architects was different: She 

noticed a curvature on the wall when applying her work. Hence, she associates 

the insistence about the place of the artwork with the flaws that the architects 

wanted to cover up.534   

 

In another example, although there had not been any intention to employ artworks 

in the design process of the Intercontinental Hotel, Abdurrahman Hancı, as one of 

the commissioned interior designers, proposed an artwork for the reception hall in 

order to decrease the height of the space in terms of its perception and in human 

scale.535 (Figure 99) This type of an association seems to be superficial in 

character and far from being a holistic approach. Because of lack of dependency 

on a correlation and developing a ―shared sense of space and form creation‖536, it 

becomes a challenge for the artist. At one point, this indefinable relationship could 

satisfy the demands and fit in within the space; but it is more important to evaluate 

the process to understand the methods of a collaborative work.   

 

When the case is ‗collaboration‘, which I defined as a planned process, the 

process includes a direct cooperation initiating at different stages of design or 

construction. What is clear and sure is that the architect envisages the inclusion of 

artwork and arranges his/her project based on this, even if the artist is involved 

during the initial design period or later. For instance, in the case of artworks 

selected through a competition, the artists were integrated into the process almost 

at the end of the construction but the architect had already planned including 

artworks and contributed to this initiative as a jury member.  
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In this sense, ‗collaboration‘ can be achieved in two ways: One is working 

together with an artist from the beginning, where the architect choices particular 

artist(s) whose style and products he/she knows and appreciates; the other is, the 

architect associates a particular type of work with the space, which he/she 

assumes will be complemented by it and then assigns a specific artist for the 

work.  

 

Painter Mustafa Pilevneli describes the approach of the architect in the 

collaboration as a maestro and he also underlines the intellectual level of this 

collaboration, which is again a collective one.537 By its very nature, the architect 

has the role of a coordinator who is supposed to determine the placement. 

However, as Pilevneli stresses, there is an open door for an interactive discussion 

about the artwork‘s form, material, technique and limitations, and specific spatial 

references, which frame an artwork. Ceramic artist Beril Anılanmert defines the 

creation process related with spatial parameters, in this kind of works there is not 

whole lot of freedom and one cannot ignore the architectural project. These 

parameters consist of color in space, source of light, circulation route, dimensions 

of volume and the distance of perception.538  

 

With respect to this close tie with space, ceramic artist Jale YılmabaĢar advocates 

collaboration between the ceramicist and the architect at the early stages of the 

design process.539 She stresses the necessity of harmony between the ceramic 

work and the space, which, she thinks, is should be solidified through a dialogue 

between the architect and the ceramist.540 Related with the spatial considerations, 

YılmabaĢar formulates her attitude in the design process as such:  
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In the design phase of ceramic murals, I ask myself the following questions: 
What message do I wish to convey to the viewers of the piece? What result do I 
wish to achieve by a mural on this certain wall? And how should I present this 
message with ceramics so that my mural will suit the environment and look 
nice? Rather than merely asking what will look nice on that wall?541  
 

 

According to her trajectory, a sketching process of the photographs in a particular 

space is necessary. However, if the building is not completed yet, the blueprints 

become the guiding tool in identifying the space.542 (Figure 100-101) 

 

Artist Pilevneli summarizes the interactive dialogue with interior architect 

Abdurrahman Hancı, with whom he used to work for many years as follows: At the 

first step they had a general conversation in which Hancı described the space and 

Pilevneli visualized it on his mind. This exchange of ideas, Pilevneli conveys, 

solidified and finalized the artwork in relation to its form and material.543 (Figure 

102) However, this does not imply a collective work from the beginning. Rather, it 

indicates producing an artwork for a specific spot, which has been determined by 

the architect. This puts forward a difference from synthesis and it does not consist 

a phase of correlation or exchange of ideas. In any case, there is a collaboration, 

which is set forth by the architect.  

 

In this ‗collaboration‘, Abdurrahman Hancı adheres to the guiding role of the 

architect. The architect‘s position in decision-making for the exact placement of 

the artwork is sine qua non.544  What Hancı emphasizes is that the decision for 

what sort of an artwork would be done should be decided by both the architect 

and the artist.545 Thus, the term of collaboration is mostly used to refer to the 
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period when the artist takes part, when the style and the form of the artwork are in 

question. Indeed, is parallel to the definitions of Anılanmert and YılmabaĢar as 

well. In order to speak about this kind of collaboration, the planned one, the 

artwork has to exist as a major component of the architectural project. 

Accordingly, Abdurrahman Hancı sees the necessity and the significance of an 

artwork in a building as a functional. For him, the artwork is an indispensable 

component of the design, without which the project will be incomplete.546 

 

To illustrate the process, the Turkish Pavilion at the 1958 Brussels World Fair 

could be given as an example that employed important artworks, one of which 

was a spectacular mosaic wall and an integral part of the design. (Figure 103) 

Architects Utarit Ġzgi, Muhlis Türkmen, Hamdi ġensoy and Ġlhan Türegün provide 

a noteworthy example in which just the wall itself, at the very core of the design, 

played a constructive role throughout the project. Being assigned for a utilitarian 

purpose, primarily the mosaic wall and also the other artworks were expected to 

be the products of a collaborative process. Indeed, Muhlis Türkmen states that 

they thought about the mosaic wall and integrated it into the project from the 

beginning of the design process. The idea was, Türkmen says, to have the wall 

decorated by a painter.547 He states that Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘s position as 

being close to them was the determining factor in deciding about the painter. 

Therefore, they proposed their friend whose style, compatibility and capabilities 

were already known.548 It is clearly seen that the physical and the personal 

intimacy with figures of the art world is one of the inspirational and operative 

factors in the collaborative acts.  

 

Utarit Izgi praises the contributions of Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu and describes the 

process as a simultaneous effort together with artistic application of the artwork as 
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an element of architectural design.549 The collaboration approach in that project 

reveals an intertwined relation, which was essentially embedded in the concept of 

the building. As Ġlhan Türegün explains, the departure point of the design was 

creating ―a link between the old and the new, a link between Europe and Asia,‖ 

which was a subject for Turkey.550 Unquestionably, the condition of being so 

attached to the idea of design concept reveals a crucial need for collaboration 

from the early stages of the project. (Figure 104-105)  

 

The Atatürk Cultural Centre (AKM) introduces a similar process, which was 

determined by the architect in the design in detail from the location to the material 

of the artwork. (Figure 106-108) Sadi Diren, a ceramic artist, tells that his 

participation was based on a coincidence that occurred at the exhibition at 

German Cultural Centre. With respect to his works, Günseli Aru, mentioned about 

the ceramic works of AKM and introduced him to Hayati Tabanlıoğlu, the architect 

of the building. Meanwhile during the construction, the rough work had already 

been completed and Diren was involved in the project during the finishings.551 

Diren considered the light, the façade, the interior and the entrance way and 

prepared drafts of his work; and after being approved, he started to create his 

ceramic work.552   

Another coincidence was occurred at the Divan Hotel. The discussion on the 

artwork between the architect, Abdurrahman Hancı553 and the artist, Füreya Koral 
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started after a random conversation. The interesting point of this collaboration is 

that almost the half of the artwork has been determined before the coming 

together of the actors. As Füreya Koral mentions, she had an enormous passion 

for a work of art to be produced only in black and she was seeking for a large wall 

project.554 After a casual conversation with Hancı, this predetermined work 

appeared as a solution for the wall at the Divan Hotel‘s patisserie, matching with 

the pursuits of the architect for a neutral background to emphasize the pastries.555 

(Figure 109) The whole composition with the birds was shaped after this settling 

on the main color choice. In fact, this collaboration is solely about the interior 

design of the building, which was undergoing a renovation at that time. Even so, 

this attempt could be counted as a planned relation, meaning ‗collaboration‘ due 

to the radical changes and arrangements of the space designed with a sense of 

unity.  

 

Similarly, the Complex of Retail Shops (IMÇ) is another example where the 

artworks were considered during the initial design period of the project. Doğan 

Tekeli, one of the architects of the project, states that they had thought about this 

issue before and it was originally his idea to integrate some artwork. He assumes 

that the triggering factor in that decision was the atmosphere of the time, which 

was encouraging and inspiring such collaboration.556 As it was going to be the 

largest scaled structure at that time, Tekeli believed that the building should 

feature some specimens of contemporary Turkish arts.557 (Figure 110) Thus, the 

architects decided to organize a competition for the selection of artworks for which 

they specifically selected eight locations.   

                                                                                                                                       
Gallery 1 and he had designed furniture for Knoll. He was one of the partners of IMA 
architectural firm.  
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For this competition, they gave the exact parameters such as the dimensions and 

the type of artwork, in order to give the whole picture.558 Tekeli expresses that the 

idea of creating a wall, which was to be an artwork of itself, which stemmed from 

the 1958 Brussels Pavilion‘s mosaic wall that had been designed a year before.559 

In addition to the mosaic walls of the Complex, the metal relief made by Kuzgun 

Acar was also an envisioned piece, as understood from the sketches of the 

project.  (Figure 111)  

 

Tekeli speaks about the necessity for artwork at a designated location as such: 

―At the upper part of the Complex, next to the Health Institution, there is a starting 

point, a title, a sign and a sculpture of the building…‖560 In other words, the 

architects considered to locate an artwork at that place as the beginning part of 

the structure that would serve as an entrance. Hence, the architects deliberately 

designed, as Tekeli points out, a blank wall, which would showcase the sculpture 

and the title, and would serve as a background for them.561 These attempts, for 

both the relief and the mosaic walls, reveal that the architects‘ determination.  

Also, they defined the borders around the artworks. As a result, there was only 

one last step to create ‗collaboration‘, where the artists were integrated into the 

process.  (Figure 112-118)  

 

Although they did not have a competition, the Vakko Factory building562 is a 

similar example where architects563 designated the location for artworks to be 
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employed in the structure. In fact, the factory building was designed as a complex, 

which included four sections564 and included the works of fourteen artists. As 

Haluk Baysal explains, the artworks were considered within the design concept 

and the ―teamwork‖ was formed in order to achieve unity with architecture.565 With 

respect to the explanations of the architect and the plans of the project, it is 

obvious that this was a collaborative design. (Figure 119) An examination of the 

complex‘s plans reveals a sketching of the fencing at the entrance gate by Bedri 

Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, the sculpture by ġadi Çalık at the pool, or the wall panel by Jale 

YılmabaĢar, all of which confirm that the ‗collaboration‘ was planned by the 

architects. (Figure 120-124)   

 

On this ―teamwork,‖ Jale YılmabaĢar, one of the ceramic artists for the complex, 

states that her work was based on a courteous cooperation with the architect. The 

first proposal for her work was criticized by Haluk Baysal because it did not take 

into consideration the structure. As YılmabaĢar points out, the main concern in 

her primary sketches was portraying the products of the establishment rather than 

regarding the location within the structure. After the negotiation between the 

architect and the artist, the necessary revisions were made to attain the intended 

aim of the architects.566 (Figure 125) It can be clearly seen that the artist cannot 

disassociate his/her work from spatial references and even from the starting point 

of the collaboration between the artist and the architect has its limitations. Without 

a doubt, it is a fact that the architect has the key role because of his/her capability 

for spatial design and, hence a dominant spatial perception.   

 

However, in some cases the relationship could proceed in the opposite way. For 

the Chamber of Commerce building, architect Orhan ġahinler expresses that the 

employment of artworks had been considered at the early stages of the design. 
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Nonetheless, he remarks, it was a difficult process, in which he tried to persuade 

the client for the inclusion of art by stressing the meaning and the contribution that 

the artworks would bring to the structure.567 For the mural at the entrance hall, 

ġahinler got in contact with Devrim Erbil and defined the composition, as a 

painting of Istanbul, which is a characteristic subject for Devrim Erbil.568 (Figure 

126) 

 

ġahinler states that his proposal to NeĢet Günal to do stained-glass work  was  

his vision despite the fact that NeĢet Günal was a painter and had limited 

experience with stain-glass work.569 (Figure 127) What makes the different in this 

example is the process of the relief by ġadi Çalık on the façade of the building. 

ġahinler discussed with Çalık about this artwork and the final decision about the 

placement of this artwork was based on the suggestions and the visions of the 

artist. The artist convinced him that one day, the façade facing the street would be 

an important axis and this would make the work visible at first sight.570 (Figure 

128) Their dialogue was crucial in the sense of the construction activities as well. 

Due to the feature of the relief works, which was between three-dimensional and 

two-dimensional works, they had a close connection to the building‘s surfaces. 

This made it necessary for ġahinler determine the exact place of the artwork 

before the end of the construction in order to set the finishing of the stone 

covering.571 (Figure 129)  

 

Nevertheless, the collaboration process does not always proceed without 

disruption. Despite starting with an open dialogue between the creators, the final 

results could sometimes be different from the projected one. The collaboration for 

the artwork to be installed at the Bonn Embassy building, for example, started out 
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as a having an intimate relationship between the architect and the artist. The 

piece of art was a stained-glass work, which had to be decided accurately at the 

early stages of the design period. Cengiz BektaĢ states that the Ministry 

appointed him to make the decisions about the artwork issues. Accordingly, he 

proposed Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu for a collaborative work, which consisted of a 

replica of the Treaty of Kadesh, some paintings and most importantly a request 

from the architect himself, a piece of art work in white on white. They studied this 

particular request for two years at PaĢabahçe, BektaĢ points out. He put forward 

his wishes, which included spatial concerns regarding a smooth transition and the 

light effects from the big hall to the dining room. BektaĢ intentionally left spacing 

for this potential artwork and planned to use square blocks for this part of the 

project. Despite these considerations, BektaĢ claims, Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu 

changed this artwork in situ when he discovered an intriguing experimental 

technique to make the colored glass along with the concrete.572 (Figure 130-132)  

This completely different result was certainly an unexpected one, which 

represents breakdown in communication between the key actors.   

 

In conclusion, an overview of different cases demonstrates that in collaboration or 

insertion, architects had the major role in guiding the process of a possible 

relation. Most of the time, the architect‘s plastic vision characterized the course of 

action and in terms of the artwork‗s the final form. But it is obvious that 

‗collaboration‘, here mentioned in the examples, is far from being an absolute 

collaboration or a ‗synthesis‘. This scope is quite different from the having all 

participants working together from the beginning of the design of the project, 

which was defined by the Türk Grup Espas as urbanism — the materialization of 

the ideas of architecture, painting and sculpture in a single plastic work. 

Nevertheless, except of insertion, the path for a planned relation was certainly the 

projected by the architect during his/her designing stage, regardless of how the 

grouping of the creators was created.  

 

This concept inevitably puts the architect at the very center position of this 

‗collaboration‘. Only after a planned union, the artist becomes involved as part of 

the team.  To make a consensus for cohesion between the architectural space 
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and the artworks, both sides, tend to compromise and reconsider the aspects of 

the work, such as its location, form, feature or even material. But if there is 

‗collaboration‘, then one can expect to have the exact limits defined for the 

artwork. Yet, this ‗collaboration‘ does not mean a clear cut process and, in some 

cases, this ―team spirit‖ could be interrupted by divergent agents as seen at the 

Bonn Embassy building.   

 

The important thing, sine qua non, in collaboration is, based on the views of Hancı 

and Ġzgi in considering the artwork as an element of structure. This means that 

without artwork the structure will be incomplete. Also, this kind of a participatory 

process, Ġzgi argues, helps enrich both disciplines as well as increase the value of 

the structure.573 The phenomenon of working together, which can be considered 

as a kind of ―participatory modes of art making‖574, involves new experiences and 

mutually beneficial for both sides.   

 

Even though the dialogue among the actors - the client, the architect and the artist 

– could be portrayed in this manner, it is crucial to underline that, since many 

buildings included artworks at this period, it is difficult to define and evaluate each 

case, which could expose different forms of unity peculiar to their own projects. 

The analysis of this network in order to understand the intention and raison d’être 

in this dialogue between architecture and the arts brings us to another part of the 

process. Specifically in terms of ‗collaboration‘, this step deals with the features 

and the form of the artwork and its relationship to the space.   

                                                                                     

4.1.3. Artwork’s Dialogue with Architecture 

 

From the architectural aspect, it is a prerequisite to consider the physical 

connection of a piece of artwork to the space it will inhabit and its form in order to 

understand the integration of a piece of artwork into the structure. In that manner, 

the first consideration is ―Form of the Artwork,‖ which tries to figure out how a 

piece of artwork creates a bond with architecture by virtue its placement or, in 
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other words, the way in which a piece of artwork should be situated within an 

architectural structure. In this first part, the main goal is to analyze the forms of 

featuring artworks, which helps better evaluate and frame the attempt as a 

consequence of ‗collaboration‘ or there lack of. The second part, ―Feature of the 

Artwork,‖ focuses solely on the artwork itself. It deals primarily with the 

composition and the content of the artwork, which could be associated with the 

act of integration as well as the target audience.  

 

4.1.3.1. Form of the Artwork: Contextual Placement 

 

For a piece of artwork, basically, two methods can be defined in terms of 

placement within a structure. First of all, it can be situated around the façade 

serving as an object; meaning it can be placed outside, or on an exterior wall or at 

the entrance space to welcome visitors. The other form functions as an element of 

the architecture, defining the space. In this case, the approach is thought to be 

the consequence of a priori decision and ‗collaboration‘ with an artist.  

 

In the façade placement of a piece of artwork, despite not being as integral to the 

overall structure architecturally speaking, spatial considerations still must be 

contemplated, especially with regard to sculptures. Even when two-dimensional 

planes are used, they formed three-dimensional perceptions and a sense of 

depth. With sculptures, it is meant to give meaning to the void, thereby becoming 

a part of the overall spatial design and tying the artwork to the space it is situated. 

So, the entire space, including the wall behind the work, which can provide a 

background for the artwork, becomes the component of the art piece. Therefore, it 

is considered impossible to design an artistic composition independent from the 

space it will occupy 

 

Hadi Bara, one of the founding members of the Türk Grup Espas, used this kind 

of an approach for his dynamic sculptures. AyĢe Yılmaz argues that he tended to 

explore ―virtual volume,‖ in which he tried to create a sense of volume and depth 

by using two-dimensional surfaces with different kinds of color plates and 
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shapes.575 (Figure 133, 134) According to Levent Çalıkoğlu, Bara‘s abstract metal 

plate sculptures probe the ―limits of space‖ by embracing the space through its 

dynamic lines, which generate ―a push and pull effect between the outside and 

the inside.‖576 In this new approach, the stress was on the importance of empty 

areas within the sculpture; but Yasa Yaman adds the space or wall behind the 

sculpture as well.577 Thus, these spatial elements are an indispensable 

component of the design of the artwork.578 This statement seems in opposite to 

the notion that artwork should be a part of the architectural design for a successful 

integration. Undoubtedly, the artist must consider the space around his/her work 

in order to make an effective ‗collaboration‘. Also, another member of the group 

ġadi Çalık, adopted the attitude of installation, in which he considered the total 

space in relation to his works. These methods are in line with their group‘s 

thoughts on synthesis as defined in their manifesto. (Figure 135) 

 

Alternatively, a piece of artwork can also be situated within a structure to perform 

a function, such as defining the entrance on the façade. For example, Kuzgun 

Acar‘s famous metal relief created specifically for the Complex of Retail Shops 

has a primary function in describing the starting point of the whole Complex. The 

architects deliberately designed a bare wall for this particular plastic work, which 

was also believed to be an image that would become a symbol of the Complex 

and would be recalled together with it.579 (Figure 136) An overview of the 

Complex, especially in the architectural mediums, reveals that this objective was 

achieved. Several resources documenting the Complex used pictures of the 

façade, which makes the Complex identified with this plastic work and/or vice 

versa.  
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Füreya Koral‘s ceramic work, titled ―KuĢlar‖ (Birds) created for the Divan Hotel 

Patisserie emerges as another relevant example. (Figure 137) This work of art 

connects to the space as a welcoming element for the space, which contributes 

significantly to the space and provides a background for the products of the 

company. Füreya Koral describes her resulting artwork as a wall rather than a 

distinct form.580 These instances could be multiplied that Ġlhan Koman‘s sculpture 

in the lobby of Divan Hotel, which had been later moved outside next to the 

entrance; ġadi Çalık‘s relief work (Abstract relief) in the entrance hall of the 

Istanbul Chamber of Commerce building (ĠTO) and his sculpture inside the pool of 

the Vakko Factory, close to the entrance part; Cemil Eren‘s ceramic work at the 

Arı Cinema; etc.  (Figure 138) 

 

The second method is quite encouraging in the sense of forming an intense 

connection with the structure of the building. Meaning, the art work is an element 

of architecture that has a fundamental role in defining the space and its borders. 

The artwork, as a structural component, is expected to be created through a 

collaboration between the architect and the artist. Since this artwork is to be a part 

of the structure, it is crucial to consider and plan this process during the early 

stages of design, as previously mentioned. Especially when working with stained-

glass or in the case when a wall is turned into entirely a piece of artwork, 

collaboration in the early stages becomes necessary.   

 

One example of this type is the 1958 Brussels Fair Turkish Pavilion. The mosaic 

wall, which is at the very center, is an inextricable part of the design. (Figure 139) 

The mosaic wall, designed by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, links two separate units of 

the architectural structure, making it integral to the overall design. In fact, as part 

of the Turkish theme, this linkage was the objective of the architects, ―Trait 

d‘union entre l‘ancien et le nouveau (a link between the old and the new).‖ The 

quotes, in Objectif 58, called this artwork a ―wall of alliance‖ that has a definite 

role in connecting ―the face of modern Turkey... to a kiosk of earlier times.‖581 The 
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phrase ―wall of alliance‖ connotes ‗collaboration‘, assuming an alliance of arts and 

architecture, which, in fact, the designers did seek.  

 

As previously mentioned, starting with his initial work for the Lido Swimming Pool, 

Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu consistently wrote about how a painting should be situated 

within architecture. His basic formula was attaching a painting to a wall to achieve 

a harmony and the painting would achieve a permanent placement. ġadi Çalık 

argued that because relief works, due to its very nature, are somewhere in 

between sculpture and architecture582 and act as a component of a wall, bringing 

about as sense of synthesis. (Figure 140)  

 

Another type of work of art that serves as a structural element is stained-glass 

works, which help create a unique atmosphere at interior spaces. Cemil Eren 

mentions about his experiments on glass works and the techniques he tried to 

develop to solve space related issues. In fact, after several attempts, he attained 

remarkable achievements and exhibited these works in Ankara with the title of 

―Impressions on Glass,‖ which, he declares, was influential on many architects at 

the time.583  

 

Another relevant example is the stained-glass work at the Istanbul City Hall 

(1953). Designed by Nazım KoĢkan, this two-story high glass work faces the 

entrance hall and an upper foyer, welcoming the users at the ground floor and 

accompanying them to the upper floor via an adjacent staircase. The architect 

Nevzat Erol clearly expresses that the artwork was the result of a planned 

process from start the design period584, which I have labeled here as 

‗collaboration‘. (Figure 141) 

 

In addition, a piece of artwork can even frame the outside spaces of a structure, 

not just the inside. The ceramic wall of the Atatürk Cultural Center (AKM) 
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illustrates this well. The lengthy ceramic wall by Sadi Diren here serves as a 

design element for both the interior and the exterior. It continues throughout the 

inside and the outside spaces and goes beyond the façade of the building.  

 

Inside the building, the long white ceramic wall works as an element of separation 

in the entrance hall that aims to define the other space behind the wall. In addition 

to this wall, a two-story high black ceramic wall in front of the white one serves as 

a background to the spiral staircase and works in conjunction with the white wall 

to direct visitors as well as define a new space. The outside part of the white wall 

serves as a gate; it directs the visitors to the entrance doors and acts as a 

landmark along the horizontal axis. (Figure 142-143) Besides this utilitarian 

purpose, it contributes to the shape the entrance area by offering two different 

kinds of access points and framing the entrance space in relation to the street as 

well as the square it faces. 

 

Additionally, two pieces of artwork integrated into the Vakko Factory building echo 

this sense of intention and ‗collaboration‘. The fence and one of the basic walls of 

the information and security section at the entrance gate, both designed by Bedri 

Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, point directly to the functional intentions in these artworks. In 

fact both works intend to designate the entrance part of the complex. Plus in 

terms of positioning, the artwork at the information department is one definitive 

component of this particular space as a piece of artwork, more than just a wall.  

 

In addition to the above mentioned mosaic wall, the Brussels Pavilion has two 

other types of artworks that defined space through its positioning. (Figure 144-

145) As with Sadi Diren‘s ceramic wall at the AKM building, Ġlhan Koman‘s vertical 

sculpture (called ―Pylon‖) acts as a reference point that provides a visibility. The 

sculpture, an integral part of the design, marks the end limit of the structure as 

well it provides balance to the horizontal structure through its vertical form.   

 

The other artwork, which also serves as a definer in the space, is the panel by 

Sabri Berkel located in the restaurant section of the pavilion. Not only providing an 

aesthetic element for the space, this panel work, made up of three paintings, 

divides the space into two different areas, thereby functioning as a wall.  
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Artist Gencay Kasapçı‘s metal separator, which consisted of transparent beads 

lined up to a metal chain, designed for the Divan Hotel, located between the lobby 

and the bar, is a similar example of dividing and defining spaces. These 

separator‘s beads constantly reflected the light from different angles throughout 

the day, thereby continuously transforming the space.585 (Figure 146) 

 

The architect of this interior design was Abdurrahman Hancı, who has many 

projects that integrated the artistic elements into architecture. As previously 

mentioned, Gencay Kasapçı‘s work was one of the many artworks planned for the 

Divan Hotel‘s renovation. In fact, Doğan Tekeli credited the institutionalization of 

interior architecture in Turkey to Hancı‘s design approach, which, he believes, is 

the result of combining his design and artistic elements.586 Although this practice 

is not quite the ‗collaboration‘ as previously defined, meaning planned during the 

design process of architectural project, this interior planning can be also regarded 

as ‗collaboration‘, to a certain extent, due to the attitude of designing new spatial 

relations utilizing artworks. Despite limitations with the prior design decisions, this 

interior suggests radical transformations and sets the new standard by raising the 

level of unity of arts and architecture. Indeed, all the artworks created for this 

particular hotel have spatial characteristics, which justify Hancı‘s search, 

mentioned earlier: an architectural design that could not exist without arts. 

 

4.1.3.2. Feature of the Artwork: Compositional Language and Content 

 

The other part of the arts relationship with architecture, beyond a physical 

connection, is the compositional language, which I prefer to call ―Feature.‖ 

Feature refers to the content of the composition, and in which way the artwork 

expresses this content. The first step in the process is considering the artworks 

visibility and the scale of the components in the composition. This consideration 

inherently binds the artwork firmly to its location, uttering the sense of belonging 

for an artwork.  
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Füreya Koral, when talking about her artwork and the related process, argued that 

harmony and rhythm should be achieved when performing a ceramic wall panel 

and problems should be detected and solved, based on the unique set of 

circumstances for the project. ―This is not a problem of ornamentation,‖ she 

claims.587 So, in her works, she was heavily engaged in the issues of light, color 

and the angle of sight that are essential to the perception and expression of the 

artwork. Based on her statements, she was worried about the artwork on display 

in the Complex of Retail Shops. She had contextual concerns as she tried to 

make her work visible from the main street, which had rapid movement. (Figure 

147) This situation is similar to the aforementioned Jale YılmabaĢar‘s work for the 

Vakko Factory, where she had to redesign her panel work in order to make it 

visible and noticeable from a particular distance. 

 

On the issue of content and form of expression in the artwork, more detailed 

questions can be asked such as: Which representative way was adopted? Did the 

methods and references used in the composition contribute to the dialogue with 

architecture? If so, is there any particular implication of this preference? In order 

to find proper answers for these questions, it is important to examine the artistic 

context of the period, regarding the atmosphere and the propensities.  

 

During the mid-century, it is said that abstract paintings became a current 

issue.588 Hovewer, it is known that, for this kind of an approach, the very first 

initiatives had already been realized by Group D589 during the earlier decades of 

the century. Nurullah Berk described the contribution of this group as introducing 
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the forms of modern art.590 They began to use the compositional language of 

Western art. Zeynep Yasa Yaman summarizes their remarkable role as: ―They 

were instrumental in introducing the cubist and constructivist style of Andre Lhote 

and the synthetic cubism and ‗living art‘ discourse of Fernand Leger to Turkish 

art…‖591 Giray finds overlapping tones reflecting the country‘s circumstances and 

she claims that: 

 

Basing themselves on Fernard Leger‘s synthetic cubism and influenced by 
André Lhote‘s teachings, which encouraged experimentation with structural 
cubism, the Group D members introduced new concepts to the republic‘s quest 
for progressive innovation.592 

 

These artists not only brought modern art achievements, according to Zeynep 

Yasa Yaman, they aimed to achieve a synthesis between modern art and Turkish 

art.593  

 

―Yeniler‖ (the New Comers)594 was another earlier initiative that had internalized 

the abstract tendency, whose ―geometrical and lyrical abstractions deeply 

influenced the Turkish painting, particularly during the 1950s.‖595 In addition to 

adopting an abstract lexicon, the group was concerned about social problems and 
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did not hesitate to reflect their lives and thoughts in their works.596 With respect to 

the current environment, Giray argues that the Turkish art circle of the mid-

century had two competing characteristics: One had a sense of influence from 

traditional cultural sources; while the other embraced abstract art as its major 

source of inspiration.597 According to Yasa Yaman, abstract tendencies had 

considerable influence on the Turkish art milieu, both traditional crafts and local 

culture inspired the current artistic practices of the time598, which mainly indicated 

a movement towards synthesis. More particularly, she claimed calligraphy, 

miniatures, nakıĢ (tablature), embroidery and carpet motifs were all fertile areas 

for abstraction, color and form; and in turn, she believes, created an interest in 

folklore and Islamic tradition.599 Sezer Tansuğ similarly expresses that, after the 

mid-century, for the case of painting, local values came into consideration against 

the universal values.600   

 

Semra Germaner defines the tendency towards implementing local values as 

pursuing originality and novelty through local references.601 Germaner stated that 

a prominent figure of the era, Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, believed that modernism 

should be traced in the local.602 She also quotes Sabri Berkel that the modern art 
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is collective in its essence as it is internalized by artists from different nations and 

manifested in different ways, based on individual circumstances.603  

 

It is argued that Turkish artists incorporated the features peculiar to their own 

roots but used a western means of expression to produce their works. In one of 

his writings, Nurullah Berk shared the Maugis‘s criticism related to an exhibition 

on contemporary Turkish art. Maugis argued that the notion of embracing these 

two components is not new for Turkish artists. He links these characteristics not 

only to eastern calligraphy, which Turkish artists were familiar with, but also with a 

deeper meaning. In addition to calligraphy, the whole culture has inspiring aspects 

that affect contemporary art practices by offering new influences on modern art.604 

Thus, the struggle for Turkish artists seems to be a recognized accomplishment 

and a contribution to the realm of modern art. Rather than being passive creators 

or simply imitating the west, they are perceived as active agents in the directing 

the trajectory of modern art.  

 

Devrim Erbil and YeĢim Karatay‘s classification of Turkish artists adopted this 

outlook. According to them, the two types of artists are defined, those with a 

universal preference, and those with more local and national partiality. At this 

point, they define the artist with a national leaning as utilizing traditional and local 

culture while implementing universal techniques.605 Traces of this concern can be 

seen in Devrim Erbil‘s  ceramic panels made for the Lisbon Embassy Building and 

the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce building, where the city plans of old Istanbul 

are presented in an abstract way. Germaner defines these urban drawings as 

bringing an objective interpretation to the city, constituting a bond with the past.606 

(Figure 148) 
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A prominent figure that sought for this kind of a synthesis was Bedri Rahmi 

Eyüpoğlu. He is said to have merged Turkish motifs with painting technique of the 

west.607 This characteristic could be perceived in many of his large scale works. 

However, his work of art made for the Brussels Pavilion best exemplified these 

values while, which also juxtaposed with the conceptual consideration of the 

structure. Yasa Yaman cited this artwork due to its ability to link the past with the 

future by applying motifs of folklore and Islamic tradition to the mosaic.608As 

another exemplary artist of the approach, Turan Erol bases this inclination on the 

cultural aspects of the society.609 (Figure 149-152) 

 

Füreya similarly incorporated this route, and she essentially attributed her 

tendency towards large scale wall panels on this particular cultural effect. She 

described her artistic process as having begun with producing small or large 

panel works in the form of wall tiles and then started to lean towards the abstract 

by combining western-style painting with Anatolian tradition. She expressed that 

one of the major influences on her works to be the Hittite civilization.610 The 

references to archeological findings, such as idols or geometric patterns, are also 

seen in her artworks. Kıymet Giray formulates this notion in brief as ―abstract 

interpretations of traditional concepts.‖611 

 

Correspondingly, after the 1950s, it is stated that sculptures moved towards 

abstraction, where they began to mold their ideals dominated by plastic 

components.612 As previously mentioned, Hadi Bara, the founding member of 
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Kare Metal and the Türk Grup Espas, started to produce works in abstract forms 

after 1950, around the time when he began to head up his own sculpture studio at 

the Academy.  

 

He separates his artistic process into two periods, one of which consisted of his 

figurative works until 1948. At this point, in his own words, he perceived that 

nature was the combination of abstract forms and started to explore based on this 

vision.613 After 1950, the second period started, which he called ―abstraction 

geometrique,‖ when he encountered spatial issues such as solidness and 

emptiness of a mass.614 He followed new pursuits, a plastic study, regarding 

spatial features. As previously stated, these metal works sought to embrace the 

space constructively. Levent Çalıkoğlu summarizes Hadi Bara‘s approach, 

regarding space, as a struggle to embrace space using his metal sheets with a 

focus on the edges or from the central point.615  

 

Sculptor Zühtü Müritoğlu defined the process of sculpture similarly, underlining a 

transformation in this field after 1955. He clearly stressed that this transformation, 

which was dependent on adopting abstract forms and seemed like an export from 

the west, is nothing other than a prejudice.616 He claimed that these abstract 

works are their own productions.617 By such means, his argument can be 

considered as implying the status of Turkish art within the whole art scene. These 

works should be accepted as the result of the efforts and the perceptions unique 
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to the artists‘ own characteristics and circumstances rather than being an 

imitation.618  

 

Related to this struggle, Adnan Çoker argued that the remarkable acceleration in 

Turkish sculpture is the result of exploration and the focus on abstract sculpture 

between the years of 1950-1960.619 In fact, it is seen during this period that many 

sculptors participated in prominent international exhibitions with abstract 

sculptures bearing the hints of the new spatial approach.620 Related to these 

exhibitions, the leading example can be stated as the sculpture entitled 

―minimum621‖ by ġadi Çalık and exhibited at the United States Information Service 

(USIS) in 1957. This sculpture is important as being the very first initiative of 
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minimal sculpture at a time when the minimal art was not on the radar in the 

general art world.622 (Figure 153) Actually, this attempt was ahead of its time and 

it is stated as a pioneering movement at the wrong time and place.623 With this 

composition, it is asserted that ġadi Çalık aimed to stress the environmental 

references, or in other words, the constitutive manner of space.624  

 

Kuzgun Acar‘s abstract works went beyond the customary sculpture materials by 

using everyday items, which at that time unfamiliar to the artistic realm. With 

those materials, he created dynamic forms with spatial effects. In his works, the 

empty areas were regarded as more important than the solid ones, considering 

form and space as well as the movement in space.625  

 

During later periods, Kaya Özsezgin stated that the artists observed the ongoing 

developments in the west but, at the same time, they maintained a perspective 

covering the cultural and contextual aspects of the country.626 As Ali Artun argued, 

Turkish artists sought to participation in the avand-garde intellectual and artistic 

climate of the day rather than importing styles and knowledge.627  

 

Zeynep Yasa Yaman states that Turkish artists adopted a different line from the 

western artists in terms of abstract art628 She believes that the art scene of the 
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period emphasized local values, and by this means, it had a populist and 

sophisticated sense.629  

 

Fatma Akyürek claimed that the artists began to consider the technique and 

adopted a critical stance towards ongoing developments630, which seems similar 

to the argument that Ali Artun puts forward. The increased interaction with the 

international arena through exhibitions, education or publications naturally 

triggered an impulse that culminated in contributing to this artistic field. This 

outlook could be seen in the works of many luminary figures, including Ġlhan 

Koman631, ġadi Çalık, Hadi Bara, members of Kare Metal and Türk Grup Espas, 

and others such as Kuzgun Acar, Zühtü Müritoğlu and so on, which are 

considered to have implemented pioneering practices for their time because ―the 

efforts rooted in material.‖632  

 

Beyond the techniques, the lexicon adopted by the artists became an issue as 

well. Mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, it is commonly accepted that, in order to 

appeal a large audience, the abstract approach was preferred because its 

essence was internationally recognizable. Not referring to a specific symbolic 

image makes this approach a universal language. As quoted from Damaz, 

―abstract art was seen as more impersonal and meaningless and therefore more 

collective and democratic in its reception.‖633 Hitchcock underlines the importance 
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of abstract forms as providing more integration with the spatial character of 

architecture. 634 

 

For the case of Turkish art, it has already been clearly mentioned that dual 

influences dominated the context: the abstract approach, specifically in technique, 

as well as the inclusion of traditional crafts or featuring local motifs. At this point, 

the research raises the following questions: How are this kind of artworks 

supposed to constitute a dialogue with architecture? Did this outlook play a role in 

the inevitable unity of arts and architecture? More particularly, was it an essential 

issue that paved the way for a possible ‗collaboration‘?  

 

An article titled ―Sanatlar BirleĢimi‖ (Synthesis of Arts), published in Yeni İnsan, 

contemplated on this very issue. According to the article, figurative representation 

should be abandoned in favor of maintaining a synthesis among painting, 

sculpture and structure.635 The writer justified this view on the grounds that it is 

difficult to create harmony between the figurative art and the wall.636 It was also 

stressed that, by this synthesis, the art would achieve a social purpose beyond 

being a mere decoration.637 Leger‘s comment on painting and abstract art 

promotes a similar idea:  

 

Freedom in the arrangement of lines, forms and colors allow the resolution of 
the architectural problem of supportive or destructive colors. A melodious 
arrangement ―supports the wall.‖638  

 

Indeed, a similar argument is underlined in the Turk Grup Espas‘s manifesto, 

where they clearly expressed that non-figurative arts had more potential to adapt 
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their environment.639 This statement reflects the new attitude towards the abstract 

penetrating the realm of architecture. Fethi Arda asserted that abstract art was the 

most ideal for the wall panels.640 According to him, abstract art helped to 

―complete contemporary architecture.‖641 

 

Beyond these dialogues on the possible unity of abstract art and the wall, this 

supposed relationship between abstract art and architecture can be based on 

more realistic causes. Pearson associated this kind of an artistic approach directly 

with democratic ideals.642 That is to say, the approach in the formal language of 

the artwork was expected to have a particular effect on the audience, which, was 

postulated as being appealing to a wider audience. This democratic outlook also 

made this attempt at a collective experience that would be shared and interpreted 

collectively by the public.  

 

Kaya Özsezgin related the artistic approach of the 1970s with secular, 

independent and democratic ideas. He claimed that the artists adopted a line 

matching the age along with developing a sensibility to local artistic sense, and 

made their works accessible to a large audience.643 This implies a social overtone 

in the sense of emphasizing the democratic face of the works. By these means, 

one can link the stress on the accessibility of cultural works by large masses with 

the effort made through the collaboration with architecture.  

 

In conclusion, after this analysis, the modes of existence of a piece of artwork in a 

structure, which is classified as an object or a structural element, seem to 

stipulate collaboration, especially when it has a role of a structural element. Since 
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this aspect has the capacity and the task of defining a space as an element, its 

consequences are expected to fit into the design in the form of an indispensable 

component. Moreover, especially for the field of sculpture, it is noticed that new 

departures embraced spatial considerations and sought for a balanced 

connection and composition that adhered to the space that surrounded the 

artwork. The remarkable thing at this point is that this caused artists to focus on 

space more and therefore found its counterpart in the architectural realm as long 

as their goal seemed to juxtapose with the intentions of the architect towards 

collaboration.  

 

For the second part, dealing with the composition language and the content of the 

artwork, evaluation covers the artistic practices in collaborative acts during the 

period and focuses on the dominant issues of visibility, the preference for abstract 

expression and the use of traditional references. The argument about abstract 

language is quite favorable in terms of unity of arts and architecture. The essential 

aspects are reportedly providing a satisfactory cohesion with the space, especially 

the wall, and the ability to appeal to more people than figurative expressions.  

  

Seemingly, these assertions explain the considerable contribution of these 

tendencies into the issue of ‗collaboration‘, providing that generally the location of 

the artworks designates a building‘s the public spaces. In other words, this 

preferred method of representation is advocated due to its solidifying role in the 

dialogue between the arts and architecture. Also, with respect to the manifesto of 

the Türk Grup Espas the new attitude in the artistic realm, in a sense, becomes a 

justification of the dialogue with architecture. Because, at the very beginning of 

this discussion, the key assumption was based on setting the proper conditions to 

make the artwork accessible to more people. This, inherently, would introduce a 

new level in the communication of the arts and architecture with the public.  

 

4.2. Meaning of the ‘Collaboration’  

 

The section dealing with the intellectual level of the idea of ‗collaboration‘ between 

arts and architecture put forward the triggering factors as well as the context in 

which this approach is nurtured. The previous section, ―Design of the 

‗Collaboration‘‖ analyzed the mechanism of this approach and tried to establish a 
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definition for the idea of ‗collaboration‘. This final section will attempt to reveal a 

continuous and a more comprehensive coverage regarding these two topics. 

Providing the parameters, facts, and/or variable factors as well as the results of 

possible alignments, this last section will discuss and evaluate the ‗collaboration‘ 

in two parts. It will put emphasis on the connotations that will enlighten the 

meaning of this ‗collaboration‘ from an analytical and theoretical perspective in 

order to shed light on the essence of unity of arts and architecture together along 

with the reasons why during this particular period such an approach emerged and 

reached a climax. In line with the general aim of this study, the focus will be more 

specifically on architecture via the actors‘ scope; prompting questions about the 

main goal and the intention of the architect. Considering the whole context, in 

broad terms, the study gives rise to the questions of ―How this ‗collaboration‘ 

makes sense for architecture?‖ and ―Why the architecture of the period, 

considered as ‗modern‘, integrated with the arts?  

 

4.2.1. The Dialogue of Arts and Architecture with the Public 

 

As previously mentioned, the emphasis placed on the harmony between the wall 

and the painting, the use of abstract expression and traditional references, along 

with the notion of occupying public spaces, address some questions, especially 

work created by sculptors. Regarding an earlier cited discussion that took place at 

CIAM, one of criticism of modern architecture is its distant stance from people. 

Therefore, the need for aesthetics as a basic function of space and appealing to 

human senses in designs, were deemed an important part of the debates 

concerning the relationship between architecture and society. Based on these 

concerns about architecture‘s public role and the associations formed between 

abstract language and society, this section discusses architecture‘s purpose in 

reestablishing ties with the public.  

 

Considering this social dimension sparks the questions: ―Does art function as an 

instrument to overcome the criticism against the modern architecture when the 

emphasis was on its social function during the period?‖ ―If so, did the move of 

utilizing arts present a pragmatic solution to reinforce or, even better, to support 

the intention of architectural production?‖ Or conversely ―How could this unity 

achieve that kind of a social adherence?‖  
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It seems that the solution for the rapprochement between architecture and the 

public suggested by architects coincided with the desire of the artistic circles, to 

form a close contact with the public. This common goal puts architecture as a 

mediator between the arts and society. 

 

As previously discussed, the artworks were designed to face public areas, 

whether positioned inside or outside of the buildings. The inclusion of artworks 

may be based on either or both the client‘s and/or the architect‘s vision for the 

structure. In particular, the appreciation shown towards public spaces along with 

designing the shape of them together with the artworks can be thought as a 

desire to emphasize the publicness of the building. With respect to these two 

reasons, the first query can be from the aspect of the clientele, which will pave the 

way to understand the intention or implication in architectural production.  

 

To answer with the questions regarding architecture‘s aims in utilizing arts and 

moves toward consolidation, socio-political and economical changes in the 

intellectual and practical spheres of architecture must be addressed. Ġlhan Tekeli 

argues that contemporary politics, which is said to be populist in nature, and the 

intense international relations of the country affected the production of public 

buildings.644 This statement emphasizes the changing circumstances, as 

previously mentioned, resulting from increased consumption habits and the 

acceleration of the role of the private sector. 

 

The Divan Hotel is a relevant example of this type of a private initiative. Holding 

companies chose to employ artworks that, over time, became a part of their 

permanent collections. Regarding the Vakko Factory building, these companies 

were creating a corporate identity, which led them use artworks, and at the same 

time applying a capitalist outlook where the artworks served as a commodity. In 

fact, while the Divan Hotel incorporated many artworks during the renovation 

period, sculptor Ġlhan Koman was requested to execute a piece for this building.645 
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They had to persuade him to come to Turkey just for this request. In another 

case, considering the ceramic wall by Füreya Koral, the patisserie of the hotel 

created an opportunity for combining the business and the artistic realms.  

 

While reevaluating the booklet published for customers by the manager of the 

patisserie, the panel work of Füreya Koral would not simply occupy and transform 

the space but also function as an advertising instrument, which is directly 

associated with the public sphere. The architect, Hancı, paid tribute to this artwork 

emphasizing its honored position and classifying it as ―the trademark of the 

patisserie.‖646 This also fostered the corporate identity of the hotel, which make 

the artwork not only a background to the pastry but also intentionally or 

unintentionally provides a commercial value.  

 

Similarly, Kuzgun Acar‘s artwork for the Complex of Retail shops was planned by 

the architect to symbolize the Complex.647 The placement of his relief at the 

façade of the building is expected to be noticed by the users and the passersby, 

and to create a tie with the public, and as a symbol connects society and the 

building.  

 

Considering the period, the association between the artistic realm and the private 

sector, playing the role as patron, is a remarkable development. This 

development coincides the artists‘ desire to find suitable placement their art, such 

as private galleries. This seemed to support Sibel Bozdoğan‘s the argument of 

―creating surplus value in architecture‖, which Sibel Bozdoğan puts forward 

regarding the alliance between the business and the artistic realm.  As a result, 

architecture was assigned the role of providing a suitable location for the artwork 

so that it could perform its role as part of the unity with architecture. That is to say, 

architectural practice could adapt its perspective and incorporate the desires of its 

patronage. 
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When approaching the issue from the side of architecture, as stated in Chapter 2, 

there appeared some critical debates about modern architecture. In this criticism, 

the emphasis was on rebuilding bonds with society, which implied a design 

activity that would encompass human needs. In parallel to this concern, especially 

During the 1960s in Turkey, the ongoing debates in the architectural realm also 

focused on the necessity of strengthening the dialogue between architecture and 

society.  

 

In the Mimarlık, a journal published by the Chamber of Architects, Jürgen 

Joedicke summarized the major debates of the day. For him, the main concern is 

architecture‘s position with regard to the artistic instincts and human needs.648 

Similarly, a discussion from L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui was featured in Mimarlık, 

on the social dimension of contributing to the well-being of the society, was 

presented as the focal point of the architectural practices of the day. This 

argument criticized the standardization brought about by modern architecture, and 

underlines the new design should be to satisfy human emotional needs.649  

 

The social aspect of Turkish architecture was also an issue for the Chamber of 

Architects, whose motto is ―architecture for society.‖ In a report for the chamber, 

Vedat Dalokay stressed this idea and what brought about this notion, the causes 

being the economic and political shifts that occurred between the years 1954-

1968 and its effects on architects.650 He associated criticism within the 

architecture circle to the surrounding circumstances, which could be considered a 

social act in and of itself.  

 

Cengiz BektaĢ set forth the notion of designing with respect to the demands of all 

strata of the society. His criticism focused on the disconnected manner of 

architecture after 1950; he criticizes it as not having considered the realities of 
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society and doing nothing more than following a trend.651 According to him, in the 

1970s, the architects were seeking ways to solve this problem by considering the 

societal issues, which was also a reflected a social change, where society 

became more questioning.652 The solution, he claimed, was in finding the real and 

simple solutions.653 Aydın Boysan described how the relationship between 

architecture and society had begun to evolve after the 1950s. He argued that the 

first upheaval in the society was made at the intellectual level, which shed light on 

architecture and its disconnection from the society.654  

 

Üstün Alsaç called the years between 1960 and 1973 as the period that focused 

on social issues.655 The redirection of Turkish architects of that era is based on 

several social issues, intellectual activities and mostly, the Chamber‘s adopting a 

social-centered approach.656 This attention to society was a topic of discussions 

that took place at the CIAM meetings, which reflects a commonality with their 

Western colleagues. The critical views on modern architecture were directed 

towards architecture‘s isolated attitude from the people. A possible solution to that 

problem was put forward as reevaluating modern architecture‘s principles, which 

would bring along embracing the society by reintegrating user‘s demands to the 

design, and hence creating a democratic space.  
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Seemingly, the ―anxiety‖657 about the present state of modern architecture was 

similarly felt by the Turkish architecture circle. ġevki Vanlı mentioned that from 

1950 to 1960, the similarity of architectural design in Turkey and around the world 

was all about neglecting the values of the public or the popular majority.658 At the 

CIAM meetings, it was mentioned that not only architects suffered from an 

estrangement from the public, artists did as well. Two questionnaires presented at 

the 1947 CIAM meeting, focused on the exclusion of the arts from public areas, 

under the title of ―The Questions of Aesthetics and of Architecture‘s Relationship 

to the Other Arts‖ as cover in greater detail in Chapter 2.   

 

In the Turkish artistic climate, the perspective was constituted in a parallel manner 

but more than that, the state was seen as largely responsible for carrying out this 

kind of a social concern. From the artistic aspect, Turan Erol constantly stressed 

in his writings that this type of a project was a problem for socialism to solve and 

thereby a responsibility of the state. The arts connection to the public could only 

be achieved by making the arts an integral part of everyday life, which was 

depended upon the state. According to him, the state should provide the means 

for art to contribute to society and penetrate people‘s lives. His formulation 

consists of extending the borders of paintings and turning them to ceramic or 

fresco surfaces or stained-glass works. 659 This suggested recipe recalls Bedri 

Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘s statements in which he offered a solution to avoid the painting 

from being a transient piece or in his own terms, ―from a nomadic life.‖  

 

Fethi Arda claimed that mural art was completely a social art and, hence, in order 

to utilize all parts of the structure, ceramic, mosaic and fresco artists should be 
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commissioned, separate from the architect and engineers.660 The aspiration of the 

artistic realm towards penetrating into the public sphere juxtaposed with the 

alleged targets of modern architecture, which was constantly being criticized. Arts, 

but more importantly architecture, made social issues its focal point. Enis Kortan 

defined this process as abandoning the view of ―art for art‘s sake‖ and adopting 

the theory of ―architecture for society.‖661 

 

The assertion about engaging with society reveals another topic at the center of 

the artistic realm. Hilde Heynen points out a duality that is defined as the social 

and the individual aspects both featured in the arts. Based on Adorno‘s view, 

Heynen argues that the artistic practices could be perceived in two distinctive 

ways: ―in the perspective of their social definition and social relevance‖ and ―in the 

perspective of their autonomy as aesthetically shaped objects.‖662 She explains 

this social aspect and its influence on the arts by using the term ―material,‖ quoted 

from Adorno‘s argument. She clarifies the term as both ―the physical material‖ and 

―the techniques at the artist‘s disposal, his arsenal of images and memories, the 

influence of the context on the work.‖663 Adorno describes this notion, a fait 

social664, as follows:  

 

Social forces of production, as well as relations of production, return in artworks 
as mere forms divested of their facticity because artistic labor is social labor; 
moreover, they are always the product of this labor.665  
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This argument of ―fait social‖ could be considered valid for Turkish architecture 

culture as well. Regarding the considerations and discussions ongoing in the 

artistic and architectural circles of the period, it would not be unexpected 

approach that the criticism would be redirected to a social level. As being a part of 

these social relations of production, it can be argued that the arts had a fair share 

in which they sought permanent shelter and wider audience for their works, 

voiced their concerns about permeating into daily life and, most of all, they took 

into account the spatial design of the architects. In addition to this social aspect, 

there is also the question of art‘s very position of being formed by its own context 

and the inherent nature of being tied to the space it is to be placed.  

 

Besides, as connected with the discussion here, this social context is tied to the 

architects‘ fresh awareness regarding the social developments and upheavals of 

the time; and also, their active role in criticizing modern architecture. Of course, 

there is a certain amount of autonomy, which are usually the idealistic 

experiments that involved developing new techniques and expanding the existing 

knowledge base.666  

 

In a context that highlights the social aspect so firmly, how did architecture select 

the way to create a tie with society? Remembering the debates on the societal 

issues ongoing in the west, a pragmatic solution emerged, creating humanistic 

spaces that would appeal to the public. Accordingly, the approach towards 

‗collaboration‘ with the arts seems to be a proper way out for this concern.   

 

This course of action was also accepted as a solution by architects in western 

countries. For example, Team 10 issued a statement on this subject; Peter 

Smithson defined the new direction of architecture as: where the human being 

would be at the very center of the design activity; where s/he would have the 

opportunity to express their personal opinion; and where the architect would 
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provide a space while keeping in mind the physical, psychological and aesthetic 

circumstances.667  

 

The functionalist approach of modern architecture was said to have been 

superseded by a humanist approach, which was considered as the focal point of 

postwar architecture.668 Pearson claims that this approach came about due to 

multiple factors: ―from the reintroduction of traditional materials, to the search for 

sculpturally expressive forms, to the consideration of sociological issues.‖669 This 

seems akin to the scope and objectives of the postwar architecture scene in 

Turkey, where traditional materials or references included in the artistic works 

integrated in buildings. This integration of the arts serves as a means to 

communicate and reestablish ties with the public by using familiar signs and 

symbols related to a shared past.  

 

Contemplating on the union between the arts and architecture, Nurullah Berk 

associated the revolution and humanism with the equality of arts, and he argued 

that, because of its very nature, this union would be the reflection of humanity.670 

Similarly, Jürgen Joedicke focused on the emotional needs issues in his critical 

approach to modern architecture. Apart from the functionalist approach, he 

interpreted the migration to different strains, which meant abandoning the purist 

tendency and leaning towards a new handling that would express humanistic 

senses.671  
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This emerges the questions as: ―What is implied by this humanistic approach in 

architecture?‖ and ―How it could be framed?‖ On the architecture of humanism, 

Geoffrey Scott pointed to the ―delight‖ as sine qua non.672 What he referred to by 

in this term is that it has a utilitarian purpose. This notion is the thing that gives 

architecture an aesthetic quality, which will stimulate the emotions of the users.673  

. On this concept of ―delight‖ as one of the extensions of human functions, it could 

be accepted as a major component in design, which was an issue discussed at 

CIAM discussions as well.  

 

Conversely, Pearson directly linked the effort of humanization of architecture with 

the dialectic between art and science. Based on Hegel‘s dialectic, he identified the 

issue of synthesis of major arts, or in other words integrating the arts into 

architecture, as the reconciliation of two opposite sides, which, at the end, 

culminated in the humanization of architecture.674  

 

Related to this humanistic view, one of the most prominent Turkish architects 

involved in collaboration Abdurrahman Hancı, stressed the necessity for artwork 

in a space in order to transform it into a humanist environment.675  He sees the 

necessity and the significance of an artwork in a building as being functional. For 

him, the artwork is an indispensable component of architectural design, without 

which the project would be incomplete.676 He used the Bauhaus manifesto to 

support his argument.  
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With regard to the design of the ‗collaboration‘, it makes sense to study the 

connection between the resulting harmony and the importance of a collaborative 

work. The artwork fit the space in order to ensure a stable plastic cohesion that 

would delight onlookers. Scott expressed the direct link between the delight and 

the determiners in a space. Based on his point of view, ―The humanist instinct 

looks in the world for physical conditions that are related to our own movements 

for certain masses, lines and spaces and their fitness.‖677 Aside from these 

physical aspects, the main pursuit is the order, which is ―the pattern of the human 

mind,‖ by virtue of ―satisfying the desire of the mind,‖ and ―humanizing 

architecture.‖678 So, whenever there is a satisfaction of the mind, which implies 

the mind recognized the arrangement presented, one could refer to the 

humanization of architecture. This assertion characterizes the intended harmony 

as an expression of the intellect, which is reminiscent of the statement made by 

artist Hadi Bara that defines collaboration as an intellectual work.679  

 

Matthew Nowicki‘s article in the Mimarlık journal touched on the issue of 

humanism in the architectural realm. He asserted that humanism is the number 

one basis of modern architecture. For him, comfort and joy are not dependent on 

merely the physical interactions within a space.680 Together with that, the 

psychological associations, which involve the proportion of human scale with 

regard to the spatial components, could affect users and trigger various 

responses.681 Geoffrey Scott, as mentioned previously, formulated architecture by 

using ―the human movement and human moods,‖ which give architecture a 

humanist quality. Like Nowicki, Scott established humanism as the very core of 
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the architectural field.682 Nowicki, in another article, written in 1956, stated that 

this pursuit that is likely to find a solution by integrating artworks such as frescos, 

mosaics or tiles.683 These elements, he said, will be a perfect match with the free 

plan arrangement of modern architecture.684  

 

The aesthetic effect, which is creating positive on impression on the user or 

emitting a feeling of comfort, joy, etc., tends to be connected with the movement 

of the viewer and his/her perception of space. For example, when designing the 

ceramic work created for the Atatürk Cultural Center, Sadi Diren used the light 

and shadow effects that occur during different times of the day and from the 

movement of spectators throughout the space.685 More importantly, he 

emphasizes the main intention here as attaining vitality686, which implies a 

struggle for creating a humanist space. (Figure 154) 

 

In the case of the Vakko Factory building, this kind of a humanistic intention 

clearly was expressed by the architect, who appeared to be at the very center of 

the design concept. The architect, Haluk Baysal, explained the main idea of 

dealing with the artworks as creating an environment, which could positively affect 

the productivity of the workers.687  
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Therefore, the idea of creating humanist spaces includes the integration of the 

arts into daily life, which was a concern of the artists. To interact with the public 

and to infiltrate the public‘s space would be a comprehensive approach to answer 

the critics‘ comments on the isolated nature of art from the ―common man .‖ As 

stated earlier in the discussion of CIAM, this problem was also deliberated at the 

meeting held in Hoddeston in 1951, under the title of ―Core,‖ which advocated the 

necessity of the diffusion of artworks into the public sphere. 

 

Recalling the proposed legislation on the integration of artworks in architecture 

prepared by the Academy, this aspiration to penetrate the arts into all areas of 

everyday life was certainly one of the primary concerns of the artistic sphere 

starting from the early stages of the Republic. Ercüment Kalmık confronted this 

issue in his article published in the Mimarlık journal in 1944. He focused on the 

endeavors by the government to apply an art policy such as sponsoring artists‘ 

travel around the country in order to observe and be familiar with the ongoing 

changes within the country; as well as sponsor exhibitions and painting courses 

across the country. He praises this policy and its positive influence on both the 

artists and the public. Similar to his Western contemporaries, he sets forth the 

integration of artworks into daily life as a reasonable and practical solution to 

development the artistic taste of the public.688 He questions the lack of interest in 

the arts and the non-existence of artistic values in the public realm.689 Instead, he 

claimed that the reverse manner of this stance would transform a city into a giant 

museum.690 And, consequently, it will be easier to encounter art during the natural 

course of everyday life.  

 

When considering the dialogue of the arts with the public in terms of placement 

and communication, it prompts the second question of how arts, on behalf of 

architecture, can create a contact with users and spectators. A path might be 
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seen in assigning a functional role to the artworks, when taking into account 

previously mentioned discussions and analyses. .  

 

Nurullah Berk stressed this concept when commenting about Ferruh BaĢağa‘s 

stained-glass, fresco or mosaic works as having functional values, which is said to 

be appealing to the people by utilizing easily understood and recognizable 

features.691 In other words, Berk equated artworks with structural elements. Also, 

it is claimed, as previously stated, that the abstract language will speak to the 

people more than the figurative or narrative compositions. As stated in Chapter 2, 

the main argument behind this statement is that the abstract approach is believed 

to be more connected with the view of social equality by virtue of addressing large 

audiences and its being universal in nature. And, the second assertion is abstract 

art‘s plastic coherence with space, which is related to its formal characteristic. 

 

In fact, the expression of integrating into daily life means permeating into the 

space where people do their daily activities such as going to restaurants, 

hospitals, schools, governmental buildings, concert halls, stations, and etc.692 This 

vision of embracing daily life is parallel with the ideals of the Turk Grup Espas. 

The group framed collaboration between the arts and architecture in a broader 

sense, and defined the borders as diffused that allowed collaboration to spread 

across all areas of everyday life.  

 

The supposition of connecting with the public by integrating into daily life could be 

related to the concept of public identity. This claim can be based on the artworks‘ 

features, which are said to have traditional connotations, in terms of their 

expressiveness, materials or even the type of work. These types of references 

can give the feeling of familiarity and/or sense of belonging, which have the 

potential of creating a bond with the public.  
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In fact, this kind of a creation of ―a sense of place,‖ is defined by Vito Acconci as 

follows: ―when ‗place‘ is embodied concretely enough to be ‗sensed‘,‖ it has been 

distinguished from the places surrounding it.‖693 So, giving credence to this 

argument, a space that includes specimens or passages based on common 

background could provide the spectators the sense of belonging to the space, 

severing the feeling of alienation, which is said to have derived from the 

standardizations of modern architecture. This kind of a connection can bring 

about a social adherence between architecture and the public, which is favorable 

to the objectivities of the architectural culture of the period.  

 

Lefebvre established an association between identity and traditional references by 

arguing that, ―the return of the historical as a system of reference‖ indicates an act 

of maintaining an identity.694 Moreover, to maintain a firm identity, daily life is 

designated as ―a locus of identity,‖695 where people connect with recognizable 

forms or activities. Regarding the user‘s needs and relationship to the 

architecture, the concept of identity becomes a sensible foundation for 

establishing a tie with the public.  

 

As a result, art has a considerable role in the reconciliation of architecture and the 

public while it also constitutes the public. Art provides a familiar environment that 

most people recognize. Architecture, without doubt, has the means to foster this 

connection.  

 

Lambert Zuidervaart pointed out that Hilde Hein‘s argument on the role of art to 

―construct a public that by using the word ―construct,‖ Hein implied that ―art can 

gather people together: it can convene them as a group such that individuals 
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discover the interests they have in common .‖696 Art can be subjected to the 

experience of the individual. Zuidervaart asserted that this experience, which 

embraces both the space and the artwork, constructs a critical and a creative 

dialogue with various publics697 and, in this case, I argue, between architecture 

and the public.  

 

This argument is based on, primarily, the publicness of artwork, then continues in 

a further debate on the publicness of architecture, and finds support in the 

realized examples mostly in public spaces such as schools, hospitals, banks, 

public institutions, hotels and etc., as well as residential buildings, which are a 

part of daily life. But most importantly, the location of these artworks within a 

space seems to have a related connotation as long as it is assumed that 

architecture attempts to create a bond with the public.  

 

These attempts can be examined based on communal areas and/or the potential 

for creating a connection with the public. Based upon the previous section dealing 

with the different the forms of artworks in a structure, an inquiry can be made on 

two forms of artwork: first, as situated on the outside surface facing the public; 

and second, as placed in an interior space welcoming the public.  

 

Two metal reliefs by Kuzgun Acar on the exterior surfaces of the Emek Building 

and the mentioned earlier Complex of Retail Shops are prime examples that best 

illustrate the publicness of the exterior category. The Emek Building is said to be 

the first skyscraper in Turkey designed in a modernist approach by Enver Tokay 

and Ġlhan Tayman (1959-1964), a curtain wall building with a plain, vertical form. 

A lower block was designed below the office tower to include public spaces. The 

metal relief, called ―Turkey‖, was hung on one of the exterior walls of this lower 

part facing Kızılay Square, a vital and crowded area of Ankara. 
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Bülent Batuman describes, in his essay, how Kızılay Square turned into a political 

arena as well as being a cultural and social center of public sphere. By the 1960s, 

Kızılay became an area, which embraced several contents. It was a space for 

luxury consumption services, a business center for the capital and a political 

space for demonstrations.698  

 

Because of its crucial location within the city in terms of being a transportation hub  

as well as being a place where protests and demonstrations are held, it is clear 

that this artwork has a potential for a large audience.  This relief, because of its 

proximity to the epicenter of the city, has most probably left its mark on the 

psyche of the city inhabitants, which also serves in creating a tie between the 

building and the people In addition to attracting the eye, putting an emphasis on 

the lower block, this artwork could also play a role that converts the vertical 

dimension of the skyscraper to human scale, which could indirectly help people 

internalize this unique building located at the very heart of the city. Nevertheless, 

this supposition about this particular artwork is nothing more than false 

expectations of the long term results, due to the fact that the artwork has been 

removed from the façade.699  

 

In relation to this story, Orhan ġahinler stated that the Lisbon Embassy building 

was going to employ a similar work by Kuzgun Acar. Despite the approval of the 

architect, the related authorities rejected, the installation of the relief   based on 

Acar‘s work at the Emek Building because of its lack of public support700. In their 

view, the people of Ankara were not fond of this relief, and in the future it would 
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be removed.701 In order to avoid a similar reaction, they choose not to employ 

Acar‘s artwork as part of the embassy building.  

 

Gencay Kasapçı‘s ceramic work produced for Middle East Technical University 

Faculty of Architecture building also evoked a strong reaction. In line with the 

protests at the university in 1968, the artwork became the target of students, 

which prevented two other planned works to be installed at the school.702 Enis 

Kortan noted that the students used an analogy to express their criticism of the 

piece703: The students ate and offered baklava to others in order to mock the 

artwork, as it resembled this particular dessert.704 (Figure 155-156) The artwork, 

which is defined by its creator as ―the sun of the faculty,‖ was vandalized with red 

paint one night.705 Gencay Kasapçı emphasized that this incident was reported in 

a foreign newspaper as the very starting point of the student protests that 

dominated this time period.706 One can argue that this artwork did not play a role 

in the rapprochement between architecture and society, since it was not accepted 
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by its users or it was just a matter of time that it could be a unique example for an 

extraordinary case.  

 

However, another piece of artwork created by Kuzgun Acar for the Complex of 

Retail Shops created a different impression, which associates with the notion of 

publicness in positive and influential manner. Facing an important street, this 

artwork became the symbol of the building over time, which is perceived as one. 

As stated earlier, the architect planned this artwork during the initial phases of 

design and he considered its function as a beginning point to the complex and as 

a logo for the main street.707 (Figure 157) 

 

At a noticeable point having a background of a plain wall, the artwork was 

expected to correspond with the movement of people and the rapid street in front 

of it. By placing the artwork at the public side of the building and deliberately 

exposing it public scrutiny, hints at the intention of attaining public recognition in 

an effort of rapprochement by architecture to the people, using the work of 

Kuzgun Acar to leave its mark on the minds of the public.  

 

In this complex, architects preferred small and dynamically organized the blocks 

in their design, which, they thought, would match the characteristic of the 

historical peninsula.708 It is believed that the building, which was built on what was 

at the time an abandoned site, would provide a link to the boulevard and thereby 

elevating the status of the location and call attention to the building itself.709 The 

project has the vision of attaining the notion of publicness for the building at its 

very presence. The integration of artworks into this large complex was not limited 

to Kuzgun Acar‘s work, but, continued with multiple installations along the façade 

of the complex all along the boulevard, to catch the attention of the people 

passing by. In terms of the issue of publicness, one additional step was taken, 
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which was the placement of artworks at each entrance, welcoming the people. 

This notion of publicness was a concern of the artists as well. Füreya Koral, when 

describing the creation process of her work, she stated that she visited the place 

several times and stood there for hours in front of the wall examining the different 

effects of the daylight.710 After that, she walked repeatedly up and down the 

boulevard in order to get a feel of the composition for the man on the street.711 As 

a result, she justified her choice of forms, especially for three points that could 

easily be seen at a certain distance from the street.712 

 

The Chamber of Commerce had a similar situation, which employed a relief facing 

a busy street, although it was not so busy at that time. As previously mentioned, 

this was suggested by the artist, ġadi Çalık after speaking with the architect, 

Orhan ġahinler. The idea was based on the assumption that the street would be a 

major arterial road in the future. Therefore, it can be said that the artist influenced 

the architect‘s decision that advocated a publicness for both the building and the 

artwork itself.  (Figure 158-159) 

 

Similarly, the architect Cengiz BektaĢ underlined the method of intensifying 

connections with the people through his two projects. He argued that integrating 

artworks had a physical contribution to buildings.713 Through this physical means, 

he implied that it could direct the user. Referring to his design of the Agricultural 

Products Office building, he claimed that the artwork made by Turan Erol 

established a connection to the people, who could recognize the directions and 

follow accordingly.714 When a wall panel grabs one‘s attention, he argued, the 
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user unconsciously heads towards the space that the artwork faces.715 He 

supported his argument based on the fact that the visitors to the Agricultural 

Products Office building tended to touch on the surface of Turan Erol‘s work, 

which offered them a tangible experience.716 This connective experience creates 

a sense of warmth, which contributes to the publicness of the building as well.  

 

Likewise, for his school project in Denizli, BektaĢ mentioned the established 

connection between the panel work on the façade and the park nearby. After the 

completion of the artwork, the seats at the park were pointed towards it, forming a 

new scene and a visual object for the people.717 This shows the achieved 

publicness of the building, which transformed its local environment as well. This 

result is echoed in the long ceramic wall at the Atatürk Cultural Center. This 

ceramic wall defines an open space, a space that not only points to the entrance 

area, but also invites, welcomes and directs people. In fact, this outside entrance 

area has a role of being a meeting spot near Taksim Square in Istanbul. (Figure 

160-161) 

 

To summarize, during the 1960s, it is seen that there was a shift in focus within 

the architectural realm, which included embracing society and satisfying human 

emotional needs. According to Üstün Alsaç‘s classification of Turkish architecture, 

the period between 1960 and 1973 was considered as the period of 

acknowledging social issues. The most prevailing criticism of the time on modern 

architecture was it was devoid of human connection and feeling. This new social 

understanding coincided with the desires of the new private sector clients and the 

wishes of the art world. In fact, throughout the reevaluation process of modern 

architecture principles, the interaction with society and, consequently, appealing 

to human senses, was examined.   

 

Apparently, the conscious or unconscious movement towards a unity with arts 

was convenient timing as as it filled a newly recognized need. Art served as a tool 
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to resolve the issues facing modern architecture. Involving the arts was believed 

to create humanistic spaces, and in turn, contribute to the betterment of 

architecture‘s connection with the public. After all, the mode of the employment 

artwork within the structure and its expressive manner give a building character 

and create an impression on the public.  

 

Within the tension between the functionalists versus the humanist approaches, 

the use of traditional references in artworks undertook the role of a mediator due 

to their potential to provide a connection with the public via indicating a common 

bond with the past in order to generate a sense of belonging. In these 

circumstances, the method of situating arts at public areas of buildings is a sign 

that suggests the intention of publicness. In addition, architecture‘s unique 

position as a mediator between arts and society is another significant point that 

should not be overlooked.  

 

Either achieved through ‗collaboration‘ or integrated to the structure, even if 

nothing more than an insertion, the placement of artworks in buildings can be 

interpreted as incorporating the notion of publicness, at least in terms of the end 

result. Nevertheless, when an intentional act is implicit, the form defined as 

‗collaboration‘ will be perceived as a movement that corresponds best to the 

visions and the aims of architecture. At the end, whether positive manner or 

negative, a tie with the public seems to have been created. Yet, it remains 

obscure as an open-ended discussion whether the countering approaches were 

actually negative responses or they were somehow perceived that way by the 

authorities. The effort to revise modern architecture‘s principles in an attempt to 

respond to contemporary critiques, the initiative of utilizing arts by way of 

embedding them into the spatial considerations, undoubtedly, helped architects 

realize there vision of ―architecture for society .‖  

 

4.2.2. For a ‘Situated Modernism’? 

 

The publicness of architecture, as discussed in the previous section, came to the 

forefront of the architecture debates as a possible solution for the crisis facing 

modern architecture at the time. Another prominent theme of the postwar 

architecture that emerged was the dichotomy between the universal and the local, 
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which is said to be renounced by modern architecture of the time. This section will 

interpret the ‗collaboration‘ between arts and architecture within the framework of 

this dilemma. In fact, the main argument is that, this ‗collaboration‘ may be the 

solution for this dilemma that modern architecture faced during the postwar 

period.   

 

During the postwar period, modern architecture was criticized much for its 

inadequacy in offering individualized solutions for different geographies. By 

examining various examples in Turkey, this section aims to understand the 

primary goal in the unity of arts and architecture, examining the intention and role 

in suggesting a solution to this problem.  

 

The examples cited are various in terms of both building types and locations, both 

local and international, which should prompt diverse questions. The very first 

debates on collaborative works are scarcely observed during the early 1940s, but 

by the mid-1950s the discourse on this topic hit its peak. Even though the mid-

century witnessed fierce debates on the issue of collective works, the 

manifestation of this concept occurred at varying degrees and intervals from the 

late 1950s (especially after the Brussels Pavilion) to the mid-1970s.. Therefore, 

the answers to the following questions will be sought by examining the 

architectural culture of this time period.  

 

―Why modern architecture in Turkey integrated arts?‖ will be the first question, 

which is expected to clarify the intentional move towards the ‗collaboration‘. This 

discussion will be combined with the searching for the presence of any 

connotation or anxiety in terms of displaying the very own modernism when 

integrating the arts into architecture as a fundamental element of design. 

   

As mentioned in the general context, Turkey adopted a new position in terms of 

its relationship with the West during the post-war period. Turkey witnessed the 

start of the multi-party system, a democratic development, which is considered as 

the major factor  in creating closer ties with the West. The new course initiated a 

fresh step that opened up an engagement with Europe but more importantly with 

the United States, and this transformation process incorporated many changes in 

various fields. This direction, which initially started with political relations, 
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splattered out to other areas such as economic, social and cultural. Undoubtedly, 

this changing atmosphere influenced architecture and art circles, starting in the 

intellectual sphere, and followed by physical manifestations.  

  

As a result of the intensified relationship with the West, which encompassed a 

wide sphere of fields, the architectural realm indisputably started a new chapter. 

Mainstream historiography defines Turkish architecture in terms of decades. The 

first decade of the postwar period is defined as the International Style years.  

 

Between 1950 and 1960, Enis Kortan argues that Turkish architects were 

influenced by the rational and international approach promoted by the luminary 

figures of the West.718 For Tekeli, this position was, supported by the newly 

adopted political and economic position, which tried to migrate to a new strain 

towards the international arena.719 For him, this new pursuit justified overriding a 

national architecture in favor of the international one.720 Batur criticizes and 

described the very first years, the 1950s, as the ‗first term.‘ This phase, she 

claims, embraced using the international stylistic forms and designs without 

questioning if it met the needs of the country721; therefore, the newly adopted 

approach ultimately remained as a quasi-adaptation.  

 

The Hilton Hotel (1952) in Ġstanbul is presented as the very first example coming 

to prominence to illustrate this international engagement.722 In fact, it is stated 
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that, even more than reflecting a connection with the international arena, it 

emerges as an icon of contemporary technical accomplishments and the 

development.723 Giving credence to this building, the dominant approach, in the 

period between 1950 and 1960, can be portrayed as employing basic prismatic 

forms, mostly rectangles and squares; used a grid system on the façade; and 

mainly comprised of plain surfaces throughout the design. (Figure 162) 

 

The application of anonymous international characteristics led Turkish architects 

to consider themselves as a part of the West. Tanyeli expresses that from 1950 

until 1960, no one was concerned about a sense of identity or creating 

individualistic touches in a design.724 But how was the international approach 

perceived by the architecture circle of the day, specifically the notion of being a 

part of the West? Did they really put aside the national concerns and not critically 

examine these universal principles?  

 

According to architect Kemali Söylemezoğlu, the Turkish architectural culture 

began to progress towards the open international strain during that period.725 

Architect Yılmaz Sanlı associated that shift by Turkish architects with the 

reconstruction process taking place in countries involved in the Second World 

War.726 This recovery process was mainly perceived as urban and architectural 

issues. According to Sanlı‘s view, the acceleration had a remarkable effect on 

Turkish architects, who believed the progress was an enormous step for their 
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profession.727 He was this initial stage should be considered as an early effort and 

should not be dismissed.728  

 
Üstan Alsaç defined the particular decade as that of ―the idea of searching for 

solutions in architecture via free forms.‖729 Unlike Sanlı, he claimed that this 

departure is rooted in the English architecture exhibition held in 1944 in Ankara. 

Immediately after this exhibition, he argued, the national trend in design activity 

could no longer be continued.730 He believed the democratization also was 

applied to the architectural scene, in which various schemes, approaches and 

ideals were solidified in ―rational prismatic‖ to ―emotional-organic‖ forms.731 Alsaç 

speculated that the more they moved away from the national, the more they 

tended to use new materials, new techniques and to express their individualities 

through the contextual aspects.732 Somer Vural underlined the deviation from old 

practices followed in line with the socio-economic transformations.733 He 

described the former architectural scene as more pluralist and chaotic.734 Turkish 

architects were in search of a new architectural ideal that would represent the 

new course of the country, as well as within the newly defined borders or in broad 

terms of the prospects of the era. The leaning towards a unity with arts can be 

recognized as featuring a respectable part of this pursuit.  
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Turgut Cansever stated that, during the 1950s, plain forms were preferred, which 

was a consequence of modern technology but also, as he pointed out, a formal 

approach seen in the plasticity of Ottoman architecture.735 He asserted that these 

plain forms favored during the 1950s were decorated with local elements to 

achieve a local sense.736 He also mentions about the beginning of some queries, 

even though in a primitive sense, about the dichotomy between locality and 

universality or anonymity and individuality; and he stressed the potentiality of 

these questionings on the new spatial arrangements.737  

 

Sibel Bozdoğan associated the ―modernization theory‖ in social science and the 

―international style‖ in Turkish architecture with ―the perceptions of democracy, 

modernity and the ‗good life‘ in Turkey,‖ both of which, she thinks had a 

remarkable effect in formalizing  these concepts.738 She argues that the 

modernization theory is the projection and the concretization of a democratic and 

modern life in the minds of Turkish architects, who adopted a more ―international‖ 

approach.739  

 

A prominent architect of the period, Sedat Hakkı Eldem, in his article ―50 Yıllık 

Cumhuriyet Mimarlığı”, (50 Years of the Republican Architecture) (defined the 

decade as classical modern or American modern.740 He felt this approach was the 

most effective one within the Turkish architecture circle in the long term, where 

the architects would encounter with American type of structural system and 
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concepts; and architects internalized this system, which is apparent in the case of 

the Hilton Hotel.741  

 

As mentioned earlier, after the proclamation of the new constitution in 1961, a 

new advancement began, which generated extraordinary changes at various 

levels. One of the biggest changes during that period related to the architectural 

realm, was the initiation of a planned economy. In order to achieve a considerable 

degree of economic growth, the new system advocated a mixed type economy, 

by which the private enterprises would be encouraged to participate in several 

types of investments. The positive effect of the new constitution is believed to 

have created a freer and more socialist atmosphere, which eventually, is said to 

affect directly the intellectual sphere of the art and architecture milieus.  

 

Batur commented that the socialist views began to affect the very core of the 

discipline and brought along the promising self-questioning process.742 Related 

with these internal queries, Tanyeli interprets the 1960s and 1970s as the process 

of the internalization of modern architecture743, which incorporates the freeing of 

ideas, voicing criticism and the search for an acceptable interpretation.  

 

In accordance with Turgut Cansever‘s view, about the burgeoning of a new 

perspective that questioned a wider spectrum of ideas and approaches with 

suspicion towards existing concepts, this new atmosphere is highlighted with its 

featuring of a ―pluralistic world view.‖744 Similarly, Ġlhan Tekeli defines the 

developments that took place from 1960 onwards as ―multi-faceted‖ in terms of 

both intellectual and applied areas of architecture.745  
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Enis Kortan summarized the 1960s as a period that countered the ―rational-

international‖ architecture with regard to its anonymous and monotonous 

structure.746 He claimed that this counter action directed the movement towards 

―irrational‖ approaches, which sought to develop more individual flavor and 

became considerate to human scale and the surrounding texture.747 Similarly, 

Sedat Hakkı Eldem defined this period as ―the exposed concrete, picturesque, 

romantic and lyrical architecture,‖ which again implies the individual characteristic 

of the new pursuit.748  

 

During this stage, the major concepts that emerged are related with social 

consciousness, and individualist connotations or conformity to not only the spirit of 

the age but also the contextual considerations. This relatively critical stance 

towards the profession would inevitably reveal various perspectives and affect the 

design activity.  

 

Erol Kulaksızoğlu marked 1951 as the turning point of Turkish architecture but he 

was critical of the current state of the new modern approach along with its related 

problems and unsolved issues.749 His critique focused on the so-called spiritless 

and monotonous aspects of modern architecture.750 Although he confirms the 

inevitability of the rejection of past practices, he doubted for their entire 

abandonment and thought, they may in fact offer favorable solutions to modern 

architecture.751 Yet, he touched upon the creation of different dialectics of modern 

art and modern architecture, which have similar international characteristics at 
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their very foundation.752 At this point, his attitude seems to refer to local variations 

of an international pattern as a more applicable solution or a more reasonable 

route for the Turkish architectural culture. 

 

Vedat Nedim Tör similarly made a definition of the term ―modern‖ and he stated 

that it did not correspond to the term ―standard‖. He stressed that Turkish art and 

architecture milieus could not success by importing stereotyped forms in an 

arbitrary manner. They would be modern if they evaluated both the requirements 

of the time and the traditions in new synthesis. He specifically mentioned Seyfi 

Arkan‘s design, the Press Office (Haberler Bürosu) in the Hilton Hotel, where he 

integrated traditional art pieces.753 

 

ġevki Vanlı was more critical of the international approach. He thought the 

practices of the postwar period were nothing more than directly following Le 

Corbuiser‘s or Brazilian architects‘ works, which were nothing more than at the 

―mediocre‖ level and could not achieve a satisfactory result.754 Bülent Özer also 

mentioned this issue in his book An Essay on Regionalism, Universalism and our 

Contemporary Architecture,755 where he recognized that Turkish architects 

adopted the methods that were in line with contemporary international 

developments, which were mainly experimented and formulated by others.756 He 

saw the period between 1952 and 1962 as influenced by the surge of discussions, 

discourses and practices from abroad.757 He inferred that, towards the end of the 

process, Turkish architects began to dwell upon their actual problems by trying to 
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apply the practical solutions from the recipe that suggested by the international 

arena.758 Erol Kulaksızoğlu also felt that the major cause for concern is associated 

with less the rhetoric of the importing ideas and more the fact of forming local 

responses to the general international sphere.  

 

Bülent Özer cited examples of Le Corbusier‘s works in Chandigarh, and Giedion, 

Sert and Wiener‘s works in South America; and presents these regional 

approaches as the inspiration for Turkish architects to create something similar at 

home.759 Naci Meltem described this shift towards the formation of different 

variations of modern architecture as natural and predictable. For him, since the 

rational mind and some specific social demands formed the principles of modern 

architecture, one could expect that it belonged or appealed to all human kind, 

beyond any sort of borders.760 He argued that, as modern architecture matured, 

revealed different varieties adaptable to different regions, cultures, climates and 

even emotional states.761   

  

Meaningful in terms of timing, the U. I. A. meeting, held in Mexico in 1964, 

probably had an effect on the Turkish architectural realm and made Turkish 

architects think of forming local dialectics and individual contributions to modern 

architecture as suggested at this meeting. One of the participants in this meeting, 

Ertuğrul MenteĢe, shared his impressions and experiences in Mimarlık. He 

specifically dthe works of Del Moral and Mario Pani at the University of Mexico 

and praised their contribution in attaining ―originality‖ by utilizing local references 

within the scope of modern architecture. 762 Indeed, it is seen that even the 

postwar edition of Hitchcock and Johnson‘s book The International Style stressed 
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this possibility of variations within different regions. They clarified that the term 

―international‖ does not mean ―the production of one country is just like that of 

another.‖763  

 

Erol Kulasızoğlu formulated this utilization process more delicately. For him, the 

focal point of an examination of modern architecture examples should converge to 

their operation process and the factors, more than merely the end result.764 By 

analyzing these facts, he said, would possibly unearth the actual demands that 

paved the way towards the formation of modern architecture‘s principles. 765 Thus, 

the answers created for these particular circumstances would make sense for 

Turkish architects, beyond just mere imitation of the formalist aesthetics. 

Kulasızoğlu argued that this sort of a direction would eventually shed light on the 

solutions unique to Turkey and validate local values as providing real benefits not 

just acting as instruments.766  

 

This is parallel to Lewis Mumford‘s view on the issue of critical regionalism, which 

Liane Lefaivre covers deeply in her essay, ―Critical regionalism: a facet of modern 

architecture since 1945.‖ Critical regionalism in Mumford‘s case, Lefaivre says, 

has a critical aspect in the sense of regionalism as well.767 It turns into a term 

compromising the global instead of only defining a confrontation towards it.768 In 

Mumford‘s view, as Lefaivre summarizes, ―regionalism becomes a constant 
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process of negotiation between the local and the global.‖769 This definition forms a 

clear cut separation from historicism, which means the copying or bringing back 

historical forms or elements. It presents a more complicated rhetoric, which stays 

within the limits of an identification situated between the local and the universal 

characteristics.  

 

Mumford, similar to Kulaksızoğlu, Özer and Meltem, specified that the goal here 

was to recognize the achievements of the past rather than copy them.770 This 

course of action would ensure engaging with the present day‘s conditions and 

demands that would change the design activity towards a more pragmatic and 

satisfactory methodology.  

 

Mumford expressed that regionalism is not a degradation to use of local materials 

or imitating formal characteristics of the past.771 It is a term infused with the aim of 

covering ―actual conditions of life‖ and creating a sense of belonging.772 This 

phrase ―actual conditions of life‖ is reminiscent of a statement made by Bülent 

Özer, in which he mentioned actual problems or demands that should be defined 

in order to internalize and modify the modern forms resourcefully to create 

appropriate solutions.   

 

Mumford emphasized the continuous and reciprocal relationship between the 

local picture and the universal scene behind it.773 His argument is as follows: 
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Now there are two elements in every architecture, indeed in every esthetic or 
cultural expression.  One of them is the local, the time-bound, that which adapts 
itself to special human capacities and circumstances, that belongs to a 
particular people and a particular soil and a particular set of economic and 
political institutions. […] The other element is the universal: this element passes 
over boundaries and frontiers; it unites in a common bond propel of the most 
diverse races and temperaments; it transcends the local, the limited, the 
partial.774 
 

As Mumford puts the oscillation between the regional and the universal at the very 

center of human development775, Stuart Hall, likewise, portrayed the local aspect 

as a natural reaction when the people are subjected to globalization, one of the 

unavoidable aspects of modernity.776  

 

The important position of the local approach in design can be associated with the 

assertion put forward by one of the members of Team 10, Jacob Bakema. In his 

view, the ―ownness‖ can be triggered through a basic human need, ―the 

identification-in-space‖ that one occupies.777 By this means, the local transcends 

to another realm, the issue of identity, which is an indispensable and universal 

demand of human nature. This can be used to liberate the individuality in both 

architecture and the user. Accordingly, Mumford defined this as a natural process: 

―every culture must both be itself and transcend itself: it must make the most of its 

limitations and must pass beyond them.‖778 

 

The issue of identity in relation to the anxiety between the local and the universal 

is also touched upon by Sibel Bozdoğan, where she puts forward the 
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modernization theory at its very basis. Bozdoğan claims that ―modernization 

theory played a progressive role in replacing nationalist obsessions with identity 

with a focus on the real and trans-nationalist problems of modernization.‖779 In 

fact, as Black explained in the scope of the dynamics of modernization, 

penetrating into the international arena indispensably brings along moving out of 

the local, but at the same time leading towards a larger perspective, in which ―the 

larger and more diffuse urban and industrial network are strengthened.‖780  

 

Based on these assertions, one can argue that after gaining a larger perspective 

and building a larger interactive sphere, more pragmatic and causative forms or 

solutions can be realized and created, which are expected to be found at the core 

of the modernist approach, more particularly in the ―trans-nationalist‖ character of 

modernization. Specifically regarding Bozdoğan‘s argument, this approach can 

lead to new ways or concepts and replace the nationalist dealings, which are said 

to be nothing more than an imitation or a revivalist approach. Therefore, this 

trajectory provokes, in a sense, not only questioning the nationalistic view and 

forming a new interpretation ahead of it, but also questioning modernism‘s 

founding principles.  

 

As discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, the modernist attitude is generally 

meant to express the approaches or forms accepted as new and innovative for its 

time. In the reevaluation of modernism of the postwar period, the rejection of 

tradition gave birth to a new line of query, which can be highlighted as an 

innovation in its own sense.  

 

Regarding the stated definitions, this query, was interpreted and conceived as a 

regionalist outlook, whether defined as critical regionalism or in other terms. Seen 

as a natural reaction to the universal and an inevitable continuity of it, leading to 

the local is mainly defined as ―a critique of modernism, a reaction to modernism‘s 
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own doctrinal extremism‖781 or ―a series of creative responses to local 

conditions.‖782 In fact, this in-between situation is also declared as an anxiety,, 

which ―knew no national or local boundaries and affected the discourse of 

modernism as a whole.‖783  

 

Mentioned in the discussions of CIAM, the critical voices of modernism focused 

on its handling, outcomes and how it met the needs of the time. The discussion 

on modernism concentrated on its monotonous and anonymous characteristics 

and its distant stance towards everyday life. Especially its anonymous feature had 

been advocated before on behalf of being more democratic as it appealed to a 

wider audience and did not belong to a particular nation or community. A new 

stance was proposed in modern architecture‘s postwar critique, which called for a 

response to the emotional and aesthetic needs of the ―common man‖ and 

overcome this autonomous feature and the separation from daily life in favor of 

allowing individual experiences.  

 

Related with catching up the new social demands, Goldhagen notes that the mid-

century modernism needed to reflect the Zeitgeist.784 So, finding local solutions to 

universal forms or concepts due to new social needs of the time led to socially 

formed modernism, which is named as ―situated modernism,‖ using Goldhagen‘s 

term. Goldhagen defines this term as ―situating the users of the buildings socially 

and historically, in place and time.‖785 Her formulation is as follows: 
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―Situated modernists used the open plan less for its tectonic rationalism than for 
the spatial dynamism it afforded; used transparency less to showcase the 
strength of new materials than to further their broader agenda of creating an 
integrated relationship between building and site; […] their design energies 
concentrated […] more on program, site, context, materials, and the path of the 
body through space.‖786  

 

More particularly, when she refers to site specific considerations, she means 

―stressing topography, views and sometimes local materials.‖787 She adds that 

―situated modernists, reformers all, focused on shaping an architectural idiom that 

would foster personal freedom, reinforce a sense of place and strengthen 

communal bonds.‖788  

 

Lewis Mumford‘s arguments about the social dimension in design echoes the 

view of site specificity. According to him, this social concept is the responsibility of 

the architect through which he/she has to consider a link between a building and 

its location, the topography, the landscape, the particular zone situated in the 

city.789 

 

Another aspect of this social dimension, which mainly links the issue with the 

previous part, is its relevance to the humanist approach. Moshe Safdie speculates 

on this issue in his essay ―East and West: Evolving Modernism.‖ For him, the 

humanist tradition is more connected with the local identities than the global 

patterns.790 In fact, he argues that the humanist approach cannot be associated 
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with the globalization models, which reveals it to be contradictory by virtue of 

encountering ―the erasure of local uniqueness.‖791  

 

Regarding the tension between the local and the universal, the search for local or 

individual expressions and the pursuits to overcome the limitations of modern 

architecture in these postwar discussions, my main question in this study should 

be recalled here again, which is about the reason of integrating arts into modern 

architecture in Turkey. When interpreting all the discussions, specified paths and 

the targets of the period, this initiative, I argue, seems to embark on an intention 

of producing or offering reasonable solutions to the anxieties about and the critics 

of modern architecture.  

 

In fact, regarding ongoing discussions of the period and the retrospective views 

about this period, the main preference and concerns of Turkish architects seems 

to converge at the point of local identity; and the adaptability of modern 

aesthetics, which also puts the Turkish architectural circle as a participant in the 

debates of the international arena. Sibel Bozdoğan portrays the complicated 

circumstance of this period as follows:  

 

Societies were indeed changing, but they were turning out to be ―modern‖ in 
their own ways and not always in accordance with the predictions of 
modernization theory […] harder still was the realization that the international 
modern aesthetic that architects were beginning to internalize and localize was 
rapidly turning into something else, as a society, along with its urban landscape, 
many architects began turning to historical and vernacular precedents in an 
iconographic search for identity.792  

 

The Turkish architects‘ situation of engaging in ―an iconographic search for 

identity‖ could also be thought as connected with their collaborative initiatives, by 

which they would create the opportunity of integrating unique artworks that 

included traditional or historical references familiar to the public. Indeed, the 

argument of localizing and internalizing the international modern aesthetic clearly 

draws a parallel with the concept of situated modernism that has the assertion of 
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forming a bond between the building and its site by placing the users ―socially and 

historically, in place and time.‖  

 

As discussed before, the idea of a collective work between architects and artists 

goes back to the 1930s, when a proposal for a legal arrangement was prepared 

by the Academy of Fine Arts. The topic re-emerged from time to time until it 

reached its peak in 1955, when the Türk Grup Espas was established and acted 

as an accredited organization for this struggle. The 1950s were also the decade 

of introducing the examples of international modern aesthetics in the Turkish 

architectural realm. As previously stated, integrating artworks to buildings, some 

of which can be accepted more or less, as collaboration, had begun at the start of 

the 1940s and continued with until 1958. The year 1958 can be considered as the 

peak for this kind of a collective work in many terms, which coincided with a 

period, 1955 and 1956, where the relatively theoretical discussions took place. 

When considering the discussions in Turkish architectural circles, the critical 

thoughts towards the latest trends are said to have burgeoned during the late 

1950s, when the questions of identity and local discourses were also involved. 

 

One last point, which leads my study to a certain argument, is Sibel Bozdoğan‘s 

brief assertion that defines the orientation of postwar architecture in Latin 

America, Mediterranean, Middle East and South Asia, as ―rewriting‖ modernism 

by utilizing local references and, by this means, making modernism appropriate 

for the localities.793 In that sense, she underlines the dual characteristics in the 

perception and performance of modern aesthetics in these diverse contexts. 794 

The architects from the different locations, she argues, achieved both producing 

the ―international‖ aesthetics and adapting it by adding local aspects to the 

―international‖ form.795  
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Especially important in her portraying of the postwar approaches, Bozdoğan notes 

on collaboration, the main issue of this study, attracts attention. Indeed, Bozdoğan 

treats the integration of arts and architecture in the same framework, and claims 

that this sort of an attitude would probably be linked with the pursuits of finding 

decent solutions for the dilemma of the oscillation between international 

aesthetics and local identity.796  

 

Thus, regarding the concept of a ―situated modernism‖ and the dilemma of the 

international versus the local, which Bozdoğan puts stress on, my main question 

is reiterated: Why did modern architecture integrate modern arts into its structure? 

Is it to solve the problem of an adaptable modernism; a modernism, which was 

tried to be owned and internalized? In other words, was it an attitude that can be 

counted in the limits of a ―situated modernism‖ or, even better, was it a conscious 

attempt to create a ―situated modernism‖?  

 

On the dialogue between the artist and the architect, if it is an intentional move, a 

‗collaboration‘, it can be associated with this argument. This concept has, indeed, 

an intimate relation with the intention of the architect at the first hand. Architect‘s 

prediction to place artworks at particular points in his/her design according to 

his/her vision; and his/her desire of working together with an artist for a 

contributive interpretation in terms of spatiality can make this collective approach 

a part of forming a new interpretation or, that is say, a new dialectic of modernism, 

which is, without doubt, a planned one. 

 
Doğan Kuban mentioned a reorientation of Turkish architecture towards a national 

strain in one of his writings in 1970. He emphasized the new synthesis of utilizing 

national sources rather than solely displaying a nationalistic character.797 This 

prospected solution is seen in the text of Somer Ural, where he portrays the 

Turkish architectural scene in a position that oscillates between the local and the 

universal. He defined this as an ―original solution,‖ which is the anticipated and 
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natural.798 So, can the integrated artworks be considered as a part of displaying 

this local identity and, a contributive element or a solution to the international 

versus local struggle?  

 

This query turns the spotlight on the instances showing spectacular modernist 

characteristics such as the hotel projects of the postwar period beginning with the 

Hilton Hotel (1952), and others such as Efes Hotel, Çınar Hotel (1959), Trabya 

Hotel (1964)799. (Figure 163-165) The intriguing point is that it is not clear whether 

the integration of artworks in these buildings were the result of a ‗collaboration‘ or 

not. An overview of the forms of these works indicates that they were not 

attributed a structural element role. However, when considering their placement 

and the type of the building they were situated in, they might have other roles or 

missions.  

 

The spread of certain characteristics of these buildings, defined as ―rational,‖ such 

as the use of a horizontal block scheme or reinforced concrete grid on the façade, 

is described as ―the dissemination of the Hilton style‖800, which, consequently, 

turned into the repetition of the same recipe. The ―honeycomb formula,‖ with its 

―democratic‖801 and ―good life‖802 implications, is contradictory to the urban 

landscape as if it is the component of another context. Considering this feature, 

―rationality‖ prompts another question, which is the building‘s establishment of a 

possible connection with the public, or in other words, with the social context it 

situates in. In fact, for such a building that expresses a modern aesthetic sense 

and includes several artworks, an individual tends to think that there might be a 
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concern of promoting and displaying a local modernism, or an effort that suggests 

an interpretation for the international modernism, especially when considering it 

these are touristic buildings. Although such buildings seemed strange at the time 

for the city inhabitants, the interiors of these structures with their ―integrated‖ 

artworks, which convey cultural references, connoted a sense of belonging to a 

particular place.  

 

Starting from the entrance areas and the lobbies, these artworks were situated in 

visible public spaces such as restaurants, foyers of meeting halls, inner gardens 

or bar areas, which meant that they were within the view of the users. Hence, one 

can argue that the desire of integrating into a particular context or into the realm 

of the modernist discourse, deliberately or not, is attributed to the act of 

integrating artworks.  

 

Actually, utilizing traditional works was the prevalent during these postwar 

decades. In 1966, for example, in the Mimarlık, one of Mumford‘s articles was 

presented by Matthew Nowicki, which directly pointed out the new trend of using 

frescos, mosaics and tiles in modern architecture.803  

 

While stressing the issue of using traditional references, the criticisms of the 

artistic scene should not be forgotten. Artist Devrim Erbil, for example, finds the 

existence of dichotomies such as the local versus the international, the resultant 

complexity of ideas, and the consequent production of local discourses of 

universal paradigms as natural for the art world.804 He underlined the changing 

characteristic of the concept of nationalism through the universal and humanistic 

concerns reflected in art805, which are in a parallel to the previously mentioned 

dualities in architecture. 
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Even if the artwork has a non-figurative approach, which gives it a universal 

appeal, it can involve local and traditional motifs or feature historical narratives in 

its composition. This approach makes the integration of artworks related to the 

concept of situated modernism. But beyond the means of expression, these forms 

of artworks are also considered traditional, which is said to be the extension of an 

old custom.  

 

As mentioned before, abstract art was an important phenomenon in the Turkish 

artistic realm in this period. It was regarded as the most appropriate form that 

could create a bond with architecture because of being more associated with 

democratic ideals and appealing to wider audience. So, abstract art featured an 

important part in the oscillation between the local and the universal that emerged 

in architecture. Turkish artists‘ synthesis, in which they utilized from both the local 

references and the abstract expression, became the very component that 

provided peculiar contributions to the international architectural platform in terms 

of achieving a ―modern‖ interpretation with a universal expression.  

 

Architect Utarit Ġzgi defined the use of ceramic panels in a space as a derivative of 

traditional tile works being applied in a contemporary way.806 Ġsmail Hakkı Oygar 

puts forward a similar view in his article ―International Prague Ceramic Exhibition- 

Contemporary Turkish Ceramics,‖ and stressed that the use of ceramic works on 

architectural surfaces is rooted in past traditions.807  

 
Relevant to the assertion of altering the view of nationalism, Sibel Bozdoğan 

states that nationalism is different from a style.808 So, collaboration with the arts 

emerged as a suitable formula to constitute a local discourse, which was far away 

from merely depending on the nationalist expressions or revivalist strains. The 

motto of the architectural milieu during this period evolved to a point that still 

stayed within the borders of universal formulas but on the other hand, also 
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transcended beyond former nationalist pursuits. The utilization of traditional 

patterns within the formalist aesthetics of the universal refers to the search for a 

local variation of the so-called ‗international modern‘ that narrates a local identity.  

 

Moreover, the formerly discussed theme ―architecture for the society‖, which 

occupied the architectural realm especially beginning in the 1960s, seems to 

overlap with the desire to create a local dialectic in the design and the search for 

a solution for the criticisms against international modern aesthetics.  

 

In order to answer the major questions of this section, a detailed investigation of 

two particular cases, which cover most of the parameters described in the earlier 

sections and, by this means, will support the main argument. The cases in this 

sense are: the Complex of Retail Shops (Istanbul Manifaturacılar Çarşısı), which 

is located in Istanbul, and the 1958 Brussels International Fair Turkish Pavilion, 

both of which can be asserted as important milestones for the case of the 

‗collaboration‘ between architecture and the arts.  

  

4.2.2.1. The Complex of Retail Shops (Istanbul Manifaturacılar Çarşısı) 

 

With its notion of publicness stated before, its use of several artworks associated 

with traditional roots, the form and placement of artworks in the structure and 

resulting from a planned collaboration as well as expressing a modern approach 

in its design makes the Complex of Retail Shops809 an example of ―spatial 

collection‖ and a prime example examine the reasoning behind the integrating of 

artwork in modern architecture through the concept of ―situated modernism.‖  

 

Formed by a series of lower-rise small blocks, and several courtyards and 

galleries, the complex occupies a large area in the heart of the city and is situated 

alongside a large boulevard on the historical peninsula. It has the privilege of 

being highly visible and perceptible structure as it is close to a busy axis.  As 

previously mentioned, this very feature indeed makes the complex left its mark on 
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the memories of the city inhabitants by the metal relief of Kuzgun Acar situated on 

a welcoming façade along the boulevard.  

 

It has been claimed that the design shows a considerable sensitivity to the 

historical silhouette and an effort was made to the integrating of the Complex to 

its surroundings, by adopting a ―public-orientated‖ scheme.810 According to Üstün 

Alsaç, it can be defined as a synthesis, which is a concrete expression of 

transforming the imitative process of modern architecture towards new 

productions by adding local and individual flavor in accordance with the changing 

circumstances in Turkey.811 He asserted that this complex is a testimony to the 

blending of Western construction methods with traditional bazaar-like 

construction.812 As for the case of featuring local references, the materials used in 

the structure are stated as attaining a harmony with its surroundings together with 

durability.813 The horizontal bearings and the railings were left as exposed 

concrete and the outside facades were covered by lattice type elements made 

from brick. Although the Complex has a long façade, 800 meters, the fragmented 

approach provided the opportunity to design small multi-blocks with a height 

adjusted for the historical environment and human scale. (Figure 166)  

 

Doğan Tekeli, one of the architects of the project, stated that Le Corbusier was 

their main influence during this period. This statement supports the idea that 

architects were concerned with embedding local references and making artwork 

an important part of their design. Particularly, the Complex has nine artworks, 

including ceramic panels by Sadi Diren (Abstract Composition) and Füreya Koral 

(Abstract Composition), mosaic panels by Eren Eyüpoğlu (Composition: 

Impressions from Anatolia journeys), Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu (Abstract Compositio 

and Istanbul) and Nedim Günsür (Horses), a sculpture near the pool by Yavuz 
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Görey, a metal relief by Kuzgun Acar (Birds) and another relief by Ali Teoman 

Germaner (Abstract Composition).  

  

Doğan Tekeli stated during this time that he anticipated this building to be a 

permanent structure in the long run; and so, according to him, it had to include 

some specimens of contemporary Turkish arts as it would provide a secure home 

for such works.814 He said that he definitely employed an integrated and planned 

process, as a result, the artworks would not stand as decorative objects per se 

but rather be an integral part of the design.815 Hence, the design team (Tekeli, 

Sisa and Hepgüler) planned to place artworks at the entrance areas of the 

Complex so they would benefit being able to be viewed from the main street, and 

consolidating the publicness of the building. Based on the sketches of the building 

and the account of the architect, the project can be considered to be the result of 

‗collaboration‘ as defined by this study.  

 

Tekeli defines his objective via referring to the mosaic wall of the 1958 Brussels 

Pavilion. A wall, which would be entirely an artwork, is what he wanted exactly in 

the project.816 Apart from the mosaic walls, the architects deliberately designed a 

blank wall for the metal relief to serve as a starting point and a symbol for the 

Complex. Based on these considerations, it is obvious that the architects tended 

to involve the artworks with specific purposes, not after a random decision and 

distribution.  .    

 

Related to the unity of the building and the site, in a published book in 1969 by the 

cooperative, the Complex of Retail Shops is presented as ―new‖ in the context of 

the old Istanbul. (Figure 167) Actually, in the book, one of the titles stressed the 

paradox between the new and the old created by the construction of the building 

within the urban landscape. Yet, this also reveals the contribution of the building 

to the transformation of the historical peninsula, where the building reflects the 
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modern corporate vision, which can be connected the new patronage and the new 

economy in Turkey.  

 

The publishing this kind of a book in order to introduce and self-promote indicates 

the new consciousness of the client. Without a doubt, the new complex is different 

from the classic Turkish bazaar not just because it reassessed the traditional form 

but because it employed artworks.  

 

Summarized as the ―juxtaposition of high artistic ambitions with the crass 

materialism of commerce,‖ the preference of the integration of artworks into the 

Complex is mainly associated with the atmosphere of the time, which was 

enabling the private enterprise and the arts to ―talk to each other.‖ 817 But in the 

end, it is the fact that the building has a paradoxical situation, which harbors both 

a conflicting posture in its modern appearance - that marginalizes itself from the 

traditional environment - and a reconciliatory side in its fragmented design and the 

use of artworks – that makes it belong to its urban context. This very position 

makes the building ideal for examining the concept of ―situated modernism.‖ 

 

As previously stated, Goldhagen‘s concept of ―situated modernism‖ includes 

several parameters. To analyze the main goal in this specific case, the issues of 

transparency, site specificity, the path taken within the space, personal freedom 

and reinforcing a sense of place, will be discussed in detail.  

 

In fact, it is obviously seen that the building has a transparent character via its 

galleries and courtyards, which create a vista, towards the Süleymaniye Mosque, 

the traditional residential pattern and the historical aqueduct nearby. It is known 

that the sensible approach to this silhouette was a respected and acknowledged 

quality of the proposal.818 (Figure 168-169) In fact, the formal vocabulary, which 

provided a small-scale and fragmented model, was something inherent for this 

location.  But beyond that, the integration of artworks, I argue, becomes an agent 

to create this alleged relationship and tied the building to the site. 
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In addition to site specificity issue, the concept of ―situated modernism‖ underlines 

―the path of the body through space.‖ Although this point does not seem to be 

directly linked with the issue of collaboration, the articulation of space via these 

artworks and their role in directing users can be considered within this framework. 

As previously mentioned, an artwork can serve as a reference point and redirect 

the movement of people within the space. In this case, the art pieces serve as a 

welcoming element, and  Kuzgun Acar‘s relief, in particular, serves as an element 

that highlights the starting point of the Complex. By this means, the space evolves 

to another phase where the user‘s and also the passerby‘s views head to a new 

experiment. (Figure 170) 

 

The relation between the public and the building is also emphasized with another 

parameter in this conception, which claims that situated modernists ―reinforces a 

sense of place‖ via their design attitudes. In fact, these artworks not only 

transform the design into a humanist one but also have the potential to create a 

public identity, which culminates into a sense of place in the eyes of the public. It 

can be claimed that the integration of artworks into the project played an 

influential role in strengthening a sense of place due to their compositional and 

formal features in the first place. These artists, especially Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, 

were the ones who tried to reintroduce traditional arts and crafts in contemporary 

art production. In other words, they aspired to unite the techniques and the 

expressive manner of western painting with traditional narratives. (Figure 171-

172)  

 

The use of traditional references is a leading issue concerning artistic practices 

featured in collaborative acts. An additional remark can be made here about the 

work of Kuzgun Acar. Regarding its means of expression and the settlement 

within the structure, it is obvious that the abstract relief is in contrast with the 

surface it was situated on, which was intentionally designed to be a blank white 

wall. (Figure 173) Thus, the rectilinear form of the building was broken by the 

dynamic and relatively natural aspects of this relief. In addition, beyond the 

inclusion of traditional motifs or local references this approach, in a way, also 

helps lessen the tension between the rigid geometry of these universal forms, the 

context of the building and the public.  
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At that point, the integration of these works, which can be considered as 

conveying traditional values, brings about to create a local dialectic in the modern 

architectural scene, which ties the structure to its location. Referring to the parts 

dealing with publicness and the featuring of artworks, one can interpret this 

initiative as a social effort, which evokes the notion of public identity, and, 

addresses a kind of social adherence, coherence between the public and the 

building. (Figure 174) Beyond the contribution of the artworks, the building itself 

has a multi-parted structure and the distribution of blocks in tune to the human 

scale, which inherently turned the Complex into a ―public-orientated‖ structure. 

So, the integration of artworks would comply with this initial purpose, and most 

probably would carry this ambition a step further. 

 

Besides, a further argument can be suggested related with creating a local 

dialectic of modern architecture. Architects‘ insistence on individual expressions 

and their contributions to modern architecture current lexicon surely associate the 

notion of the ―personal freedom‖ that the concept of ―situated modernism‖ 

includes. In the case of the Complex of Retail Shops, the architects can be said to 

embed their personal vision in this very public building by situating artworks in the 

project and by planning to collaborate with the artists.  

 

The existence of intentional collaboration entrenches the design in the framework 

of the concept of ―situated modernism,‖ due to pointing out directly the particular 

aspirations and listed parameters that the architects tried to achieve. Atilla Yücel 

described this kind of effort as ―cross-cultural influences generally manifested 

themselves in formal tendencies rather than in a coherent ideological unity.‖819 

This attempt, I argue, is something more than a formal approach or superficial 

conformity. This example testifies that this kind of an integration is not always the 

result of a unidirectional flow. The approach of the architects and the placement of 

the artworks in the building , more or less, show both the pursuit of a new rhetoric 

and the adaptation of the universal formulas.  
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In brief, this Complex is accepted as one of the important milestone that 

epitomizes the shift within Turkish architecture culture, which is a move away from 

the replication process of modern architectural practice in Turkey.820 This is 

grounded on the fact the structure applied universal vocabulary without 

compromising the local. In this manner, a crucial contribution, I argue, was made 

to this hybrid structure through the artworks. More importantly, the execution of 

this project via collaboration strengthens its potential for considering this case in 

the terrain of ―situated modernism‖. Whatever the target or the idea of initiation – 

that includes the marketing concerns of the client – regarding the general theme 

and design of the Complex,  this  concept, in architectural sense, shows that the 

applied approach goes beyond  just collecting artwork, as they turn out to be an 

important component of the structure. In the same way, the artworks find 

themselves effective roles in the ongoing oscillation between the local and the 

universal.  

 

The artists‘ approach when creating these artworks is to try to create a synthesis, 

which falls somewhere between modern art and traditional Turkish art. With their 

abstract features and the simplified expressions of folklore themes, they 

contributed to the visual drama of the building, which was cultivated from the 

reconciling of the local and the universal.  

 

4.2.2.2. The 1958 Brussels International Fair Turkish Pavilion  

 

The second example in this section is the Turkish Pavilion designed for the 1958 

Brussels International Fair by Utarit Ġzgi, Hamdi ġensoy, Ġlhan Türegün and 

Muhlis Türkmen. This example attempts to answer the question regarding the 

existence of a deliberate effort in terms of demonstrating the architects‘ ability to 

reflect the current issues, and integrating arts into the architecture as a crucial 

element of design. In addition, it looks at the implication of displaying the country‘s 

own modernism, as a showcase, when challenged by an international arena.  

 

On the concept of ―situated modernism,‖ this pavilion has a privileged value of 

comprising most of the expressed parameters, which includes a conscious 
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attempt at collaboration. In addition, there are some other instances, all of which 

were executed abroad within a particular time frame, and, I assume, had a role in 

supporting this argument.821 

 
Following an architecture competition, the team of Utarit Ġzgi, Muhlis Türkmen, 

Hamdi ġensoy and Ġlhan Türegün were chosen to realize the pavilion design for 

the 1958 Brussels International Fair.822 In the Arkitekt journal published in 1957, 

the mosaic wall of Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu and the sculpture by Ilhan Koman were 

said823 to have implied a prearranged approach, indicating the existence of a 

collaborative process between the architects and the artists at the preliminary 

design stage of the project. The building consisted of several artworks, but for my 

argument I will focus on the the long mosaic wall by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu and 

the pylon by Ġlhan Koman and briefly touch upon the panels by Sabri Berkel.  

  

Muhlis Türkmen stated that the main intention was to place these artworks within 

architecture to promote the Turkish arts at an exhibition that had an international 

character.824 He underlined the feature of the building as an area of 

representation825, which should include some references peculiar to Turkey. 

Similarly, Utarit Izgi declared that they came up with a project advocating the 

                                                 
821

 Other important projects performed abroad in the postwar period, but specifically the 
period after the Brussels Pavilion can be listed as such: Lisbon Embassy Building (1963), 
Bonn Embassy Building (1965) as being the designs of a team of Turkish architects; and 
two foreign origin works, NATO General Headquarters building (1961) and European 
Council building (1977), both of which have hosted Turkish artworks. See appendix F. 
 

822
 For more information about the pavilion see Bancı, S. (2009) Turkish Pavilion in the 

Brussels Expo’58: A Study on Architectural Modernization in Turkey During the 1950s. 
Master Thesis, Graduate School of Social Sciences METU: Ankara. 
 

823
 Arkitekt (1957b) 1958 ―Brüksel‖ Beynelmilel Sergisi Türk Paviyonu. Arkitekt no 287. p 

63 
 

824
 See the interview with Muhlis Türkmen. 

 

825
 See the interview with Muhlis Türkmen. 
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synthesis of arts.826 In his words, the wall and the pylon were definitely ―elements 

of the structure‖ that completed the spatial design.827  

 

In accordance with the preliminary project drawings and the model, Türkmen 

mentioned that they decided to incorporate artworks into the design from the very 

beginning and they even determined particular artists for specific works.828 For 

instance, the 2.6-meter high and 60-meter long mosaic wall, which links two 

blocks (a glass block and a wooden cube) was a preliminary idea, which the 

architects envisioned within the design process, and in the meantime, planned to 

assign a painter to decorate it.829 The choice for the painter, as mentioned in the 

―Network of the Collaboration‖ section, was related to the physical and personal 

closeness to Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, whose style the architects thought would 

fulfill the image of their vision. 

 

Secondly, the 30-meter high metal sculpture, the pylon, was the other element 

determined during the design process. At first it was designed to be a mobile 

sculpture, but in the end, it could not be achieved in that way. Utarit Ġzgi 

emphasized that, during that period, the mobility and dynamism was on the 

agenda of the field of sculpture, and for this reason, Koman wanted to form a 

completely mobile sculpture.830 Unfortunately, in the final product, only the upper 

part could contain a mobile feature.831 It is observed from the different images of 

the development stages that Ġlhan Koman‘s sculpture most probably was 

subjected to a negotiation or reevaluation between the architects and the artists. 

                                                 
826

 Uçuk, F. S. (1996). p 107 
 

827
 Izgi, U. (1996, May) Mimarlık Yapıtının Meydana Gelme Sürecinde Mimar-Sanatçı 

IliĢkisi. YAPI no 174 (pp 97-103). p 102 
 

828
 See the interview with Muhlis Türkmen. 

 

829
 See the interview with Muhlis Türkmen.  
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 Uçuk, F. S. (1996). p 107 

 

831
 Ibid. p 107 
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In fact, in the very first debut of the plastic work, in the Arkitekt journal no. 286, it 

is stated as being a 16-meter high, noticeably plain and linear work. (Figure 175) 

At the second stage, presented in the Arkitekt journal no. 287, it is seen as a 

mobile structure comprising of several planar forms, which gives the impression of 

a more massive size. (Figure 176) In the following issue, it was stated that this 

artwork would be 22 meters high, include Turkish motifs, and have a functional 

aspect.832 (Figure 177) At the end, the sculpture was executed based on the most 

recent description, except it was higher in length, 30 meters. As mentioned in the 

artwork‘s relation with the space, Ġlhan Koman‘s vertical sculpture (pylon) stood as 

a landmark, and indicated the location and the entrance of the pavilion while 

functioning as a balancing element of the composition. Apart from these two 

works, the other artwork created by Sabri Berkel served as an element in the 

overall design. His paintings, painted on three panels, divided the restaurant area 

into two separate parts.  

 

Regarding these precise roles assigned on the artworks, one can deduce that 

their presence was not the result of an arbitrary last minute decision but rather a 

projected solution, which played an important part in the spatial design. The main 

theme of the architectural design was based on the statement of ―Trait d’union 

entre l’ancien et le noveau — a link between the old and the new — a link 

between Europe and Asia.‖833 Running across the two buildings, the wooden 

restaurant cube and the glass exhibition hall, the mosaic wall was defined as a 

―wall of alliance‖ 834 in the Objectif 58, which seems like an appropriate name that 

fit the concept of the designers as well. This name is a perfect definition, which 

highlights the ‗collaboration‘ between the arts and architecture for this specific 

building.  

 

Ġlhan Türegün spoke about the design as having a bilateral characteristic, which is 

made up of two contrasting imageries. One is a wooden cafeteria block that 
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 Arkitekt (1957c) Milletler Arası Bruxelles Sergisi. Arkitekt no 288. p.111  
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evoked traditional traits(in Ġlhan Türegün‘s terms, representing Asia)and the other 

is the glass exhibition block as the promise of modernity – (for Türegün, 

representing Europe).835 (Figure 178-179) The architectural design actually 

included four concepts: the gateway; the bridge; the wall; and the portal, all of 

which focus on the dualities that the country experiences.836 The mosaic wall was 

at the very core of the plan organization, not only because of this conceptual 

base, but also because of its role in directing the visitors throughout the exhibition 

alongside determining the main route to the cafeteria following the exhibition 

space. The long wall was designed to be close to human height, which is another 

factor in building a relationship with the public as appropriate to contemporary 

humanistic concerns. (Figure 180-181) 

 

Haluk Zelef noted that there were some criticisms against the lack of ―national‖ 

features in the design, but the wooden façade and the mosaic wall seem to fill this 

gap and incorporate a ―national‖ spirit in the pavilion.837 Utarit Izgi touched upon 

this aspect and declared that they aimed to stress ―the distinctive characteristic; 

peculiar to our culture.‖838  

 
As exhibitions are means of and site for representation, accordingly, they display 

items or tell a story by selecting, framing and interpreting the materials, which 

appeals to a particular audience to identify themselves.839  

                                                 
835

 Pillai, J. (2010) p 26  
 

836
 Pillai, J. (2010) p 36. In fact, in the bulletin published for the expo, Objectif 58, the text 

for Turkish pavilion uses the duality between Ankara and Ġstanbul to consolidate its main 
argument. It directly refers to the modernity and the tradition via the dichotomy created 
between these two major cities. Pillai, J. (2010) p 38 
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 Zelef, H. (2003) A Research on the Representation of Turkish National Identity: 

Buildings Abroad. (PhD Dissertation) Ankara: The Graduate School Of Natural And 
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 Anonymous (2000). EXPO‘58 was a Synthesis of Arts, Interview with Utarit Ġzgi. 

Domus August-September 2000. P 75. Cited in Zelef, H. (2003) 
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 Karp, I. (1991) Culture and Representation. In I. Karp; S. D. Lavine, Exhibiting 

Cultures.  Washington; London: Smithsonian Institution Press. p  12; Ramirez, M. C. 
(1996) Brokering Identities. In R. Greenberg; N. Ferguson; S. Nairne, Thinking About 
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As a matter of fact, this kind of pavilions, being an exhibition platform, are known 

to be an opportunity to display national identities on these international stages.840 

With respect to this notion, it is a reasonable aspiration to focus on the ―national‖ 

conditions and create the distinctions through forms of identification. For this 

example, the term ―national‖ can signify a controversial issue for this particular 

situation. All of the art pieces, statues, and ceramics and most especially the 

mosaic wall  included local themes referring to not only the Turkish artistic past 

but also to the other cultures that had resided in there prior to the establishment of 

the country.841 For example, in an article, it is stressed that the mosaic art is not 

rooted in Turkish traditions, and instead, it belongs to the Byzantine tradition, 

which makes it possible to wonder if it was the appropriate method of exhibiting 

the ―national.‖842 This representation did not directly link or refer to the ―nation‖ 

strictly defined as Turkish. Instead, it implied an identical feature that was bound 

up with regional considerations and indicated more site specific issues, making it 

situated to the particular terrain of the country.  

 

According to Stuart Hall, identity is primarily the inquiry of utilizing from history 

and culture. He emphasized that this is within ―the process of becoming‖ and 

deals with the questions of ―What we might become?‖ or ―How we might represent 

ourselves?‖843 As a representational platform, the pavilion aimed to portray the 
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 Bozdoğan, S; Akcan, E. (2012) p 132 
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 An initiative in literature field, named ―Blue Anatolia‖ (Mavi Anadolu), searched for a 
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narration of what Turkey was developing into. Therefore, one can think that the 

design refers to the paradoxical situation, triggered in that epoch, via the 

representative notion of the two separate blocks, which were defined by the 

designers as the tradition and the modernity. So, this effort definitely becomes a 

part of the pursuit to create a local discourse within the framework of international 

modern architecture. The mosaic wall was a strengthening element that not only 

implied this dichotomy but also offers a solution, a unity, by creating  a link 

between these two blocks. Beyond creating a physical tie, this wall appears in 

front of the beholder as a dominant traditional facet both in terms of visual and 

conceptual means. As previously stated, the artwork contains traditional motifs. In 

addition, its technique is rooted in Byzantine art, as mentioned by Bedri Rahmi 

Eyüpoğlu in one of his articles.844 In particular, the composition of the wall 

consisted of several figures such as abstraction of three mosques, the Golden 

Horn, a map of Istanbul, Karagöz‘s boat (Karagöz is a figure from Ottoman 

shadow-puppet plays), folk dancers, a saz player (Karacaoğlan/AĢık Veysel), the 

Horon Dance (a folk dance from the Blach Sea region), a lute player, a sacrificial 

ram, all of which are a part of the traditional customs in Turkey.845  

 

Ġlhan Koman‘s work also contained traditional references even though it was an 

abstract sculpture. The criterion of the work is the metal structure and the linear 

form that is in opposition to the horizontal structure. However, this plastic work 

also included some traditional shapes.  The preliminary design did not incorporate 

these kinds of traditional features, but it was originally designed with just abstract 

lines. This alteration can lead one to think that the final result could be the 

consequence of discussions with the architects, who probably had more concerns 

of integrating traditional aspects into the structure. Enis Kortan approached this 

attempt critically and claimed that it was an initiative in line with the ―ruling taste‖ 

of the age. According to him, the wooden latticework and the wall panels were 
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preferred to compensate for the apparent lack of local spirit, which is nothing 

more than an ―alleged regionalism‖ (sözde bölgeselcilik).846  

 

At this very point, the main argument in the design can be interpreted as in Stuart 

Hall‘s terms ―constructing the identity through the difference,‖847 also with regard 

to the assertion by Utarit Ġzgi who defined the effort as incorporating something 

unique to the country.848 Here, I use the phrase ―through the difference‖ to mean 

something quite different. In Hall‘s case, it refers to a ―constitutive outside,‖ which 

forms identity through ―the relation to what it is not.‖849 In this instance, it = 

stresses the difference, because the design itself does not justify what is lacking, 

either the local or the universal. Instead, it aims to display the existence of all, 

which points to a merger. This very position is what makes the architectural 

design approach consistent with the concept of ―situated modernism.‖ Inherently, 

the collaboration with the arts is at the very core of this idea and, is the main 

character in supporting this argument.  

 

The building pursues the universal patterns such as transparency, plain forms, 

current metal frame construction techniques, open plan, a rational type of form, 

and so on. Despite adhering to the contemporary architectural scene, the building 

gives the connotations of belonging to a different region. This not only put the 

building somewhere between the local and the universal, but also, in Goldhagen‘s 

words, situated its users ―socially and historically in place and time.‖ The open 

plan, specifically for the exhibition area, might be interpreted first for its rationality 

but together with the wall passing through it, this plan layout may also attain a 

―spatial dynamism,‖ which Goldhagen asserted as part of the situated modernist 

approach.  
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Similarly, the transparency is reflecting the architects‘ conformity to the universal 

modern aesthetics. But in the framework of ―situated modernism,‖ it can also be 

accredited a further meaning. Considering the long wall element with its notably 

traditional features, the transparency might serve to display the intertwined 

relation of the ―modern‖ building with the embedded ―traditional‖ aspect. (Figure 

182) In other words, it represented the integrated relationship between the 

universal and the local, or more specifically, as creating a local interpretation of 

modern architecture.  

 

Despite giving credence to the concept of ―situated modernism,‖ the issue of ―site 

specificity‖ can be considered as having a slightly different meaning in this case. 

Indeed, while the wall, and to some extent the vertical sculpture may fulfill the 

criteria of the concept related to locality, but the obvious fact that the building was 

a temporary structure located abroad means there is no actual relationship 

between the building and its site. Therefore, the artworks, including the mosaic 

wall, can be regarded as the symbols for indicating the region, i.e. Turkey, which 

was the very subject in the showcase of this exhibition.  

 

Moreover, the idea of strengthening ―a sense of place‖ can be interpreted in a 

different way. The presence of the mosaic wall can be read as something that 

forms this perception to a certain extent. As long as the mosaic wall shared a role 

in  anchoring the building to a certain place — as stated above, the word ―place‖ 

is not used here for express the actual site — it would give ―a sense of place‖ for 

the users by referencing Turkey. 

 

As previously mentioned, the intention of the architects to collaborate, undeniably, 

reinforced the argument constituted in the framework of the concept of ―situated 

modernism.‖ Their conscious effort to embed local flavor to the universal formula 

juxtaposes with the content of this concept. This kind of an endeavor can be 

summarized best by Bozdoğan and Akcan‘s formulation as the integration of 

―stylized touches of cultural and national identity into anonymous buildings of 

postwar modernism.‖850  

 

                                                 
850
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While the architects tried to design in the sense of modern architecture, they tried 

to find a satisfactory way of expressing their modernism without compromising 

their local culture. This satisfactory way, for sure, could be achieved through 

‗collaboration‘ even if it could convert into a ―stylized touch.‖ The ―wall of alliance‖ 

became an instrument of alliance between the local and the universal as well as 

between the individual and the anonymous. By this mediation, the local identity 

was embedded in modern architecture, which turns out to be ―situated 

modernism.‖ This hybrid manifestation, including both the individualist ideals and 

the international forms, can be interpreted as a path or a type of expression 

culminating in the creation of a local rhetoric of modernism. Last but not least, it is 

important to emphasize that the concrete contribution to international modernism, 

which the building makes or promises, was ironically revealed at the highest 

setting, at an international arena.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

 

In revising modernism and adopting its principles and concepts to the new 

requirements indispensably evoked new impulses in the theoretical and practical 

sides during the postwar decades. This reevaluation process drew a new line 

culminating in bringing about the panoply of thoughts, opening up new polemics, 

the employment of new patterns and new typologies in the built environment, 

which all made the postwar period a milestone in terms of design and artistic 

practices. It is obviously seen that the postwar modernism, which is far way from 

being monophonic, indicates an ambiguous and sophisticated epoch in Turkish 

architecture as well.  The ‗collaboration‘ of architecture and plastic arts, even 

though hardly mentioned in the historiography, seems to have occupied a peculiar 

place intensively in the years of the late 1950s, 1960s and partially 1970s.  

 

It makes sense to nurture this kind of a relation in an atmosphere that tried to 

―reconceptualize the modern.‖ During the postwar years, Turkish architecture took 

a new turn, which quickly became the prevailing mindset. With this new trajectory, 

which started as a rapprochement to international modernist aesthetics, Turkish 

architects and artists began creating their own interpretation of modernism, by 

incorporating a critical approach to modernism. This approach became more 

concrete based on the catchphrase of the day; ―social consciousness‖. At a time, 

when Turkish architecture confronted with a query, the issue of ‗collaboration‘, by 

this means, was structured within a frame of a relatively theoretical ground.  

 

During the 1950s, there was a leaning towards international aesthetics, which 

could be regarded as conformity to the current developments, a homogenization 

of several different geographies or even a superficial imitation and import from the 

West. However, considering a holistic viewpoint, it was actually this outlook that 

was effective in giving birth to the questioning of the tenets of modernism and, in 

the meantime, the ‗collaboration‘ of architecture and the plastic arts. Besides, the 
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changing circumstances in all segments, socio-economical, political and cultural 

fields, inspired this move towards modernism.  

 

During the 1960s, the representatives of Turkish architecture, in relation to their 

criticism of modernism, began to discuss the phenomenon of the publicity of art, 

designing in a collective spirit, and creating humanist spaces, which paralleled 

many of the topics covered in the debates in the west. However, one particular 

subject became prominent in the Turkish art and architectural context: the local 

and the universal dichotomy, between which the Turkish artistic and architectural 

realms had been fluctuating.  

 

Modernism was subjected to a similar query and reevaluation by the Turkish 

architects who aspired to create a new formulation of the ―modern,‖ that would be 

adaptable to their own context, called ―situated modernism.‖ The role of 

architecture was essential in the sense of localizing international modernism.851 

With the increasing social consciousness among the Turkish intelligentsia, 

especially during the 1960s, the embedding of modernism into everyday life, for 

the benefit of social welfare, became an issue for spatial treatment. An effort to 

infuse the modernist approach with a socialist agenda correlates with the 

concerns of a local identity and the reinterpretation of the ―modern.‖ This notion, I 

argue, is associated with the concept of the ―situated modernism,‖ which posits 

and attaches the structures to their particular time and place.  

 

My argument is that, in this kind of mediation, collaboration with the plastic arts 

offered a reasonable solution to the concerns of locality and rapprochement with 

the public. Indeed, this assertion does not mean that every work had this kind of 

an implication since the cases provided different dynamics and parameters in 

their operation. Generalizing the issue, therefore, could present a superficial point 

of view. What is implied in creating its own modernism is an intentional attempt, 

an initiative whose borders and goals were defined at the beginning of design 

period, which is categorized by this study as ‗collaboration‘, meaning a planned 

relation. As long as this attempt was integrated in the design process from the 

conception and culminated in a product of an interaction between the architect 
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and the artist, it can be said that it had the implication of responding to this type of 

a concern. A consensus with the arts favored such collective works and only then 

the artwork can be a sine qua non element for design. In that case, the ambition 

of integrating an artwork as a component of space can be regarded as the 

architect‘s own interpretation of modernism, where he/she establishes his/her 

individual contribution. This obviously answers the question of why modern 

architecture integrated modern art into its structure during the postwar period.  

 

It is seen that the intentions of the disciplines of both the art and architecture 

overlapped. The desires to create democratic and humanist spaces and form a 

local discourse as the manifestations for social purposes were their common 

concerns. But more than that, this stance suggests an opportunity to catch up with 

the contemporary ideas and practices, which addressed similar questions. 

Probably this commonality played a considerable role in paving the way for an 

interaction between the two disciplines.  

 

It is clearly seen that there was a move away from traditional representations and 

instead, towards an adoption of an abstract vocabulary by the arts, yet at the 

same time, artists began to use historical narratives and motifs in their 

compositions. This had the potential of working best with architecture that was 

trying to internalize the ―modern‖ by incorporating local features.   

 

It is important to stress that architects did not demand any prototypes from the 

artists nor interfere with their individual decisions in terms of adding local 

references. However, if the architect had the chance, he/she would select an artist 

that he/she preferred to work with or whose style he/she was acquainted with; or if 

it was a competition, the architect would be in the selection jury. This means that 

the architects took initiative in a roundabout way.  The dealings of the artists 

about the spatial treatment and the goals for cohesion between the artwork and 

the space seemed to have prepared the ground for ‗collaboration‘. So, these 

searching, tendencies and developments in the artistic field matched the 

objectives of the architectural realm, which possibly stipulated this putative 

relation of arts with architecture.  

Considering all of these facts, it would be a prejudiced assessment if this unity is 

claimed to be an arbitrary formation or an imitation of the west. However, it would 
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also be an exaggeration and misleading if it is argued that all cases accomplished 

such a new interpretation based on criticisms of modernism and could fall under 

the category of ―situated modernism.‖ As long as the process and the intention 

could be studied, this kind of argument would be unswerving and could stand on a 

solid ground.  

 

In fact, the shortage of theoretical texts about the collaboration of arts and 

architecture might present the subject as unsubstantiated. Even in their own 

projects, the architects barely mentioned this part of the design process, which 

shows a degree of ignorance of this particular issue. This argument, constituted 

on assuming the attempt of ‗collaboration‘ as a relatively conscious and genuine 

move, can account for its emergence and acceleration during the postwar period. 

 

In fact, the attempts of forming a legal arrangement on the issue strengthen this 

pretension per se, which is constituted on the idea that the pursuit was actually far 

from being an uncritical adoption. In 1933, at the same time when Leger was 

discussing his thoughts on collaboration, Namık Ġsmail, the director of the 

Academy of Fine Arts in Istanbul, prepared a proposal for a legal arrangement on 

behalf of the school. This notion means that there was a simultaneous approach 

in Turkey and Europe, although, it cannot be assumed that they shared exactly 

the same ideas or had the same level of intensity. In addition, it is known that 

there was a decree that aimed at including artworks in official government 

buildings. The state, assuming the role of client, not only paved the way for 

international dealings through adopted liberalist politics, but substantially 

contributed to the ‗collaboration‘ between architecture and arts in such projects as 

embassy buildings, exhibition buildings or other state sponsored works. This 

approach could be linked with individual preferences and decisions, not in a form 

of continuity as witnessed in some cases. Indeed, architect Doğan Tekeli 

specifically mentioned that between the years 1955 and 1965 it was simple and 

enjoyable to work with the state due to the discerning visions of the current 

working staff at the Ministry of Public Works.852  

Also considering the context, the new strategies in terms of economics and 

politics introduced new perspectives and new design activities to the architectural 
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world. The liberalization of politics introduced a new clientele, the private 

enterprise, which revealed a new alliance between architecture and the capital. 

This new intimacy was also observed between the arts and the capitalist market, 

in which architecture played the role of mediator, bringing together these two 

parties through the integration of the arts into its structure. The importance of the 

private sector lies in its ability to offer an experimental sphere for architects that 

were seeking alternative modernist approaches that would be adaptable to their 

own context. Hence, sponsored either by the state or by the private initiatives, 

public buildings of the period provided the means of ‗collaboration‘ between 

architecture and arts.  

 

Another factor, which nurtured this relationship, is education and related activities, 

especially the Academy of Fine Arts, where the atmosphere and activities 

fostered personal relationships. It is impossible to underestimate the major role 

the Academy played in providing a fertile ground for physical closeness and for 

the interaction that took place between artists and architects. Via these 

relationships and networks established between these figures, the artists and 

architects could easily become working partners. Furthermore, their experiences 

abroad enhanced and transformed their visions and boundaries for these 

individuals. It is known that many artists had the opportunity to meet important 

figures in Europe, such as Andre Lhote and Fernand Leger, who often dealt with 

collaboration. Tarık Carım, one of the founders of Türk Grup Espas, is also known 

to have worked for many years in France. He primarily worked with Jean Prouve, 

who also participated in Grup Espace.
853

 (Figure 183-185) Abdurrahman Hancı, 

who produced many collaborative works too, had spent many years in France and 

also worked for the prominent journal L’Architecture D’Aujourd’hui as the Turkish 

correspondent.  

 

On the subject of publications, it is important to remember that this journal, which 

featured many projects and articles covering the subject of ‗synthesis‘, particularly 

in the special 1945 issue on art and architecture, was followed by many Turkish 

architects of the time. In Turkey, there was a sharp increase during the 1960s in 

the number of architectural journals, which also advocated and consolidated the 
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increasing number of criticisms and discussions on the current practices within 

the architectural realm. Also, this shows the availability of the architectural context 

for questioning and disseminating of the issue of ‗collaboration‘ within this 

particular period.  

 

Some prominent points in these discussions can be recounted as the request for 

ensuring a place for the artists‘ livings, the desire for providing a permanent site 

for artworks, intensifying the dialogue between the public and the arts, and solving 

the dilemma about integrating artworks, which was oscillating between being 

rooted in tradition and being an imitation of the west. Also, it is important to 

mention that most of the influential texts on this particular subject were written by 

artists, mostly by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. 

 

Without doubt, the most important development is the emergence of Türk Grup 

Espas in 1955 as the Turkish branch of Group Espace in Paris established in 

1951, which makes this postwar period different in terms of the unity of arts and 

architecture. Their constructive statements on the enhanced meaning of a 

collaborative work can be regarded as important contributions to the international 

circle, and by this means, taken as evidence of the fact that the case in Turkey 

was not an imitation of the west but was an actively participant in the process. 

Apart from these arguments, the metal works of these individuals under the title of 

Kare Metal, which were accepted as being ahead of their time, also confirm their 

collaborative initiatives as having a peculiar feature beyond an imitation of 

western practices.
854

  

 

As previously mentioned, within the Turkish architectural circle, the ideas of 

embracing the society, fulfilling the requirements of users in both physical and 

emotional terms, and reconsidering the adaptability of modern architecture to the 

present conditions and context, were at the very core of the discussion, similar to 

western debates.  

                                                 
854 Indeed, ġadi Çalık organized an exhibition titled ―Minimumizm‖ in 1957 but it did not 
draw interest. Later, in 1964, the Minimal Art had emerged in the USA. This notion is said 
to support the argument that, Turkish artists were not just imitating or importing the works 
or ideas from the West but they also had a pioneer role in some senses, which also 
reminds Koman‘s works related with mathematical inventions. Çalık, S. (2004) p 58  
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In fact, through its structural framework, the study follows a path formed of 

consecutive concepts and culminates in the conceptions of the dialogue with the 

public and ―situated modernism‖. The unity of arts was a current subject in the 

western debates and it constituted on the theme of ‗synthesis‘, as presented in 

Chapter 2. The idea of a ‗unity‘ similarly became a current approach in the 

postwar period in Turkey. Nonetheless, after this idea burgeoned in the art and 

architecture milieus, the discussion was based on the notion of ‗collaboration‘, 

which can be seen in the sequence of the chapters. The ‗collaboration‘ was 

examined and questioned within the network created among the actors. In this 

manner, the essence, the formation and the operation of the dialogue among the 

actors and also the dialogue between the artwork and architecture were analyzed. 

These investigations provided the main ground to understand the foremost goal 

and intention in integrating artworks into architecture. In parallel to the 

considerations in the west, for the case of Turkey, the ‗collaboration‘ between arts 

and architecture found its meaning in the dialogue constituted with the public. 

Secondly, this study ends with questioning the ―modern‖ while interpreting the 

intended relationship between arts and architecture, meaning ‗collaboration‘. For 

this reason, two specific cases examined in detail in Chapter 4, which addressed 

these concerns and parameters in terms of their design mentality and, ultimately, 

constituted both a sense of belonging and a local interpretation of the ―modern‖ 

manifested as ―situated modernism.‖ Their common goal was achieving this aim 

through a substantial ‗collaboration‘ with the arts.  

 

The Complex of Retail Shops has the combination of the traditional 

understanding, in terms of using the bazaar typology and materials, while 

including the modernist approach in its design. I argue that integrating artworks in 

this kind of a building, which is surrounded by a traditional built environment, 

reinforced this characteristic and offered a reasonable and genuine solution for 

architecture that was oscillating between the local and the universal, and also a 

solution for the isolated nature of architecture from the public.  

 

On the other hand, the Brussels Pavilion of Turkey, related with its mission as an 

exhibition building, had prominent themes such as representing an identity, which 

included expressing both the local values and the capability of adapting to 
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modernist approaches. This problematic manner was intended to be overcome 

through ‗collaboration‘ with arts. Regarding the artworks as elements of the 

design, especially the long mosaic wall and pylon, supports the argument of a 

―situated modernism‖ to the degree that the building provided an individualistic 

contribution to the modernist approach. The design process, the main concept 

and its other features that were ahead of its time, in both technique and 

compositional manners, confirm that the ‗collaboration‘ with the arts in this 

building was not the result of a unidirectional affection of the west.  

 

It was indeed an intended act, which appears to be a satisfactory and rational way 

of presenting the internalization of modernism in its own way. Therefore, I assume 

that this ―stylized touch‖ supported a possible contribution by the architects to 

international modernism, of which they strived to be a part of. Eventually, all these 

facts explain the connotation of the artworks in this building, which conceals an 

implicit meaning about displaying their own type of modernism.  

 

Similar to the Brussels Pavilion, the Lisbon and Bonn embassy buildings followed 

the same type of intentions and processes. Also, related with displaying an 

adopted modernism, other contributive attempts resulted from the participations of 

works by Turkish artists in the existing projects of international institutions such as 

those in NATO, UN and European Council buildings (stated in the appendix in 

detail), confirming that ‗collaboration‘ is believed to have been intrinsic to the 

Turkish case partially and, to a certain extent, linked with its specific context. 

While Turkish artists were actively involved in these projects on behalf of Turkey, 

they were also assigned active roles to contribute to the ―modern‖ on the 

international stage, which seems ironic in this sense. Especially in the case of the 

NATO building, it can be asserted that the unique position that the mosaic wall 

had at the headquarters substantially reinforces this participation on the 

international level.  

 

The contribution of Turkish artistic and architecture milieu was made through the 

stress on the operation of this unity, which meant ‗collaboration‘. The concept of 

‗synthesis‘ was mentioned in several articles, and was especially featured in the 

manifestation of Türk Grup Espas. The necessity of a fruitful partnership and the 

importance of considering the artwork as a component of design to achieve a 
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solid integrity were the main points that were always repeated.855 Alongside this, 

within the scope of abstract art, a considerably universal approach, Turkish artists 

used traditional materials or references or sometimes gave their artworks local 

titles such as Istanbul, Impressions from Anatolia journeys, Mediterrean, Horon 

dancers, Karagöz, Girls playing Anatolian folk dance, or Turkey. This attitude 

provided a key contribution to the concept of ―situated modernism‖. In this way, 

with the new synthesis or combination emerged in the artistic practice, Turkish 

architectural realm could contribute to the international arena with their state of 

being situated and introducing their own interpretation of modernism, a ―situated 

modernism‖ created via the ‗collaboration‘ between arts and architecture.  

 

To conclude, although the approach of integrating the arts into architecture 

displayed an uneven and precarious nature from time to time, it can be said that, 

despite starting with inexperienced moves, a discursive background was formed 

from the mid-1950s onwards, especially during the interval between 1955 and 

1958, when Türk Group Espas members were active. At this point, it should not 

be disclaimed that meanwhile, in 1958, the Brussels Pavilion was executed, which 

was a crucial specimen and contributed in promoting the idea of a collaborative 

work. Additionally, the motto ―architecture for society‖ came about in the early 

1960s, which established a common ground that allowed the intentions of the 

‗collaboration‘ of architecture and arts to grow. Considering this fact, it can be 

stated that, after the 1960s, it was not a coincidence that a peak was reached in 

terms of integrating the arts at the practical stage of architectural production. This 

socialist agenda of the 1960s was entrenched into the tension formed because of 

the oscillation between the local and the universal with the aim of bridging the 

gaps between the public and architecture. In this sense, the rapprochement with 

the arts was nothing less than an acceptable recipe, which also suggested 

pragmatic solutions in terms of reinterpreting modern architecture‘s principles.  

This dialogue was actually an association that both of the architecture and arts 

gained mutual benefits from for utilitarian purposes, or sometimes just for visual or 

symbolic results; but in any case, it provided to overcome their fragmented 

developments and states. Contextualized in a favorable period and climate, this 

                                                 
855

 Also, it is seen in Kalmık‘s article titled ―Plastik Sanatlar BirleĢimi‖ (Synthesis of Plastic 
Arts) in journal Esi (1956); and in an article titled ―Sanatlar BirleĢimi‖ (Synthesis of the 
Arts) in journal Yeni İnsan (1963).  
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unity, if it was ‗collaboration‘, turned into a ―spatial collection‖856 under the aegis of 

architecture and created a local dialectic of modernism. Contrary to the cliché, this 

attempt at ‗collaboration‘ went beyond the imitation of the western practice. Even 

if sometimes it has been ignored in architectural historiography, it played a part in 

critical thoughts at its core. For this reason, from the perspective of architecture, 

this subject should be marked as an indispensable part of a self-evaluation within 

the process of internalizing the modern in postwar Turkey.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
856 This phrase actually belongs to Andre Bloc, which is quoted by Çalık, S. (2004) p 37.  
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Table 1. List of the education periods and institutions of particular architects and artists.  

 

  
DATE OF 

BIRTH 
EDUCATION 

PERIOD 
SCHOOL 

ABDURRAHMAN HANCI 1923-2007 -1946 ACADEMY 

ADNAN ÇOKER 1927 1944-1951 ACADEMY 

ADNAN TURANĠ 1925 1948 
GAZI INSTITUTE, 1953 MUNIH 

ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS 

ALĠ TEOMAN GERMANER 1934 1949-1957 ACADEMY 

ALTUĞ ÇĠNĠCĠ 1935 -1959 
ĠSTANBUL ENGINEERING 

SCHOOL 

ARĠF KAPTAN 1906-1982   ACADEMY 

ATĠLLA GALATALI 1936-1994 1957 

WORKED MOSAIC AT BEDRĠ 
RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU AND EREN 

EYÜPOĞLU'S STUDIO, 
ATTENDED HAKKI ĠZZET AND 

ĠSMAĠL HAKKI OYGAR'S 
CERAMĠC COURSES IN 1960   

BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU 1911-1975 1929-not finished ACADEMY 

BEHRUZ ÇĠNĠCĠ 1932-2011 1949-1954 
ĠSTANBUL ENGINEERING 

SCHOOL 

BERĠL ANILANMERT 1942 1963-1968 ACADEMY 

BURHAN DOĞANÇAY 1929-2013 1950-1953 
PAINTING COURSES AT LA 

GRANDE CHAUMIERE  

BÜLENT ÖZER 1933   
ĠSTANBUL ENGINEERING 

SCHOOL 

CEMĠL EREN 1933   
NOT ENROLLED TO AN 

INSTITUTION 

CENGĠZ BEKTAġ 1934 -1959 
ACADEMY (2 YEARS. NOT 

FINISHED), MUNIH TECHISCHE 
HOCHSCHULE 

CĠHAT BURAK 1915-1994 1937-1943 ACADEMY 

DEVRĠM ERBĠL 1937 1955-1959 ACADEMY 

DOĞAN TEKELĠ 1929 1947-1952 
ĠSTANBUL ENGINEERING 

SCHOOL 

ENĠS KORTAN 1932 -1953 
ĠSTANBUL ENGINEERING 

SCHOOL 

ERCÜMENT KALMIK 1908-1971 1928-1937 ACADEMY 

EREN EYÜPOĞLU 1907-1988 -1929 
ROMANIA ACADEMY OF FINE 

ARTS 

FERRUH BAġAĞA 1914-2010 1936-1940 ACADEMY 

FÜREYA KORAL 1910-1997   
NOT ENROLLED TO AN 

INSTITUTION 

GENCAY KASAPÇI 1933 -1954 ACADEMY 
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Table 1 (continued)  

 
HADĠ BARA 1906-1971 1923-1927 ACADEMY 

HALUK BAYSAL 1918-2002 -1944 ACADEMY 

HAMDĠ ġENSOY 1925 -1952 ACADEMY 

HAMĠYE ÇOLAKOĞLU 1933 1959-1963 
FLORENCE STATE CERAMC 

ART SCHOOL  

HÜSEYĠN GEZER 1920 1944-1948 ACADEMY 

ĠLHAN KOMAN 1921-1986 1941-1946 ACADEMY 

ĠLHAN TÜREGÜN 1926 -1951 ACADEMY 

JALE YILMABAġAR 1939 1958-1962 
ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF 

APPLIED FINE ARTS 

KUZGUN ACAR 1928-1976 1948-1953 ACADEMY 

MARUF ÖNAL 1918-2010 -1943 ACADEMY 

MAZHAR RESMOR 1901-1977   ACADEMY 

MELĠH BĠRSEL 1920-2003 -1951 
(STARTED AT THE ACADEMY) 

GENEVA ACADEMY OF FINE 
ARTS 

METĠN HEPGÜLER 1931 -1953 
ĠSTANBUL ENGINEERING 

SCHOOL 

MUHLĠS TÜRKMEN 1923 1941-1946 ACADEMY 

MUSTAFA PĠLEVNELĠ 1940 1957-1961 
ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF 

APPLIED FINE ARTS 

NASĠP ĠYEM 1921-2011 1939- ACADEMY 

NEġET GÜNAL 1923-2002 1939-1946 ACADEMY 

NURĠ ĠYEM 1915-2005 -1937 ACADEMY 

NURULLAH BERK 1906-1981 1920-1924 
ACADEMY, 1924-1928 PARIS 

ECOLE DES BEAUX ARTS 

ORHAN ġAHĠNLER 1928 1945-1952 ACADEMY 

ÖZDEMĠR ALTAN 1931 1948-1956 ACADEMY 

REBĠĠ GORBON 1909-1993 -1934 ACADEMY 

RUZĠN GERÇĠN 1929-2011 1945-1950 ACADEMY 

SABRĠ BERKEL 1907-1993 1927-1928 
BELGRAD  SCHOOL OF FINE 
ARTS, FLORENCE ACADEMY 

OF FINE ARTS 1929-35 

SADĠ DĠREN 1927 -1952 ACADEMY 

SADĠ ÖZĠġ 1923-2012 -1947 ACADEMY 

SALĠH ACAR 1927-2001 1950- 
SOFIA ACADEMY OF FINE 

ARTS 1945-1950, ACADEMY 

SELÇUK MĠLAR 1917-1991 1938-1943 ACADEMY 

ġADAN BEZEYĠġ 1926 -1951 ACADEMY 

ġADĠ ÇALIK 1917-1979 1939-1949 ACADEMY 

TARIK CARIM 1923   
PARIS ECOLE DES BEAUX 

ARTS 

TURAN EROL 1927 -1951 ACADEMY 

UTARĠT ĠZGĠ 1920-2003 -1946 ACADEMY 
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Table 1 (continued)  

 

YAVUZ GÖREY 1912-1995 late 30s-1941 

ATTENDED TO EVENING 
COURSES OF LIEGE ACADEMY 

OF FINE ARTS , STUDIED 
SCULPTURE AND PAINTING AT                                         

ECOLE CANTONAL DE 
SESSION 

ZÜHTÜ MÜRĠTOĞLU 1906-1992 1924-1928 ACADEMY 
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Table 2. List of particular instructors and their working periods at the Academy. 
Source: Giray, M. (1983) ; ERSOY, A. (2008); 
http://www.alosgermaner.com/pPages/pArtist.aspx?paID=619&section=120&lang=TR&pe
riodID=&pageNo=0&exhID=0&bhcp=1  
 

  
YEARS IN 

THE 
ACADEMY 

DEPARTMENT 

ALĠ TEOMAN GERMANER 1965-2001 SCULPTURE 

ADNAN ÇOKER 1960- PAINTING 

BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU 1937-1975 PAINTING PAINTING STUDIO 

BERĠL ANILANMERT 1968-2005 CERAMIC 

DEVRĠM ERBĠL 1962-2004 PAINTING 

FERRUH BAġAĞA 1971-1980 
PAINTING STAINED GLASS 

STUDIO 

HADĠ BARA 1930-1964 
SCULPTURE MODELLING 1933 

AND SCULPTURE STUDIO 1953  

HAMDĠ ġENSOY 1955- ARCHITECTURE 

ĠLHAN KOMAN 1951-1959 
SCULPTURE SCULPTURE 

STUDIO AND METAL STUDIO 
1957-59  

LEOPOLD LEVY 1937-1949 PAINTING 

MAZHAR RESMOR -1948 
DECORATIVE ARTS AFFICHE 

STUDIO 

MARUF ÖNAL 1943-1946 ARCHITECTURE 

MUHLĠS TÜRKMEN 1946-1990 
ARCHITECTURE  INTERIOR 

DESIGN 1982 

NEġET GÜNAL 1954-1983 PAINTING 

NURULLAH BERK 1947-1969 PAINTING PAINTING STUDIO 

ORHAN ġAHĠNLER 1959-1995 ARCHITECTURE 

REBĠĠ GORBON 1962-1979 ARCHITECTURE  

RUDOLF BELLING 1937-1954 SCULPTURE 

SABRĠ BERKEL 1937-1977 PAINTING ENGRAVING STUDIO 

SADĠ DĠREN 1964-1994 CERAMIC 

SADĠ ÖZĠġ 1952-1990 
DECORATIVE ARTS STAGE 

AND COSTUME DESIGN 1962,  
PERFORMING ARTS   

SEDAT HAKKI ELDEM 1930-1978 ARCHITECTURE  

ġADĠ ÇALIK 1959-1979 
SCULPTURE SCULPTURE 

STUDIO  

TARIK CARIM 1961-1967 
ARCHITECTURE CITY 

PLANNING STUDIO  

TURGUT CANSEVER 1946-1952 
ARCHITECTURE 

ARCHITECTURE STUDIO AND 
HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE 

UTARĠT ĠZGĠ 1949-1975 
ARCHITECTURE 

ARCHITECTURE STUDIO 

YAVUZ GÖREY 1941-1958 SCULPTURE 

ZEKĠ FAĠK ĠZER 1937-1970 

PAINTING PHOTOGRAPHY 
STUDIO 1937-1940, AFFICHE 

STUDIO 1940-55, PAINTING 
STUDIO 1955-1970 

ZÜHTÜ MÜRĠTOĞLU 1940-1974 

SCULPTURE DECORATIVE 
ARTS MODELLING 1940-1947 

AND SCULPTURE STUDIO 
1950-1974 
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Table 3. List of particular architects‘ and artists‘ experiences and educational activities in 
abroad. 

 
  EXPERIENCE 

ABDURRAHMAN HANCI 
 1946 WORKED WITH AUGUSTE PERRET, 1955 
WORKED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF NATO 
HEADQUARTERS. 

ADNAN ÇOKER 
1955 ANDRE LHOTE AND GOETZ ATELIER, 1964 
HAYTER AND GOETZ ATELIER, 1965 SALZBURG 
SUMMER ACADEMY, VEDOVA ATELIER 

ADNAN TURANĠ 
1953 MUNIH ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS HENNINGER 
AND BAUMEISTER ATELIERS, 1959 TRÖKEZ ATELIER  

ALĠ TEOMAN GERMANER 
1961-1965 ECOLE DES BEAUX ARTS RENE 
COLLANARINI ATELIER AND  WILLIAM STANLEY 
HAYTER ATELIER 

ARĠF KAPTAN 1947-1949 ANDRE LHOTE ATELIER 

BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU 
 1931 LYON, 1932 ANDRE LHOTE ATELIER, 1950 
PARIS, 1961 PARIS AND USA.  

BURHAN DOĞANÇAY 
1950-1953 LA GRANDE CHAUMIERE, 1962 NEW 
YORK  

CENGĠZ BEKTAġ 

1959 GRADUATED FROM MUNICH TECHISCHE 
HOCHSCHULE, 1960 ATTENDED TO TEH COURSES 
AT GERMAN URBAN ACADEMY, 1959-62 WORKED AT 
FRED ANGERER AND ALEXANDER VON BRANCA 
OFFICES 

CĠHAT BURAK 1961 PARIS 

DEVRĠM ERBĠL 1965 SPAIN 

DOĞAN TEKELĠ 1957 LONDON 

ENĠS KORTAN 
1957 USA WORKED AT MARCEL BREUER AND SOM 
OFFICES  

ERCÜMENT KALMIK 
1937 ANDRE LHOTE ATELIER, 1952 GERMANY AND 
ITALY 

EREN EYÜPOĞLU 1930-1932 ANDRE LHOTE ATELIER 

FÜREYA KORAL PARIS 

GENCAY KASAPÇI 
1960-1967 ESTABLISHED HER ATELIER AT ROME, 
1959 FLOENCE ACADEMY 

HADĠ BARA 
1928 PAUL LADOWSKI, HENRI BOUCHARD, DESPIAU, 
BOURDELLE ATELIERS, 1949 PARIS 

HAMĠYE ÇOLAKOĞLU 
1959-1963 FLORENCE STATE CERAMIC ARTS 
SCHOOL 

HÜSEYĠN GEZER 1949 ECOLE DES BEAUX ARTS 

ĠLHAN KOMAN 1948 MARCEL GIMOND ATELIER, 1959 SWEDEN 

JALE YILMABAġAR 1957 USA 

KUZGUN ACAR 1961 PARIS 

MELĠH BĠRSEL 1962 PARIS 

MUSTAFA PĠLEVNELĠ 1963 GERMANY 

NEġET GÜNAL 
1948 ECOLE DES BEAUX ARTS, FERNAND LEGER 
ATELIER,1963 PARIS 

NURULLAH BERK 
 1924, STUDIED AT ERNEST LAURENT ATELIER AT 
ECOLE DES BEAUX ARTS. 1933, WORKED AT LEGER 
AND LHOTE ATELIER  

ORHAN ġAHĠNLER 1954-1955? 1962 ITALY 

SADĠ DĠREN 1956-58- STUDIED AT GERMANY 
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Table 3 (continued) 
 

SADĠ ÖZĠġ 
1948 ANDRE LHOTE, ACADEMIE JULIAN, PAULE 
COLIN ATELIER, ECOLE DU L'OUVRE 

SABRĠ BERKEL 1947, ANDRE LHOTE ATELIER 

ġADAN BEZEYĠġ 
1952-1955 ROME ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS, 1960 
ROME ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS 

ġADĠ ÇALIK 1952 PARIS  

TARIK CARIM 

ARCHITECTURE IN ECOLE DES BEAUX 
ARTS,CITY PLANNING IN PARIS UNIVERSITY, 
GET PAINTING EDUCATION IN SPAIN AND ITALY. 
WORKED WITH PAINTERS NIEMEYER, 
JEANNERET AND PROUVE. 

TURAN EROL 1961-64 PARIS  

YAVUZ GÖREY 

EVENING COURSES AT LIEGE ACADEMY OF 
FINE ARTS, ECOLE CANTONAL DE SESSION, 
WORKED WITH CASIMIR RAYMOND IN 
SWITZERLAND 

ZEKĠ FAĠK ĠZER 
1923 ANDRE LHOTE ATELIER IN PARIS,  EMILE 
OTHON FRIESZ ATELIER 

ZÜHTÜ MÜRĠTOĞLU 1928 MARCEL GIMOND ATELIER, 1948 PARIS 
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Table 4. List of selected works performed in postwar Turkey. 

 
BUILDING  ARCHITECT YEAR LOCATION ARTİST 

AGRICLTURAL 
PRODUCTS 
OFICE 
HEADQUARTERS 

ÖZSAN, BEKTAġ, VURAL 1964 ANKARA ERDOĞAN ERSEN, EREN 
EYÜPOĞLU-1969, TURAN 
EROL 

AKÜN THEATRE EMEK ĠNġAAT, ADNAN 
UNARAN , ADNAN YÜCEL 

1968 ANKARA CEMĠL EREN 

ANITKABĠR EMĠN ONAT, ORHAN SAFA 1952 ANKARA HÜSEYĠN ANKA,  ZÜHTÜ 
MÜRĠTOĞLU, ĠLHAN 
KOMAN, HADĠ BARA 

ARI CINEMA     ANKARA CEMĠL EREN1968, HAMĠYE 
ÇOLAKOĞLU, EREN 
EYÜPOĞLU 

ATATÜRK 
CULTURAL 
CENTRE 

RUKNETTĠN GÜNEY, FERĠDUN 
KĠP-1. AġAMA, HAYATĠ 
TABANLIOĞLU-2-3 AġAMA 

1946-
1969 

ISTANBUL MUSTAFA PĠLEVNELĠ, 
SADĠ DĠREN 

BONN TURKISH 
REPUBLIC 
FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS 
EMBASSY 

ORAL VURAL, CENGĠZ 
BEKTAġ, VEDAT ÖZSAN 

1967 BONN BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU 

BRITISH 
EMBASSY 
PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 

CENGĠZ BEKTAġ   ANKARA TURAN EROL 

BROADCASTING 
HOUSE 

UTKULAR, ERGĠNBAġ, GÜNEY 1945 ĠSTANBUL ZEKĠ FAĠK ĠZER- MURAL 
1949, ÖZDEMĠR ALTAN-
TAPESTRY,  EREN 
EYÜPOĞLU-1972-73 

BRUSSELS 
PAVILION 

UTARĠT ĠZGĠ, MUHLĠS 
TÜRKMEN, HAMDĠ ġENSOY, 
ĠLHAN TÜREGÜN 

1958 BRUSSELS BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU, 
ĠLHAN KOMAN, SABRĠ 
BERKEL 

BUYUK SĠNEMA 
GRAND CINEMA 

ABĠDĠN MORTAġ 1949 ANKARA TURGUT ZAĠM, NURETTĠN 
ERGÜVEN 

 CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE 
BUILDING 

ORHAN ġAHĠNLER 1963-
70 

ISTANBUL NEġET GÜNAL, ġADĠ 
ÇALIK, ÖZDEMĠR ALTAN, 
DEVRĠM ERBĠL, TAMER 
BAġOĞLU, ADNAN 
ÇOKER, MURAT 
ġAHĠNLER, YALÇIN 
KARAYAĞIZ, EMRE 
ZEYTĠNOĞLU. 

COMPLEX OF 
RETAIL SHOPS 

DOĞAN TEKELĠ, SAMĠ SĠSA, 
METĠN HEPGÜLER (SĠTE 
mimarlık) 

1960 ISTANBUL BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU, 
EREN EYÜPOĞLU, 
KUZGUN ACAR, FÜREYA 
KORAL,  YAVUZ GÖREY, 
NEDĠM GÜNSÜR,  SADĠ 
DĠREN 

ÇINAR HOTEL RANA ZĠPCĠ, AHMET AKIN, 
EMĠN ERTAM 

1959 ISTANBUL UNKNOWN- WALL PANEL 
AND MURAL 

DĠVAN HOTEL RÜKNETTIN GÜNEY. 
RENOVATION:ABDURRAHMAN 
HANCI AND AYDIN BOYSAN 

1972-
75 

ĠSTANBUL MUSTAFA PĠLEVNELĠ, 
EROL AKYAVAġ, JALE 
YIMABAġAR, FÜREYA 
KORAL, ILHAN KOMAN, 
BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU, 
MUSTAFA ĠSLĠMYELĠ, 
GENCAY KASAPÇI, 
HAYATĠ MĠSMAN  
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Table 4  (continued) 

 
EMEK BUILDING ENVER TOKAY 1959 ANKARA KUZGUN ACAR, TURAN 

EROL 

ETĠBANK TUĞRUL DEVRES-
TUNCER YILMAZ-
VEDAT ÖZSAN  

1955-60 ANKARA EREN EYÜPOĞLU 

EUROPEAN COUNCIL 
BUILDING 
STRASBOURG  

    STRASBOURG SADĠ DĠREN-1977 

GRAND EFES HOTEL PAUL BONATZ, FATĠN 
URAN 

1964 ĠZMĠR ATĠLLA GALATALI,  NASĠP 
ĠYEM, SALĠH ACAR, ġADĠ 
ÇALIK , EREN EYÜPOĞLU, 
GÜNGÖR KABAKÇIOĞLU 
CEVAT ġAKĠR, BEDRĠ 
RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU, 
FERRUH BAġAĞA, 
CEVDET ALTUĞ, 
ERDOĞAN ERSEN, ADNAN 
TURANĠ, YAVUZ GÖREY, 
ERDOĞAN DEĞER 

HALĠL BEKTAġ 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 

    DENĠZLĠ TURAN EROL-1970 

HILTON HOTEL SOM, SEDAT HAKKI 
ELDEM 

1952 ISTANBUL BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU, 
JALE YILMABAġAR 

INTERCONTINENTAL 
HOTEL (TODAY THE 
MARMARA HOTEL) 

FATĠN URAN. 
MÜELLĠFLER: 
RUKNETTĠN GÜNEY, 
DEKORASYON: 
ABDURRRAHMAN 
HANCI, AYDIN 
BURTEÇENE, REġAT 
SEVĠÇSOY 

1975 ISTANBUL ALTAN ADALI, OKTAY 
ANILANMERT, SADĠ 
DĠREN, AFET 
ERENGEZGĠN, BÜLENT 
ERKMEN, ATTĠLA 
GALATALI, FUAT ĠZER, 
REYHAN KAYA, 
HÜSAMETTĠN KOÇAN, 
ĠSMAĠL HAKKI ÖCAL, 
MUSTAFA PLEVNELĠ , 
MAZHAR RESMOR, 
MUSTAFA ASLIER, ELĠF 
AYĠTER, MUAMMER 
BAKIR, FERRUH BAġAĞA, 
BARBAROS BAYKAL, 
SABRĠ BERKEL, GÜLġEN 
ÇALIK CAN, MAHMUT 
CELÂYIR, MENGÜ ERTEL, 
VEYSEL ERÜSTÜN, 
GÜNGÖR ĠBLĠKÇĠ, HASAN 
ĠLDAY, ERGĠN ĠNAN , 
RAGIP ĠSTEK, FEVZĠ 
KARAKÖÇ , FETHĠ 
KAYAAĠP, GÜLSEREN 
KAYALI, KADRĠ ÖZAYTEN, 
SONA SIRAPYAN, A. 
ĠSMAĠL TÜREMAN, UĞUR 
ÜSTÜNKAYA, DEMET 
YERSEL, SAĠM SÜLEYMAN 
TEKCAN 
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Table 4 (continued) 

 
ISTANBUL CITY  HALL NEVZAT EROL 1953-1960 ISTANBUL NURĠ ĠYEM, FERRUH 

BAġAĞA, ġADĠ ÇALIK, 
HÜSEYĠN GEZER, NAZIM 
KOġKAN 

KONAK CINEMA RUKNETTĠN GÜNEY 1959 ISTANBUL ġADĠ ÇALIK 

LIDO SWIMMING 
POOL 

HALĠT FEMĠR 1941-1944 ISTANBUL BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU 

LISBON TURKISH 
REPUBLIC FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS EMBASSY 

ORHAN ġAHĠNLER, 
MUHLĠS TÜRKMEN, 
HAMDĠ ġENSOY 

1963 LISBON GÜLSÜN-DEVRĠM ERBĠL, 
ġADĠ ÇALIK,SABRĠ 
BERKEL, HÜSEYĠN GEZER 

METU FACULTY OF 
ARCHITECTURE 

ALTUĞ-BEHRUZ 
ÇĠNĠCĠ 

  ANKARA GENCAY KASAPÇI-1968 

NATO 
HEADQUARTERS 

JACQUES CARLU 
(ABDURRAHMAN 
HANCI FOR INTERIOR 
DESIGN) 

1960 PARIS BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜPOĞLU 

TARABYA HOTEL KADRĠ ERDOĞAN 1964 ISTANBUL FERRUH BAġAĞA, 
MUSTAFA PĠLEVNELĠ, 
NASĠP ĠYEM, SADĠ DĠREN, 
SALĠH ACAR 

TURKISH NATIONAL 
ASSEMBLY 

CLEMENS 
HOLZMEĠSTER 

1963 ANKARA FERRUH BAġAĞA  

UNITED NATIONS LE CORBUSIER, 
OSCAR NIEMEYER, 
SIR HOWARD 
ROBERTSON, ET AL. 
WITH HARRISON AND 
ABRAMOVITZ 

1947-1953 NEW YORK ġADĠ ÇALIK- 1970 

VAKKO FACTORY HALUK BAYSAL, 
MELĠH BĠRSEL 

1969 ISTANBUL BEDRĠ RAHMĠ EYÜBOĞLU, 
METĠN ġAHĠNOĞLU, 
NEVZAT YÜZBAġIOĞLU, 
JALE YILMABAġAR, HALUK 
TEZONAR, TANKUT 
ÖKTEM, ġADĠ ÇALIK, EREN 
EYÜPOĞLU,  HASAN 
KAVRUK, MUSTAFA 
PĠLEVNELĠ, TEOMAN 
MADRA 
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APPENDIX B 
 

FIGURES 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Alfred Barr, Cubism and Abstract Art Scheme. 1936. 
Source: Leeuwen, A. V. (2011). Short-Circuiting Art History in Space modern Times in the 
Museum of American Art. Unpublished MA thesis. Universiteit van Amsterdam. p 27 
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Figure 2. Rietveld, Schröder House, 1924-5. 
Source Author‘s archive 

 

 

 
Figure 3. J.J.P.Oud, Café de Unie, 1925. 
Source Author‘s archive 
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Figure 4. Theo van Doesburg, Cafe Aubette, 1928.  
Source: Points D'actu.  (13.01.2014). Art Abstrait à Beaubourg. 
http://www.pointsdactu.org/article_print.php3?id_article=1714 

 

 

 
Figure 5. van Doesburg and van Eesteren, Model Maison d'Artiste ,project, 1923. 
Source:  Art Tattler International.(16.01.2014).Theo van Doesburg, Networking the 
International Avant-Garde. http://arttattler.com/archivetheovandoesburg.html  
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Figure 6. Federal Art Project, WPA. 
Source: Wikipedia. (13.01.2014). Federal Art Project. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Archives_of_American_Art_-
_Employment_and_Activities_poster_for_the_WPA%27s_Federal_Art_Project_-
_11772.jpg.  
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Figure 7. L‘Art Mural Manifesto. 
Source: Cahiers D‘art no 9-10,1934. 
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Figure 8. Andre Bloc. (1945). Sculpture D‘aujourd‘hui. L’architecture d’aujourd’hui no 1. 
79-81. 
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Figure 9 . CIAM 7 Questionnaire 1. 
Source : Ungers, O.M. and Ungers , L. (1979).CIAM 7 Documents. Nendeln: Kraus 
Reprint. 
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Figure 10. CIAM 7 Questionnaire 2. 
Source : Ungers, O.M. and Ungers , L. (1979).CIAM 7 Documents. Nendeln: Kraus 
Reprint. 
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Figure 11. CIAM 7 sessions. 
Source : Ungers, O.M. and Ungers , L. (1979).CIAM 7 Documents. Nendeln: Kraus 
Reprint. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 12. Calder, Mercury Fountain and P. Picasso, Guernica in Spanish Pavilion. 1937.  
Source: Calder Foundation. (13.01.2014). Photobiography. 
http://calder.org/life/photobiography   
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Figure 13. CIAM 8, a. 
Source: Trywhitt, J., Sert, J.L., Rogers, E.N. (1979).The Heart of the City. Nendeln: Kraus 
Reprint. 
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Figure 14. CIAM 8, b. 
Source: Trywhitt, J., Sert, J.L., Rogers, E.N. (1979).The Heart of the City. Nendeln: Kraus 
Reprint. 
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Figure 15. Le Corbusier, mural at Badovici house, Cap Martin. 1939  
Source: Boesiger, W. (1999). Oeuvre Complete vol 4. Basel, Boston, Berlin: Birkhauser 
Publishers. P159. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 16. Exhibition in Musee National. 1953. 
Source: Boesiger, W. (1999). Oeuvre Complete vol 6. Basel, Boston, Berlin: Birkhauser 
Publishers. P11. 
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Figure 17. Exhibition in Musee des Beaux-Arts, Lyon. 1956. 
Source: Boesiger, W. (1999). Oeuvre Complete vol 6. Basel, Boston, Berlin: Birkhauser 
Publishers. P11. 
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Figure 18. Groupe Espace manifesto. 
Source: L‘architecture d‘aujourd‘hui no 37, 1951. P 5. 
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Figure 19. Porte Maillot project, 1950, a. 
Source: Boesiger, W. (1999). Oeuvre Complete vol 5. Basel, Boston, Berlin: Birkhauser 
Publishers. P 69. 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 20. Porte Maillot project, 1950, b. 
Source: Boesiger, W. (1999). Oeuvre Complete vol 5. Basel, Boston, Berlin: Birkhauser 
Publishers. P 70. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 21. Porte Maillot project, 1950, c. 
Source: Boesiger, W. (1999). Oeuvre Complete vol 5. Basel, Boston, Berlin: Birkhauser 
Publishers. P 71. 
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Figure 22. Congres de L‘U.I.A. Lisbonne. 
Source: l‘Architecture d‘Aujourd‘hui, no 49, 1953, p 15. 
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Figure 23. Congres de L‘U.I.A. Lisbonne-resolutions. 
Source: l‘Architecture d‘Aujourd‘hui, no 50-51, 1953, p 5. 
 

 
 
Figure 24.  Academy of Fine arts, 1960-1961 Academic guide.  
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Figure 25. Academy of Fine arts, course schedule in architecture department.1960-1961 
Source: 1960-1961 Academic guide. 
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Figure 26. Academy of Fine arts, table of course hours per week in architecture 
department. 1960-1961 
Source: 1960-1961 Academic guide.  
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Figure 27 . Academy of Fine arts, the content of Art History course. 1960-1961 
Source: 1960-1961 Academic guide.  
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Figure 28. Academy of Fine arts, course schedule in architecture department.1962.. 
Source: GSA Talebe Cemiyeti.(1962) GSA Giriş Rehberi. Ġstanbul: Talebe Cemiyeti 
Yayınları. P 25. 
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Figure 29. Academy of Fine arts, Detailed information of art history course.1974. 
Source: Akademi Belleteni 1974.  
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Figure 30. Academy of Fine arts, Detailed information of Basic art education course.1974. 
Source: Akademi Belleteni 1974.  
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Figure 31. ĠTÜ, list of instructors.1961-62. 
Source: ĠTÜ guide 1961-62.  
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Figure 32. ĠTÜ, detailed information of ‗modelling‘ and ‗colour and form composition‘ 
courses.1961-62. 
Source: ĠTÜ guide 1961-62.  
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Figure 33. the document about Belling‘s transfer to ĠTÜ.  
Source: Ataman, D. (2008). P 250. 
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Figure 34.  ĠTÜ, detailed information of ‗Plastic arts education‘ course.1977-78-79. 
Source: ĠTÜ guide 1977-78-79.   
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Figure 35.  ĠTÜ, detailed information of ‗Modelling‘ and ‗Basic Art Education‘ 
courses.1977-78-79. 
Source: ĠTÜ guide 1977-78-79.   
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Figure 36.  ĠTÜ, a photo from modelling course.1973-74 
Source: ĠTÜ guide, 1973-74.  
 
  

 
 
Figure 37.  The number of publications in each year in  ĠTÜ architecture department. 
Source:  (1963). 1946-1956 Yıllarında İstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi. Ġstanbul: Teknik 
Üniversitesi Matbaası. 
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Figure 38.  Cover Page, Mimar, no 1, 1931. 
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Figure 39.  Cover Page, Mimar, no 49, 1935. 
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Figure 40.  Cover Page, Mimar, no 37, 1934. 
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Figure 41.  Cover Pages of three issues from Akitekt 1954,1955,1957.  

 

 
 
Figure 42.  Cover Page of Mimarlık. 1946 no 3.  
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Figure 43.  Cover Page of Eser. 1947 no 1.  
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Figure 44.  Content of Eser. 1948 no 2.  
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Figure 45.  Cover Page of Mimarlık ve Sanat. 1961 no 3.  
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Figure 46.  Cover Page of Akademi no 3-4, 1965..  
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Figure 47.  Büyük Sinema, Saadabat tablosu, Turgut Zaim ane Nurettin Ergüven. 
Source: Arkitekt no 205-206, 1949.  
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Figure 48.  Büyük Sinema, Halayı Oynayan Sivaslı Kızlar, Turgut Zaim ane Nurettin 
Ergüven. 
Source: Arkitekt no 205-206, 1949.  
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Figure 49.  Sadıklar Apartmanı, Vitray, Mazhar Resmor. 
Source: Arkitekt no 233-234-235-236, 1951.  
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Figure 50.  Article about TBMM artworks. 
Source: Arkitekt no 280, 1955.  
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Figure 51.  Konak Cinema, reliefs, ġadi Çalık. 
Source: Arkitekt no 298, 1960.  
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Figure 52.  Konak Cinema, reliefs shown on the plan. 
Source: Arkitekt no 298, 1960.  
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Figure 53.  UNESCO, artworks shown on the plan. 
Source: Arkitekt no 293, 1958.  
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Figure 54.  UNESCO, artworks shown on the plan. 
Source: L‘architecture d‘aujourd‘hui, no 81, 1958.  
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Figure 55.  The images of artworks in UNESCO 
Source: L‘architecture d‘aujourd‘hui, no 81, 1958.  
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Figure 56.  The images of artworks in UNESCO 
Source: L‘architecture d‘aujourd‘hui, no 81, 1958.  
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Figure 57.  The image of Turkish mosaic at NATO 
Source: Arkitekt no 299, 1960.   
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Figure 58.  Text about the artworks of Turkish pavilion at Brussels World Fair.  
Source: Arkitekt no 288, 1957.   
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Figure 59.  The First page of the text about Vakko Factory.  
Source: Arkitekt no 340, 1970.   
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Figure 60.  The First page of the text about  the artworks in Intercontinental Hotel.  
Source: Arkitekt no 365, 1977.   
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Figure 61.  The images and the information of the artworks in Istanbul City Hall.  
Source: Mimarlık no 15, 1965.   
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Figure 62.  The images and the information of the artworks in Lido Swimming pool.  
Source: Ülkü no 49, 1943.   
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Figure 63.  The images and the information of the artworks in Lido Swimming pool.  
Source: Ülkü no 49, 1943.   
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Figure 64.  Sculpture, Ġlhan Koman.  
Source: Esi no 5, 1956.   
 

 
 
Figure 65.  Sculpture, Hadi Bara.  
Source: Esi no 1, 1956.   
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Figure 66.  Chair, Sadi ÖziĢ, 1958.  
Source: Anonymous. Kare Metal Dönemi.Retrieved December 2, 2014 from site Sadi 
ÖziĢ: http://www.sadiozis.com/?page_id=36&lang=tr 
 

 
 
Figure 67.  Chair, Sadi ÖziĢ, Ġlhan Koman and ġadi Çalık, 1958.  
Source: Anonymous. Kare Metal Dönemi.Retrieved December 2, 2014 from site Sadi 
ÖziĢ: http://www.sadiozis.com/?page_id=36&lang=tr 
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Figure 68.  Chair, Sadi ÖziĢ, Ġlhan Koman and ġadi Çalık  
Source: Anonymous. Kare Metal Dönemi.Retrieved December 2, 2014 from site Sadi 
ÖziĢ: http://www.sadiozis.com/?page_id=36&lang=tr 
 

 
 
Figure 69.  Pylon, Ġlhan Koman, 1957-58.  
Source: Anonymous. İlhan Koman’s Works.anuary 14, 2013 from the site Koman 
Foundation: http://www.koman.org/work/work_1957-58brussels.html 
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Figure 70.  The text of Turk Grup Espas.  
Source: Arkitekt no 279, 1955.   
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Figure 71.  The declaration of Turk Grup Espas in L‘architecture d‘aujourd‘hui. 
Source: L‘architecture d‘aujourd‘hui. no 58, 1955.   
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Figure 72.  The images from Biot Exhibition.  
Source: L‘architecture d‘aujourd‘hui. no 55, 1954.   
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Figure 73.  The dwelling project realized according to the principles of this groupe Espace.  
Source: L‘architecture d‘aujourd‘hui. no 42-43, 1952.   
 

 
 
Figure 74.  Functional sculpture, Port-Manto, Ġhan Koman.  
Source: Arkitekt no 281, 1955.   
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Figure 75.  Armchair, Ġhan Koman and Sadi ÖziĢ.  
Source: Arkitekt no 282, 1955.   
 

 
 
Figure 76.  Chair, Ġhan Koman and Sadi ÖziĢ.  
Source: Arkitekt no 286, 1957.   
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Figure 77. The scketch of Portable Shops, Ġlhan Koman.  
Source: Arkitekt no 279, 1955.   
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Figure 78. Avni BaĢman‘s proposal about integrating artworks 
Source:  Assembly Reports. Tutanak Dergisi, 17. BirleĢim, 14.12.1953 
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Figure 79. Degree no 2/7814, dated  24.12.1938 
Source: the Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry General Doctorate of State Archives 
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Figure 80. The decree no: 2/7814 
Source: Resmi Gazete. Arşiv- Fihrist -Düstur. Retrieved December 3, 2014. From the site 
Resmi Gazete: 
http://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/main.aspx?home=http://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/arsiv/3727
.pdf&main=http://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/arsiv/3727.pdf 
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Figure 81. Degree no 2/9588, dated  13.09.1938 
Source: the Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry General Doctorate of State Archives 
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Figure 82. Degree no 3/10619, dated  11.02.1950 
Source: the Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry General Doctorate of State Archives 
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Figure 83. KemaĢ KurdaĢ‘s postcard. 
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Figure 84. Gencay Kasapçı, a sketch of a ceramic wall panel for METU Faculty of 
Architecture, 1968. 
Source: Gencay Kasapçı‘s personal archive. 

 

 
 
Figure 85. Gencay Kasapçı, a sketch of a ceramic wall panel for METU Faculty of 
Architecture, 1968. 
Source: Gencay Kasapçı‘s personal archive.  
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Figure 86. Gencay Kasapçı, a sketch of a sculpture for METU campus, 1968. 
Source: Gencay Kasapçı‘s personal archive.  
 

 
 
Figure 87. Gencay Kasapçı, a sketch of a sculpture for METU campus, 1968. 
Source: Gencay Kasapçı‘s personal archive.  
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Figure 88. ġadi Çalık, Etibank relief, 1955. 
Source: Çalık, S. (2004) p37 

 

 

 
 
Figure 89. A brief news about Kuzgun Acar‘s metal relief 
Source: Arkun, S. (1967, April 16). Gökdelen‘de Modern bir Eser. Milliyet. P.2 

 

http://www.mimarlikmuzesi.org/Gallery/Photo_11_4_mimari-ve-heykel.html
http://www.mimarlikmuzesi.org/Gallery/Photo_11_4_mimari-ve-heykel.html
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Figure 90. A brief news about Kuzgun Acar‘s metal relief 
Source: Anonymous. (1968, August 23). Kuzgun Acar‘ın Yapıtı Hurda Fiyatına Satıldı. 
Milliyet. P.10 
 

 
 
Figure 91. Kuzgun Acar, metal relief, Emek Building, Ankara. 
Source: Anonymous. Kuzgun Acar’a Işaret Etmek için 16 Neden. Retrieved December 3, 
2014, from the site Evvel.org:  http://evvel.org/ilgi/kuzgun-acar/page/2  
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Figure 92. IMÇ Book, 1969 

 

 
 
Figure 93. IMÇ Book, 2009 
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Figure 94. Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, Lido Swimming Pool, 1943. 
Source: Eyüpoğlu, B.R. (1943) 
 

 
 
Figure 95. Lido Swimming Pool. 
Source: Femir, H. (1944) Lido Yüzme Havuzu. Arkitekt no 155-156. P 245 
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Figure 96. Behruz Çinici, Metu Faculty of Architecture, plan drawing. 
Source:  Salt Research Archives 
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Figure 97. Gencay Kasapçı, Ceramic Panel, METU Faculty of Architecture, 1968. 
Source: ġener, D. (2012) Gencay Kasapçı. Ankara: Rekmay 

 

 
 
Figure 98. A photo of Gencay Kasapçı while preparing the ceramic wall panel for METU 
Faculty of Architecture 
Source: Gencay Kasapçı‘s personal archive 
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Figure 99. Wall panel by Hüsamettin Koçan at Intercontinental Hotel reception hall. 
Source: Hancı, A.  (2008). P 95 
 

 
 
Figure 100. Jale YılmabaĢar, Sketch from FAKO Pharmaceutical Factory  
Source: YılmabaĢar, J. (2006) p 36 
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Figure 101. Jale YılmabaĢar, Sketch from FAKO Pharmaceutical Factory  
Source: YılmabaĢar, J. (2006) p 36 

 

 
 
Figure 102. A photo of Pilevneli and Hancı working together 
Source: Özsezgin, K. (1997) 
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Figure 103. Model of 1958 Brussels International Fair Turkish Pavilion 
Source: Arkitekt no 287, 1957, p. 63 

 

 
 
Figure 104. Ground Floor Plan of 1958 Brussels International Fair Turkish Pavilion 
Source: Arkitekt no 287, 1957, p. 64 
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Figure 105. First Floor Plan of 1958 Brussels International Fair Turkish Pavilion 
Source: Arkitekt no 287, 1957, p. 64 

 

 
 
Figure 106. Ground floor plan of Atatürk Cultural Center (AKM) 
Source: SALT Research Archives 
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Figure 107. A shot from construction phase of ground floor, Atatürk Cultural Center (AKM) 
Source: SALT Research Archives 

 

 
 
Figure 108. A shot from construction phase of entrance, Atatürk Cultural Center (AKM) 
Source: SALT Research Archives 
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Figure 109. Detail from Füreya Koral‘s ceramic wall panel, Divan Hotel patisserie  
Source: Hancı (2008). P 86 

 

 
 
Figure 110. Artworks shown on the site plan of IMÇ 
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Figure 111. A sketch from the initial project of IMÇ that shows an artwork on the façade at 
the very location of Kuzgun Acar‘s work.  
Source: Kızılkayak, G (2009).p 26 
 

 
 
Figure 112. Mosaic wall by Eren Eyüpoğlu, IMÇ 
Source: Özcan, N.; Boyacıoğlu, O; Bursa, S.; Yılmaz, Z.; Tekeli, D. (1969) İstanbul 
Manifaturacılar ve Kumaşçılar Çarşısı. Ġstanbul :Güzel Sanatlar Matbaası 
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Figure 113. Ceramic wall by Füreya Koral, IMÇ 
Source: Author‘s archive 

 

 
 
Figure 114. Mosaic wall by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, IMÇ 
Source: Author‘s archive 
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Figure 115. Mosaic wall by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, IMÇ 
Source: Author‘s archive 

 

 
 
Figure 116. Relief by Ali Teoman Germaner, IMÇ 
Source: Author‘s archive 
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Figure 117. Ceramic wall by Sadi Diren, IMÇ 
Source: Author‘s archive 

 

 
 
Figure 118. Mosaic wall by Nedim Günsür, IMÇ 
Source: Author‘s archive 
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Figure 119. Ground floor plan, Vakko Factory 
Source: Arkitekt no 340, 1970, p 165 
 

 
 
Figure 120. Vakko Factory, Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, entrance gate  
Source: Cengizkan, M. (2007).p 126 
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Figure 121. Vakko Factory, Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, concrete plastic  
Source: Arkitekt no 340, 1970, p 160 
 

 
 
Figure 122. Vakko Factory, sculpture by ġadi Çalık 
Source: Arkitekt no 340, 1970, p 160 
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Figure 123. Vakko Factory, sculpture by ġadi Çalık 
Source: Çalık, S. (2004).  
 

 

Figure 124. Ceramic wall panels by Jale YılmabaĢar, Vakko Factory 
Source: YılmabaĢar, J. (2006) 

 

 

Figure 125. Detail of Jale YılmabaĢar‘s ceramic wall panel, Vakko Factory 
Source: YılmabaĢar, J. (2006) 
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Figure 126. Devrim Erbil, Ġstanbul Chamber of Commerce Building, mosaic wall 
Source: Devrim Erbil‘s archive 
 

 
 
Figure 127. NeĢet Günal, Ġstanbul Chamber of Commerce Building, stained-glass window 
Source: Author‘s archive 
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Figure 128. Relief by ġadi Çalık, Ġstanbul Chamber of Commerce building 
Source: Author‘s archive 

 

 

 
Figure 129. First floor plan, Ġstanbul Chamber of Commerce Building 
Source: Arkitekt no 342, 1870, p.60 
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Figure 130. Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, Bonn Embassy, stained-glass work. 
Source: Anonymous. Vitraycı- Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. Retrieved December 3, 2014 from 
the site Bedri Rahmi : httpwww.bedrirahmi.com 

 

 

 
Figure 131. Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, Bonn Embassy, stained-glass work. 
Source: Anonymous. Vitraycı- Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. Retrieved December 3, 2014 from 
the site Bedri Rahmi : httpwww.bedrirahmi.com 
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Figure 132. The initial model of stained-glass work for Bonn Embassy 
Source: Cengiz BektaĢ‘s archive 
 

 
 
Figure 133. Hadi Bara, wall sculpture, 1955 
Source: Arkitekt no 281, 1955 
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Figure 134. Hadi Bara, sculpture, 1955 
Source: Arkitekt no 279, 1955 

 

 

 
Figure 135. ġadi Çalık, Composition Iron 5, 1957 
Source: Çalık, S. (2004) 
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Figure 136. Kuzgun Acar‘s metal relief, IMÇ 
Source: Özcan, N.; Boyacıoğlu, O; Bursa, S.; Yılmaz, Z.; Tekeli, D. (1969) 

 

 

 
Figure 137. Füreya Koral‘s Ceramic wall panel, Divan hotel patisserie 
Source: Hancı, A. (2008) 
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Figure 138. Sculpture by Ġlhan Koman at the entrance area of Divan Hotel. (Earlier in the 
lobby of Divan Hotel) 
Source: Hancı, A. (2008) 
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Figure 139. Mosaic wall by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, 1958 Brussels International Fair 
Turkish pavilion 
Source: Anonymous. Mozaik- Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. Retrieved 26 March, 2014, from the 
site bedrirahmi: http://www.bedrirahmi.com/bedri-rahmi-eyuboglu/sanatci-kisiligi/mozaik 

 

 
 
Figure 140. ġadi Çalık‘s relief, Ġstanbul Chamber of Commerce building 
Source: Author‘s archive 
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Figure 141. Ġstanbul City Hall, stained-glass work 
Source: Author‘s archive  
 

 
 
Figure 142. A shot from the interior part of Sadi Diren‘s ceramic wall, AKM 
Source: SALT Research Archives 
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Figure 143. A shot from the detail of Sadi Diren‘s ceramic wall, AKM 
Source: SALT Research Archives 
 

 
 
Figure 144. The exit from the exhibiton block, 1958 Brussels International Fair Turkish 
pavilion 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010)  
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Figure 145. View fromTurkish Pavilion 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010)  
 

 
 
Figure 146. Metal work by Gencay Kasapçı in the lobby of Divan Hotel. (at the right side of 
the photo) 
Source: Hancı, A. (2008) 
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Figure 147. Detail from Füreya Koral‘s ceramic wall panel, IMÇ 
Source: Özcan, N.; Boyacıoğlu, O; Bursa, S.; Yılmaz, Z.; Tekeli, D. (1969) 
 

 
 
Figure 148. Lisbon Turkish Embassy, ceramic panel 
Source: Devrim Erbil‘s archive  
 

 
 
Figure 149. Details from Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘s mosaic wall, Turkish Pavilion. Signature 
panels, the Golden Horn, Karagöz‘s boat, the map of Ġstanbul. 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010) 
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Figure 150. Detail from Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘s mosaic wall, Turkish Pavilion. The three 
mosques. 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010) 
 

 
 
Figure 151. Details from Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘s mosaic wall, Turkish Pavilion. The folk 
dancers, the saz player, the Horon dance. 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010) 
 

 
 
Figure 152. Details from Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘s mosaic wall, Turkish Pavilion. The 
Horon, the straight-stemmed lute player. 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010) 
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Figure 153. Sadi Çalık, Minimum, 1957. 
Source: Çalık, S. (2004) 
 

 
 
Figure 154. Detail from Sadi Diren‘s ceramic work. 
Source: SALT Research Archive 
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Figure 155. Gencay Kasapçı‘s ceramic panel, Metu Faculty of Architecture 
Source: Author‘s archive 
 

 
 
Figure 156. Detail from Gencay Kasapçı‘s ceramic work 
Source: Gencay Kasapçı‘s archive 
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Figure 157. Relief by Kuzgun Acar, IMÇ 
Source:  Anonymous. IMÇ Sanat. Retrieved  16 May, 2013 from the site IMÇ: 
http://www.imc.org.tr/galeri.php?m=2  

 

 

 
Figure 158. Ġstanbul Chamber of Commerce Building 
Source: Arkitekt no 342, 1971 
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Figure 159. Ġstanbul Chamber of Commerce Building 
Source: Arkitekt no 342, 1971 

 

 

 
Figure 160. Taksim square and AKM Building. 
Source: SALT Reseach Archive 
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Figure 161. The entrance area of AKM Building  
Source: SALT Reseach Archive 
 

 
 
Figure 162. Ġstanbul Hilton Hotel. 
Source: Tapan, M (2005) 
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Figure 163. Grand Efes Hotel, Ġzmir 
Source: Arkitekt no 318, 1965 

 

 
 
Figure 164. Çınar Hotel, Ġstanbul 
Source: Arkitekt no 297, 1959 
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Figure 165. Grand Tarabya Hotel, Ġstanbul 
Source: Vanlı, ġ (2006) 

 

 
 
Figure 166. A view from IMÇ 
Source: Özcan, N.; Boyacıoğlu, O; Bursa, S.; Yılmaz, Z.; Tekeli, D. (1969) 
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Figure 167. Title ―eski/yeni Ġstanbul‖ from the IMÇ Book 
Source: Özcan, N.; Boyacıoğlu, O; Bursa, S.; Yılmaz, Z.; Tekeli, D. (1969)  

 

 

 
Figure 168. A drawing of IMÇ showing Süleymaniye Mosque at the backgorund 
Source: Özcan, N.; Boyacıoğlu, O; Bursa, S.; Yılmaz, Z.; Tekeli, D. (1969) 
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Figure 169. A view of IMÇ with its surrounding texture 
Source: Özcan, N.; Boyacıoğlu, O; Bursa, S.; Yılmaz, Z.; Tekeli, D. (1969)  
 

 

 
Figure 170. A view of IMÇ and the main street. 
Source: Özcan, N.; Boyacıoğlu, O; Bursa, S.; Yılmaz, Z.; Tekeli, D. (1969) İstanbul 
Manifaturacılar ve Kumaşçılar Çarşısı. Ġstanbul :Güzel Sanatlar Matbaası 
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Figure 171. A detail from Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘s mosaic wall, IMÇ 
Source: Author‘s archive 
 

 

 
Figure 172. A detail from Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘s mosaic wall, IMÇ 
Source:  Anonymous. IMÇ Sanat. Retrieved  16 May, 2013 from the site IMÇ: 
http://www.imc.org.tr/galeri.php?m=2  
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Figure 173. A detail from Kuzgun Acar‘s metal relief, IMÇ 
Source:  Anonymous. IMÇ Sanat. Retrieved  16 May, 2013 from the site IMÇ: 
http://www.imc.org.tr/galeri.php?m=2  

 

 

 
Figure 174. A view from Bedri Rahmi Eypolu‘s work situated at the entrance part. 
Source: Özcan, N.; Boyacıoğlu, O; Bursa, S.; Yılmaz, Z.; Tekeli, D. (1969)  
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Figure 175. Pylon initial proposal 
Source: Arkitekt no 286,1957  
 

 
 
Figure 176. Pylon. Model from selected project. 
Arkitekt no 287, 1957  
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Figure 177. Pylon. A later model. 
Source: Arkitekt no 288, 1957, p. 111 

 

 
 
Figure 178. View of the two blocks, 1958 Brussels International Fair Turkish pavilion 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010) 
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Figure 179. A view from 1958 Brussels International Fair Turkish pavilion 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010) 
 

 
 
Figure 180. Inside view fromTurkish Pavilion 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010) 
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Figure 181. An interior view from 1958 Brussels International Fair Turkish pavilion 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010) 
 

 
 
Figure 182. A night view from 1958 Brussels International Fair Turkish pavilion 
Source: Pillai, J. (2010) 
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Figure 183. Jean Prouve written as a member of Grup Espace 
Source: L‘Architecture d‘Aujourd‘hui no 37, 1951 p. 5 
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Figure 184. Jean Prouve written as a member of Association pour une Syhthese des Arts 
Plastiques 
Source: L‘Architecture d‘Aujourd‘hui no 27, 1949 p. 19 
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Figure 185. Jean Prouve in his office with Tarık Carım, 1952. 
Source: Vitra (2007).Jean Prouve collection.  
 

 
 
Figure 186. Lisbon Turkish Embassy building 
Source: Anonymous. Ulusal Mimarlık Sergisi ve Ödülleri. Retrieved 13 January, 2012, 
from the site Mimarlar Odası: http://www.mo.org.tr/ulusalsergi/index.cfm?sayfa=BO-
sensoy-yapit 
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Figure 187. Lisbon Turkish Embassy, ground floor plan 
Source: Mimarlık no 137, 1975 
 

 
 
Figure 188. Relief by ġadi Çalık, Lisbon Turkish Embassy 
Source:  Çalık, S. Şadi Çalık “Heykel Olmayan Yerde Heykel Yapmak için Yaşamak” 
Mimari ve Heykel. Retrieved 13 January, 2012, from the site Mimarlık Müzesi: 
http://www.mimarlikmuzesi.org/Gallery/DisplayPhoto.aspx?ID=14&DetailID=4&ExhibitionI
D=11 
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Figure 189. Lisbon Turkish Embassy, Devrim Erbil‘s ceramic wall on the left side. 
Source: Mimarlık no 137, 1975 
 

 
 
Figure 190. Devrim Erbil‘s ceramic wall panel, Lisbon Turkish Embassy 
Source: Devrim Erbil‘s archive 
 

 
 
Figure 191. Bonn Turkish embassy 
Source:  BektaĢ, C. (1979) Mimarlık Çalışmaları. Ankara: Yaprak Kitabevi 
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Figure 192. Stained-glass window by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, Bonn Turkish Embassy 
Source: Anonymous. Vitraycı- Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. Retrieved December 3, 2014 from 
the site Bedri Rahmi : httpwww.bedrirahmi.com 
 

 
 
Figure 193. Stained-glass window by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, Bonn Turkish Embassy 
Source: Anonymous. Vitraycı- Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. Retrieved December 3, 2014 from 
the site Bedri Rahmi : httpwww.bedrirahmi.com 
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Figure 194. The document that shows Jacques Carlu assigned as the Architect 
Source: NATO Archives, no:  Ac/075-D/04 
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Figure 195. A document about Turkish mosaic, dated: 3.12.1959 
Source: NATO. (2012) On the Move NATO’s Homes. Brussels: NATO 
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Figure 196. NATO Paris Building preliminary project 
Source: NATO archives, no: ac/075-D/07 
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Figure 197. NATO Paris Building application project 
Source: NATO archives, no: ac/075-D/35 
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Figure 198. The restaurant on the 6

th
 floor. 

Source: Arkitekt no 299, 1960 
 

 
 
Figure 199. The document that indicates the work definition of the architect, Jacques 
Carlu.  
Source: NATO archives, no: Ac/075-D/04 
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Figure 200. The news in Daily telegraph about the mosaic. 
Source: NATO archives 
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Figure 201. Inauguration  of the mosaic, NATO Paris 
Source: NATO archives 
 

 
 
Figure 202. Inauguration  of Turkish mosaic, NATO Paris 
Source: NATO archives 
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Figure 203. Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu  and his assistants, preparing the mosaic  for NATO 
Source: NATO archives 
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Figure 204. Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu , preparing the mosaic  for NATO 
Source: NATO archives 
 

 
 
Figure 205. Preparation of the mosaic  wall 
Source: NATO archives 
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Figure 206. Preparation of the mosaic  wall 
Source: NATO archives 
 

 
 
Figure 207. Mounting of the mosaic  wall 
Source: NATO archives 
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Figure 208. The news in Daily telegraph about the mosaic accident. 
Source: NATO archives 
 

 
 
Figure 209. The news in L‘Humanite about the mosaic accident. 
Source: NATO archives 
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Figure 210. The crane accident while dismantling the mosaic. 
Source: NATO archives 
 

 
 
Figure 211. The crane for dismantling the mosaic. 
Source: NATO archives 
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Figure 212. Dismantling the mosaic. 
Source: NATO archives 
 

 
 
Figure 213. The mosaic wall, NATO Brussels Headquarters 
Source: NATO archives 
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Figure 214. Relief by ġadi Çalık for UN Building New York 
Source: Çalık, S. (2004) 
 

 
 
Figure 215. A Document that shows the group members for the construction of Council of 
Europe building, dated 12 January 1977  
Source: Council of Europe Strasbourg archives, CM (77) 20 
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Figure 216. A Document that shows the group members for the construction of Council of 
Europe building, dated 12 January 1977  
Source: Council of Europe Strasbourg archives, CM (77) 20 
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Figure 217. Ceramic wall panel by Sadi Diren, Council of Europe Strasbourg building 
Source: Committee of Ministers. (1977) 
 

 
 
Figure 218. A detail from Ceramic wall panel by Sadi Diren, Council of Europe Strasbourg 
building 
Source: Committee of Ministers. (1977) 
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APPENDIX C 

 

SELECTED WORKS ABROAD 

 

 
 
Le Corbusier, mural, his studio, Paris. 
Source: Boesiger, W. (1999). Le Corbusier Oeuvre Complete Vol 5. Basel, Boston: 
Birkhauser.  P 233 
 

 
 
Le Corbusier, mural, his studio, Paris. 
Source: Boesiger, W. (1999). Le Corbusier Oeuvre Complete Vol 5. Basel, Boston: 
Birkhauser.  P 232 
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Le Corbusier, mural, Swiss Pavilion, Cite Universitaire, Paris. 1948. 
Source: Boesiger, W. (1999). Le Corbusier Oeuvre Complete Vol 5. Basel, Boston: 
Birkhauser.  P 234 
 

 
 
Henry Moore, Reclining Figure, UNESCO.  
Source: Pearson, C. E. M. (2010). Designing UNESCO: Art, Architecture and International 
Policies at Mid-Century. Farnham: Ashgate. P 256. 
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Joan Miro (with Artigas), Wall of the Sun, UNESCO, 1974.  
Source: Pearson, C. E. M. (2010). Designing UNESCO: Art, Architecture and International 
Policies at Mid-Century. Farnham: Ashgate. P  266. 
 

 
 
Jean Arp, Constellation, UNESCO. 
Source: Pearson, C. E. M. (2010). Designing UNESCO: Art, Architecture and International 
Policies at Mid-Century. Farnham: Ashgate. P 273.  
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Alexander Calder, The Spiral, UNESCO. 
Source: Pearson, C. E. M. (2010). Designing UNESCO: Art, Architecture and International 
Policies at Mid-Century. Farnham: Ashgate. P 276. 
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University City Caracas, Venezuela 1953. Scheme of Artworks.  
Source: Damaz, P. (1963). Art in Latin America. New York: Reinhold.  P 148  
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University City Caracas, Venezuela 1953. Scheme of Artworks. (continued) 
Source: Damaz, P. (1963). Art in Latin America. New York: Reinhold.  P 149  
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Marc Chagall, Lobby, United Nations Headquarters, 1964.  
Source:  Redstone, L. (1968). Art in Architecture. McGraw-Hill:McGraw-Hill. 
 

 
 
Jean Arp, Graduate Center, Harvard University, 1949.  
Source:  Redstone, L. (1968). Art in Architecture. McGraw-Hill:McGraw-Hill. 
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Yannis Moralis, The Athens Hilton Otel, 1962. 
Source:  Redstone, L. (1968). Art in Architecture. McGraw-Hill:McGraw-Hill. 
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APPENDIX D 

 

SELECTED PROJECTS PUBLISHED IN L’ARCHITECTURE D’AUJOURD’HUI 

 

 
 
The images of Artworks of Harvard University, Graduate Centre in L‘architecture 
D‘aujourd‘hui no 38, 1951. 
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The images of Artworks of Harvard University, Graduate Centre in L‘architecture 
D‘aujourd‘hui no 38, 1951.  
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The images of Artworks of Caracas University, Venezuela, L‘architecture D‘aujourd‘hui no 
55, 1954.  
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The images of Artworks of Caracas University, Venezuela, L‘architecture D‘aujourd‘hui no 
55, 1954.  
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The images of Artworks of Caracas University, Venezuela, L‘architecture D‘aujourd‘hui no 
55, 1954.  
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The images of Artworks of Caracas University, Venezuela, L‘architecture D‘aujourd‘hui no 
55, 1954.  
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The special issue of Mexican Architecture, L‘architecture D‘aujourd‘hui no 59, 1955.  
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The images of Artworks of  Mexico University, L‘architecture D‘aujourd‘hui no 59, 1955.  
 

 
 
The images of Artworks of  Mexico University, L‘architecture D‘aujourd‘hui no 59, 1955.  
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APPENDIX E 

 

 CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS 

 

 

22 March 1949, Istanbul Technical University, Faculty of Architecture, Bedir 

Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, ―Embroidery and painting‖. 

 

12 and 15 April 1949, Istanbul Technical University, Faculty of Architecture, 

Cemal Tollu, ―19th and 20th century French painting and Turkish painting‖.  

 

19 April 1949, Istanbul Technical University, Faculty of Architecture,Prof. Dr. 

IpĢiroğlu, ―In Front of the Artwork‖.  

 

3 May1949, Istanbul Technical University, Faculty of Architecture, Zeki Faik Izer, 

―Art Concerns and Picasso in the Century‖. 

 

17 May 1949, Istanbul Technical University, Faculty of Architecture, Nurullah 

Berk, ―Picasso and the Case of Modern Art‖. 

 

24 May1949, Istanbul Technical University, Faculty of Architecture, Rudolf Belling, 

―Sculpture and Architecture‖. 

 

8 November 1955, Istanbul Technical University, Faculty of Architecture, N. 

Pevsner, ―The Latest Inclinations in English Architecture‖  

 

12 November 1956, Istanbul Technical University, Faculty of Architecture, M. 

Harris, ―Postwar Developments in American Architecture‖. 

 

1956, Beyoğlu OlgunlaĢma Enstitüsü, Rebii Gorbon ceramic exhibition.  

 

11 November 1963, the Academy of Fine Arts, ―Belgian Tapestry‖ exhibition. 
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1964, Istanbul Technical University, Jürgen Joedicke, conference series, ―A 

General Overview of the Development of Modern architecture‖. 

 

18 March 1964, the Academy of Fine Arts, ―Le Corbusier, Art and Architecture‖ 

exhibition.  

 

20 April 1964, METU, ―the Works of the Academy of Fine Arts‖ exhibition. 

Connected with this exhibition conference series were held at the Faculty of 

Architecture Lecture Hall: 

21 April 1964, Adnan Çoker conference ―Expressionism and its Suurounding‖ 

4 May 1964 Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, ―Color‖ 

5 May 1964 Zühtü müritoğlu, ―the Ideas Upon the Old and the New in Art‖ 

13 May 1964, Devrim Erbil, ―Turkish Painting‖ 

 

13 May 1964, the Academy of Fine Arts, a panel discussion, ―Art and the Public‖  

 

20 April 1965, Istanbul Technical University, Rudolf Belling exhibition. 

 

24 May 1965, the Academy of Fine Arts, Alves de Souza, ―Plastic Arts in Brazil‖ 

conference.  

 

23 December 1965, the Academy of Fine Arts, Ismail Hakkı Oygar, ―Picasso and 

Ceramic‖ conference. 

 

April 1966, the Academy of Fine Arts, Karl Schlamminger, ―Architecture and 

Synthetic design in Art‖ conference.  

 

1969, Ankara, Seven English Sculptors‘ Exhibition. Including Henry Moore and 

Barbara Hepworth, who dealt with the issue of synthesis of arts. 

 

12 March1970, Harbiye Yapı Merkezi, Gorbon IĢıl Ceramic Factory exhibition. 
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APPENDIX F 

 

WORKS ABROAD 

 

 

Lisbon Turkish Republic Foreign Affairs Embassy 

 

The Lisbon embassy building was a competition project (1963) and the first prize 

was given to the team of Orhan ġahinler, Hamdi ġensoy and Muhlis Türkmen. 

(Figure 186-187) The building has employed five artworks, including: Devrim 

Erbil‘s ceramic panel (Istanbul) (1971) at the courtyard; ġadi Çalık‘s abstract relief 

(1971) at the chancery; Sabri Berkel‘s ceramic panel857 (1971) at the ambassador 

residence part; and Hüseyin Gezer‘s sculpture at the entrance garden. (Figure 

188) According to Devrim Erbil, the selection of artworks was made through an 

invitation-only competition, which the architects had been pre-determined 

specifically for the type of the work and the location.858 (Figure 189-190) 

 

The architects requested sketches from the artists as a preliminary work to 

choose the suitable ones. For instance, Devrim Erbil was selected to make a 

panel that was 2 meters high and 25 meters long, which was to be situated at a 

pre-determined point. The architects declared that the only thing that would satisfy 

them would be the integration of artworks to the building.859 Similarly, ġahinler 

confirmed this method as the selection process and that they intentionally 

allocated particular places for these artworks.860 He declared that their main 

consideration in integrating artworks was to define the space and provide a 

                                                 
857

 In fact, Sabri Berkel is a painter but for this project he designed a ceramic panel.  
 

858
 See the interview with Devrim Erbil.  

 

859
 ġahinler, O. ; ġensoy, H. ; Türkmen, M. (1975) Lizbon Büyük Elçilik Binası. Mimarlık no 

137 (pp 21-23). p.21  
 

860
 See the interview with Orhan ġahinler.  
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constructive role by applying a new sense of taste to the space,861 which is 

essentially to turn the space into a humanistic one. In fact, the architects designed 

a blank wall specifically for Kuzgun Acar‘s work, where they thought that it would 

create a powerful impression.862 But unfortunately, due to the reasons mentioned 

earlier, this target could not be reached.  

 

ġahinler stated that for the case of including art into the design, his personal 

influence point was Italian Renaissance architecture and 1950s Western 

architecture.863 Furthermore, what he specifically emphasized that they did not 

interfere with the artists in their creations and gave them free reign to create their 

own interpretations.864 Devrim Erbil‘s map of Istanbul at first glance does not 

appear to be enforcement to comprise something related with the traditional 

scene, as it is known to be his peculiar composition style. But it is known that the 

map of Istanbul was chosen during the selection stage that was managed by the 

architects, which showed their preference for this kind of a work. Devrim Erbil‘s 

works, specifically his landscapes, are generally defined as abstract 

interpretations of traditional concepts with ―lineated texture,‖ which displays traces 

of traditional arts.865 Ismail Tunalı described his abstract expression as an 

instrument to depict something tangible.866 This attempt seems to be in line with 

previously mentioned statements on the main leanings of the artistic realm of the 

time, which aimed to unite the local with the universal.  

 

                                                 
861

 See the interview with Orhan ġahinler. 
 

862
 See the interview with Orhan ġahinler. 

 

863
 See the interview with Orhan ġahinler. 

 

864
 See the interview with Orhan ġahinler. 

 

865
 Giray, K. (1998) p 117 

 

866
 Tunalı, Ġ. (1984) Devrim Erbil Sanatı. Sanat Çevresi no 64. p 6 
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In fact, the building is said to encompass both the local and the universal 

approaches in its design.867 For instance, the wooden grills used on the façade 

are said to serve both climatic and privacy concerns.868 At this point, one can 

argue that by including artworks in the design is not an unexpected act or 

unconscious effort. It was most like the result of wanting to reconcile the local and 

the universal.  

 

Bonn Turkish Republic Foreign Affairs Embassy 

 

The other example, the Bonn Embassy building designed by Oral Vural, Cengiz 

BektaĢ and Vedat Özsan and started construction in 1965. Like Lisbon Embassy 

building, this project was selected via an architectural competition. (Figure 191) 

 

According an article in the Milliyet newspaper, the artworks that would be placed 

in the building was an invitation-only competition that included 15 artists and at 

the end, Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, Kuzgun Acar, ġadi Çalık, Adnan Turani, Sadi 

Diren and Lerzan Öke‘s works were selected.869 According to Cengiz BektaĢ, the 

building had hosted one significant artwork by Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu until the 

embassy moved to a new building.  

 

Cengiz BektaĢ was the authorized person for the selection of the artworks. He 

stated that he requested a work from Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, which was to be 

something white on white and transparent enough to be placed between the 

dining room and the foyer.870 They worked on this project for two years, which 

seemed like a sufficient amount of time for collaboration at the beginning of the 

project.871 Contrary expectations, the design changed into another form during its 

                                                 
867

 Zelef, H. (2003) p 145 
 

868
 Zelef, H. (2003) p 145 

 

869
 Anonymous (1968, July 3) Büyükelçiliği Süslemek için Almanya‘ya Gidiyor. Milliyet. p 8 

 

870
 See the interview with Cengiz BektaĢ. 

 

871
 See the interview with Cengiz BektaĢ. 
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production process in situ without any negotiation with the architect.872 (Figure 

192-193) 

 

Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu Mosaic at the NATO Paris Headquarters  

 

This example puts forward a different connotation to the issue of unity in the case 

of Turkey for a building not designed by Turkish architects. It is stated that one of 

the chief persons at NATO, who was impressed by the mosaic wall in Brussels 

pavilion, suggested bringing this particular artwork to the NATO Paris 

headquarters.873 Instead of transporting this piece to NATO, the Turkish 

government decided to donate another mosaic wall once again created by Bedri 

Rahmi Eyüpoğlu, which would be designed especially for the Paris building (1954-

60)874 designed by Jacques Carlu.875 (Figure 194)  

 

The NATO member countries, France, Belgium, Holland, the United Kingdom, the 

United States, Luxembourg, Germany and Denmark participated in the 

construction process by contributing to the construction of the building, including: 

the supply of the materials, paint, furniture, floorings, other equipment, etc. 

Meanwhile, Turkey prepared a mosaic panel gift for the restaurant courtyard. 

(Figure 195) Also Turkish architect, Abdurrahman Hancı, participated in the 

decoration of the building. During the 5 to 6 years he was there, he worked in the 

interior arrangements of the project, especially the furniture design.876 

 

Based on a research of the NATO archives, the mosaic wall or even the 

integration of any other artwork to this specific point does not seem to be a 

                                                 
872

 See the interview with Cengiz BektaĢ. 
 

873
 Arkitekt. (1960b) p 74 

 

874
 Arkitekt. (1960b) p 74 

 

875
 NATO (1954, August 9).Committee on NATO Permanent Headquarters, Draft Contract 

with the Architect. Document no: Ac-075-D_04.  
 

876
 Hancı, A. (2008) p 55 
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planned for this project. An overview of the preliminary project revealed that even 

the courtyard, which housed the mosaic panel, was not planned. (Figure 196) 

However, it is known that the offer was made in 1958 with a reference to the 

Brussels pavilion. A later version of the project, it can be seen that a courtyard for 

the sixth floor was designed, surrounded by a roof restaurant. (Figure 197-198) 

During this process, the architect Jacques Carlu served as an advisor for 

furnishings and decoration.877 (Figure 199) It can be assumed that the mosaic 

panel seems to be an arbitrary insertion to the building at a later stage, but based 

on this information, it is obvious that any changes should have been approved by 

the architect and could only happen with his approval and based on the decision 

made by the construction committee.  

 

This mosaic panel included traditional carpet motifs and was 14.50 meters long 

and 3.60 meters high. Although the initial color choice was blue, the artwork was 

primarily red, which was expected to be in a harmony with the floor made of 

aquamarine marble.878 An article in the Daily Telegraph mentioned this artwork as 

―the only work of its kind in Western Europe, it is a convincing demonstration of 

the suitability of mosaic as a medium for abstract art.‖879 (Figure 200-206) This 

declaration seems like not only a confirmation of the achievement of Turkish 

artistic realm in terms of creating a synthesis of the local and the universal in their 

works but also a testimony of the contribution they made to contemporary 

architecture. 

 

An additional note about this mosaic panel is about its transfer to the next NATO 

headquarters in Brussels. During the move880 to Brussels, the removal of the 

                                                 
877

 NATO (1954, August 9).Committee on NATO Permanent Headquarters, Draft Contract 
with the Architect. Document no: Ac-075-D_04.  
 

878
 Arkitekt. (1960b) p 74 

 

879
Anonymous (1960, 23 April) Turkish Mosaic. Daily Telegraph. Accessed from NATO 

Archives, Brussels.  
 

880
 The French government requested the removal from French territory of NATO's 

headquarters in 1966. The Belgian government offered two-stage solution. Firstly, a 
temporary settlement would be arranged rapidly, and a permanent headquarters would be 
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panel became a challenge due to some technical problems involving a crane. 

(Figure 207-212) In fact, at first they thought to transfer the panel by helicopter but 

then France‘s biggest crane was thought to be suitable for this work.881 

Unfortunately, during the process, the crane collapsed. In the end, the move of 

the mosaic panel became a problematic and costly issue. It is currently situated at 

the entrance courtyard of the Brussels headquarters near the exit gateway of the 

campus, passed by every staff members and the visitors to the NATO 

headquarters. (Figure 213) 

 

Şadi Çalık’s Relief for the UN Nations Building in New York 

 

Similar to the mosaic for NATO, the UN Nations building in New York included a 

relief made by ġadi Çalık (1970). The artwork was again a gift from Turkey and it 

is hung on one of the walls of the foyer opening to the assembly hall. This artwork 

was actually a replica of the treaty of Kadesh, which has been the first written 

peace treaty in the history, made between the Egyptians and the Hittites.882 The 

original treaty was extended to the dimensions of 2.00x2.50 meters and applied 

using a wrought copper technique.883 (Figure 214) Parallel to the execution of 

other international institutions‘ buildings, this building also  had several member 

countries contribute in its construction. For instance, a stained-glass window 

made by Marc Chagall was located at the public lobby; two murals by Fernand 

Leger is situated at the general assembly; a mosaic wall by Norman Rockwell; 

and although the project of the building was designed by Le Corbusier, the team 

                                                                                                                                       
constructed at the Heysel within five years. The temporary headquarters at Haren, named 
―SHAPE‖, was constructed which has a modest design, free from any architectural 
extravagance, and the official inauguration was made on the 16

th
 October 1967. But in the 

end, this settlement remained as the permanent one. During the move from Paris to 
Brussels, one problem was occurred about the crane, which had been brought specially 
from Germany to lift the Turkish mosaic panel. Le Blévennec, F. (2007, Summer)History, 
the Big Move. Nato Review. Retrieved September 15, 2013, from the site NATO: 
http://www.nato.int/docu/review/2007/issue2/english/history.html  
 

881
 Anonymous (1967, 21 August) Danger, Mosaic Overhead. Daily Telegraph. Accessed 

from NATO Archives, Brussels.  
 

882
 Çalık, S. (2004) p 51 

 

883
 Çalık, S. (2004) p 51 
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of 11 architects was established to design the general assembly room to express 

the collaborative sense of the institution.884   

 

Sadi Diren’s Ceramic Panel in Council of Europe in Strasbourg 

 

The Council of Europe included several artworks from different countries, which is 

stated as ―home to extensive collection of artworks.‖885 This collection is said to be 

the expression of what formed the very basis of this international community: 

―unity that stems from diversity.‖886 The document dated 12 January 1977 titled 

―Inauguration du Nouveau Batıment du Conseil de l‘Europe‖ (Inauguration of the 

New Council of Europe Building) provided the invitation list for the opening and 

the list of the architects that were in charge of the construction of the building and 

the artists that had contributed works for the building.887 (Figure 215-216) This 

building became home to a gift from Turkey as well. This ceramic panel titled 

―Peace in the World‖ was made by Sadi Diren (1977) and placed in the 

Parliamentarians‘ gallery. The artwork is described in the council‘s published book 

as follows: ―Two solar wheels in dialogue: a dove in the center of one is repeated 

round the circumference of the other, two sundials radiating forever each hour of 

peace.‖888 (Figure 217-218) In fact, this art piece stands as an important 

contribution to a space where the theme of ―the unity of cultures‖ is dominant.  

 

 

 

                                                 
884

 Anonymous. UN Tour, Photographs, General Assembly. Retrieved October8, 2014, 
from the site UN: http://www.un.org/cyberschoolbus/untour/subgen.htm 
  

885
 Public Relations Division; the Dictorate of Logistics, Council of Europe (2009) Art 

Collection. Paris: Dictorate of Communication. p 6  
 

886
 Public Relations Division; the Dictorate of Logistics, Council of Europe (2009) Art 

Collection. Paris: Dictorate of Communication. p 6 
 

887
 Council of Europe Committee of Ministers (1977, January 12) Inauguration du 

Nouveau Batıment du Conseil de l’Europe. CM (77) 20. Strasbourg: The Archives of 
Council of Europe. p 27 
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 Public Relations Division; the Dictorate of Logistics, Council of Europe (2009) Art 

Collection. Paris: Dictorate of Communication. p 86 
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APPENDIX G 

 

 INTERVIEWS 
 

 

Interview with Aydın Boysan, date: 25.04.2014 

 

E.Y.: Sanırım sizin bir yapınızda Bedri Rahmi ile böyle bir çalışmanız olmuş. 

A.B.: Bedri Rahmi ile iliĢkim oldu. Dostluğumuz vardı kiĢisel iliĢkimiz vardı.  

E.Y.: Bir banka şubesinde sanırım bir eser yapmış. 

A.B.: Evet banka Ģubeleri yapıyorduk ve orada resimler yaptırıyorduk. Akbank‘tı 

galiba.  

E.Y.: Peki neden öyle bir yaklaşımı tercih ettiniz? 

A.B.: Ġnsanlar biraz sanata alıĢsın yaklaĢsın diye.  

E.Y.: O dönem modern mimarlık örneklerine aslında sanat eserleri entegre 

ediliyor.  Acaba o dönem bu şekilde yoğun olmasının nedeni bir yerellik 

arayışı da olabilir mi? 

A.B.: Hayır...Banka Ģubeleri de yapıyorduk da o Ģubelerde resim de olsun 

istedik...Bedri Rahmi‘ye de bir iki baĢka arkadaĢa daha yaptırdık. Banka 

kırmıyordu, isteklerimizi yerine getiriyordu. Ne olursa olsun yapıyorduk istediğimiz 

Ģeyi iyi de oluyordu.  

E.Y.: AKM’de Sadi Diren’in bir duvarı var.  

A.B.: Her türlü sanatla iĢlemekte olan yapıları birleĢtirmekte bir hoĢluk var. Bunu 

yapmaya bir araya getirmeye çalıĢtık hep.  Ve memnun da olduk. Dünyada da 

resime heykele yer açıyorlar binalarda.avrupada da amerikada da. Ben 5 kıtayı 

gezdim ve oralarda hep görüdk ve gördüklerimizi bize destek olacak kadar 

önemsedik ve anlatmaya da çalıĢtık...  

E.Y.: Örneğin 58 Brüksel pavyon binasında da var Türkiye pavyonunda. 

A.B.: Evet, evet o sergiye ben de gittim biliyorum.  

E.Y.: O binada artık eser mimarinin çok içine girmiş gibi o yapının bir 

elemanı gibi.  

A.B.: Evet. doğru. 
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E.Y.: O dönem sanatların sentezi konusu çok gündemde ve Grup Espas 

kuruluyor. Aynı dönem Türkiye’de de kuruluyor. Sizin bu konuyla ilgili 

hatırladığınız bir şey var mı? 

A.B.: Bu gibi kuruluĢlar bizde hiç tutumadı, yürümedi.  

E.Y.: Bir de kamu yapılarında da böyle bir şey var aslında. Acaba devlet bu 

işi desteklemek için bir şey yapıyor muydu? Yönetmeliklerde bir kural var 

mıydı? 

A.B.: Hiç yok. Bu bir medeniyet iĢidir. Bu medeniyette biz malesef geri kalmıĢ bir 

milletiz.  

E.Y.:  Vakko binasında da çok fazla sanat eseri kullanılmış oradada. O 

konuda bir şey biliyor musunuz? Vitali Hakko patron orada. Acaba onu nasıl 

ikna ettiler?  

A.B.: Vitali Hakko‘yu tanıdım. Uygar bir adamdı. Onu mal sahibi olarak ikna edip 

de sanat eserini mimariyle birleĢtirmenin yolu bulunabiliyordu.  

E.Y.: Daha çok modern binalarda yapıldığı mimarlarda şöyle bir düşünce de 

var mıdır: sanat eserleri mekanı daha insancıl bir hale getiriyor. 

A.B.: çok iyi anlaĢılmıĢ bir Ģey değildi bu. Yani sanat eseri ile mimarlığı 

bağdaĢtırma konusunda bir takım insanlar gayret gösterdiler, öneriler yaptılar ama 

genelde bu iĢ hazmedilmedi. Yani meslekler de hazmetmedi. Meslekler derken 

ressamlar da heykeltraĢlar da mimarlar da hazmetmediler bu iĢi ve tesadüflere 

kaldı bu iĢleri yapmak. Biz Akbank Ģubeleri yapıyorduk oraya mutlaka bir Ģeyler 

sokuĢtururduk. Mimar olarak Ģubeleri yaparken mutlaka sokuĢtururduk. Bir heykel 

bir resim. Ve o zaman Akbank‘ta inĢaat müdürü olan bir arkadaĢımzı vardı 

mimardı o da. O da kapıyı açıyordu. ġube binaları yapılırken parayı da veriyordu. 

Ama maalesef genelde sanat yatkınlığı yok bizim iĢadamlarımızın ve 

mimarlarımızın.  

E.Y.: Akademideki sanatçı mimarın kişisel  ilişkisi de etkili olmuştur o 

zaman. 

A.B.: Biz akademide mimarlar olarak hem eserlere hem de insanlarına yakındık. 

E.Y.: 50li 60lı yıllarda yurtdışındaki yayınları takip edebiliyor muydunuz? 

A.B.:Ediyorduk...mimarın resimi heykeli yani görsel sanatlarında kullanabilmesinin 

baĢlangıcı bunlara yakın bir eğitim alması. Mesla Nuri Ġyem‘le akademide arkadaĢ 

olarak yakındık...ġimdi banka Ģubelerinde mesela bütçeye bir para konuyordu. 

Onun kullanımı sonra bankanın görevli mimarları ile o binaların veya banka 

Ģubelerinin projesini yapacak olan insanlar birlikte seçimler yapıyorlardı. Nereye 
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ne koyalım diye. Banka yöneticileri de ses çıkarmıyorlardı kabul ediyorlardı. KarĢı 

koyma yoktu hiçbir zman. 

E.Y.: O zaman maddi olarak imkan sağlayabildikleri için karşı koymuyorlar 

herhalde değil mi? 

A.B.: Tabi tabi. Bankalarda daha kolay oluyordu. Devlet yapılarında zor bu iĢ. 

E.Y.: O zaman özel sektör de bunu önemsiyor aslında. 

A.B.: Evet.... resimin heykelin binalar nasıl sokulması gerektiği konusunda bir 

çaba gösterdim.  

E.Y.: Tasarladığınız banka şubelerinde tasarım sırasında sanat eserinin 

yerini belirliyor muydunuz? 

A.B.: Evet o sırada. Proje yapılırken. 

E.Y.: Peki sanatçıyı nasıl belirliyordunuz? 

A.B.: O artık Ģansa kalıyordu. O iĢi yapacak olacak mimarların yöneticilerin kiĢisel 

tercihlerine bağlı oluyor.  

E.Y.: Peki Vakko binasında süreç nasıl olmuştur Vital Hakko ya da mimarlar 

mı sanatçıları belirlemiştir? 

A.B.: Vitali Hakko musevi ailedendi ve sanat meraklı oluyorlardı genelde. Ve 

Haluk ve Melih de akademide yetiĢmiĢ mimarlardı sanata yakın insanlardı. O 

nedenle olabiliyordu. Yoksa sanata uzak olan insanlar bunu yapamıyorlardı.  

E.Y.: Zaten araştırmamda belirli mimarların belirli santçılarla bu işbirliğini 

yaptığını görüyorum. Örneğin arkadaşlarıyla. 

A.B.: Evet. öyle. KiĢisel iliĢkilerden doğan sonuçlar oluyor. 

 

Interview with Beril Anılanmert, date: 22.05.2013 

 

E.Y.: Eğitiminizle başlamak istiyorum. Akademi’deki eğitiminizin farklı sanat 

dallarıyla aranızdaki diyaloğu ve etkileşimi destekler nitelikte olduğu 

söylenebilir mi?   

B.A.: 63te girdim akademiye 68de mezun oldum. Ġlk sene beraber okunurdu 

üniversitede. Akademiye giriĢ sınavı mimarlık resim heykel ve dekoratif sanatlar 

diye ayrılırdı. Dekoratif sanatların içinde grafik, seramik, tiyatro dekoru gibi 

bölümler vardı. ben dekoratif sanatlar sınavını kazanarak akademiye girdim.   

E.Y.: O dönem akademide ilişkiler bugüne göre daha mı yakındı?  

B.A.: Kesinlikle. ġöyle bir Ģey var. Akademide bölümler arası çok kesin sınırlar 

yoktu. Mesela bir mimari projede ressam gidip makete yardım edebilirdi. iĢte iç 
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mimarlıktaki arkadaĢ perspektiflere yardım ederdi. Yani herkes proje okumayı 

öğreniyor. Bir mimar da resimden anlar duruma geliyor. Yani bir içiçelik var. ġimdi 

maalesef, yani ben toplum için genel olarak söyleyeyim bir mühendis çıkıyorlar bir 

tek sanatın s sini bilmeden. Sanat olmadan bir mimar nasıl olunabilir. Sanat 

kavramlarını bilmeden, sanatsal verileri mimariyle bütünleĢtirmeden nasıl olabilir. 

Son derece mekanik ve soğuk iĢler oluyor... o nedenle büyük bir içiçelik vardı. 

diğer kurumlarda olmayan bir içiçelik. Teknik üniversitede göremezsiniz. O zaman 

zaten akademi bir taneydi. En üst eğitim veren sanat konusunda oydu. Ben 

bilmiyorum ama hocalarımdan duyduğum, Ġsmet Ġnönü çok sık akademiye 

gelirmiĢ. Devlet büyükleri ziyaret ederler sanatla bir içiçelik vardı mesela. 

Öğrenciliğimde bu kadar çok sergi salonu falan da yok. en önemli konserler bizim 

oditoryumda yapılırdı. Bizim salonlarımızda yapılırdı. mesela konsolosluk 

etkinlikleri bizim üniversitemizde yer alırdı. Tabi bu kadar çok galeri yok bu kadar 

çok etkileĢim yok, küratörler türememiĢ. HerĢey akademi‘de odaklanan, sanatın 

gerçekten akademi‘de odaklandığını görürdünüz. Büyük sergiler gelebilir mesela 

belçika duvar halıları sergisi gelmiĢti. 

E.Y.: Peki siz Sadi Diren’in atölyesinde mi eğitim gördünüz? 

B.A.: Sadi hocanın öğrencisi oldum. Bizim zaten seramikte onun atölyesi bunun 

atölyesi diye ayrılmaz bir bütün olarak görülür. 3 hoca vardı ben öğrenciyken. 

Vedat Ar, Ġsmail Hakkı Oygar ve Sadi Diren. Sadi Diren Almanya‘dan yeni 

dönmüĢtü. Biz 2 sene galeri okuduk. Galeri dediğmiz temel eğitim. 1. sene hep 

beraber tüm arkadaĢlarla okuruz. 2. Sene ise daha çok yakın branĢlar bir arada 

okurdu ama o etkileĢim çok güzel bir etkileĢim çünkü herkes hem birbirini tanıyor 

kiĢi olarak hem de bir çok iĢi mesela grafiği görüyorsunuz tekstildeki arkadaĢınızın 

çalıĢmasını görüyorsunuz. Böyle bir yakınlık söz konusuydu.  

E.Y.: Daha büyük çaplı işlere yönelmenizde ya da mimarlıkla işbirliğine 

gitmenizde  orada aldığınız eğitimin katkısı var mı?  

B.A.: Tabi muhakkak... mesela Bedri Rahmi Eyyüpoğlu, ressam, mimarlarla 

iĢbirliği içinde oluyordu. Levent‘teki mozaikleri onlar bizim okuldaki mimarlarla 

birlikte yapılmıĢ, projenin içinde yer aldı. Sonra Devrim Erbil çalıĢtı mimarlarla, 

Füreyya Koral çalıĢtı. O zaman zaten mimarlarla çalıĢılırdı... bayındırlık bakanlığı 

bu konuda ilgiliydi. Bazı yaptırdığı iĢlerde mesela konsolosluklar , bayındırlık 

bakanlığı sorumluğunda olan yapılarda, sanatçılardan çalıĢmalar talep ederdi. Bu 

da birçoğu akademiye gelen ve ordan talep edilen iĢlerdi. Ben duvar 

çalıĢmalarıma pano çalıĢmalarıma 73 senesinde baĢladım. YarıĢmalarla 
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baĢladım. Çok yarıĢma olurdu o zamanlar. Büyük bir mimari projede hemen bir 

sanat projesi açılırdı. Mesela buradaki radyo evine yine bir yarıĢma açılmıĢtı. 

Sanatçıların eseri vardır orada. Yani devletin bir iĢbirliği vardı o zamanlar. Ve 

serbest olarak çalıĢan mimarlar da büyük projelerde yarıĢma açarlardı. Mesela 

Intercontinential bugün Marmara olan otelde yarıĢma açmıĢtı. Benim orada iki 

birinciliğim var. Sheraton Otel yine yapılırken yarıĢma açıldı. orada da ödülüm var. 

Ġzmir‘de Efes Otel‘inde birçok sanatçının eseri var. ya davet ediyorlar veyahut 

güven oluĢmuĢsa hem yarıĢma açıyor hem de davetli olabiliyor. Yani sanatçılarla 

iĢbirliği vardı.  bugün, hiçbirĢey yok. 

E.Y.: Peki o dönem sizce neden bu işbirliği daha yoğun olabilir? 

B.A.: Kültür meselesi. Devletin politikasının dıĢında bir eğitim söz konusu. 

Toplumsal eğitim. Bugün ilk okularda resim eğitimi yok orta eğitimde kalkmıĢ 

durumda... gençlerin gözleri kulakları eğitilmedi. Tersine dönen bir kültür politikası 

var. Bir kere kötü birĢeyi gördüğünüz zaman devamlı olarak gözünüz o kötülüğe 

alıĢır... sanat eserine gösterilen saygı var mı tam aksine...  

E.Y.: O dönemler avrupada bu işbirliğiyle ilgili tartışmalar var... orada farklı 

bi durum var savaştan çıkmışlar ve tekrar yapılanma gibi. 

B.A.: bakın aynı Ģey 1950lerde Amerika‘da yapılıyor. BambaĢka bir politika 

güdüldü. SavaĢ sonrası bir yapılanma. Burada en büyük rolü hollywood endüstrisi 

üstlendi. Amerika‘yı farklı tanıtmak...  bunlar ideoloik Ģeyler. Mesela plastik 

sanatlar konusunda Rusyanın, soğuk savaĢ dönemi, figüratif sanatına karĢı 

Amerika kendi soyut sanatını destekledi. Bu bir devlet politikasıydı ve Amerikan 

sanatçılarına çok büyük destekler verdi... mimariye eserlerinin girmesi belirli bir 

yasa ile de belirleniyor. Belirli bir yüzde için sanat eserinin o yapılan binaya 

girmesi lazım... plastik sanatlar derneğinin yönetim kurulundaydım böyle bir 

çalıĢma yapmıĢtım ama Ģuan da hatırlamıyorum...  

E.Y.: Avrupa ve Amerika’da olan gelişmeler Türkiye’de sık takip edilebiliyor 

muydu? Yayınlar veya oraya gitme şeklinde. 

B.A.: Burada cumhuriyetin getirdiği bir aydınlanma vardı. bizim çocukluğumuz o 

aydınlanmayı dolu dolu yaĢayan bir döneme rast geliyor... bir saygı vardı 

sanatçıya... dıĢarıyla temas ancak gidebilen sanatçılarda oluyordu. Ama 

cumhuriyet döneminde  o fakir dönemde sanatçılar dıĢarıya yollandı. ġimdi 

ekonomimiz düzelsin sonra sanat yaparız denmedi. Hepsi birlikte. çünkü bunlar 

birleĢik kaplar misalidir. Yani bir ülkenin ekonomisi neyse sanatı da odur. Ve bu 

bilinçte olan yani toplumu bir aydınlanma dönemine sokacak olan zihniyet sanatın 
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da geri kalmaması gerektiğini çünkü bir alanda ilerleme söz konus olamaz. Bir 

bütün olarak aydınlanma söz konusur. O nedenle onu ihmal etmediler. Operasını, 

tiyatrosunu kurudlar. Ama bugün bir kısır döngü içindeyiz.  

E.Y.: Sizin okuduğunuz dönemde dışarda yapılan örnekler üzerinden 

derslerde birşeyler anlatılıyor muydu? Ünlü figürlerden söz edilir miydi? 

B.A.: Tabi edilirdi. Mimari olarak, sanat tarihi, türk sanat tarihi okuduk...  

E.Y.: Yurdışındaki tartışmalarda şu göze çarpıyor. Modern mimarlığın soğuk 

yönünü insanlaştırma adına sanatı binaların içine almak istediklerini 

söylüyorlar. Hem de sanatın kamusal alana açılması söz konusu. Bu 

konudaki düşünceleriniz nedir? 

B.A.: Çok doğru. Ġki taraf da yararlanıyor. Çünkü 70lerde falan Corbusier‘in 

getirdiği minimalist tavrın soğukluğu söz konusu. Onu daha farklı bir boyuta 

taĢımak için pek çok sanatçının eserleri sergilendi. Bunlar tapiseri dediğimiz halı 

oldu kimi zaman duvar resmi, rölyef vs. sekillerde yer aldı. Bizim binalarımıza 

bakarsanız kamu binalarına 70li yıllarda daha çok sanat eseri görürsünüz. 70li 

yıllarda heykel olsun resim olsun. Devlet heykele çok para verdi... Kuzgun Acar‘ın 

iĢleri harika iĢlerdi. Hadi Bara‘nın heykeli. Füreya Koral Utarit Ġzgi‘yle çalıĢtı. 

Benim de ilk  yaptğım iĢlerden birini yarıĢmayla aldık Ankara‘daki ĠĢbankası genel 

müdürlük binası... sonra Töbank‘ı yaptık. Pek çok Ģey yapıldı Ankara‘da. Devlet 

bunlara para ayırdı... 2000 yılında Ankara Rehablitasyon merkezinde yapmıĢtım. 

2002 de Mimar Sinan Ün. oditoryumda kaplama yaptım.  

E.Y.: Bu çalışmalarda, yarışma olanlarda, sonradan eser eklenmiş oluyor 

değil mi? Önceden birlikte çalışma söz konusu değil. 

B.A.: YarıĢmaya eskiz olarak giriyorsunuz. Kimi zaman da malzemeyi görmek 

istiyorlar, belirli bir boyutta iĢin küçültülmüĢ Ģeklini veya 1/1 i isterler. Eğer 

kazanırsanız uygulamaya çağırırlar sizi. O zaman zaten  teklifinizi vermiĢ 

oluyorsunuz. YarıĢma çok önemliydi gençler arasında. Topluma isimleriniz 

duyurmamıĢ kiĢiler isimlerini duryurma Ģansı olabilir.  HerĢeyden evvel demokratik 

ortamdır. Büyük isimler olabilir onlara bir yer gösterebilirsiniz ama gençler için 

heyecan oluyor. 

E.Y.: Yapılan kompozisyonda mimarın sonrasında bir müdahalesi oluyor 

muydu? 

B.A.: Bu tür çalıĢmalarda yüzde yüz özgür değilsiniz. Mimarla birlikte çalıĢılır. 

Projeyi göz ardı etmeden birĢey yapamazsınız. Sizi orada belirli verilerle bağlar 

proje. Diyelim ki yerin rengi ıĢığın kaynağı, sirkülasyon alanı.  Dipte bir mekan mı, 
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göz önünde mi, dar bir yerde mi sürtünme olabilir, algılama mesafesini, bunların 

hepsini düĢünmek durumundasınız. Ve projenin konseptiyle bir bütünlük yaratak 

durumundasınız. Çok geleneksel mimarinin içinde, yapılan iĢ geriye dönük bir 

takım referanslar taĢıyordur onu göz ardı edemezsiniz. Yani orada bir bütünlük 

oluĢturmak, orada yama gibi durmamalı. Bu birlikte çalıĢılmayınca oluyor.  O 

sanat eseri ve mimari bir bütün olarak düĢünülmesi lazım. O da iĢin ilk baĢında 

yer alması gerekiyor. BaĢında birlikte düĢünülmesi o binayı gerçekten çok değerli 

kılar ama sonradan takılma veya eklemelerle çok iyi olmuyor... Efes Oteli‘nde 

yüzme havuzuna bir pano istendi. En önemlisi su sesisinin fazla duyulmaması. O 

ses izolasyonun düĢünülmesiydi. Orada yaptığım iĢte parlak yüzey yerine daha 

emici yüzey, rölyeflerin daha yüksek olduğu emiciliği artırmak için düĢündük. 

Ölçüler aldık projeyi yaptık, onay, herĢey bitti. ikinci defa montaj için final ölçüye 

gittiğimizde baktık ki kapı açmıĢlar... pano bitti uydurmak zorundasınız. Bütün 

konsept bozuluyor... bunun gibi mimarla ilk baĢından çalıĢmak lazım. sanat 

eserinin bir bütün olarak düĢünülmesi lazım mimaride de. Bizim Ģeylerimiz de 

Ģöyle olur çoğu zaman. Bir takım verileri de söylerler. Mesela bu rehabilitasyon 

merkezini yaparken Ģunlara dikkat edin dediler... o dönem eğitim yaĢantsını 

anlamak adına, ben sordum. Mesela sanat tarihi bölümü o zamanki akademide 

Ġstanbul Üniversitesi‘nin sanat tarhi bölümüyle geziler düzenlerlermiĢ. Yani varmıĢ 

aralarında iliĢki. 

E.Y.: O dönemki dergiler buraya rahat gelebiliyor muydu?  

B.A.: Hayır gelmiyordu. En büyük sorunumuz oydu. Dövizimiz yoktu. Türkiye 

fakirdi. Seyahata gittiğimiz zaman aldığımız broĢürler kitaplar bizim en büyük 

servetimizdi. Devamlı olarak yurtdıĢına gidene kitap ısmarlarsın. Bir de türk 

parasını koruma kanunundan dolayı cebimizle dövizle falan dolaĢamazdık. Döviz 

çok sınırlıydı. 

E.Y.: Kısıtlı bir dönem ama yine de bir çaba var. 

B.A.: Çünkü o çaba Ģeyden kaynaklanıyor. Yeni bir dünya yaratma. O 

aydınlanmanın getirdiği enerji. Yeni bir Ģey yapma. Ben kendi gençliğimi 

düĢünüyorum. Bir insanın bir dünyayı değiĢtirecek enerjisi olduğunu düĢünürdük 

biz.  
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Interview with Cemil Eren, date: 09.11.2012 

 

C.E.: Benim gençliğimde mimarlarla sanatçılar arasında daha yakın bir iliĢki vardı. 

ben uzun zamandır o konuları bıraktım. Seramik yapıyordum, vitray yapıyordum, 

onlarla mimaride iĢte bazı Ģeyler bıraktım. Duruyor yerlerinde. ġimdi ne oluyor 

pek bilemiyorum. Ben kendi kabuğuma çekildim. O zaman ulusa gazetesi vardı 

orada devamlı haftada bir yazılarım çıkardı. Bir konferansçı gelmiĢti Ankara‘ya. 

Sinemalardan birisinde konferansı düzenlendi. Kalabalık. ĠĢte gittik dinledik. 

Sorusu olan var mı dedi. ben de kalktım birĢeyler sordum. ĠĢte adam açıkladı. 

Söyledi. Onun üzerine bir yazı yazmıĢtım. O yazılar maalesef yayınlanmadı. 

Olduğu gibi duruyor. gazete kupürleri halinde. Onlara ulaĢamazsınız ancak bende 

var orijinali. Onlar kitap haline gelseydi hakkatten iyi olacaktı ama yaptıramadım 

iĢte... Akün sinemasında büyük bir vitrayım var.  

E.Y.: Anladığım  kadarıyla süreç şöyle ilerliyordu. Binanın inşaatı bitmiş 

oluyordu sonra bir şekilde mimar size başvuruyordu.  

C.E.: Evet 

E.Y.: Mimarın  istediği yere mi uygulanıyordu? 

C.E.: Öyle oluyordu. Yani mimarla bir istiĢare süresi pek olmuyordu. Bazıları beni 

seçiyordu. Seninle çalıĢmak istiyorum binaya Ģunları koymak istiyorum falan diyor 

ama iĢ dağıtıma gelince Ģey oluyor bir takım kanuni süreçler iĢin içine giriyor. Bir 

ihale yapıyorlar ya da yarıĢma açıyorlar. O yarıĢmayı kim kazanırsa ona 

yaptırılıyor.  ĠĢ öyle yapılıyordu.  Yani bu Ģekilde benim olacak, yüzde yüz benim 

yapabileceğim bir iĢi hiç alakasız birine verdiler. Büyük bir vitray iĢiydi yani 

mutlaka benim yaptığım vitraylarla yapacaklardı. Mimar da öyle istiyordu. Ama 

Ģeyde, jüri üyesi hemen akademiye baĢvurdu. Güzel sanatlar akademisine. Jüri 

deyince. Oradan gelen hocalar da, jüriye gelenler de, bir vitray çalıĢması için 

düĢünün bakın, vitray yaptıracakları yerde iki cam arasına resim konmuĢ, beze 

yapılmıĢ resim, onu vitray diye oraya koydular. O da kısa bir süre sonra soldu. 

Renkleri değiĢti.  

E.Y.: Hangi binaydı bu? 

C.E.: ĠĢ bankası binasındaydı. Buradaki eski iĢ bankası binasında. Orada yani hiç 

ismi duyulmamıĢ, kendi öğrencisine vermiĢ jürideki kiĢi. Her kimse unuttum adını 

Ģimdi.  

E.Y.: Ama biraz da kamu binası olduğu için öyle bir süreç işin içine giriyor 

olabilir mi? Özel bir iş olsa belki direkt sizinki kullanılabilir miydi? 
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C.E.: Özel Ģeyler de oldu. Oldu tabi. Yani baĢından bu iĢi sana vereceğiz dediler, 

verdiler. Arı sinemasındaki iĢ öyle oldu. Orada 14 m geniĢliğinde bir seramiğim 

var benim. 6m yükseklik. Kabarık Ģeyler, rölyefler yapılmıĢ. Onlar doğrudan 

doğruya bana verildi.  

E.Y.: O örnekte peki sizin yapacağınız çalışmayı, eskizleri mimar önceden 

inceledi mi? 

C.E.: Eskiz verdim. Gösterdim mimara. O kabul etti. Ondan sonra eskiz benim de 

tasavvurlarımın dıĢına çıktı. Çünkü fırınım çok küçüktü burada yapamazdım 

onları. Çanakkale seramik fabrikası var Çan‘da. Çan‘da 3 ay kaldım . o fabrikada 

onları yaptım. Bir defa Ģeylerden atılmıĢ, fırınlardan sökülüp atılmıĢ künkler 

buldum. Borular, içerisi seramik gibi olmuĢ boyalardan. Onları kullandım ve gayet 

çıkıntılı duvar ... yaptım. O çok beğenildi tabi. Ama Ģeydi. Çok külfetli bir iĢti. 

E.Y.: Peki o dönemde sizce niye o kadar  fazla, büyük boyutlu çalışmalar 

mekan içinde ya da binaların dış cephelerinde yapılıyordu?  Öyle bir şey 

neden tercih edilmeye başlandı ?  

C.E.: ĠĢte yine Avrupanın etkisiyle. Orada bir kanun vardı. inĢaat bedelinin yüzde 

1 veya 2si, bütçelere göre değiĢiyor. Sanata ayrılacak diye kanun koymuĢlardı. 

Onu bizimkiler de, bizim, yani dünya literatürünü takip eden mimarlarımız örnek 

aldılar. Onlar da iĢverene kabul ettirmeye çalıĢtılar. Kabul ettirebildikleri kadar 

yaptırdılar. Bizde kanun yoktu, vardı bilemiyorum. Belki de vardı. .. ama ben o 

zamanlar iĢte büyük binalarda bir Ģey yapılacağı zaman ilk akla gelen kiĢilerden 

biriydim. Çok fazla yoktu Ġstanbul‘da vardı bir iki kiĢi. Burda bir tek ben vardım 

doğrusu, bir de Hamiye hanım vardı. öyle bir dönemdi yani. Heyecanlı bir 

dönemdi.  

E.Y.: 50-60-70li yıllarda örneklerini çok görüyoruz sonrasında sanki azalıyor. 

C.E.: Azalıyor.  

E.Y.: O yoğunluk yok gibi. En azından kamu binalarında yok gibi.  

C.E.: Maalesef.   

E.Y.: Acaba o dönem için bu örneklerle sanatın kamusal alana açılması mı 

söz konusuydu?  

C.E.: ġimdi bunu Ģeyle incelemek lazım. Türkiye‘deki hükümetlerin politikalarıyla. 

Sanat politikası diye bir, devletin böyle bir politikası yok. Gelen baĢbakan ben 

herĢeyi bilirim diyor. O yaptırırsa yapılıyor... yönetimde kültürel düĢme baĢladı ve 

ister istemez sanata da yansıdı.ondan dolayı azaldı.  

E.Y.: mimar ve sanatçının birlikte  çalışması nasıl gerçekleşiyordu? 
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C.E.: Ġleri görüĢlü mimarlar, Avrupa, Amerika mimarisine yaklaĢabilenler onlar 

biliyorlardı iĢin yürüyüĢünü...  

E.Y.: Mimar ve sanatçı ilişkilerinde yakın arkadaşlık ilişkileri var.onun da 

etkisi olabilir mi? 

C.E.: Öyle, arkadaĢlar. Onun da etkisi oluyor... Ġstanbul‘da Hilton oteli yapılıyor. 

Bir yarıĢma açılıyor.  Yani o yarıĢmaya beni de davet ediyorlar. Katılıyorum. 

Jüride de Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu var. Daha baĢkaları da var. Sonunda belli oluyor, 

ben birĢey kazanamıyorum. Ġlk etapta kazanıyorum 2. Ģeye girmeyi. Ama 2. den 

sonra tam karar aĢamasında siliyorlar. Sonra Bedri Rahmi ile bir görüĢmemiz 

oluyor. Yani safça itiraf ediyor ne yaptığını. Bu benim öğrencim diyor. ĠĢin 

baĢından sonuna kadar onunla beraberdim diyor. Bana danıĢtı diyor.  Beraber 

çalıĢtık diyor. Ben de ona verdim diyor. Yani jüri bitaraf olamadı çoğunda. 

Bazılarında da oldu... 

C.E.: Benim yaptığım camların bir özelliği vardı. Ben onların deneysel olarak nasıl 

yapıldığını buldum.  

E.Y.: Camla ilgili çok fazla çalışan yok muydu o dönemde? 

C.E. : Hiç kimse yoktu, Ġstanbul‘da bir hoca vardı. onun da yaptığı renkli camları 

alıp kesip kurĢunla klasik tarzda vitraylar yapmaktı. Ben 1961‘de Paris‘e gitmiĢtim. 

Louvre müzesinde Ġsrailli, bir sinagog için yapılmıĢ, Chagal‘ın vitraylarını 

sergilediler. Belli bir süre. 12 tane büyük vitray pencere. Onları gördüm. Onları 

görünce de içinden gelen ıĢık beni büyüledi. Türkiye‘ye döndüğümde ben bunu 

nasıl yaparım. Denemediğim yer kalmadı. Bütün Ankara‘daki fırınlara gittim. 

Denemeler yaptım. Potalarda camları erittim döktüm. Hiç, baĢarısız, hepsi çatır 

çatır çatladı. En sonunda kendi fırınımda iĢe yarar bazı Ģeyler çıkardım. Bir sergi 

açtım. Ankara‘da yer yeriden oynadı. Öğrencileri getirdiler hocalar. Onları 

göstermek için. Yoktu öyle birĢey, hiç yoktu. Camda izlenimler diye açmıĢtık onu.  

E.Y.: O zaman o sergi mimarları da etkilemiştir. 

C.E.: Mimarlar da tabi gördü. Onlar da binalarda koymak istediler.  

E.Y.: Bu anlamda sizin de mimarlar üzerinde onları bu işbirliğine itme 

konusunda bir etkiniz olmuş denebilir mi? 

C.E.: Oldu. Ben bütün hayatım boyunca sanat hayatım boyınca bir noktada takılıp 

kalmadım çok geniĢ bir alana yayıldım hep... bir araĢtırmacı tarafım var benim. 

Onu dıĢlamadım. ÇalıĢmalarımın içine aldım... ĠĢte o sergiyi görüp de bana, 

mimar arkadaĢlarım vardı. Ankara‘daki mimarlarla çok yakın iliĢkilerim vardı. 

arkadaĢlarım hep onlardı. Bürolarına uğrardım. Onlar bana gelirlerdi. Onlar tabi 
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benim ne yaptığımı görüyorlardı takip ediyorlardı. Onların bana katkıları oluyordu. 

Yani ben çok gençtim, onlar benden biraz daha yaĢlıydı. Daha deneyimli 

insanlardı. Ben de onlardan çok yararlandım. Yani bu çok güzel bir dönemdi 

aslında.  

E.Y.: O dönemlerde sanat dünyası yurtdışını takip edibiliyor muydu? 

Yayınlar  Türkiye’ye gelebiliyor muydu? Sanatçılar yurtdışındaki etkinliklere 

gidebiliyor muydu? 

C.E.: Geliyordu.  Onlar da gidebiliyorlardı. Cimaise diye bir derdi vardı. onun 

yazarlarından birisi Michel Ragon o Türkiye‘ye geldi konferans verdi. 

Konferansında görüĢtük. Benim atölyeme gelmek istedi, geldi. Ankara‘daki 

ressamlara haber verdim gelin resimlerimizi gösterelim bu adama diye. 

Cimaise‘de bir yazı yazdı. Ġran‘la Türkiye üzerine. O zaman Ġran da çok iyiydi, 

sanatçıları. benim bir resmimi de bastılar. Cimaise‘de bastılar. O dergiye de ben 

abone oldum. Her sayısı geliyordu. Bazı kitapçılar vardı. onlar yabancı yayınlara 

önem veriyorlardı ve getirtiyorlardı. Yoksa ısmarlıyorsun, getirirlerdi.   

 

Interview with Cengiz Bektaş, date: 22.05.2013 

 

E.Y.: Öncelikle, akademide bulunduğunuz sürede orada mimarlık ve diğer 

sanatların ilişkisi üzerine gözlemleriniz nelerdir? ilişkileri yoğun muydu? 

C.B.: Ama o amaçla orada kaldım. Yani mimarın güzel sanatların öteki dallarıyla 

iç içe olması birlikte yetiĢmelerine önem verdiğim için.  Ve teknik üniversiteyi de 

kazandığım halde akademiyi yeğlememin nedeni buydu. Almanya‘da bulunduğum 

süre içinde de bunun önemi daha vurgulanmıĢtı benim için. Çünkü plastik diye bir 

dersimiz vardı. Plastikte Brenninger diye çok önemli bir mimar kökenli ama güney 

Almanya‘nın en önemli heykeltraĢı kabul edilen bir hocamız vardı. Ve orada 

mimarlık öğrencileri yaptıkları her proje için bir plastik öğe tasarlarlardı.  

Plastik bizde yanlıĢ anlaĢılıyor. Örneğin toprak mahsulleri ofisinde 64te yarıĢmayı 

kazanmıĢtık onun sanat iĢleri için bir yarıĢma açtık. O yarıĢmada ben de 

jürideydim. Genel müdür yardımcısı da jürideydi... Orada her projemizde onun 

herhangi bir yerinde bir plastik eser düĢünme alıĢkanlığı verilmeye baĢlandı bize. 

Ve ben zaten o konuya biraz yatkın olduğum için. Hocam yaptığım iĢlerin bir 

bölümünü aldı... bize sadece doğru dürüst bir sanatçıyla iĢbirliğini öğretmek üzere 

ve bir beğeni kazandırmak üzere bu ders verildi.  

E.Y.: Peki o dersin işleyişi nasıl oluyordu? 
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C.B.: Atölyede. Örneğin ben bunu çamurla yaptığım zaman hoca aldı bunu. Ben 

dedi bunu bir kiliseye koyarım... yani bu önemli bir konu çünkü gerçekten yaygın 

eğitimle çok iliĢkisi olan. Hele bizim gibi bir ülkede. Bunun dıĢarıda moda olup 

olmadığı yani bizim oradan etkilendiğimiz biraz yakıĢtırma olabilir. Ama 1930larda 

Ankara‘da Ģöyle bir alıĢkanlık vardı. aĢağı yukarı binanın maliyetinin belli bir 

yüzdesi yüzde 2 yüzde 2.5 güzel sanatlara ayrılırdı. O duvardaki resimler. Biz bir 

zamanlar güzel sanatlar genel müdürlüğü de yapmıĢ Turan Erol‘la bu iĢ için çok 

uğraĢtık. Yani ben yazılar yazdım o yazılar yazdı. Türkiyede bunun yasalaĢması 

için. 

E.Y.: Ama yasalaşmadı mı? 

C.B.: Hayır bu alıĢkanlık olarak sürdü. 1964te ben askere gittiğimde ben onlara 

Çankaya‘daki köĢkleri tasarladım ve de inĢaatın baĢında bulundum. Ve  orada bir 

takım sanat eserleri gerçeleĢtirmek istedim ve o aman benim tanıdığım Türkiye‘de 

önemli santaçılarıyla mesela seramikçi Erdoğan Ersan vardı, yahut da Nedim 

soyadı gelmiyor aklıma , Turan Erol, onlara Ģey yaptırdım, bir takım sanat eserleri  

her köĢke 5 tane. Ama bunun Ģeylerini çok ustalıkla keĢfin içine soktuk. Milleti çok 

fazla ürkütmeden. Ve oraya sanat eserlerini yerleĢtirdik. Dediğim gibi vitraydı, 

seramikti, ayrıca seramikle heykel arası iĢler idi. ġöminelerin üzerine eski 

gelenekten gelme bir anlayıĢla çini. Gelenekle çağdaĢ sanatı birleĢtiren. Ve ondan 

sonra toprak mahsüllerini yaparken yarıĢma açıldı ve orada bir takım Ģeyler elde 

edildi. Sanat eserleri. Gerçekten değerli Ģeylerdi. Bunu birbirlerinden etkilenerek 

baĢkaları da yapmaya kalktı.  Bonn büyük elçiliğini biz 3 kiĢi kazandık. Onlar da 

benim bu konuda olan deneyimimi bildikleri için arkadaĢlarım da, bakanlık da, 

dıĢiĢleri bakanlığı da bu sanatçıların seçimini bana bıraktı. Ben de Bedri 

Rahmi‘den beyaz üzerine beyaz birĢey istedim. Kapıda ünlü kadeĢ anlaĢmasının 

dövme iĢini yaptık. Daha baĢka tablolar Ģunlar bunlar. Bedri Rahmi ile burda 2 yıl 

uğraĢtık. Onun üzerine 2 yıl uğraĢtık. PaĢabahçe‘de birlikte. Yani o uğraĢtı ben 

elimden geldiği kadar yardımcı olmaya çalıĢtım. Aynı zmanda mimar olarak 

isteklerimi söyledim. yani isteğim derken onu belli bir yöne yönlendirmek 

anlamında değil de yalnız büyük mekandan yemek salonuna geçiĢte çok hafif bir 

ıĢık boğulması istedim. O ıĢık boğulmasını da orada kocaman bir açıklık vardı 

yani onun için bırakmıĢtım. Orada iĢte bu Ģeylerden kareler yaptırıp onu detayını 

da ben çözmüĢtüm. O oraya yapılacaktı. Fakat Bedri Bey Ģeye gitti Almanya‘ya. 

Bu iĢi orda gerçekleĢtirmek üzere. Orda renkli camları betonun içine gömerek yeni 

bir teknoloji öğrenmiĢ. Ve benimle Ģey yapmadan onu koydu oraya ve ben 
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birazcık tabi üzüldüm. Ve o yani benim bu konuda ne düĢündüğümü merak ettiği 

halde, ben de Bonn‘a gittim gördüm orayı, ben onu hiç aramadım. Ondan sonra 

dedi ki, Ankara‘ya kadar çıktı geldi, ―ya ne düĢünüyorsun hiç birĢey söylemedin‖. 

O hep Ģundan yakınırdı: ―Sedat Hakkı Eldem eğer resmi birazcık sevseydi bugün 

türk resmi baĢka bir yerde olurdu‖  derdi. Bu gerçekten ilginç bir saptamadır ama 

Sedat Bey‘le iliĢkisinde benimkine benzer birĢey olduğunu ben o zaman anladım. 

Ve Bonn‘dan döndükten sonra Ankara‘ya gelince dedim ki, bak Ģimdi anladım reis 

niye Sedat Bey yapıtlarında bazı Ģeylere yer vermedi. Buna üzüldü ama birĢey de 

söyleyemedi. Ona dedim ki, ―Bonn büyük elçiliği bir gün yıkılır ama senin resmini 

alırlar baĢka yere koyarlar. Yani sen bir sanatçı olarak bir anlamda mimardan rol 

çalmıĢ oluyorsun.‖ Ondan sonra hatta birbirirmiz çok seven insanlarız, bu 

zamanla tamir oldu. 2012de Bonn‘a gittim. Orada büroda çalıĢmıĢ bir arkadaĢım 

vardı oraya götürdü. Bir baktım bina yıkılmıĢ...Bedri Rahmi‘nin Ģeyini alıp Berlin‘e 

götürdüler. Ama Berlin‘deki yapıda eski bir yapı. Yani mimarıyla sanatçısının 

uyuĢmadığı bir Ģey oldu. Ben çok önem veriyordum çünkü kuzey Ġtalya‘da 

gezerken o binanın içinde kimin resmi olabilir diye önceden tahmin edip girdiğim 

zaman çoğu zaman tutardı o. Yani mimarla sanatçı arasında bir duygu birliği 

demeyeyim ama en azından minimum bir anlayıĢ birliği ve çağdaĢlık açısından bir 

koĢutluk vardı. bu çok önemli Ģimdi böyle bir olay yok. Herkes yalnızca parayla 

ilgili. Para sahibi olan insan da bunu yeteri kadar değerlendiri mi değerlendirmez 

mi bilemeyiz. Çok anlatılan bir öyküdür. Divan otelinde Bedri Rahmi‘nin bir panosu 

var. Rastlantı arkasında elektrik düğmesi kalmıĢ. Ne yapacaklarını bilemez 

haldeyken Vehbi Bey‘e danıĢmıĢlar.  

Vehbi Bey de: 

- ―kesin orayı düğme ortaya çıksın‖.  

-―Aman efendim nasıl keseriz sanat eseri sanatçısına hakaret olur bir  anlamda‖  

-DemiĢ ―parasını ödemedik mi?‖  

Yani bir tarafta belli bir duygu var, güzel sanatlar duygusu veya estetik duygu. 

ama mimarla ressam arasında birĢey olmayınca, mesela daha önceden Ģey olsa 

o düğme oraya yapılmaz. Ve yani bu gerçekten o uyuĢmayı Ģey yapacak bir 

baĢka olaydır. Yani bir süre devam etti. Ben 60larda özellikle Almanya‘dan 

döndükten sonra gerçekten buna çok eğildim. Ama Ankara‘dan ayrıldıktan sonra 

da ne oldu ne bitti bilmiyorum. Burada söylediğim gibi sadece Ģey açısından yani 

bir gösteriĢ açısından daha çok artisan iĢlere önem verildi. Ama ben hemen 

hemen bütün yapılarımda böyle bir sanat eserine yer verdim. Bir tane değil birkaç 
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tane. Mersin gökdeleninde de vardır. Orada Mustafa Pilevneli var resam. Mustafa 

mesela kimi seramik parçalarıyla veyahut beton essalı malzemelerle, yani böyle 

bir eğitim de almıĢtır öyle Ģeyler yaptı birçok yerde. Tural Erol yağlı boyadan taĢ 

mozaike kadar. ... (babamın okuluna) galeri yapmıĢtım ilkokulun içinde hem 

çocuklar kullancak hem mahalle. Onun cephesine çok güzel bir taĢ mozaik yaptı. 

Onun eskizi de bende buradadır.  Bu Bedri Rahmi‘nin Atatürk Orman Çifliği‘ndeki 

otelin saçağın üzerine yaptığı Ģeyin eskizi. Çakıl taĢlarıyla yaptı. Marmara oteli.  

E.Y.: O zaman siz tasarımın başında düşünüyorsunuz. 

C.B.: Evet tabi. Birlikte.  

E.Y.: Ve sanatçıları ve onların yaptıkları işi bildiğiniz için birlikte 

çalışıyorsunuz.  

C.B.: Elbette. Yani kimi zaman yarıĢmalarla kimi zaman doğrudan vererek. 

Toprak mahsülleri ofisinde vardı çok yapıt. Erdoğan Ersener‘in seramiği. O 

birinciliği kazanmıĢtı. Çatı katında bir kafeteryada. Ondan sonra aĢağıda 

konfrenas salonuna girĢte fuaye gibi kullanılan binaların ortasında bir çukur var... 

orada da bunun gibi taĢ parçalarıyla yapılmıĢ pano vardır.  

E.Y.: O devlet yapısı. Devlet zaman destekliyor muydu? 

C.B.: Evet. tabi baĢındaki genel müdürün kültürüne bağlı bir olay. ama ilk Ģeyi 

yapan bizim yapılarımız. Biz ona yol açtık. Çünkü ben o eğitimi almıĢtım.  

E.Y.: O gelenek nasıl oluşmuş olabilir? O zamanki ortamın getirdiği bir şey 

mi? 

C.B.: Tabi. YurtdıĢından bir takım etkilenmeler de olur.  Mesela Cihat Burak vardır 

mimar. Fransızlar onu kendi ressamları arasında sayarlar Borak adıyla. O ilginç 

bir insandı. Ankaradaki maliye bakanlığının cephesinde böyle bir rölyef vardır. 

Onu kalıbın üzerinde kendi uğraĢıp mütehahitle anlaĢıp, kalıp alındığı zaman 

orada birĢey çıktı. Yani hiç ne parası var pulu var. Böyle birĢeyi Atatürk Kültür 

Merkezi‘nde ve onu mesela  Hayati Tabanlıoğlu mimarı, o da orada çalıĢıyordu, 

Cihat Burak da. Bayndırlık Bakanlığı‘nın bir bürosu vardı orada. Bu Ģey olduğu 

için. Mimardan habersiz olduğu için söktürmüĢtü. Cihat Burak da ona çok 

üzülmüĢtü hatta onunla ilgili bir de onu hicveden bir resim yapmıĢtı. Yani dediğim 

gibi mimarın baĢtan bu ihtiyaçları duyarak öyle belirlemesi çok önemli.  

E.Y.: Bir de genelde projelerde bu eserler kamusal olan yerlere konuyor.  

C.B.: Gayet tabi. ġöyle, Ġhsan Cemal Karaburçak vardı. ben satın almak isteğim 

zaman fiyat düĢerdi... bunu dedi ben bir zengine satsam, 1000 lira verir ve gider 

yatak odasına asar. Kendisinden baĢka kimse görmez o resmi. Halbuki ben bu 
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resmim görülsün baĢkaları tarfaından yaĢansın isteyerek yapıyorum. Senin 

bürona bu asıldığı zaman orayı ben biliyorum ki bir kültür merkezi gibi çalıĢıyor 

senin büron, Ankara‘daki büro, haftada en azından 500 kiĢi görecek bunu. Benim 

de istediğim bu. O yüzden sana böyle yapıyorum diye bu söylediğinizi gerçekler 

anlamda anlatmıĢtı. Niye öyle yaptığını. Bu tabiki önemli. Bu yani binalara bu tür 

Ģeylerin hem fiziksel katkısı var yapıya örneğin Turan Erol‘un. Bir salona 

geliyorsunuz ne tarafa gideceğinizi ĢaĢırıyorsunuz diyelim. Ama orada birden bire 

çok önemli bir duvar panosu var. Ġster istemez yüzünüzü oraya döndürürsünüz. O 

renkler çağırır sizi. Onu izlediğiniz zaman salonu bulursunuz. Yani bu önemli 

benim için... bir de doğrudan doğruya orada duvarların arasında bir çiçek bahçesi 

gibi bir pano duruyor orada. Bu çok önemli bir Ģey. Ġnsanlara ferahlık da veren. 

Mesela toprak mahsullerinde Turan Erol‘un yapıtını pek çok insanı okĢarken 

gördüm. Yahut Denizli‘de babamın ilkokuluna yaptığı bütün bir cephe panosunu, 

onun önünde bir park vardı. parkta bütün sandalyeler bu pano yapıldı bu tarafa 

döndü. Yani bunlar gerçekten, elbetteki bir mimar için de bir sanatçı için de 

önemli...  

E.Y.: Peki siz sanatçıyla birlikte çalışırken onun yapacağı kompozisyona 

birşey söylüyor muydunuz? 

C.B.: Hayır... ama yönlendirme derseniz sadece ben buraya Ģu boĢluğu öyle 

bıraktım ve oraya senden bir iĢ istiyorum ama karıĢmam derim. Kendisi tabiki 

yapıyla bir iliĢki kurarsa. Mesela Ankara‘daki Türk Dil Kurumu yapısında 

merdivenlerden inip aĢağıdaki salonun fuayesine geldiğiniz zaman tam karĢınıza 

çıkan duvara, Kuzgun Acar‘ın bir eserini kaldırmıĢlardı gökdelenin cephesinde 

vardı onun iĢi, onu emekli sandığı depolara atmıĢtı, ondan sonra onun ölçülerine 

göre o duvarı ebatlandırdım, oraya yapılsın diye. Sonra da gittim emekli 

sandığına, siz bunu depoya attınız yarın yok olacak. Halbuki Kuzgun benim 

bildiğim iki heykeltraĢtan bir tanesi, biri Ġlhan  Koman birisi o. Ondan sonra bunu 

kurtaralım oraya koyalım. Dediler bedava veremeyiz. E sembolik bir fiyatla verin 

dedim. peki dediler. 5000lira dediler. Hemen koĢtum. Türk Dil Kurumu yönetim 

kurulu toplantısı vardı. dedim ki bunu alalım oraya koyalım. Tekrar monte edelim. 

Cahit Külebi, hepimizin çok sayıp sevdiği Ģair dedi ki, ya tamiratı çok para tutarsa. 

Ben tabi çok üzüldüm... maalesef onu alamadık oradan. BaĢtan beri mimarlık 

sanatların evidir... mesela türk dil kurumunda ben baĢtan beri hep Kuzgun‘un Ģeyi 

oraya gelir umuduyla yaptım. Ve ama dediğim gibi ne yazık ki kültürel düzey 

bakımdan bir takım insanlarla aynı düzeyde değildik.  
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E.Y.: 50-60-70li yıllarda bu işbirliği yoğun ama sonra günümüze azalarak 

geliyor. O durumun nedeni o ne olabilir? 

C.B.: Doğrudan doğruya kapitalizmin baĢatlığı. Kapitalizm para kazanmaktan 

baĢka birĢey düĢünmüyor. Neo-liberalistler ancak bunun ardından birĢey kazanılır 

mı diye düĢünerek davanıyor. Bir de burjuva bir kültür Ģeyi yani eskiden  bir takım 

varlıklı aileler Ģeyi yapıyor bir takım sanat eserlerine değer veriyor onlara para 

veriyor.  Ama o kültüre sahip olmayan sadece parası olan Ģeyler de ancak 

birisinin yol göstermesiyle...  

E.Y.: Odtü’de inşaat işlerinde mi bulunmuşsunuz? 

C.B.: Ben Ģehircilik bölümüne hoca olarak gelmiĢtim... mimarlıkta vitraylar vardır. 

O da karĢılıksız neredeyse yapılmıĢtır. O zaman inĢaat iĢleri reisi Muhittin Kulin‘di. 

Onun yardımcıysı Fuat Zadil‘di. Onun eĢi Nazan Zadil akademiden benim okul 

arkadaĢım o cam iĢlerini yaptı... Ġngiliz Büyükelçiliği‘nde Turan‘ın yine çok güzel 

bir panosu vardır.  

 

Interview with Devrim Erbil, date: 23.05.2013 

 

E.Y.: Akademide eğitimle ilgili soru sormak istiyorum. Bedri Rahmi 

Eyüpoğlu’nun atölyesinde öğrenci olmuşsunuz. Orada adığınız eğitim bu tip 

çalışmalar yapmanızda etkili oldu mu? oradaki eğitim nasıl bir eğitimdi?  

D.E.: Kesinlikle etkili oldu. Çünkü benim hocam sadece bir tuval resminin sınırları 

içinde kalan bir sanatçı değildi. Ve her zaman Ģunu söylemiĢti. 100 metrekarelik 

bir resim yapılma Ģansı verilseydi herhalde neler yapardım. Ġnsanları daha büyük 

kitleleri biraraya getiren onları heyecana getiren. bir anda 1000 kiĢinin 10.000 

kiĢinin seyredeceği bir resim düĢünmek herkesi heyecanlandırır sıradan insanları 

da sanatçıları da. doğal olarak benim hocamı da ilgilendiriyordu. Ben de aynı 

Ģekilde düĢünüyorum. Meksika sanatında o dönemlerde büyük binaların dıĢ 

yüzeyleri mozaiklerle kaplanıyordu. Diegolar, vs. orada birçok iĢler yapıyorlardı. 

Onların farkındaydık biz de öğrenci olarak ve Türkiye‘de o yıllarda btb mozaik 

dene bir mozaik vardı. bu italyan patentli Türkiye‘de üretilen bir cam kökenli yapay 

bir mozaikti. Hatta o mimarlar tarafından o kadar kötü kullanıldı ki binalarda btb 

deyince insanlar ondan uzaklaĢırlardı. Fakat biz btblerle hocanın birçok iĢlerini 

uyguladık. Realizasyonuna iĢtirak ettik. Ve ben akademide öğrencilik yıllarım 

içerisinde uzun süre hocamın yanında onun iĢlerini uygulayan kiĢi olarak uzun 

süre kaldım. belki en çok kalan öğrencilerinden biriydim. Hocanın Ģöyle bir sistemi 
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vardı bu baĢka atölyelerde olmayan bir sistemdi. Yalnız bunu söylerken Ģunu da 

belirtmem gerekir. Akademide eğitim sisteminde bugün hale yürülülükte olan bir 

özellik vardır. Öğrenci hocasını seçer...  akademide beni büyük resme götüren 

mimariyle sanatı bütünleĢtiren çalıĢmalar yapmaya yönelten gayet tabi ki hocam 

Bedri Rahmidir. Onun büyük etkisi olmuĢtur. Çünkü o resim de yapıyordu dieğr 

tekniklerle de ilgileniyordu ve en iyi taraflarından biri de anadolu uygarlıklarına 

dünyada kökleĢmiĢ kültürlere açık olmaya yakındı... diğer atölyelerin gözünde 

zaten Türkiye‘de birĢey yoktur. Onların öğrencileri de aynı davrandırlar iĢte 

Türkiye‘de sanat yapılmaz. Avrupadır. Paris‘tir... Türkiye‘den de hepsi oraya gitti... 

geldikleri zaman da onu uyguladılar... varsa yoksa batı... Bedri Rahmi böyle 

değildir... ve büyük resim de o zaman farklıydı. Ben öğrenciliğim sırasında 

baĢladım. Mesela btb o küçük taĢlar 2x2 idi onlar. Onları kırardık özel bir aletle... 

onları ritmik daireler Ģeklinde hoca bir eskiz verirdi bize. O kadar ustalaĢmıĢtık ki... 

22.12. brüksel dünya sergisinin 58de Ģeylerini yaptık. 2metreye 100 mlik bir 

pano... ben ekip baĢkanıydım... bir çok yerde çalıĢmalar yaptık bedri rahmiyle. 

Nato binası, marmara oteli. 

E.Y.: Nato binası Abdurrahman Hancı’yla birlikte olan değil mi? 

D.E.: Evet . Abdurrahman Hancı yeni gelmiĢti içmimardı... mimari  yapıya bir 

eserin girmesi büyük resim heyecanı ordan aldım. Ben öğrenciyken bile 

Balıkesir‘de Koray Lisesi vardır. Oraya yan duvara mozaik yaptım ve onu orada 

kendim iskelede monte ettim. Sonra bir baĢka, EskiĢehir‘de bir liseye Firüz Kanatlı 

Lisesi‘ne, 72 ya da 73 büyük bir mozaik pano yaptım. Bu arada mozaik pano 

Ģöyle yapılır.30 cmlik kağıtlara desen çizilir. 30 cm parçalara bölünür. Ek yerleri 

ezmesin diye orada Ģey bırakılır orası kesilecek gibi. Sonra kesilir. Üzerine 

çimento sıva olarak konur. Duvar ıslak sıva halindeyken üzerine konur. Mala ile 

düzeltilir. Kağıt alınır ve düzeltilir... biz mozaiği dizdik burada götürdük EskiĢehir‘e 

montajı yapacak kimse yok. Ġskeleler kuruldu. Biz iskeleye çıktık... o mozaikleri 

monte ettik. O nedenle büyük resmin bütün sorunlarını bilirim.  

E.Y.: Brüksel pavyonu için de burada yapılıp oraya mı gönderildi? 

D.E.: Tabi. Orada monte edildi. Betonla yapılmadı. Burada kağıtlarla gitti. Orada 

monte edildi. Orada ustalar vardı ama biz de öğrenmiĢtik... mozaik nedir? 

Mimarinin bir parçasıdır. Yerdedir, duvardadır duvar resmidir, tapınaktadır, mozaik 

yaĢadığı her yerdedir...  
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E.Y.: Akademide eğitim sırasında resim, heykel ve mimarlık bölümü 

arasında sınırlar var mıydı? Yoksa onlar da birbirleriyle iletişim içinde 

miydi?  

D.E.: Tabi. Oluyorduk. ArkadaĢlıklarımız vardı. böyle sanatla mimarlığın birleĢimi 

falan diye briĢey yoktu ama temelde birleĢtirici unsurlar vardı. cours du soir 

atölyesi vardı bir tane akĢam atölyesi. Orada resim bölümü öğrencisi de giderdi 

dekoratif sanatlar da, dört bölüm vardı resim heykel mimarlık dekoratif sanatlar,  

hepsi gider model durur ve desen çizerlerdi. E arkadaĢlıklar doğardı.... etkinlikler , 

balolar yapılırdı, akademinin baloları vardı. hem grafikçi hem ressam hem mimar 

birlikte çalıĢırdı. Hocalar o kadar yakın değildi birbirine... D grubu ve daha sonraki 

akımlar batı sanatının buradaki yansıması olunca bir çok mimar takılıyorlar... ve 

bu takılma sırasında Cemal Tollu bölüm baĢkanı ... dayanamadı bir gün bir 

mimara döndü. Dedi ki biz edersek bu kadar tuvalin içine ediyoruz. Siz bütün 

Ģehrin içine ettiniz dedi. o nedenle bir iliĢki doğal olarak, aynı bahçeyi aynı kantini, 

aynı orada olmanın heyecanını taĢımaktan gelen bir Ģey vardı. ve benim 

öğrencilik ya da asistanlık dönemimde çok değerli mimar arkadaĢlarım oldu sonra 

onlarla hayat boyu devam etti... bağlantılar vardı ama ben hiçbir zaman 

mimarlarla ressamların bir araya gelip gelin Ģu konuyu konuĢalım sanat yapalım 

diye bir Ģeyi olmazdı. Mimarlar da ressamları o kadar ciddiye almazlardı. Sedat 

Hakkı‘nın sözünü Bedri Rahmi bir çok konferansta söylemiĢtir. Eğer Sedat Hakkı 

resmi biraz sevseydi, ..., türk resmi daha ileri giderdi. Mimarlarla ilgili benim 

düĢüncem Bedri Rahmi gibi değil. Benim benden daha 10-15 yaĢ büyük mimarlar 

kuĢağıyla çok iyi iliĢkilerim oldu. Muhlis Türkmen‘le, Orhan ġahinler‘le, Hamdi 

ġensoy‘la. Onlar hem benim iĢlerimi sevdiler hem de bana, Utarit Ġzgi‘yle, Ali 

Musluba, Mustafa Demirkan, ya da mimarlık tarihçisi Bülent Özer onlar hep benim 

yakın arkadaĢlarım oldu. Daha sonra Cengiz BektaĢ bizim kuĢaktan, yakın 

arkadaĢımdı. Daha sonra Behruz Çinici, Afife Batur. Teknik üniversiteden pek çok 

Ģeylerle dostluklar kurdum... o nedenle ben o mimar kuĢağıyla iĢler yaptım. 

Lizbon büyükelçiliği seramik panosunu, yarıĢmada kazandım... yoktan varedilen 

bir eserdir. Malzeme yok sır yok... Türkiye‘nin 5 sente muhtaç olduğu hiçbir 

aranan Ģeyin bulunmadığı 70li yılların baĢında ben onu yaptım... büyük resmin 

kavrayıcılığını hissettim. Bir anda yüzlerce binlerce kiĢinin seyrettiği resmin 

vereceği heyecanı düĢündüm. O zaman hep böyle büyük herkes tarafından 

görülen kucaklanan etkili olan bir teknik her zaman benim ilgimi çekti. Tabi sadece 
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duvar resmi değil. Bakarsanız sanat tarihine duvar bir alandır. Ġster fresk yapın 

ister mozaik ister seramik ister ahĢapla yapın. 

E.Y.: Lizbondaki bina yarışmayla mı açıldı? 

D.E.: Evet mimarlar kendilerine göre bazı sanatçılardan iĢler istediler biz götürdük 

kendileri seçtiler. Ve bana verdiler.  

E.Y.: Orada o zaman size verilen bilgi boyutu ve yerimiydi? 

D.E.: Tabi. Oraya bir seramik yapacağız dediler. 2m yükseklik 25m. Mimarinin 

içinde böyle bir yer alıyor siz de buraya bir eskiz getirin. Benim götürdüğüm 

eskizleri uygun gördüler. Bir harita resim, bir Ġstanbul‘du. Yukarıdan gözüken. iki 

defa yapılmıĢtır. Ġlki çok daha güzeldi...  

E.Y.: İstanbul ticaret odasındaki çalışma. O da mı yarışmayla olmuştu? 

D.E.: O mimarın isteği olarak düĢünmek lazım. Mimar kendi içinde bir seçim 

yaptığı zaman bu bir yarıĢmadır. Yani gelip de gazetede ilan edilip burada 

yapılacak eser denmedi. Orhan ġahinler baktı Türkiye‘de kimler ne yapıyor çok 

duyarlı kiĢiliği olan hem sanat görüĢü olan bir mimar diyor ki benim binama uygun 

olan iĢ nedir? ... bana da burada bir duvar var dedi 36m. Buraya bir Ġstanbul resmi 

yap... ben gorbon seramik fabrikasında yaptım onu Erdoğan Ersen‘le birlikte...  

E.Y.: Genelde panolar kamusal kısımlarında binaların. Sizin işlerinizde de mi 

öyleydi? 

D.E.: Öyle. Bunda lobisindeydi. Çünkü bakın bu önemli bir nokta. Birçok mimar 

ancak binasında uygun olmayan kötü bir mekan oluĢtuğunda kötü bir alan 

oluĢtuğunda orasını yok etmek için ressam çağırıyordu eskiden... Ģimdi 

baĢlangıçta yapılıyor. Mesela benim Emre Arolat‘la bir projem var bir büyük elçilik 

yapıyoruz. Onda baĢında baĢladık. Prag Türk Elçiliği binasını bana projeyi 

gösterdi. Hocam dedi öğrenciliğim‘den beri sizin hayranınızız. Ben önemli bir 

yerinde size iĢ vermek istiyorum...  dedi bakın iznizi amadan bunları koyduk ama 

dedi hoĢgörünüze sığınıyoruz. Baktım giriĢte 4mye 8m sanal bir ortamda benim 

resmimi koymuĢ. Bu bana heyecan verdi... mimar projeyi önerdiği zaman projenin 

içinde sanatçıda bulunmalı beraber yönetmeli. Bunun tartıĢmaları oldu. 60lı 

yıllarda çağdaĢ ressamlar cemiyetindeyken. Mimarlar odasıyla bunları görüĢtük. 

O zaman ressam danıĢman olarak mı girer? Mimari iyi resim kötüyse ne olacak o 

iyi bu kötüyse ne olacak gibi birçok Ģeyler çıktı daha henüz bu Türkiye‘de yerine 

oturmadı. Ama dediğiniz gibi 70li yıllarda seramik çok kullanılıyordıu, mozaik 

kullanılıyordu Ģimdi hemen hemen kalmadı. Bunların tekrar canlanması 

gerektiğine inanıyorum. Bu da farklı kültürleri öğrenim süresi içinde tanıyan 
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kiĢilerin eğitim süresince o mozaiğin tadını çıkaran ... kiĢiler bunun tadını 

çıkaracak. Ama eğer sanatı sadece batı aktarmacılığı gibi oraya bakarsa ya da 

körü körüne geleneksel sanatların içine girip batıya yüz çevirirsen olmaz...  

E.Y.: Sizin öğrencilik yıllarınız veya biraz daha sonrasında yurtdışındaki 

örnekleri gidip görme fırsatınzı oluyor muydu? Yayınlar Türkiye’ye 

gelebiliyor muydu? 

D.E.: Çok fazla değil. Çok sınırlı bir fransız dergisi geliyordu. Onda bazı Ģeyler 

bulurduk. Avrupaya öğrenciyken gitme Ģansımız olmadı ben ilk defa asistanken 

Ġspanyol hükümetinin bursuyla batıya gittim ilk defa hayatımda... ve Barcelona‘yı, 

Sagrada Familia‘yı, Madrid‘i o zaman gördüm. Ve onları örnekleri gördüm 

Gaudi‘nin diğer binalarını gördüm. 

E.Y.: O dönemler yurtdışında çok fazla tartışmalar var. Le Corbusier vs. 

nasıl bir birliktelik olmalı üzerine tartışmalar var. Ondan kısa bir süre sonra 

Türkiye’de de ortaya çıkınca acaba o tartışmalardan buradaki sanatçılar 

mimarlar haberdar olmuşlar mıdır? o tartışmaların etkisi olmuş mudur? 

D.E.: Bence değil. O tartıĢmaların buraya yansıma değil. Çünkü o tartıĢmaların 

yayın yoluyla buraya ulaĢması zaten söz konusu değildi. Mimarlar belki 

sezgileriyle sanatçılarla iĢbirliği yapmanın gerektiği inancıyla bu beraberlikler 

doğru yani böyle bir kültürel yoğunluk, oradakinin buraya yansıması değil. Aslında 

bu sanatlar sentezi yankılandı. Akademik bir mimarlık hocasının yada sanatçının 

duymaması mümkün değildi. mesela bu ilk yazıları Esi diye dergi çıkardı 70li 

yıllarda orada bu tartıĢmaları gördüm. Çok ufak bir çevrede yani birkaç yüz kiĢi 

içinde olurdu ve imkanlar bunları yaptırma Ģeyleri, uygulamalar Türkiye‘nin 

ekonomisi zaten bunları kaldıracak durumda değildi ve asıl önemli bu mimarlık ve 

sanat konusundaki asıl değinilmesi gereken nokta Bauhaus okuludur. Bauhaus 

okulu yaĢamın her alanına sanatı sokmak istediği için bir bakıma onun etkisiyle bir 

takım girĢimler olmuĢ olabilir çünkü bu dünyaya yayılan bir Ģeydi... ama hızlansın 

diye bu olmadı (Türkiye için söylüyor). Seramik canlanıyordu popüler isimler vardı. 

atölyeler oluĢtu. Sonra Türkiye‘de Tatbiki Güzel Sanatlar Okulu kuruldu 1957de. 

O okulun amacı doğrudan doğruya bir usta sanatçıyla bu iĢi çok iyi bilen bir 

ustanın beraber bu iĢi yapması amacına dayanıyordu. Tıpkı Miro ile Joan Gardy 

Artigas gibi. Miro ünlü bir sanatçı  bir yere pano yapılacak. Artigas‘a veriyor 

eskizini Artigas denemeler yapıyor geliyor karar veriyorlar yapıyorlar. Bir köĢeye 

Artigas bir köĢeye Miro imza atıyor. Bunun gibi Tatbiki o amaçla kuruldu...  
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Türkiyede 60dan sonra 50de Türkiye hem 2. Dünya savaĢından çıkmıĢ hem 

demokratik bir sürece girme sıkıntıları yaĢıyor. 50lerde pek birĢey yok ama 60dan 

sonra daha doğru bir tanım olacak.  

E.Y.: Sizce devletin desteklediği bir durum muydu? 

D.E.: Yok  zannetmiyorum. Devletin hiç sanatla ilgisi yoktu... Ġlhan Arabacıoğlu 

diye fen iĢleri müdürü var Balıkesir‘de beni de tanıyor. Bedir Rahmi ile çalıtığımızı 

biliyor... gittiğimde birgün dedi ki hükümet konağı üç katlı bir bina restore ediliyor 

mimarı benim, 3 tane duvar çıktı, 3.5 mye 12 m., sen buraya mozaik yap paramız 

da var elimizde dedi. ben yaparım ama neden 3 duvarda benim resmim olsun. 

Bedir Rahmi benim hocam bir duvarda onun resmi olsun bir duvarda da NeĢet 

Günal‘ın olsun. bu çok daha ilginç dedi. ben gittim hocam böyle bir durum var 

ellerinde paraları var mozaik yaptırmak istiyorlar... eskizler hazırlandı. Hayati 

Tabanlıoğlu o zaman Bayındırlık Bakanlığı‘nın sanat kısmınlarına bakan mimardı. 

Ona gösterildi adama bir baktı ki Bedri Rahmi var orda NeĢet Günal, Devrim Erbil 

var parası var yapılacak. Tamam dedi hemen onayladı ondan sonra Ankara‘ya 

Bayındırlık Bakanlığı‘na gitti olay ve cevap bir türlü gelmiyor... Bedri Rahmi 

Bayındırlığa gitmiĢ ġerafettin Elçi‘ydi sanırım müsteĢar.... ġerafettin Elçi oraya 

verilen o parayla iki tane okul yapılır, bu ne demek. Diyor ve o iĢ kalıyor... oysa o 

eserler orada olsa Balıkesir‘e giden herkes onu görmeye gider Balıkesir neler 

kazanırdı. 

 

Interview with Doğan Tekeli, date: 14.05.2013 

 

E.Y.: İTÜ’den mezunsunuz. Orada aldığınız eğitim bu tip bir işbirliğini 

destekler nitelikte miydi?  

D.T.: Bir defa biz teknik üniversitede 3. yıldan itibaren heykel demeyeyim de 

modlaj filan gibi bir nevi çamurla plastik yapma dersi aldık. öyle bir ders aldık. Çok 

ünlü bir heykeltraĢ Prof. Rudolf Belling bizim o dersimizin hocasıydı ve bize o 

dersi klasik bir Ģekilde öğretmeye baĢladı. Önce tabletler hazılayıp çamurdan 

tabletler üzerine kalsik biçimler mesela yaprak formu, klasik mimarlık eğitiminde 

bu çok vardır. Suluboya tekniği ile akantus yaprağı yaptırılar mesela. mimaride 

çok kullanılan figürleri. Bizde de bu çamur tablet üzerine heykeltraĢ aletlerini 

kullanarak bir takım çubuklar var biliyorsunuz, o  cihazlarla masalarımızda 

çamurdan  yapardık. Belling de gelir eleĢtirirdi veya düzeltirdi veya öğretirdi. Böyle 

bir eğitime yani doğrudan sanatla iliĢkili bir eğitime baĢladık ama aynı zamanda 
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bizim eğitim yıllarımızda, ben 1947de ĠTÜ‘ye girdim ve 52de mezun oldum, o 

sıralarda mesela Anıtkabir‘in inĢaatı devam ediyordu. Ve bizim hocamız Emin 

Onat Anıtkabir‘in mimarıydı. Anıtkabir‘de kullanılanılacak figürler ve heykeller için 

heykeltraĢlar arasında yarıĢma açıldı. Ve o yarıĢma bizim okuduğumuz yerde 

TaĢkıĢla‘da gerçekleĢti. Yani sergisi jürisi filan. Mesela Anıtkabir‘in nasıl plastik 

sanatlarla birlikte ele alındığını tavan bezemelerini, tavanda kilim motifleri var 

mozaiklerle yapılmıĢ onların çizimini, asistanımız Nezih Bey vardı sonradan Prof 

oldu, Nezih Eldem, o bir takım Ģeyleri çizerdi. Çünkü çok resme yetenekli bir 

hocaydı. Belling‘in ve Bonatz‘ın bulunduğu jüriler heykelleri seçtikleri için, Emin 

Onat‘ın, Belling‘in ve Bonatz‘ın bulunduğu jüriler seçti bu heykelleri. Bunların 

modelleri filan da üniversitede sergilendi. Dolayısıyla o atmosferi gördük 

eğitimimiz sırasında.  

E.Y.: Akademi ortamı ve İTÜ bağlantısı nasıldı? Akademiden insanlarla ilişki 

içinde miydiniz? 

D.T.: Biz de öyle birĢey yoktu, resim, heykel bölüm olarak yok ama ders olarak 

heykel dersi vardı. ordaki kadar yoğun bir sanat ortamı olduğunu söylemek 

mümkün değil ama biz de mimarlık eğitimin gerektirdiği kadar sanat tarhi dersi 

görüyorduk. Hilmi Ziya Ülken gibi sosyoloji Prof. Ama çok sanat tarihi bilgili bize 

sanat tarihi dersi verdi. Holzmeister mimarlık tarihi verdi. Sabattine Eyüpoğlu 

sanat tarihi dersi verdi. Onların verdikleri sanat tarihi dersi zaten kendi düĢünür 

nitelikleri dolayısıyla öyle herhangi bir Ģeyi objeyi teker teker anlatmak değil 

çevresiyle birlikte çok geniĢ bir eleĢtirel çerçevede anlatılması dolayısıyla oldukça 

geniĢ bir sanatsal bilgimiz oluĢtu. Ama bu sanatsal birliktelikle mimarlığın bir 

arada kullanılması konusuna gelince bizim için en iyi örnek Anıtkabir olmuĢtur. 

E.Y.: Yurt dışına gitmenin vb. siz yurtdışına gitmiş miydiniz? Gezi veya 

eğitim amaçlı? 

D.T.: Okuldayken olmadı. O dönem zaten Türkiye‘nin ekonomik bakımından çok 

güç bir dönemi olduğu gibi hemen okulu bitirdikten sonra Türkiye ekonomik 

sıkıntılara girdi ve yurtdıĢına gitmek özel izin dıĢında mümkün değildi. Döviz 

almak lazımdı. Dövizde ya çok büyük tüccarlara tandıklara veriliyordu. Ama ben 

çok genç yaĢımda mimarlar odası baĢkanı oldum. Genel baĢkan oldum. 27 

yaĢındaydım olduğumda. O nedenle Maliye Bakanlığına mimarlar odası 

baĢkanıyım ben bir takım iĢler de yapıyorum diye dilekçe yazdım. Ve o dilekçe 

etkili olmuĢ olmalı ki bana döviz verdiler Ġngiltere‘ye gittim. 1956‘da ilk defa.  

E.Y.: Yurtdışı örnekleri görme fırsatınız oldu mu? 
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D.T.: Gördüm. Neleri gördüğümü hatırlamıyorum o ilk seyahat ama. Londra‘da 

teknik üniversite asistanı olup da yurtdıĢına gönderilen hocalar vardı. mesela 

Tuluğ Baytın gibi bizim yapı dersi asistanıydı ve Londra‘da ayrıca eğitim 

görüyordu. YurtdıĢına gönderilen hocalar programında. Bizim asistanımız tabi onu 

ziyaret ettim. O beni Londra‘da gezdirdi arkadaĢım gibi. Zaten bildiğim Ģeyler 

vardı Londra‘da görmek istediğim. Gördüm ama mimarlığın plastik sanatlarla ilgisi 

zaten çok daha evvelden klasik sanatlarda var. Biliyoruz derslerde de gördük. 

Yapı örneklerinde de var... bu iliĢkilerin doğrusu farkındaydık. 

E.Y: Yurdışından gelen yayınları takip etme olanağınız oluyor muydu? 

D.T.: Bizim eğitim zamanımızda 47 ile 52 arasında bunların Türkiye‘ye geliĢi çok 

kısıtlıydı. Teknik üniversitenin kitaplığında mimarlık fakültesi kitaplığında Das 

Ideale Heim diye bir Ġsviçre dergisi vardı. belki bir iki dergi daha onları görmeye 

çalıĢırdık ama 50li yıllardan sonra bu yayınların geliĢi daha kolaylaĢmıĢ olmalı ki 

mesela Le Corbusier‘in Ouevre Complete‘ni gördük ve onları içercesine okuduk 

doğrusu. Orada kendisinin ressamlığına dair azıcık heykeltraĢlığına dair de çok 

yakından bilgiler edindik. Ayrıca biz yeni mezun olduğumuz yıllarda 54, 55, 56, o 

yıllarda kamu yapılarında plastik sanatlar kullanılmasına dair bir kanun çıktı. Bu 

kanuna göre yapı bütçesinin yüzde 2si oranında plastik eser kullanmak. Resim 

veya heykel. Bunlarının kullanılması kamu yapıları için zorunlu hale geldi getirildi. 

Sonra o yıllarda yapılan Dolmabahçe Stadı Ġnönü Stadı. Onun deniz tarafındaki 

cephesinde hala vardır. TaĢ kaplamaların arasında boĢluk vardır sıvalı deniz 

tarafında bir alçak kısmı var. O cephede büyük ana kapı var bronz, onun 

yanlarında taĢ kaplamaların arasında sıvalı boĢluklar var ona bronz bas-rölyefler 

konacaktı. Onu da biliyordum. Ama bir türlü yapmak kısmet olamadı. bizim 

hocamız Belling Taksim‘e konacak olan atlı inönü helkelinin de heykeltraĢıydı 

oradan da heykelin kentle iliĢkisini, kenti süsleyiĢinin niteliğini, kent belleğini teĢhir 

ettiği gibi, bu gibi bilgilerimiz vardı.  

E.Y.: Turgut cansever size Le Corbusier hakkında bilgiler vermiş. 

D.T.: Biz yedek subayken, yedek subaylığımız birlikte yaptık, onun yaĢı bizden 6-

7 yaĢ büyük ama o Paris‘te okumuĢ. Ve doktora yapmıĢ. Biz ise teknik 

üniversitede de klasik bir eğitim görüyorduk. Akademi‘de  de öyleydi. Corbusier‘in 

varlığı biliyorduk. Tabi bir Corbusier var ama hocalar mesela Bonatz Corbusier‘e 

ciddi gözüyle bakmazdı. BaĢka bir hikaye var. Bunu da anlatırdı Bonatz. 

Biliyorsunuz 1932de Stuttgart‘da bir takım modern mimarlar bir araya gelmiĢler. 

Mies van der Rohe Corbusier Walter Gropius ve diğerleri bir mahalle yapmak 
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istemiĢler. Weissenhof settlement meĢhur. Bu Weissenhof settlement yapıldığı 

zaman Bonatz da Stuttgart‘da Technische Hoch Schule‘de profesör. Belediye 

baĢkanı bunlara da sormuĢ hocalara. Yani böyle birĢey gelsinler mi yapsınlar mı 

diye. Hocalar da yapsınlar canım ne olacak diye. 1932de baĢlamıĢ demek ki 37-

38de harpten hemen önce bu binalar yapılmıĢ. Bonatz bize anlatırdı öğrencilerini 

götürürdüm ben onlara o binalara oradaki detay yanlıĢlarını gösterirdim diyor... 

E.Y.: Mimarların dışında sanatçılardan adını veya işlerini duyup ilgilendiğiniz 

varmıydı? 

D.T.: Gayet tabi. Türkiye‘de gerek resim gerek heykel sanatı çok yaygın olmasa 

da Türkiye‘de resim ve heykel vardı. müziği doğal olarak bilirdik. Bir filarmoni 

derneği vardı Cemal ReĢit Rey bizzat yaĢıyordu. Türkiye‘de pek çok batılı sanatçı 

o yıllarda 55, 56 ve 57, Wilhelm Kempff gibi Corbo gibi dönemin ünlü sanatçıları 

hep gelip saray sinemasında konser verirdi. Müziği öyle bilirdik. Türkye‘de 

resimde D grubu ressamları, heykeltraĢların Zühtü Müridoğlu, Yavuz Görey, 

Hüseyin Gezer filan tanıyoruz. Ressamların bir kısmı modern ressamlar onları 

tanıyoruz. Akademi de ürünlerini açılan sergilerini izliyoruz. Yani sanat 

ortamından kopuk değildik.  

E.Y.: Yurtdışında grup espas var. Türkiye’de de var. O grubu duydunuz mu? 

Hadi Bara İlhan Koman mimarlardan Tarık Carım var. 

D.T.: Yani hayal meyal hatırlıyorum ama derinlemesine hatırlamıyorum yılını da 

bilmiyorum. ... Carım ailesi Fuat Carım diye bir büyükelçi vardır. Tarık Carım 

zannederim onun kardeĢidir. Daha ziyade Ģehirçilik tarafı var Ġstanbul 

Belediyesinde çalıĢtı bir ara. Ġmar müdürü olarak. Galiba bölge planlamayla da 

ilgiliydi. Ġlhan Tekeli bilmesi lazım.  

E.Y.: Yurtdışında yapılan konferansları buradan takip etme ya da 

gidilebilmesi gibi birşey söz konusu mu? 

D.T.: Yoktu pek. Mimarlar odası 1954te kuruldu CIAM çok daha eski 1928. O 

dönemi bilemiyorum ama o dönemde türk mimarlarının belki lisan bilen yurtdıĢıyla 

ilgilenen dıĢarıda okumuĢ mesela Sedat Hakkı Bey, Seyfi Arkan dıĢarıda okumuĢ 

hocalar. Bunlar haberleri olmuĢtur CIAM ın kuruluĢundan filan. CIAM tabi 

kurulduğu zaman değil de sonradan önem kazanmıĢ bir örgüt. Atina Ģartı var filan. 

ġimdi biz onların farkında değildik yeni mezunken ama Corbuiser‘in Oeuvre 

Complete‘inde okuduk onları 5 cilt. Tüm eserleri vardı Corbusier‘in. Ondan tüm 

onlardan haberdar olduk. Sanat tarihi derslerinde 1947de henüz tarih olacak Ģeye 

girmemiĢ CIAM anlaĢılan ki anlatmıyorlardı. Ama UIA daha baĢka niteliği var. 
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CIAM zaten resmi kuruluĢ değil bir grup fikir etrafında toplanan modernist 

mimarların grubu CIAM. UIA ise bizim mimarlar odasının uluslarası çaptaki. Bütün 

dünya mimarlar odalarının derneklerin bağlı olduğu bir uluslararası örgüt. Oraya 

mimarlar odası zannediyorum 1956-57den sonra UIA‘ya üye olmuĢtu.  

E.Y.: Ve sanırım üye olunca toplantılara düzenli katılım sağlanmıştır.  

D.T. :Gayet tabi o toplantıların bir bölümü örgütsel iĢler yani mimarların  hakları 

devletlerin mimarlara daha adil davranması filan gibi Ģeyler. Bir kısmı da düĢünsel 

yani yıllık kongrelerde bir tema seçiliyor ama bunlar böyle bir çığır açacak yani 

mimaride yeni bir yol yeni bir üslup yaratacak düĢüncelerden ziyade mesela 

methodology of creation eğitime dair filan temalar. Yahut dünyadaki konut sorunu. 

Farkı var yani. CIAM ise Ģey gibi D grubu ressamları filan gibi. Bir düĢünce 

etrafında birleĢmiĢ bir üslup yaratmaya çalıĢan insanların baĢka bir tarzda 

söylersek Bauhaus gibi bir grup. 

E.Y.: Yurtdışındaki sentez olayının arka planında modern mimarlığın soğuk 

yönünü daha insanlaştırma gibi ifadeler var.  Daha sanatı kamusal alana 

sokabilme, sanatçıların buna ihtiyacı var gibi bir takım şeyler. peki Türkiye 

için de bu durum böyle miydi? 

D.T.: Aynen böyle. Demin bahsettiğim kamu yapılarında bütçesinin yüzde 2 

oranında sanat eseri bulundurma düĢüncesi sanatçılarının kendilerini ifade 

edebilmeleri bunların eğitimi veriliyor topluma sanat lazım. Tek parti döneminde 

özellikle halk partisi zamanında halk partisinin sanat kolu var ressamlara ödenek 

ayırıyor yurtiçine gönderiyor. Bir çok ünlü ressam öyle yetiĢmiĢ devlet desteklemiĢ 

parti kanalıyla. Türkiye‘de de sanatın yapıya girmesi bu Ģekilde oldu. Ama modern 

mimarlığın yapıları süsten arındırması yerine sanatın konması değil farklı birĢey 

bu. Modern mimarlık dekoratif öğelerden arındırıyor. Yapıyı onun da kendine göre 

gerekçileri var. ekonomik gerekçeleri var. Özellikle 2.D.ġ.‘ndan sonra çok hızlı 

yapı üretimi gerekiyor.... orada modern mimarlık iyice parlıyor diyelim. Bu aynı 

zamanda ekonomik ve sosyal bir temeli var. Artık harpten sonraki yapı ihtiyacı 

karĢısında bir rönesans yapısı gibi bir barok yapı gibi ne sanatçı var nesiller 

kaybolmuĢ ne de ekonomik olanak ne de zaman var bir yapıyı süslemeye. Onun 

için Adolf Loos‘un düĢünceleri, CIAM‘ın düĢünceleri gerçekleĢiyor fakat sonradan 

bakıyorlar ki Venturi‘yle falan insan yapıda süsten vazgeçemiyor. Dekoratif 

öğelerden... ama mimarlıkla sanatın entegrasyonu biraz daha farklı birĢey. Yani 

mimarlık bir sanat eseri olduğuna göre ve bir plastik sanat eseri ve bilim aynı 

zamanda. Hatta felsefe. DüĢünce de var. üç ayağı var. Mimarlıkla birlikte çağın 
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sanatı mimarlıkta ifade ederken çağın plastik sanatlarını da mimarlık içinde 

gösterebilmek. bu dekoratif öğe gibi değil sanatı entegre etmek. Bizim mesela 

ĠMÇ‘de yaptığımız sanat eserleri bu düĢünceden kaynaklanmıĢtır. Yani Ģöyle 

düĢünüyorduk. 1959da proje yarıĢmasını kazandık ve 60ın baĢında da projeleri 

yapmaya baĢladık. DüĢünüyorduk ki bu o zaman Ġstanbul‘da yapılan en büyük 

yapı. Yani yüzölçümü yatırım bakımından. 170 bin metrekareye yaklaĢan ve o 

büyüklükte yanına yaklaĢan baĢka yapı yok. Devasal, bir bulvarı baĢtan baĢa 

kaplayan yapı. düĢünüyorduk ki bu yapı kalıcı olur. Zamana kalır eski yapılar gibi. 

E kalıyorsa bunlarda çağın türk sanatçıları bulunmalı ve bunu iĢveren kooperatife 

manifaturacılar kooperatifine ki bunlar tüccarlar, sanatla mimarlıkla alakaları yok 

ama uzun zaman konuĢmalarımızda yapı sürdükçe, yapı 7 sene sürdü, ilk 

blokların açılması 4 sene sürdü. Bu 4 sene hemen hemen her hafta biz 

iĢverenlerle toplandık. Ve onlara bu meseleleri anlattık. Onlar da doğrusu çok 

paralarını tutumlu kullanan insanlar gayet böyle meslek yapıları gereği pazarlıkçı 

tutumlu kullanan insanlar ama birĢey anlatıldığı zaman çok da uzun tartıĢıldığı 

halde eğer akıllarına yatarsa kabul ediyorlar. Biz bunlara anlattık ve dedik ki 

özellikle yapıya çeĢitli giriĢ noktaları var. Yaya giriĢleri. Onların yanlarında birer 

sağır duvar var. O duvarları panolarla süslesek sanat eserleri ama onlar da böyle 

duvara tablo asmıĢ gibi değil. Duvarın kendi sanat eseri olsa. Gibi bunları anlata 

anlata kabul ettiler. Ondan sonra da bu eserlerin seçilmesine sanatçıların 

seçilmesine uygulamasına geçtik. 

E.Y.: Yarışma ile mi seçildi eserler? 

 D.T.: ġöyledi. Ģöyle bir yarıĢmaydı. Biz yapıda sekiz nokta seçtik. Sekiz noktada 

eserler entegre olacak yapıya kaynaĢarak sanat eseri koyalım. Bu sekiz noktada 

her biri için 3 tane yarıĢmacı seçtik. 3 tane sanatçı. Mesela Kuzgun‘un en baĢta 

bir amblemi var. Oraya Ģu anda isimlerini hatırlamıyorum ama kaç tane heykeltraĢ 

varsa onlardan 3 kiĢi davet ettik. Davet edilenlere bir cüzi para veriliyordu. 1/10 

ölçekte bir eskiz veriyorlardı. Jüride ben vardım, manifatracılar vardı, 

manifaturacıların danıĢmanları vardı birtakım üniversite hocaları. 

E.Y.: O zaman siz bu kişileri davet derken onların sanatını bilerek çağırdınız.  

D.T.: Tabi. 

E.Y.: O vizyonunuz var. Buraya nasıl bir eser olur gibi. 

D.T. :Tabi. Mesela duvar bütün duvar sanat eseri olsun dediğimiz zaman o duvar 

parçasını mozaikle kapanmasını istiyoruz o zaman. Daha evvel 1958deki Brüksel 

Pavyonunda böyle panolar kullanıldı. O da örnek gözümüzün önünde. Bedri 
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Rahmi yapmıĢ mesela. Biz oraya da Bedri Rahmiyle beraber diğer o dönemde 

cam mozaikle satıh süsleyen kiĢileri davet etmiĢtik. Bedri Rahmi kazandı ve orada 

da duvarın tek yüzüne değil de duvarın kalınlığı dönen kalınlığını da kaplayarak 

doğramaya kadar arkadaki sanki duvar bütünüyle mozaikmiĢ gibi izlenim verecek 

Ģekilde Ģartnameler hazırladık. Enini boyunu duvarın eksiti mimari malzemesini 

vererek fotoğrafını koyarak duvarın. Ve aĢağı yukarı ne istediğimizden 

bahsederek nasıl bir sanat eseri ama konu serbest sanatçı kendi yaratacak onu. 

Ondan sonra jüri de onların arasından seçecek bu Ģekilde sekiz sanatçı seçildi. 

E.Y.: Peki o zaman Kuzgun Acar’ın çalışması özelinde o duvara öyle bir 

rölyef tarzı birşey istiyordunuz siz projeyi  yaparken. 

D.T.: Yani mimari projede o duvarın özellikle sağır bırakılması çarĢının 

baĢlangıcında hem üzerine yazı yazılacak hem de çarĢıyı sembolize edecek çarĢı 

ile birlikte hatırlanacak bir öğe bir plastik öğe bulunsun. 

E.Y.: bu durumda siz aslında tasarlarken daha düşünmüş oluyorsunuz 

henüz sanatçılar o an işine girmese de. 

D.T.: Gayet tabi. yani entegrasyon dediğim bu zaten.  

E.Y.: Bir de eserler hep kamusal olan alanlara uygulanmış. 

D.T.: Evet.  

E.Y.: Yani halkın daha rahat görebileceği. 

D.T.: Evet . öyle olsun istedik. Sonradan da Antalya havalimanında böyle Ģeyler 

yaptık. Antalya havalimanında da bir büyük havuz var. Giden yolcu ve gelen yolcu 

holünde bir koni kubbe vardır onun altında bir havuz var. 30m çapında yani 

Ayasofyanın kubbesi çapında bir havuz. O havuza Mustafa Pilevneli bize bir 

seramik mozaik pano hazırladı. Havuzun dibine. Onu doğrudan kendisine sipariĢ 

ettik. YarıĢma ile değil de biz böyle birĢey tasarlıyoruz. Çünkü Mustafa Pilevneli 

Abdurahman Hancı‘nın interiyörlerinde bu nevi öğeler yaptı birlikte  çalıĢarak. 

Hancı da benim arkadaĢım tabi. Tanıyoruz. Erol AkyavaĢ ressam benim 

arkadaĢım.  

E.Y.: O zaman sizin o dönemin sanatçılarıyla da arkadaşlık ilişkileriniz 

mevcut. O durum da yardımcı olmuş olabilir mi? 

D.T.: Sonradan oldu. BaĢlangıçta genç mimarken bize arkadaĢlık edecek sanatçı 

filan yok. Akademide beraber okumadık ama sonradan yapıları olan iyi kötü 

yayınları olan bir mimar olarak ismimiz tanınınca tabiyatıyla baĢka sanatçılarla da 

tanıĢıklığımız oluyor.   
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E.Y.: Günümüze kadar örnekler mevcut ama 50ler ve 70ler arasında daha bir 

yoğunluk var.  

D.T.: Aynen. çünkü devlet de destekliyor. Ondan sonra, bugünlerde yapı üretimi 

çoğaldığı halde artık sanki sanata ciddi anlamda kaynak ayrılmıyor. Bugün bir 

kaynak ayrılıyorsa dekoratif anlamda sanki osmanlı sanatı olsun diyor kamu kilim 

desenleriyle kaplıyorlar binayı Ankara‘da örnekleri var. Yani onlar. Bizim biraz 

kitsch dediğimiz yoz sanat örnekleri olarak kalıyor. Biz mesela Antalya 

havaalanında Mustafa Pilevneli‘ye bir eser yaptırabildik ama Sabiha Gökçen 

havaalanında böyle bir ünlü sanatçımızı çalıĢtıramadık. Çünkü iĢveren yap-iĢlet-

devret istemiyle aldığı için, bizim ayırdığımız yerler vardı orada da . diyorduk ki 

burası tam türk sanatının gösterileceği yerlerdir. YurtdıĢından gelen insanların 

kapısı... ama onu yapan ünlü bir firma son dakikaya kadar yapmadı onları... iĢte 

70den sonraki uygulama bu.  

E.Y.: Belki kültür politikasıyla da ilgili olabilir.  

D.T.: Tamamen. Tabi.  

E.Y.: İşveren ilişkileriyle. 

D.T.: Tabi. Çok önemli bu. Yapıyı devlet yaptırıyor ve kendi politikası gereği 

sanatı destekliyor. ÇağdaĢ sanatı destekliyor. Müzeler açıyor, çağdaĢ sanat 

müzeleri filan. Ama sonradan çağdaĢ sanata destek baĢka türlü bir hale dönüĢtü. 

Tezhip ustaları minyatür ustaları. 

 

Interview with Enis Kortan, date: 12.01.2012 

 

E.K.: Ġstanbul teknik üniversitesinde eğitim gördüm ve tabi o dönemi çok iyi 

biliyorum içinde yaĢadım. Ġlginç bir dönem. 

E.Y.: Bu işbirliğinde yabancı yayınları takip etmenin getirdiği etkiler olabilir. 

Siz kitabınızda  L’architecture d’aujourd’hui , domus  gibi dergilerin takip 

edildiğinden söz etmişsiniz. 

E.K.: mesela en önemlisi ki ben de o dergilerden bir miktar var. L‘architecture 

d‘aujourd‘hui‘nin bir uzantısı olarak  L‘art d‘aujourd‘hui çıktı. Çok güzel dergiydi. 

Benim çok sevdiğim dergilerden biri ama ömrü kısa oldu… mesela anıtkabir baĢlı 

baĢına bu mimarlıkla rölyeflerin bir sentezi. BaĢtan baĢa onu etüt etmek bile bir 

olay bir hadise. Bunun ötesinde pek çok binalarımızda, tabi esas bu iĢ avrupada 

baĢlıyor, bizim binalarımızda uygulanmıĢ. Mimarlıkla sanatın, tabi bunun kökleri ta 

Bauhaus‘a gidiyor. Bauhaus‘ta biliyorsunuz bütün sanatların beraberce ele 
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alındığı bir ekol. Bauhaus ekolü. Onun devamı olarak da çok güzel geliĢmeler 

var.…Kısmen etkisinde kalarak kısmen de intrinsic olarak yani içten gelerek bizim 

Türk mimarlığında ve Türk plastik sanatlarında bu olabilir…Diyelim ki,  Ġlhan 

Koman. Bu ismi biliyorsunuz değil mi? Uzun yıllar Ġsveç‘te yaĢadı. Bizim en iyi 

heykeltraĢlarımızdan. Mesela aklıma gelen, Mecidiyeköy‘deki banka var. O 

bankanın önünde çok hoĢ bir heykeli vardır… Bizim mimarlık fakültesinde giriĢte 

sol tarafta büyük bir pano var. O seramik pano asıldığı zaman, çok oluyor tabi, 40 

sene oluyor, öğrencilerimiz onunla dalga geçtiler. O serami pano önünde baklava 

ikram ettiler. Çünkü o baklava gibidir. Böyle yuvarlak yuvarlak bir takım 

formlardan oluĢan pano... Tabi Ģaka olarak.  

E.K.: Benim arkadaĢlarımla birlikte yaptığımız Sakarya Hükümet Konağı. Bugün 

bu binalar sanıyorum yok… Bakın burada Atatürk‘ün heykeli var. Burada bir takım 

doğal kayalardan esinlenerek yapılmıĢ, bence güzel, bir takım heykeller daha 

var…Bu heykeller heykel yarıĢması olarak ortaya çıktı ve birinciliği kazananlara 

bunu yaptırdılar fakat biz mimarlara hiç sormadılar haber bile vermediler.  

Bayındırlık bakanlığı böyle bir yarıĢma yapmıĢ. Muhlis Türkmen yönetiminde 

galiba bir iki heykeltraĢ da var orada… Mesela yine bunun zemin katında kolonlar 

altında. Bu benim tasarladığım heykel çeĢme. Bakın burdan su akıyor. Bu bir 

mermer kütlesinden oyularak yapılmıĢ bir heykel çeĢme. Bu benim tasarımım 

ama yapan bir heykeltraĢ. Benim nezaretimde bunu yaptı ve çok da güzel 

oldu…Marcel Breuer  ismini biliyor musunuz? Ben onun bürosunda çalıĢmıĢtım. 

50 sene evvel. Ondan sonra S.O.M. bürosunda New York bürosunda çalıĢtım. 

Breuer kendisi heykeli çok sever. Mimari eserlerinde, Ģöminelerinde heykelsi 

estetik arar. ġimdi onun yaptığı Paris‘teki UNESCO  binasından bir örnek 

göstereceğim… Heykelsi bir kabuk altından girilir. Onu da Hans Arp yapmıĢtır.  

Ünlü heykeltraĢ. Yani Breuer‘in gerek binasının içinde gerek bahçesinde böyle 

heykeltraĢlarla yaptığı, benim de yaptığım gibi, iĢbirliği mevcut.  

E.K.: Aslında iyi bir Ģey bu ama çok kolay bir Ģey değil. Mimarın ancak anlaĢtığı 

değer verdiği, bir heykeltraĢ bir seramik sanatçısı falan olacak ki beraber 

çalıĢsınlar. Zaten mimarlık biliyorsunuz tek baĢına yapılan bir iĢ değil. En yakın 

strüktür mühendisi onunla çalıĢması lazım. Bu da onun gibi birĢey, resim, 

rölyefler, kabartmalar ve diğer seramik Ģeylerle binasına ek yapacaksa bunu 

mutlaka anlaĢabileceği bir sanatçıyla yapması lazım değil mi? Sağlıklısı ortak bir 

çalıĢma olması lazım.  
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E.K.: Mesela Hilton Oteli‘nde Ġstanbul‘da, onun içinde bir takım giriĢimler vardır. 

Orayı inceleyebilirsiniz. O dönemde zaten çok fazla bina yapılmadı. Türkiye 

yoksuldu o zamanlar. 

E.Y.: Türkiye’deki mimarlar yurtdışındaki konferansları takip eder miydi ve 

katılım sağlanır mıydı?  

E.K.: YurtdıĢına nasıl çıkılacak ki para yok, döviz yok. Yani son derece yoksul bir 

durumdaydı ülke.  

E.Y.: :Kitabınızda bu işbirliğini o dönemin modası olarak belirtmişsiniz. 

Sanırım Brüksel Pavyonunu incelediğiniz bölümdeydi. 

E.K.: Evet. Brüksel Pavyonunda olması önemli tabi. Türkiye‘yi tanıtıyor…Mekan, 

duvar, tavan değil. Buna ilave düĢünülen pek çok öğeler var. Mesela bütün bu 

mobilya tasarımları filan benim. Hatta bu öyle enteresan bir mal sahibiydi ki, çok 

iyi anlaĢtık bununla. Mesela içindeki resimleri bile ben seçtim. Mesela bu Dufy‘nin 

bir resmidir. Onları bile gidip ben satın aldım ve benim istediğim yerlere benim 

seçtiğim resimler konuldu. Yani bu enteresan bir Ģeydir… Mesela Wright‘ın çok 

önemli bir cümlesi var: ―Mimar bina bittikten sonra iĢleri dekoratöre teslim edecek 

bir insan değildir‖.  

E.Y.: O dönemler genel anlamda yabancı yayınların takip edilme olanağı 

oluyor muydu? 

E.K.: Çok az. Hemen hemen yok… Biz mimarlık tahsili yapaken mecmua filan 

yoktu Türkiye‘de. Baumeister diye Alman dergisi vardı. Onu da satın alacak 

paramız yoktu. Çok yoksulduk, zordu durumumuz. Fakat ben meraklı bir genç 

olarak, Amerikan Kültür Merkezi vardı Cağaloğlu‘nda, oraya gidip bir Ģeyler 

bulmaya çalıĢıyorduk. Okulun kütüphanesi yoktu. Çünkü bizim girdiğimiz yer 

Yüksek Mühendislik Okulu. Mimarlık sonradan eklenmiĢ uydurma birĢeydi… 

Hiçbir katkısı olmadı, ne hocalarımın bize katkısı oldu, açıkçası, ne de 

kütüphanenin filan. Çok zor Ģartlarda yetiĢtik. Zaten ben Teknik Üniversite‘de o 

zaman yapmıĢ olduğum eğitimi mimarlık eğitimi değil de, mimarlığa giriĢ eğitimi 

olarak düĢündüm. Ondan sonra ben ve arkadaĢlarım kendimizi geliĢtirmeye 

çalıĢtık… Benim hocam Paul Bonatz‘dı. Ben o adamı hiç beğenmedim hiç 

sevmedim. O bize zarar verdi. mimarlıkta ufkumuzu açacağı yerde tam böyle 

Hitler‘in faĢist mimarlığını bir örneği oldu. Modern mimarlıkta en ufak bir bilgisi 

olmayan ona hatta dost olmayan. 

E.Y.: Siz bu modern yaklaşımınızı nasıl edindiniz?  
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E.K.: … Bir takım dergilerden, abim Avrupa‘daydı oradan bir iki dergi gönderirdi. 

Ġngiltere‘de The Architect diye dergi vardı.  

E.K.: Mesela Caracas Üniversitesi‘nde. Onun duvarlarında çok güzel çalıĢmalar 

var… Bu da baĢka, bakın bu UNESCO  binası ve Ģurada bir heykel var. Bu ünlü 

ingiliz heykeltraĢ Henry Moore. ġu pano üzerinde Juan Miro‘nun seramik vari Ģeyi 

uygulandı. Çünkü Breuer de sanatçı olduğu için bunlarla çalıĢmayı severdi. 

E.Y.: Eğitim anlamında Akademi o dönem için daha farklı olabilir. 

E.K.: Akademi çok iyiyidi… Akademililer bizden çok ilerideydi. Akademi‘de asistan 

olan arkadaĢlarımız vardı. [...] Onlar bize bir takım akademiden bilgiler 

getiriyorlardı. Biz onları can kulağıyla dinliyorduk. Onlar bizim hocalarımızdı. Yani 

Akademi‘den sızan bir takım bilgiler bizi aydınlatıyordu. Biz böyle yetiĢtik. 

Sonradan tabi ki kendimizi yetiĢtirdik.  

 

Interview with Gencay Kasapçı, date: 26.02. 2014 

 

E.Y.: Odtüdeki eserin yapımı süreci nasıl gerçekleşmişti?  Binanın 

yapımından sonra yapıldığını biliyorum. siz sonrasında eserinizi 

yapmışsınız.  

G.K.:  Ģöyle oldu. Bütün binalar bitmemiĢti ama mimarlık fakültesi bitmiĢti. Ben 

üniversiden rektörden bir davet aldım. Sizinle görüĢmek istyorum diye. Kemal 

kurdaĢ rahmetli. Beni çağırdı. Behruz bey de oradaydı. Dediler senin bu 

üniversitemize 5 tane eser yapmanı istiyoruz. Bu eserler seramik olabilir baĢka 

malzemeler olabilir. Üniversitesmiz artık o aĢamaya geldi. Daha sanatsal eserlerle 

bu üniversiteyi değerlendirmek istiyoruz dediler. Yapar mısınız dediler. Ben de 

memnun olurum dedim. Ve bana planı gösterdiler. Üniversiteye girdim biten 

kısımları. Ve bunlardan bir tanesi Ģuanda sarı sermaiğin bulunduğu duvardı. 

Ġkincisi yine mimarlık fakültesinde merdivenleri inerken, merdivenlerin alt kısmında 

büyük bir duvar vardı. yani iki tavan boyutunda büyük bir duvar vardı. o duvar. Bir 

tanesi de bir baĢka binada yukardan aĢağıya bakıldığı zaman olan bir yerdi. 

Oraya da yukardan kuĢbakıĢı görünecekti eser. Ben bunların eskizlerini yaptım. 

Üç tanesinin eskizi var. Öbür ikisinin eskizini daha yapmamıĢtım. O yaptığım 

eskizlerden üçünü yapmam istedni. Benim önceliğim baĢka bir bölümdü. Fakat 

behruz bey ısrarla o duvarı yapmamı istedi. Tabi ben o zaman çok gencim... peki 

dedim. Ve eskizleri yaptım çok beğenildi ve de ben seramikçi değilim ressamım. 

Fakat her zman Ģuna inandım hala daha ona inanıyorum bir sanatçı ve zanatkar 
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iĢbirliği ile sanat eseri üretilir. Her zman mümkün olabilir diye düĢünüyorum. 

Nitekim uzun araĢtırmalar sonunda ankarada iyi bir seramik atölyesi buldum. 

Selim hoca ve asistanı...Siteler var biliyorsunuz orada bir atöölyeleri vardı çift 

katlı... ben onlarla iĢbirliği yaparken konuĢtuk. Önce mavi falan diye 

düĢünüyordum. Birçok renk eskizinden sonra sarı rengi güneĢi çağrıĢtıracağı 

varsayılarak seçildi.Mimarlık fakültesinin bence güneĢi oldu. Ayrıca soğuk 

betonarme binaya aydınlık verdi... bu seramiği ortada bir güneĢ, yani siz miamrlık 

fakültesindeki genç mimarların ülkeyi bir güneĢ gibi aydınlatmasını düĢünerek bir 

güneĢ yaptım. Ve orada sarının değiĢik tonlarını kullanmak suretiyle... ben çok zor 

birĢey istedim hem seramik hem rölyef. O hem seramik hem rölyef. Öyleki her 

birim birer noktayı temsil edecek ve her birinin kendi formu olacak... bu seramiği 

ben tam 9 ayda yaptım... Ortalama 18 m.kare olan panonun ön hazırlık 

çalıĢmaları. 

Sitelerde selim usta seramik porselen atl. de Yüksek piĢirim(1200C ) uygulaması 

ile yapıldı.Örnekte dikkat edilecek olursa karolar(renksiz olanlar) diğerleri 2. 

piĢirim ve renk eskizi.  Bunlar 1. piĢirim. Ve renk eskizleri. Dikkat ederseniz 

karolar örneklerdeki gibi birbirine geçecek Ģekilde yapıldı. Bu tekniğin böylesine 

bir rölyef' te kullanılıp kullanılmadığını bende bilmiyorum her birim her istikamete 

doğru özel formların birleĢmesinden oluĢuyor. her biri tek tek elle yapıldı.. montaj 

yapacak kiĢinin paniklediğini gördüm. Gencay hanım dedi bu duvar eğri. Bunda 

kalıp kayması olmuĢ dedi. bu duvara monte edemeyiz. Meğer mimarımız oradaki 

hatasını örtmek için bana önce bu iĢi verdi... biz yaptık onu astık ve bunu 

astığımız ertesi günü Komer geldi... ondan sonra biz okula sanat istemiyoruz. 

GeçmiĢ gün tam hatırlayamıyorum. ĠĢte, biz eğitim istiyoruz, biz okulda 

sözümüzün geçmesini istiyoruz dediler...  ellerinde iki tane kırmızı boyası benim 

seramiğin üzerine boca ettiler... ondan sonra diğer iĢleri yaptırmaktan dekan 

vazgeçti. London times da nick nodilton? Türkiye muhabiriydi. O bir yazı yazdı 

türkiye hakkında. Ve Ģunu kullandı. ġu cümle var orda. ―Mr. Komer‘in arabası 

yakıldı ve öğrenci olayları ressam gencay kasapçının seramiği önünde baĢladı.‖...  

E.Y.: peki mimar sonuçta yerleri göstermiş. Siz o yerleri görünce 

kompozisyonunuz oluşturuken mekansal durumu hesaba katıyor musunuz?  

G.K.: tabi olmaz olur mu. tamamen hesapladım. Orda bir olay daha var. Dikkat 

ederseniz altta bir boĢluk var. ġimdi o boĢluk Ģöyle oluĢtu... orada ısıtıcı vardı. 

dedim ki bunun kalkması lazım. Bu seramiğin bütün zerafetini esteiğini bozuyor. 

Onu kaldıramayız ordan soğuk hava geliyor dedi... ve onu kaldırtmadı. Ben bunun 
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üzerine yaparken seramiğin devamını yaptım. Sonra günün birinde kaldırılar diye 

onu üniversiteye teslim ettim. 

 

Interview with Muhlis Türkmen, date: 21.02.2014 

 

E.Y.: Brüksel pavyonu bu konuda çok öne çıkan bir yapı... o dönem 

mimarlar neden sanatı modern mimarlığın içine dahil etmek istedi? ... o 

dönemler modern mimarlıkla ilgili bazı eleşetirler de söz konusu yurt içinde 

ya da yurtdışında, Modernin evrensel karakterinin bölgesel ihtiyaçlara yanıt 

vermediği, ondan referanslar içermediği üzerine. Acaba bu pavyonda, 

özellikle b.r.e. moziğini ele alırsak, bizden de yani Türkiye’den de bir takım 

şeyler içermiş olması, niyetiniz arkasında böyle düşünceler var mıydı 

acaba?  

M.T.: Efendim biz bir kere mimarlar olarak ve o pavyonda eserleri bulunan 

arkadaĢlarımız olarak hepimiz akademiliydik. Hepimiz akademide birer hocaydık. 

Gayemiz mimaride elden geldiği kadar bu sanatlara bir yer vermek köĢelere 

oturtmak ve türk sanatını dünyaya bir takım beynelmilel sergilerle, enternasyonal 

sergi olduğu için, bizim için bir fırsattı. Zaten o günün Ģeyini hatırlarsanız, 

akademide bir milli mimari Ģeyleri vardı. 58de. Biz genç asistan arkadaĢlar olarak 

sonradan tabi, 58de hocaydık, dıĢ mimariye biraz açılalım dedik ve akademide bir 

kaç arkadaĢ onların içinde affan kırımlı, bir kaç daha arkadaĢ dahil oldular. Biz o 

yolda çalıĢtık. Hala da çalıĢıyoruz. Hayatımız daima bir evvelki yaptığımıza göre 

sonrakinin daha iyi olması idi. Gayemiz o idi.  

E.Y.: Sonuçta o temsiliyetle ilgili bir yapı olduğu için pavyon özelinde, 

türkiyeden de o yüzden bir şeylerin orada bulunuyor olması refansların 

önemliydi sanırım. 

M.T. : Evet. tabi. Mesela o sergide yer alan arkadaĢlar, gevher bozkurt, namık 

bayık.. tabi bedri rahmi eyüpoğlu‘nu hatırlamamk imkansız. EĢinin ismi geçmez 

ama emeği de çoktur. Sonra, Ġlhan koman.. namık bayık filan kahvenin o mobilya 

kısımlarını falan da yaptı... kahvede bir pano yapan, adını hatırlayamıyorum.  

E.Y.: sizin sanatçılarla nasıl çalıştınızı da sormak isterim. En başından o 

şekilde tasarladınız sanırım.  

M.T.: Tabi ki efendim.  

E.Y.: O sanatçıların olmasını siz mi belirlediniz? Örneğin burada bedri rahmi 

eyüpoğlu bir şey yapsın gibi. O süreç nasıl gelişti? 
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M.T.: Biz doğrudan doğruya projemizde bu eserleri baĢından düĢünmüĢtük. 

Mesela o, iki bloğu birbirine birleĢtiren uzunca duvarı bir ressam arkadaĢ 

tarafından tezyin edilmesi düĢüncemizdi. Tabi o arada bedri rahmi eyüpoğlu 

yanmızda baĢımızda bulunuyordu. Onun için hemen bedri rahmi arkadaĢımızı 

çağırdık kabul ettiler. Harici vekaleti de dıĢiĢleri bakanlığı da kabul etti. Onları 

adamakıllı bu hususta kabul ettirdik. Zaten baĢından da söyledim biz öyle bir 

okulda yetiĢtik ki efendim. Hem eski mimarlık okulu hem bütün o sanatçıların 

toplandığı bir merkez olarak sanayi nefise aliyesi diye kurulduğundan itibaren 

gerek mimarlık gerek diğer sanat dalları bir kardeĢ gibiydiler. Ve o Ģekilde yetiĢtik 

ben mesela talebeleğimden itibaren coir de suare‘da desen çizdim. Ondan sonra 

bunu devam ettirdim. Bütün arkadaĢlarım ekseriyetle akademi mezunlarıdır. Tabi 

bu arada teknik üniversitedeki arkadaĢlarımız Ģey etmek istemiyorum. Onlar da 

en iyi arkadaĢlarımın arasında çok kiĢiler vardır. O devir biz de bambaĢka bir 

devirdir.  

E.Y.: 50-70 arasında çok yoğun görülüyor bu çalışmalar sonrasında giderek 

azalmaya başlıyor.  

M.T.: O ressam arkadaĢ kahvede çok hoĢ bir pano yapmıĢtı... eyüp beyle zaten 

onların odaları yan yanaydı. Çok arkadaĢ gibiydik.  

E.Y.: peki şöyle bir şeyden söz edilebilir mi, sanatın modern mimarlığın içine 

dahil etme konusu ile ilgili. Modern mimarlığın soğuk olduğu yönünde bazı 

eleştiriler de var. Bir anlamda daha insancıl mekanlar oluşmasını sağlamış 

olabilir mi mekansal açıdan? 

M.T.: Tabi. Tabi. Bir sıcaklık getiriyor. BaĢka bir hava Ģey ediyor. Eksik 

olmasınlar. Hakikaten pavyonu diğer teĢhir edilen eĢyaların arasında onlar 

tevayüz ediyordu ve bayağı çekicilik meydana getiriyordu.  Alakadar oldular. O 

bütün dünya mimarlarının o pavyonların içinde zaten böyle bir hayat sürüyordu. 

Bizim pavyona da gelince, dikkat ettim, alakaları büyüktü.  

 

Interview with Mustafa Pilevneli, date: 28.11.2012 

 

M. P: Benim bütün arzum akademiye girmekti. O zamanki adıyla Ģimdiki Mimar 

Sinan Üniversitesi‘ne. Ve resim, resimden baĢka birĢey düĢünmüyorduk ama ne 

zaman ki Tatbiki‘ye girdim resmin sadece salt kağıdı boyamak ve tuvali 

boyamaktan öte her türlü malzemeyle sanat yapılabileceğini öğrendik. Yani 

betonla camla tahtayla sentetik birtakım malzemelerle organik inorganik 
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malzemelerle herĢeyle. Ve tabiki bununla birlikte batıya da gidip gelmeler baĢladı. 

DüĢünebiliyor musunuz, 1957‘lerde bir çocuğun batıya gitmesini. Mesela 

stuttgart‘a gidip orada bir 4-5 ay staj ki,  o yıllarda bizim muhakkak öğrencilik 

yıllarında en azından 45 gün bir mimarın yanında birinin yanında çalıĢması diye 

bir Ģey vardı. yaz tatilinde çalıĢacaksınız. Bu çok güzel birĢeydi.  

E.Y.: Mimarın yanında olması çok ilginç. 

M. P: Tabi. Mesela bir mimarla veyahut bir fabrikada. mesela bazı arkadaĢlarım 

boya fabrikalarına gidip çalıĢtılar. Mesela o zaman dyo fabrikalarında plastik yoktu 

plastik boya diye biĢey yoktu. Mesela ilk önce onlar tutkallı boya ile baĢladılar ve 

bugünkü Ģeyler geldi... yani diyeceğim Ģu, sanatı her türlü Ģekliyle ben, bizler 

mimariye sokmanın yollarını bulduk. Yani bir asılan tuval resminin veyahut müze 

resminin, tek minik parçanın yerine, halkla bütünleĢen, halkın insanların yaĢam 

alanlarında estetik değerler katmanın bilincini aldık. Ve bu tabiki benim gidip 

gelmelerimle,  o yıllarda düĢünebiliyor musunuz ilk 58 yılı Almanya‘ya gidiĢim ve 

ondan sonraki yıllarda da hep gördüklerimizi arkadaĢlarıma ve ben ilk defa  girdim 

57‘de 61‘de mezun oldum. Ve asistan oldum... gerçek Bauhaus‘la kurucuları, ben 

Stuttgart Akademisi‘nde 1961-62 yılında DAD bursunu aldım o zaman gerçek 

Bauhaus sanatçılarını tanıma fırsatını buldum. O zaman yaĢlıydılar, 80 küsür 

yaĢında.  

E.Y.: Orada tez yazmışsınız. Konusunu siz mi seçtiniz? 

M. P.: Hayır bana o zamanki hocam bana verdi. Onu hazırlarken hep ben kendi 

araĢtırmalarım sonucunda uğraĢlarımın getirdiklerinden yola çıkarak tatbik ettiğim 

konuları batıdaki kaynaklarla zenginleĢtirerek ortay koydum. Mesela o mağradan 

günümüze resim teknikleri derken mağrada ne yaptı?  Hayvan kanıyla belki 

duvara sıçramıĢ Ģekil onu düĢündürdü. Sonra oraya elinin izini koydu belki ilk 

gördü, korktu. bir hayvanı geyiği bir domuzu çizmeye çalıĢtı ve ilk ben burdaydım 

dedi insan. Yani yaĢadığı o kavuğun içerisinde. Sonra yavaĢ yavaĢ taĢ devri 

maden filan derken insan evrimleĢti. Öylesine evreleden geçti ki o artık günümüze 

kadar o süreç içerinde yapılanlar teknik boyutara ulaĢtı mesela kumla kirecin 

birlikteliğinde fresco yaptılar. Teknoloji çimentoyu sağlamlaĢtırıcı malzemeyi 

bulduğu zaman onu daha geniĢ alanlarda kullandılar... bu uğraĢlar bu çabalar 

bana zaman içerisinde bir takım teknolojiyle birlikte farklı alanlara mimaride 

eserler koymama sebep oldu. Yani sdece bir resim dilinin zengin bir skalada öyle 

diyeyim farklı malzemelerle yaĢama geçilen alanlar haline geldi. Ki bunlar 

baĢlangıçta kiĢisel çabalarla olan iĢler. sonradan 60lı yıllarda 70lerde 80ler kadar 
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hep yarıĢmalar oluyordu. Mesela iyi bir mimar için mimar yada o kuruluĢ yarıĢma 

yapılıyordu. Ankara‘daki o gökdelen binalarda, Kızılay‘daki o büyük binada, hep 

onlarda yarıĢmalar vardı. Kızılay‘daki binanın cephesinde büyük boĢlukta hala 

Kuzgun Acar‘ın bir plaketi durur. Orada olağanüstü bir metal rölyef vardı... biz 

sanata hiç değer vermedik. Hele mimaride son yıllarda hiç ama hiç. Sadece 

renklendiriyorlar. Binalar pasta gibi renklendiriliyor. Yani bir sanatçıya hiçbir iĢ 

kalmıyor. Halbuki batıda ve bugün Amerika‘da filan yüzde 5, 1 bile olsa bir binanın 

giriĢine cephesine, tabanına, tavanına bir Ģey yapılabilir. Bütçe ayırıyorlar.  

E.Y.: Türkiyede öyle bir yasa var mı? 

M. P.: Hiç yok. Kimse kale almıyor. 

E.Y.: Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu’nun böyle yazılar vardı. bu konuyla ilgili. Yasa 

çıksın diye. 

M. P.: Çok güzel bir isimden bahsettiniz sevgili Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu. 1975te biz 

Bedri Bey‘i kaybettiğimiz zaman ben en azından bir 20 yıldan fazla baba oğul el 

ele dolaĢırdık. Ben o kiĢinin çoğu iĢini hem üçüncü boyutta, hem mekansal alanda 

tavanda, duvarda ve yerde çeĢitli alanlarda ona önerilerde bulundum ve birlikte iĢ 

yaptık mesela Bonn Büyükeçiliği vitrayları. Veyahut Ģimdi Vakko‘nun merkez 

binası, giriĢinde geyikli çit vardır. Hocaya o konuda ben bütün teknik konuyu 

çözmüĢtüm.  

E.Y.: Okuduğunuz bölüm dekoratif resim diye geçiyor.  

M. P.: Dekoratif resim sözcüğü aslında biraz Ģey yani tabiri caizse iĢi ucuzlatıyor. 

Bir fuarda da iĢler yapılır, BiĢey yapılır sonra sökülür atılır. Halbuki, bu biraz önce 

bahsettiğim gibi resim bölümü olarak değiĢtirildi... bizimki mural, duvar, mekanla 

iliĢkisi  çıkıyor. Yani düĢünce boyutunda bir mimarla olan iliĢki var. Salt ressamın 

fikri değil. Ressam burada uygulayıcı, realize edici ve teknikte kalıcılığı sağlayıcı 

bir bilgiye sahip. Mimar fonksiyonla estetiği, uyumluluğu, uyumulukta bir orkestra 

Ģefi. Yani mimarinin içerisinde sadece ressam yok... oradaki dekoratif sözcüğünün 

içerisine düĢünce boyutuna bunların gelmesi lazım. Yani ―mimarla iliĢkisi olan 

sanatçı‖.  

E.Y.: Okulunuzda 5 bölüm varmış. Okulda diğer bölümlerl bir ilişki olur 

muydu? Ya da akademideki insanlarla? O dönemlerde yakın mıydı ilişkiler?  

M. P.: Kendimden bir örnek vereyim. Ben bu iĢleri yaparken çalıĢırken öğrencilik 

yıllarımda belki kurumun küçüklüğü yani mekanlarla olan ilĢkilerdeki yakınlıklar, 

öğretim üyesindeki sıcak bağlar sonucunda ben iç mimarlık bölümünden 

çıkmazdım. Seramik bölümünde her zaman oradaydım elimde bir çamur vardı. 
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grafik bölümnde mesela gidip gravür tekniklerini, resmi bir çinkoya basma sevinci 

vardı. onlar beni zaman içerinde diğer sanatların, mesela tekstil bölümünün yer 

halısında veya bir kumaĢta veya bir baskıda... bizlere tabiki sözcüğünü 

akademiyle aramızdaki fark yapılan projelerin, tasarlandıktan sonra realize 

edilmesi o malzemeyle birlikte... Almanya‘da Köln‘de bir cami yapılıyor. Bu 

caminin ıĢık pencereleri var. Mekana ıĢığı davet ediyorsunuz ve dıĢardan da iç 

mekandaki ıĢığı görüyorsunuz. Ġçten dıĢa dıĢtan içe. Ben bunu  ilk defa 

cumhurbaĢkanlığı konutunda yaptım. Ama daha önce yapmıĢ olduğum ıĢık 

duvarlarından farklı bir Ģeydi. Salt beyaza beyazı koymak... bugün ısıcam 

yapılıyor iki cam arasına. Onu daha kuvvetlendirecek nitelikte temizliği de 

fonksiyon olarak, bu ısıcamın içerisine metali koymak fikri... biraz önce Ragıp‘tan 

örnek verdim. Bu projeyi çizerken, bu 30 mlik radar kulesi, sadece Ģurada mimar 

bana bir düĢünce bir teklif istedi. ―Ben‖ dedi ―bu kuleye bir Ģey istiyorum ve kule 

beyaz olacak‖. Ve bu kule yuvarlak… bu kulenin etrafında güneĢ ıĢık dönüyor… 

bu beyaz kuleyi öyle bir beyazla bir tül gibi bir Ģey olsun. Bir rölyef fikri geliĢti. 

Sadece beyaza beyaz bir rölyef yaptım... akademiyle olan farkımızda bu tür 

seziler vardı. Hala devam etmekte mi bilmiyorum. Biz batıdan öğrendiklerimizi bir 

Ģekilde taĢıdık.  

E.Y.: Batı deyince, 2.D.Ş. sonrası batıda çok fazla bu konu tartışılıyor. 

Konferans, yayın. vs. grup Espas’ın kuruluşu.  sanki batıyla eş zamanlı gibi. 

Acaba batının bu çalışmaları buradan nasıl takip ediliyordu? Onun bir etkisi 

oldu mu? 

M. P.: O tür iliĢkileri biz Almanya‘da Bauhaus okulunda yetiĢen genç öğretim 

üyeleri bize geldikleri zaman onlar bize taĢıdılar. Bizimki konferans niteliğinde 

değil de sanatı yaĢayarak onlarla yaparak bulduk ve gördük. Örneklerini bize 

batıdaki örneklerini, çeĢitli basından getirdikleri kitaplardan gösterdiler. O yıllarda 

bizim dil sorunumuz vardı. Bir takım Ģeyleri görsel olarak çözüyorduk ama iĢin 

felsefi boyutu olmuyordu açık söylemek lazım.  Onu da yine bizim Ģansımız, Türk 

sanatında duayen yazarlardan veya türk sanatını en iyi bilenlerden birisi o yıllarda 

bizim hocamız olmuĢ olan Sabahattin Eyüpoğlu‘ydu. Sabahattin Eyüpoğlu ile biz 

hem doğuyu hem batıyı öğrendik.  Doğuyla batı arasındaki köprüleri ve 

mukayeseleri ondan büyük ve onun göstermiĢ olduğu, o zaman, hocalarımız 

cebinde bir demet dia pozitifle gelirlerdi, onları gösterirlerdi. Orijinal eser 

karĢısında değildik... o bakımdan 58lerde gençlerin bizlerin, batıyla o staj 

döneminde Avrupa‘ya gidiĢlerimiz onları yerinde görüĢlerimiz onları buraya 
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taĢımamız bizim geliĢmemize en büyük etken oldu. Onun dıĢında 1957lerde 

kurulmasıyla birlikte tatbiki güzel sanatların tüm bu beĢ alanı kapsayan sanatların 

günümüz sanatlarının halka yayılması ve bugünkü estetiğin bugünkü 

fonksiyonların yaratılmasında öncü oldu. O zamanlar.  

E.Y.: Çalışmalar nasıl ilerliyordu? Eserin yapılacağı yer mimar tarafında mı 

seçiliyordu? 

M. P.: Evet. 

E.Y.: Çalışma şekli nasıldı? 

M. P.: Biraz önce bahsettik onu biraz açalım. Bir defa mimar kimdir? Mimar bize 

yaĢam kalitemizi devam ettirebilmek için, bizim için, insanlar için... herĢeyi yapan 

kiĢi. O fonksiyonları kurarken bize bir yaĢam alanı veriyor... o yaĢam alanında 

yükseklikler var. o yükseklikler  yatay olabiliyor konkav olabiliyor. Plastik boĢluklar 

olabiliyor. Açıklıklar oluyor. Büyük boĢluklar oluyor. O boĢluklarda o doluluklarda 

bazı yerlerde onun sezileriyle önerilerde bulunuyor. Önerilerde bulunduğu kiĢiler 

bu konularda eğitilmiĢ kiĢiler. Kimdir onlar? Ya bir seramik konusunda çabaları 

olan duvarda tavanda tabanda… ve orası için öneri bekliyor. Ama diyor ki ben 

burada Ģu malzemeleri kullanmak istiyorum… o size bir takım döneler verdikten 

sonra siz yapacağınız tekniği teknikle birlikte o kompozisyon fikrini veriyorsunuz. 

Orada soyut veya somut Ģu olabilir. (Ankara garında duvar resmi düĢünülmüĢ, o 

hikayeyi anlatıyor) mesela HaydarpaĢa garı. Tavanda bezemeler var deniz 

kenarında renkli camlar var. Renkli camlar bir sanatçı tarafından yapılmıĢtır. 

Ġçerdeki bezemeler bir sanatçı tarafından yapılmıĢ. Ama mimar yerdeki taĢta 

duvarlardaki Ģeyleri mimar seçmiĢ. Veya birlikte karar vermiĢler sanatçıyla. 

Mimarın bir kere orkestra Ģefi olması var. Siz sanatçı olarak ben buraya bunu 

yapacağım diyemezsiniz. […] yani mimar Ģart. Mimar rol veriyor. KarĢılık bekliyor. 

Ve iĢverenden önce onun Ģeyi olacak. Tamam bunu yapıyoruz demesi lazım.  

E.Y.: O zaman yarışma söz konusu değilse çalışacağı kişiyi kendisi seçiyor 

ama yarışmaysa başka bir süreç söz konusu. 

M. P.: Tabi. YarıĢmaysa yarıĢmanın içinden çıkanı yine mimar onaylıyor. AKM 

yapılırken ben orada resim dalında birinci oldum. Ġki resim seçildi oraya. yanmadı. 

Bir tanesi Oya Katoğlu‘dur. Ankaralıdır. Turgut Zaim‘in kızıdır.  

E.Y.: Süreçte en başında mı sanat işin içine giriyordu? Tasarım yapılırken 

mi, yoksa bina bitiyor sonra mı? 

M. P.: Hayır. Bina bittiği zaman oraya eklektik olur. Ġyi mimar, mimar. Son 

dakikada eyvah oraya bir sütun çıktı nasıl kapatalım diyerek yama yapar gibi bir 
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sanat eseri koyabilirler. O sanat eseri olmaz o ayıp örter. Bir sanat eseri baĢında 

projelendirilir. Ben dünyanın çeĢitli yerlerinde iĢ yapan kiĢiyim. Ve ben o hep iĢleri 

yaparken o ülkelere gittim daha inĢaat safhasında. Mesela Unilever‘in Dünya 

Merkez Binası Rotterdam‘da yapıldı. Rotterdam‘da bu binayı yapan mimar 

I.M.Pei. Pei‘in binası. Ve ben Rotterdam‘daki binanın inĢaatına gittim. Ve 

Türkiye‘ye ayrılan duvarın mekanın yerini bana anlattılar. Tam bir daire . 20mye 

yakın bir çap. Ama yuvarlak. O düz olmayan duvara ben Türkiye‘de yapıp oraya 

götürüp monte edeceğim. Ben Türkiye‘ye döndüm. Mimar sadece bana teklifte 

bulundu. Asistanı vasıtasıyla. Dedi ki sizin geleneksel sanatlarınızda mozaik, 

seramik, çini böyle bir Ģey. Ben dedim ki bizim geleneksel sanatlarımızda mozaik 

yok ama çini var. Çini yapın dedi. Sadece bu kadar tüyo aldım ben...Vakko binası 

için yaptığı duvar resimden söz ederken: ―o zamanlar Chagal‘i çok severdim, 

chagal değil de chagal gibi‖) 

E.Y.: O zaman yapılacak binanın niteliğine göre de size bir referans 

oluşturuyor. 

M. P.: Tabi... Amerika‘ya gittim. Michigan üniversitesi‘nde Atatürk kitaplığı, Türkler 

bir kat aldılar ve orası Atatürk kitaplığı oldu. Hayatta en hakiki mürĢit ilimdir, 

yazılıyor. Granitten bir duvar yaptım. Granite oydurdum. Yazıyı resim gibi 

kullandım.   

E.Y.: Abdurrahman Hancı’yla olan çalışmanız nasıl başladı? O mu projeleri 

için bir sanatçı arıyordu? 

M. P.: Evet. Bedri Rahmi‘nin evinde rastlamıĢ, benim yaptığım bir iĢe. DemiĢ ki 

kim yaptı bunu. Bedri Rahmi demiĢ Mustafa‘nın. Ben, demiĢ karĢılaĢmak 

istiyorum, öyle karĢılaĢtık. 

E.Y.: Devlet binalarında da çok görülüyor o örnekler. acaba devletin 

desteklediği bir şey miydi? Türkiye’nin olanaklarının çok kısıtlı olduğu bir 

dönem. Nasıl bu kadar popüler oldu? 

M. P.: Cumhuriyetin ilk yılları bence bugün yakalanmayacak derecede sanatın 

baĢta olduğu, Atatürk‘ün yönlendirdiği bir dönem. Ve CHP dönemi, öyle diyelim.  

Her konuda ilerleme var. Her konuda insanları eğitiyorlar. En büyük olay halk 

evleri, köy enstitüleri... sanata bayağı ilgi var. 1944-45lerde benim her gün 

uğradığım yer, Kadıköy halkevi. Kadıköy halk evinde ben tiyatro öğrendim, 

sinema, müzik, sergiler, kütüphane. 6 yaĢında bir çocuk bu sanatların içerinde. 

Çünkü ev de yakın, en güzel kaçamak yeri. Çünkü orada her Ģey var. O yılların 

Ġstanbul‘unda veya yurt genelinde farklılıklar var... Ģimdilerde yaratıcı değiliz. 
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E.Y.: Benim gördüğüm örnekler genelde 50ler 60lar 70lerde. O dönemde çok 

yoğun Türkiye’deki işbirliği. 

M. P.: Evet o zaman yarıĢmalar var. ġimdi öyle bir yarıĢma filan yok.... mimarın 

da sevmesi lazım. Mimarın da sanattan nasibini almıĢ bir kiĢi olması lazım. 

Mesela Abdurrahman Hancı hem güzel sanatlar akademisinde okumuĢ, 

Fransa‘da tahsil yapmıĢ, çalıĢmıĢ. Cengiz akademi mezunu ama daima 

projelerinde sanat eseri yapmak istiyor. daha en baĢından istiyor. 

 

Interview with Orhan Şahinler, date: 15.01.2012 

 

O.ġ.: akademideki eğitim ve arkadaĢlıklar zaten sanatla iç içe olmamızı 

sağlıyordu. Oraya girdiğimiz zaman desenle seçiliyorduk. Etkindim. Matematik ve 

desendi. Yetenekti. Dolayısıyla plastik sanatlarla ilgimizi o da teĢvik etmiĢ olabilir. 

Ve ayrıca mimarlık hepsini kapsayan bir sanat. Mekan yaratan bir sanat. Doğal 

bu. Ben kendi yaptığım binalarda ısrar ettim. Her zaman ikna etmek kolay olmadı. 

Yeni bir harcama. Bakanlık anlayıĢ gösterdi. Mesela siz ona rastlamıĢ olabilirsiniz 

veya olmayabilirsiniz. Lizbon büyükelçiliği. Lizbon büyükelçiliğinde pek çok 

santçının eseri var. Devrim erbil, sabri berkel,. Sabri berkel aslında peinture 

yapan bir kiĢi ama orada seramik yaptı. Hüseyin gezer. GiriĢte ya özgülük ya 

bağımsızlık ismini verdiği bir heykel vardı. Devrim erbil büyük bir istanbul boğaz 

panosu yaptı fakat o kimyasındaki br hatadan olacak, lizbondaki güneĢ Ģiddetli 

bütün renklerini yitirdi. Yıllar sonra tekrar gittiğimde çok ĢaĢırdım ve çok üzüldüm. 

Ġstanbul ticaret odasında çok sayıda. DıĢta içte heryerde. Ġkna etmek bir yönetim 

kurulu döneminde çok güç oldu, baĢka yönetim kurulu hiç de sakınca görmedi 

gereken harcamayı yaptı kabullendi. Oradaki isimleri istiyormusunuz? 

Özdemir altan, devrim erbil, tamer baĢoğlu, adnan çoker, murat Ģahinler, yalçın 

karayağız, emre zeytinoğlu. 

E.Y.: Ticaret odası olmasını bir özelliği var mı? Yapının niteliği ile ilgili? 

O.ġ.: Aslinda projelendirme aĢamasinda ben onlari düĢündüğüm için. aksi halde 

buralari anlamsiz ve boĢ tanimlanmamiĢ eksik kalacak diye ikna edebilmiĢ oldum. 

kolay olmadi.  

E.Y.: Peki yerleri siz belirleyip ilk aşamada seçiyorsunuz. 

O.ġ.: Evet.  

E.Y.: O sanatçıyla en başından konuşuyor muydunuz yoksa sonradan mı 

sanatçı dahil oluyordu? 
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O.ġ.: Olabilir. ġadi abiyle baĢta görüĢtüğümü zannediyorum. DıĢarda bir friz 

istemiĢtim ben. O ondan büyük heyecan duymuĢtu. Hatta o demiĢti bir gün bu 

cadde çok önemli olacak. O vakitler değildi. O vakitler, hallerin bulunduğu kargaĢa 

içinde olan bir yerdi. Onun birinci planda görünür olacağını söylemiĢti. Böyle oldu. 

Fakat o binayı çok kötülediler. Sağır duvarlara bir takım Ģeyler aplike ettiler. 

Üniversite ismini yazdılar. Mimarisini değiĢtirdiler. Ondan sonra devrim erbilin ilk 

istanbulla ilgili çalıĢması orada baĢladı. Büyük bir seramik panosu vardır. Ama 

binanın planlarına müdahale ettiler, toplantı salonunu büyütmüĢler, fuayesini 

rastgele bölmüĢler. Devrimin panosu gölgelenmiĢ, çok kötü yani.  

E.Y.: Ben çünkü o kısmı da merak ediyorum. En başında mı birlikte çalışır 

sanatçı yoksa sanatçı sonradan mı dahil olur. Demekki değişiyor.  

O.ġ.: Evet değiĢken. ġadi abiyle öyle bir öngörüĢme olmuĢtu. Kendisine bir yer 

ayırdım ve onun düĢey olması konusunda. Çünkü onu bilmeliydim ki ben taĢ 

kaplamasının bitiĢimi belirlemeliydim. Öyle oldu. Özdemir altan orada vitray yaptı. 

Son derece baĢarılıdır o vitray. Girebilirsiniz oraya herhalde görebilirsiniz. NeĢet 

günal kütüphane bloğunun fuayeye bakan vitraylarını, toplantı salonunun 

gerisinde vitray vardır. Onu yaptı. NeĢet günal aslında çok seyrek vitray yapardı o 

vitrayı yapmasını ben istedim aslında . böyle bir istekte bulundum. Doğrudan 

doğruya ıĢığın girmemesi onu perdeleyecek yoğun sıkı dokulu bir vitray 

yapılması. Adnançoker yukarıda sonradan bir kapalı bir mekan düzenlenedi. 

Onun vitraylarını yaptı ama o mekan Ģimdi var mı yok mu. binaya müdahale 

edildi.  

E.Y.: O zaman o vitrayların işlevsel bir yanı da var.  

O.ġ.: Tabi. IĢığı kontrol etmek için. Batıya bakıyordu toplantı salonu onu 

perdelemesi için. Normal ricam veya diğer önlemler yerine yoğun bir vitrayın daha 

anlamlı olacağını ve vitrayın yaratacağı etkinin daha da güçleneceğini 

düĢündüğüm için.  

E.Y.: 2. Dünya savaşı sonrası yurtdışında bu tartışmalar çok yer alıyor.  

O.ġ.: Ben Ģöyle söyleyeyim size. Benim bunun baĢlangıcı olarak ve yahut bu 

yoğun iĢbirliğinin gerekliliği 1962 de italya‘ya gittim. Ġtalya da ortaçağ Ģehirlerinde 

kaldım. Ve oradaki ortaçağda baĢlayan mimar ve sanatçı iĢbirliğinin paralel 

olduğu. Sonra rönesansı kısmen incelendim etüt ettim. Rönesansta bu iĢbirliğinin 

çok daha geliĢmiĢ ve zenginleĢtirmiĢ olduğunu gördüm. Ve mekanlara 

yansıdığını. Mimarlığın tek baĢına belirleyici olmadığını. Politik çalıĢmanın etkin 

üyesi olduğunu. Zannediyorum bu etkili oldu.  
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E.Y.: Yayınları takip edebiliyor muydunuz? 

O.ġ.: Evet, evet onlar da olabilir. Benim üzerimdeki etkisi. Ama doğrudan doğruya 

benim ilgi alanlarım italya ortaçağ kentleri ve rönesans.  

E.Y.: Yurtdışında basılan dergi ve kitaplara ulaşabiliyor muydunuz? 

O.ġ.: Çok rahat değil. O yıllar özellikle 1950-60 arası Türkiye‘nin batılı yayınlara 

eriĢme olanağı bakımından güç yılları. 60a yakın olan yıllar daha güç. Ama ona 

rağmen iĢte devlet kurumu ne kadar para kullanabilirse gene kütüphane bir Ģeyler 

edinmeye çalıĢıyordu. Kütüphaneyi yakından izlemek doğal. Oradan esinlenmeler 

etkilenmeler. Kendi adıma söylüyorum diğer meslektaĢlarım için de aynı olabilir. 

Benim çağımdakiler, hepimiz için, hepimiz adeta batıyı yakından izliyorduk. Yani 

ben Ģunu söylemiĢ oluyorum. Ortaçağdan etkilendim. Ortaçağ italyan mimarisi. 

Rönesans mimarisinden. Ve 1950lerin batı mimarisi. 

E.Y.: Enis kortan’ın bir yazısında, bu yaklaşım için o günün modasıydı gibi 

bir tanım kullanılmış. 

O.ġ.: Hayır hayır. Onu biz kendimiz hissettik. Mekanları düzenleyen, sorumlu 

olarak onları daha etkili kılacak, anlamlı bulacak, yeni bir etkin tat getirecek olanak 

nedir elimizde ve kalıcı? Diğer sanatsal katkılardır. Ankaralısınız değil mi? 

Ankara‘da çok katlı bir blok vardır. Eskiden bir sinema vardı. KurtuluĢtan gelen 

Kızılay‘a gelirken sol taraftaki yüksek blok. Onun bir tarafında sağır duvarı vardır. 

Sağır duvarında bizleri çok etkileyen, mesela o da mimarın son derece doğru hem 

binaya katkı sağlayan hem kente değer getiren bence Kuzgun Acar‘ın bir plastiği 

vardı. Ankara kenti ona tahammül edemedi. Ve onu sonra da söktüler. 

Zannediyorum bir çöplükte yok oldu. Aynı Ģekilde Lizbon büyükelçiliği için 

Bayındırlık Bakanlığı‘na kuzgun acarı önerdim evvela sessiz kaldılar sonra buraya 

heyet olarak geldiler. Diğer müellif arkadaĢlarımla da birlikteydik. Seçtiğimiz ... 

bakanlık çalıĢma istedi. Eskizler istedi, çalıĢma istedi bir örneklendirme istedi. 

Kuzgun acar da metalle yapılan iĢlerdi iĢeri. Metal denemesi verdi. ön deneme 

olabilir anlamında. Bayındırlık heyeti dediki, ―Ankara Kızılay‘daki eserden nefret 

ediyor. Ve birgün onu çıkaracaklar.‖ Ve dedikleri gibi oldu. ―Biz bunu Lizbon 

büyükelçiliğine koymaya cesaret edemeyiz.‖ Çok güç oldu bunu Kuzgun‘a 

söylemek. Çok da beğenmiĢtim. Çok da sevmiĢtim. çalıĢmaları büyük katkı 

getirecekti çünkü bir sağır düzlem hazırlamıĢtık özellikle. Ve sağır düzlemde onun 

çok etkili olacağını düĢünmüĢtük. Ve dediki size veriyorum  bunu dedi. Ġkisini de 

bana verdi. Ben de, kardeĢim istedi. Bende oldukça binevi koleksiyon gibi 
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birĢeyler var kardeĢime verdim. KardeĢimin oğlu onu sattı yakında bir servete 

sattı. Ankara da demekki aslında büyük bir serveti kaybetti.  

E.Y.: Bu tip üretimlerle yapılan eserler için bölgesel bir ruh arayışı söz 

konusu olabilir mi? 

O.ġ.: Hayır. Tamamen kiĢisel sanatçı özgür. Ona önden bir telkin yok. Kendi 

sanatını dilediği gibi yorumlama verilen alanda. O alana katkı sağlayacak Ģekilde 

tabi öyle bir sorumluluğu var.  

E.Y.: Başka projelerde böyle bir çalışma yaptınız mı? 

O.ġ.: Ankara‘da Milli Güvenlik Kurulu binası var. O binada çok sayıda sanatçı 

eseri önerdik. Fakat acele ettiler binayı devraldılar. Devraldıktan sonra müellifiyle 

olan tüm iliĢkilerini kestiler. Oradaki gene sekreter olan orgeneral kendi 

insiyatifiyle kendi seçtiği snatçılatla bize asla danıĢmadan ev bizim 

onaylamadığımız iĢleri oraya taktılar takıĢtırdılar. Yani bina müellifine onu 

düĢünen kompozisyonu oluĢturana saygısızlık örneğidir. O binada gördüğünüz 

hiçbirĢeyle bizim bilgimiz yok ilgimiz yok onayımız yok.  BirĢeyler yaptılar.  

E.Y.: 1950lerde. Türk Grup Espas oluşumuyla ilgili bir biliniz var mı? Tarık 

Carım, Hadi Bara... 

O.ġ.: onların öyle bir grubu vardı.  

E.Y.: Türkiye’de olanakların kısıtlı olduğu yıllar. 

O.ġ.: O dediğiniz doğru. Fakirdi. Gerçekten öyle. Ve de Türkiye‘deki gerilimli 

günler. Sürprizli günler. Ama devlet devam ediyordu. O vakit büyük büyük 

orandan iĢ veren devletti. Fakir devlet ona rağmen elinden geleni yapıyordu. 

ġimdi Ģöyle aĢağıda da söz konusu oldu. Devlet resim ve sanatı teĢvik etmek için 

her yıl ödül veriyordu.  O ödülün bir ismi var ama Ģuan hatırlayamadım. O ödülde 

aldığı resim ve heykelleri devlet dairelerine dağıtıyordu, demirbaĢa 

kaydettiriyordu. Nedense çok çok büyük oranda büyük elçiliklere dağıtmıĢ. 

Dünyanın her tarafındaki Türk büyükelçiliklerinde resimler var. Ve heykeller var. 

Onlar iĢte o yarıĢmayı kazanan, parası verilip satın alınanlar. Öyle bir programı da 

uyguluyor devlet o esnada. Cumhuriyetin kuruluĢundan gelen. Aslından 

cumhuriyetin kuruluĢunu izleyen baĢlangıcını bilmiyorum, her binanın binanın 

maliyet yüzde üçü sanatsal eserlere ayrılır diye bir madde var. Öyle bir kanun var. 

Ama onun faslı olmadığı için uygulanmıyor. Cumhuriyetin taze yıllarında olabilir.  

E.Y.: 30lu yılllarda Amerika’da böyle bir olay var.  

O.ġ.: Evet. ve uygulanmıĢ o. (o dönem için) fakat parasızlıktan o fasıl bütçeye 

konmamaya baĢlanmıĢ ve dolayısıyla iĢletilememiĢ.  
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E.Y.: Brüksel pavyonunda çok fazla bu işbirliği var. 

O.ġ.: Brüksel pavyonu. Evet. o özeldir. Gerçekten öyle. Mimar sanatçı iĢbirliğinin. 

Bedri Rahmi Eyüpoğlu‘nun orda nefis panosu vardır. Belki projesine eriĢtiniz. O 

pano yıllar sonra getirilip sirkecideki bir boĢluğa sandıklarıyla bırakıldı. Sonra bazı 

garnizonlar onu alıp havuzlarının döĢemesine mozaik kaplama olarak kullandılar. 

Biz üçümüz  bina yaptık (Muhlis ve Hamdi)  hepsi de yarıĢmayla kazanıldı. Bursa 

kapalı spor salonu. Ona da o kadar müdahale ettiler ki utanç verici bir durumu var. 

Lizbon büyükelçiliği...  

E.Y.: Aslında günümüze kadar devam etmiş bu örnekler. 

O.ġ.: Sonra ben baĢka Ģekliyle devam ettim. O da yine burdan kaynaklanıyor. 

Yaptığım bazı özel yapılarda hat sanatını kullandım. Emin barın hoca büyük üstat 

Ģimdi hayatta değil. Ondan rica ettim ısrar ettim.  Kabul etti. Hazırladı iĢçiliğini de 

üstlendi büyük bir titizlikle bir ermeni usta tarafından onlar maddeye dönüĢtürüldü. 

Bazı özel konutlarda, iĢ hanlarında. Çünkü o iĢverenlerin kültürüne o uyuyordu. 

Bana da oldukça dekoratif geliyordu.  

O.ġ.: Ģimdi baĢka binalarda da uyguladık, mesela Ģimdi rektörlük Yapan 

Yalçın‘na, yerini bile ben bilmiyorum küçük yalıda bir pasaj, bina. Bir büyük duvar 

panosu yaptırdı mozaik. Ġki tane. Çok baĢarılı. Onu büyük titizlikle koruyorlar ama 

nerde onu ancak rektörün kendisi bilir... ĠĢ hanıydı galiba. Mimarı baĢka bir ara 

beni burdan sürgüne gönderdiler. 1980 askeri darbesi sonrası. DönüĢteki 

çalıĢmam sürecinde bir Ģirketi yönetirken o Ģirketin iĢiydi o panoları yaptırdık. ġiĢli 

caddesinde bir iĢhanında da yine büyük seramik panolar yapıldı. Çok güzel, çok 

baĢarılı onlar. Hala duruyor. Dediğim 25-30 yıl önce. BaĢka da hatırlayamıyorum.  

 

Interview with Turan Erol, date: 13.02.2014 

 

E.Y.: Yasa ile ilgili çalışmalarınız olmuş. 

T.E.: Çok çalıĢtık ama öyle iĢleyen bir yasa halinde değil de iĢte yönetmeliklerde 

filan yer alan yeni çağdaĢ ve kamuya hizmet amacıyla açılmıĢ binalarda yani 

mimar elinden çıkmıĢ mimarların tasarladığı binalarda sanat eserlerine de yer 

verilmelidir. Bu nasıl olur? Böyle alıp görürülecek eserler değil. Bina ile birlikte 

yaĢayacak mimarinin bir unsuru bölümü gibi yaĢayacak düĢünülecek sanat 

eserleri. Ne olabilri bunlar? Anıtsal heykeller yani götürülemeyecek heykeller, 

duvar resimleri. Duvar resimleri nasıl malzemelerde nelerle olabilir? Çok kısa 

zamanda yok olup gitmeyecek teknikler ve malzemelerle olmalıdır dedik. Ben 
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mesela mozaik kullandım. Mozaiği de kendim yaptım.... mimarinin o da bir 

malzeme olarak bir unsuru gibi devamı olsun. Ne olabilir? Özellikle ben taĢ 

mozaik üzerinde durdum. TaĢ mozaikle büyük 30mlik 40mlik duvarlar iĢledim.... 

toprak mahsulleri ofisi toplantı salonunun bir duvarı bir duvar iĢi yaptım. Orada 

Cengiz BektaĢ‘ın rolü var iĢte. O istedi. GerçekleĢtirdikleri binalara duvar resmi 

türünde ama değiĢik malzeme ve teknikler olabilir mesela fresk. 

E.Y.:eserleriniz? 

T.E.: Anıtkabirde büyük bir duvarı hem fresk tekniği ile hem de yer yer mozaik ile 

doldurdum... benim teklif ettiğim bir konuda yaptırdılar. Beğendiler eskizi... 

 

E.Y.: Bedri Rahmi atölyesinde eğitim almışsınız. Onun da etkisi olmuştur. 

T.E.: Gayet tabi. Hocamız duvar ressamın yaĢaması hayatının zenginleĢmesi 

mimariye ile girmesiyle resmin mümkündür diye bir tez öne sürerdi. 

E.Y.: Eserlerinizde kompozisyonu tasarlarken tamamen özgür mü olurdnuz 

yoksa mimar size bu konuda bir istekte bulunur muydu? 

T.E.: Benden Ģu konuda resim istiyoruz diyen de olmadı. Mimar zaten bu iĢi 

yönetiyor Cengiz gibi... cengizle çok gençliğimizin en canlı hareketli olduğu 

birĢeyler yapmak isteği ve hırsı ile dolu olduğumuz günlrde aramzıda bir dostluk 

oldu…Kanun ile devlet kendini bağlamak istemedi.  

E.Y:Herhangi bir yönetmelik ve kararnamede yok o zaman. 

T.E.: Yok. Bizim Ģeyimiz.  

E.Y.: Devlet yapılarında çok örneği var. Yurtdışında sanat eseri maliyetin 

yüzde 1-2si oranında olmalı diye. 

T.E.:Öyle bir Ģey var ama mimari kanunlarda devletin yaptırdığı Ģu ölçüde 

binalarda bir ölçüye kadarsanat yaoıtlarında da yer verilmeli o konuda yarıĢmalar 

açılmalı gibi birĢey olacak. Ama bu bir imar yasası nizamnamesi içinde imar 

kanunun içinde bir madde gibi. Öyle özel çıkmıĢ birĢey değil.  

E.Y: Türkiyedeki mi? 

T.E.: Evet.  

E.Y.: O dönem böyle birşey düşünülüyor olmasının, sanatın halka açılması 

gibi bir tartışmalar  gözüme çarptı o dönem, bununla ilişkisi olabilir mi? 

T.E.: Tabi. Yani halkın girip çıktığı yerlerde olsun duvar resimleri, kamusal 

alanlarda.  

E.Y.: Diyarbakır’daki işiniz nasıl geçekleşti? 
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T.E.: Karayolları bölge müdürlüğü vardı oradaki müh mimarla arkadaĢ olduk. 

Buraya birĢeyler yap dediler. Ben öğretmen olarak gittim Diyarbakır‘a.  

E.Y.: O dönem yarışmalar da var. 

T.E.: Biz kültür bakanlığını o konuda yönlendirdik. Sanat alanında yarıĢmaları 

desteklesin teĢvik etsin gibi. Ben kültür bakanlığında da çalıĢtım. 60-65 yılları 

arasında.  

E.Y.: O dönem neden acaba daha yoğundu? 

T.E.: Kalkınma. Planlama teĢkilatı kuruluyor. Her alanda olduğu gibi sanat 

alanında da kalkınma. ... ulus gazetsindeki yazıların okunuyordu o zaman.  
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APPENDIX I 
 

TURKISH SUMMARY 
 
 

Mimarlık ve diğer sanatlar tarih boyunca farklı düzeylerde, görsel veya kavramsal 

olarak, yüzeysel biçimde veya bütünüyle birleĢme Ģeklinde, birbirleriyle iliĢki 

içinde olmuĢlardır. Önceki yüzyıllardaki geleneksel mantığın ötesinde 20. yüzyılda 

bu anlamda farklı bir dönemece girilmiĢtir. Farklı disiplinler arasındaki sınırlar 

belirsizleĢmiĢ ve birbirlerinin alanlarına geçiĢ yapmıĢlardır. Bu iliĢkinin biçimi ve 

temeli düĢünsel alandan fiziksel birlikteliğe kadar farklılık gösterebilir. Özellikle 

fiziksel birliktelikler farklı kazanımlar içeren karĢılıklı bir iliĢki tarifyelebilir. Mimarlık 

yönünden bakıldığından bu tip bir iliĢki farklı biçimler sunabilir. Bir sanat eserinin 

dekorasyon nesnesi olarak bulunduğu atmosfere değer katabileceği, mekan 

tasarımda iĢlevsel bir eleman olarak yer alabileceği veya mekansal algıda farklılık 

yaratarak izleyiciye mekanda farklı deneyimler yaĢatabileceği düĢünülebilir.  

 

2. Dünya SavaĢı sonrası dönemde mimarlık ortamında görünen genel yaklaĢım, 

modern mimarlığın temel ilkeleri ve özellikleri üzerinden sorgulanmaya 

baĢlanmasıdır. ―Modern‖ kavramının anlamı ve kapsamı tartıĢılmaya baĢlanmıĢ 

ve bir öz eleĢtiriye gidilmiĢtir. EleĢtirinin temeli diğer sanat dalları ve toplum ile 

olan kopuĢ üzerinden yapılmakta ve mimarlığın zamanın getirdiği yeni Ģartlara ve 

gerektirdiği yeni ihtiyaçlara uyum sağlama kapasitesi tartıĢılmıĢtır. Bu 

sorgulamada aslında karmaĢık bir rota içinde yeni bir mimari söylem arayıĢına 

gidilmiĢtir. Modernizmin yadsınamaz ilkelerini değerlendirmek bir yana, modern 

mimarlığın içine bu düĢtüğü çıkmazdan kurtarmak için mimarlığın plastik 

sanatlarla sözü edilen iliĢkisi de yeni bir yaklaĢımla yeniden değerlendirilmeye ve 

düĢünülmeye baĢlanmıĢtır. 

 

Ara dönem (interregnum)
889

 olarak nitelendirilen 2. Dünya SavaĢı sonrası dönemi 

modernizmi bu doğrultuda, erken yirminci yüzyıldaki modernist yaklaĢımdan farklı 

bir söylem ve pratik ortaya koymuĢtur. Aslında sanat ve mimarlık arasında bir 

birliktelik oluĢturma düĢüncesi erken yirminci yüzyıl sanat ve mimarlık ortamında 

da konu olmuĢtur. Ancak 2. Dünya SavaĢı sonrasında düĢünsel çerçevenin 

                                                 
889 Golhagen, S.W. (2000)  p 309 
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ötesinde uygulamalar düzeyinde bir artıĢ göze çarpmaktadır. Öyle ki, farklı 

coğrafyalarda da mimarlık ve sanat arasındaki birliğin somut örneklerinin ortaya 

çıkıĢına tanık olunmuĢtur. 

 

Bu dönem tasarım uygulamalarında yeni ihtiyaçlar sonucu yeni tipoloji ve 

biçimlerin ortaya çıktığı  bir dönüm noktası olarak da tanımlanabilir. Ayrıca, bu 

dönemde günlük yaĢamın yeni ihtiyaçları ile bağlantılı olarak, sosyal konut ve 

Ģehir planlaması gibi yeniden yapılanmaya yönelik savaĢ sonrası aciliyeti olan 

konular ile ilgili eleĢtirel nitelikte düĢüncelerin üretildiği yeni tartıĢmalar ön plana 

çıkmıĢtır. 

 

Bu dönemde modernist mimarlar ve eleĢtirmenler arasındaki tartıĢmaların 

merkezinde, ‗modern‘i yeniden kavramsallaĢtırma çabası içinde, kitle kültürünün, 

demokratik özgürlük, toplumsal ve bireysel kimlikler gibi kavramları içeren  yeni 

eğilimlerle olan iliĢkisi yer almıĢtır.890 Ġçsel bir eleĢtiriyle yüzleĢen dönemin 

mimarlığı, yerellik ve kamusal anlam gibi bağlamsal düĢünceleri göz önünde 

bulundurarak modernismin kuruluĢ ilkelerine özgü eksikliklerini sorgulamaya 

baĢlamıĢtır. Aslında tam bu noktada, bu araĢtırmanın temelini oluĢturan, sanatla 

kurulan birliktelik de gündeme gelmiĢtir. Sanat ve mimarlık çevreleri iĢbirliğinin 

gerekliliğini desteklemiĢ, ortaklaĢa yapılması ön görülen iĢleri gerekli kılan projeler 

ortaya koymuĢ ve bunların gerçekleĢmesi için çabalamıĢlardır. Sonunda, bu 

yeniden değerlendirme süreci bir anlamda plastik sanatlar ile yeniden bağ kurma 

süreci haline gelmiĢtir. 

 

Genel ortamda bu Ģekilde bir tablo ortaya çıkarken, Türkiye‘de de benzer 

biçimdeki endiĢelerin ve oluĢumların deneyimlendiği görülmüĢtür. ÇalıĢmanın 

amacı mimarlığın diğer sanatlarla olan diyaloğunu analiz etmektir. ÇalıĢma, 

öncelikle sanat ve mimarlık arasında kurulan iliĢkiye uygun bir zemin hazırlayan 

ortamı anlamayı amaçlamaktadır. Söz konusu bağlamda bu düĢüncenin nasıl ve 

neden biçimlendiğini anlamaya çalıĢılırken, sanat ve mimarlık arasındaki iliĢkiyi 

savaĢ sonrası dönemdeki modernist yaklaĢım çerçevesi içinde analiz etmektedir.  

Bu anlamda araĢtırma, iliĢkinin düĢünsel arka planını ve pratiğini ortaya döken 

olguları ve iliĢkide yer alan aktörleri incelemektedir.  

                                                 
890

 Golhagen, S.W. (2000)  p 318,  321 
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Bu dönemde Türkiye‘de hem düĢünsel bazda hem de uygulamalarda bu konunun 

yer aldığı görülmektedir. Bu nedenle, dönemin özelliği ile iliĢkili olarak, ki bu 

modernist yaklaĢıma olan vurgu Ģeklindedir, temel soru aslında Ģu Ģekilde ortaya 

konulmaktadır: neden modern mimarlık modern sanatı bünyesine dahil etmek 

istedi? 

 

ÇalıĢma, geniĢ ölçekte bir analizi kapsamayı amaçlarken konuya mimari üretim 

perspektifinden yaklaĢmaktadır. Bu düĢünceyi ve uygulamaları tetikleyen etkenleri 

ve konunun dönemin sosyo kültürel ve mimarlık bağlamı içinde sahip olduğu yeri 

incelemektedir. Ayrıca, çalıĢma, Türkiye‘de dönemin tartıĢmalarını ve konu ile ilgili 

somut örnekleri benzer örneklerin gerçekleĢtiği daha geniĢ bir mimari bağlamdaki 

çerçeveye referansla değerlendirmeye çalıĢacaktır. 

 

Dönemin mimarlığının sanat eserlerini tasarıma dahil etmek suretiyle toplumsal 

bir anlam oluĢturmayı amaçladığı görülmektedir. ÇalıĢma, modernizmi yeniden 

tanımlama tavrı çerçevesinde, sanat ve mimarlık iliĢkisini, savaĢ sonrası dönemde 

mimarlıkta yer alan kamusal anlam oluĢturma çabası ve yerel ile evrensel ikiliği 

üzerinden yorumlamıĢtır.   

 

Modern sanat ve modern mimarlık arasında bilinçli veya bilinçsiz kurulan iliĢki 

araĢtırılırken, bu iliĢkinin tanımı, biçimi ve limitleri de aynı Ģekilde çalıĢmanın 

konusu olmuĢtur. Konu ile ilgili olası tanımları ve yanıtları ararken, bu iliĢkiyi 

tariflemek adına,  ‗iliĢki‘, ‗birliktelik‘, ‗iĢ birliği‘ ve ‗sentez‘ biçiminde  farklı baĢlıklar 

kullanılmıĢtır.  

 

Metodoloji olarak bu tez çalıĢması eleĢtirel analize ve değerlendirmeye 

dayanmaktadır. Bunun için birincil ve ikincil kaynaklardan yararlanılmıĢtır. Bunlar, 

dönemin mimar ve sanatçılarıyla yapılan röportajları, yerli yabancı yayınları, 

dönemin mimarlık okullarının eğitim rehberlerini ve bazı arĢiv belgelerini 

içermektedir. ArĢiv belgeleri NATO arĢivinden, Avrupa Konseyi arĢivinden, T.C. 

BaĢbakanlık Devlet arĢivinden, TBMM tutanaklarından, SALT araĢtırma merkezi 

arĢivinden ve dönemin tanıklarının kiĢisel arĢivlerinden edinilen belgelerdir.  

Konu ile ilgili yazılan veya görsel olarak kayıt altına alınan bilgi ve belge oldukça 

sınırlıdır. Bu nedenle, Dönemin tanıkları olan ve bu tip uygulamarda yer alan 
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mimar ve sanatçılara yapılan röportajlar neredeyse ilk ağızdan edinilebilen tek 

bilgi kaynağı oldukları için büyük önem taĢımaktadır. Bu röportajlar o dönem 

sanat ve mimarlık iĢbirliğine dair deneyimler yaĢamıĢ kiĢilerin anlatımlarını 

içermektedir. Bu anlatımlar, birliktelik düĢüncesinin etkileriyle ve tetikleyici 

faktörleriyle, bu iliĢkinin iĢleyiĢ biçimi ve hatta dönemin sanat ve mimarlık 

ortamına dair kiĢisel notları içeren bilgileri sağlamaktadır.  

 

Konunun düĢünsel altyapısını kavramayı sağlayacak önemli kaynaklar olan 

dergiler ise az denebilecek bir düzeyde direkt olarak sanat ve mimarlık arasındaki 

iliĢkiye değinmiĢlerdir. Yine de, bu yayınlar sınırlı miktarda da olsa önemli bilgiler 

sunmaktadır. Örneğin, dönemin ortamını tarifleyen ve nabzını tutan konuyla ilgili 

bazı makaleler ve tartıĢmalar bu yayınlarda karĢımıza çıkmaktadır. Bu kaynaklar, 

sadece konu ile ilgili gerçekleĢmiĢ yerli veya yabancı örneklere sayılarında yer 

verdikleri için değil, aynı zamanda, bu örnekleri sunuĢ biçimleri de göz önüne 

alınarak incelenmiĢtir. Bu yaklaĢım konunun hem düĢünce hem de pratikler 

kısmını netleĢtirmeyi sağlamaktadır. Bu doğrultuda, sanatçı ve mimarlar 

açısından dergilerde sunulan örnekler nasıl algılanmıĢtır, bu iĢler dönemin 

atmosferi içinde ne gibi tepkiler doğurmuĢtur ve bu yayınlar konuyu yaymakta 

nasıl bir rol üstlenmiĢtir biçimindeki sorulara yanıt aranmıĢtır.  

 

Atmosferi bütünüyle anlayabilmek için bu düĢüncenin biçimlendiği yer olarak 

nitelendirelebilecek mimarlık okullarının eğitim-öğretim yılı klavuzlarından ve ders 

programlarından yararlanılmıĢtır. Bazı özel örneklerin analizi için ise kiĢisel veya 

kurumsal bazı arĢivlerdeki belgelerden yararlanılmıĢtır. Buna ek olarak, çalıĢma, 

akademik araĢtırmalar, fotoğraflar ve güncel makaleler ve kitaplar gibi döneme 

retrospektif açıdan bakan ikincil kaynaklara da yer vermiĢtir. 

 

AraĢtırmada düĢünce ve pratik olarak öne çıkan ikili yapıya paralel olarak tezin 

strüktürel Ģemasına da iliĢkinin düĢünceden pratiğe gidiĢini anlatan bir yol 

izlemiĢtir. Daha ayrıntılı olarak belirtmek gerekirse, tez çalıĢması analitik bir 

çerçeveyle baĢlar ve belirli kavramlar üzerinden ele alınan yorumlayıcı bir bölümle 

sonlanır. 

 

ÇalıĢmanın kavramsal Ģeması üç temel bölümü içermektedir. GiriĢ bölümünü 

takip eden ikinci bölüm mimarlık ve sanat birlikteliğinin biçimini batıda yer alan 
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tartıĢmalar biçimiyle genel olarak açıklamaya çalıĢmaktadır. Ġki alt kısımdan 

oluĢan bu bölüm, bu iliĢki düĢüncesinin erken yirminci yüzyıldan baĢlayarak Ġkinci 

Dünya SavaĢı sonrasındaki sentez temasına kadar nasıl bir süreç izlediğini 

sunmaktadır. Ġlk kısım iliĢkinin söylemsel yanını ele almıĢtır. Ġkinci kısım ise daha 

yoğun tartıĢmaların yer aldığı ve pratikteki örneklere değinilen bölümdür. Bu ikinci 

kısımda iĢlenen tartıĢmalarda öne çıkan kavramlar, Türkiye‘deki durum için de 

geçerli bir portre sunmuĢtur. Bu doğrultuda, bu kısmın çalıĢmada yer alması, hem 

dünyada oluĢan genel tabloyu hem de Türkiye‘deki mimarlık ve sanat birlikteliğini 

tanımlamakta kullanılabilecek konu ile ilgili genel yargıları ve kavramları 

kavrayabilmek adına önemlidir. Öte yandan, batının Türk aydınları için önemli bir 

etkileĢim alanı olduğu düĢünülmesi, çalıĢmada batıdaki tartıĢma ve oluĢumlara 

yer verilmesinin nedenini desteklemektedir. Özellikle söz konusu dönemde 

uluslararasılaĢmanın etkisiyle Türk sanatçı ve mimarları yurt dıĢındaki etkinliklerle 

ilgili daha hızlı bilgi edinmeye baĢlamıĢ ve batıda Ģekillenen düĢünce ve 

uygulamaları daha fazla takip edebilmiĢtir. Aslında batıyı örnek olarak 

benimsemenin ötesinde, Türk sanatçı ve mimarları kendilerini çağdaĢ atmosferin 

bir parçası olarak düĢünmeye baĢlamıĢlardır.  

 

Üçüncü bölümde ise bu düĢüncenin nasıl oluĢtuğu ve geliĢtiği sunulmuĢtur. Bu 

anlamda, ilk aĢama iliĢki kurma düĢüncesinin ve niyetinin filizlendiği ülkenin içinde 

bulunduğu genel durumu tariflemek olmuĢtur. Bu kısmın çerçevesi 2. Dünya 

SavaĢı sonrası dönemde sosyo-ekonomik ve politik tabloyu anlamak üzerine 

kurulmuĢtur. Böylelikle ana konuyla iliĢkileri çerçevesinde bazı yasal 

düzenlemelere ve ülkedeki teknik geliĢmelere değinilmiĢtir. 

 

SavaĢa sonrası dönem, diğer bir ifadeyle yüzyılın ortalarına denk gelen yıllar, 

Türkiye için ―Türk modernitesinin ikinci temel evresi‖ olarak adlandırılmıĢtır.891 

Aslında savaĢta yer almayan bir ülke olan Türkiye için savaĢın sonuçlarının neden 

olduğu yıkım üzerine geliĢtirilmiĢ yeniden yapılanma projeleri ve buna dayalı 

mimari söylem üretimi beklenen bir hareket olmamaktadır. Ancak yine de, Türkiye 

kaçınılmaz Ģekilde uluslararası ortamın ürettiği bu havayı solumuĢtu ve Türkiye bu 

dönemde ekonomik ve politik anlamda yeni bir sürece girmiĢtir. Bu değiĢim ülkeyi 

uluslararası ortamın bir parçası yapar niteliktedir ve dolayısıyla sanat ve mimarlık 
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ortamını da etkisi altına almıĢtır. Bu doğrultuda ülkenin genel durumuna  bakarak 

ülkenin dinamiklerini ve farklı boyutlarını algılamak, dönemin mimarlığının 

analizine, diğer bir ifadeyle mimarlık ortamının yaklaĢımını, niyetlerini, 

sorgulamalarını, arayıĢlarını varsa ikilemlerini anlamaya, yardımcı olmaktadır.  

 

Bu bölümün ikinci kısmı ise, Türkiye‘de mevcut bağlam içinde birliktelik 

düĢüncesinin ortaya çıkıĢını araĢtırmaktadır. Bu kısım temelde plastik sanatların 

mimarlık ortamına ne düzeyde konu olduğunu açığa çıkarmaya çalıĢmıĢtır. Bu 

yüzden bu kısımdaki araĢtırma dönemin eğitim hayatına, yayınlarına ve konu ile 

ilgili yapılan tartıĢmalara odaklanmaktadır. Ne zaman, neden ve nasıl sorularını 

sorarak mimarlık ve sanat birlikteliğindeki düĢünceyi ve niyeti oratya çıkarmayı 

amaçlamıĢtır. Ġlk kısım eğitim üzerine yoğunlaĢır ve mimarlık okullarındaki genel 

panoramayı betimlemeye çalıĢmıĢtır. Buna ek olarak konuyla iliĢkili etkinlikleri de 

eğitim hayatının bir parçası Ģeklinde kabul ederek sunmuĢtur.  

 

Ġkinci kısımda ise dönemin yayınları analiz edilmiĢtir. Bu inceleme kapsamında, 

dergilerin içerikleri, sanat konularını içerip içermedikleri hatta özellikle birliktelik 

konusuna değinip değinmedikleri ve konu ile ilgili yapılan örneklerin sunuluĢ 

biçimleri incelenmiĢtir. Bu yaklaĢım, aynı zamanda, bu araçların konuyu yayma ve 

geliĢtirmek adına üstelendikleri rolleri de ortaya koyan bir analiz olmuĢtur. Son 

bölüm ise iĢbirliği konusu ile ilgili tartıĢmaları içermektedir. Bu bölümdeki analiz, 

iĢbirliğinin tanımını, kavramsal çerçevesini ve iĢleyiĢ biçimi ile ilgili söylemlere yer 

vermiĢtir.  

 

Bu kavram ve iddialar göz önünde tutarak, 4. bölümde savaĢ sonrası dönemde 

Türkiye‘de mimarlık perspektifinden mimarlık ve sanat birlikteliği incelenmiĢtir. Bu 

incelemede uygulamalar üzerinden gidilmiĢ ve nasıl ve neden böyle bir iliĢki 

arayıĢında olunduğu anlaĢılmaya çalıĢılmıĢtır. Bu eylemin tanımı, uygulama biçimi 

ve mimarlık  perspektifinden nasıl bir anlam içerdiği bu bölümün temel sorunları 

olmuĢtur. Bu nedenle, bu bölüm iki ana kısma ayrılmıĢtır. Ġlk kısım bu iliĢkinin 

sürecini diğer bir deyiĢle tasarım aĢamasını analiz etmeye yöneliktir. Ġkinci kısım 

ise iliĢkinin anlamını mimarlık bakıĢ açısından sorgulamaktadır.  

 

Ġlk kısım mimarlık ve sanat iĢbirliğine dair en önemli giriĢim olan Türk Grup Espas 

oluĢumunu incelemektedir. Sentez düĢüncesini temel olarak oluĢturduğu 
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manifestosu ile grubun yaklaĢımı konuya en ideal formu sunmaktadır. Onu takip 

eden altbölümde ise iliĢki ağının portresi sunulur. Süreci baz alarak yapılan 

incelemede, bu iliĢkideki akötrlerin rolleri dönemin sos-ekonomik bağlamı içinde 

değerlendirilir. MüĢteri, mimar ve sanaçı arasındakiilĢkinin biçimi  bu sürecin nasıl 

baĢalyıp yönetildiği ile iligi önemli veriler sunmaktadır. Bunun da ötesinde, bu 

analiz tasarım bağlamında mimar ve sanatçı arasındaki lkarmaĢık iklĢkiyi bir 

sınıflandırmaya yönlendirecektir. Sonunda, bu iki iliĢki ağı az çok birlikteliğin temel 

niyeti ve nedenleri açığa çıkarmaktadır. 

 

Sonraki kısım ise sanat eserlerinin mekandaki varlıklarını incelemeye almaktadır. 

Her nekadar bu kısım sadece bir analiz gibi görünse de temelde bu inceleme 

birlikteliğin nedenlerini araĢtırmaya yöneliktir. Bu incelemede sanat eserleri iki 

aĢamada incelemeye alınmıĢtır. Biçim (Form) baĢlığı altında sanat eserlerinin 

yerleĢtirilmesinin mekansal biçimlenmeye katkıları sorgulanmıĢtır. Nitelik 

(Feature) baĢlığı altında ise sanat eserinin mekan ve kullanıcılar ile bağlantılı 

olarak düĢünülen kompozisyon dili ve ifade biçimi üzerine yoğunlaĢılmıĢtır.  

 

Süreç üzerine yoğunlaĢan bu bölümünden sonra ikinci kısım ‗ĠĢbirliğinin Anlamı‘ 

(Meaning of the Collaboration) baĢlığı altında, yapılan tüm analizler ve edinilen 

bilgiler ıĢığında bu birlikteliğin anlamı üzerine mantıksal bir yorumlama yapılmaya 

çalıĢılmıĢtır. Sanatla kurulan bu muğlak iliĢkiyi dönemin mimarlık bağlamı içinde 

tam da modern mimarlığın sorgulamaya alındığı bir dönem içinde anlamaya 

çalıĢmaktadır. 

 

Bu doğrultuda ilk kısım, batıdaki tartıĢmalarda da yer almıĢ olan mimarlığın 

oluĢturmak istediği kamusal rolü incelemeye almıĢtır. Türkiye‘deki örneklerde 

mimarlığın içine sanatın entegre edilmesindeki ana düĢüncenin modern binalara 

―estetik nitelik‖ (aesthetic quality)  katmak ve  ―kamu yararını düĢünmeyi‖ (civic-

mindedness) amaçlayan yaklaĢımlar olduğu savunulmuĢtur.892 Bu görüĢü ve 

yapılan analizleri dikkate alarak, bu eylemin toplum ile bir bağ kurmak gibi bir 

amacı olup olmadığının yanıtı aranmıĢtır. 

Ġkinci kısımsa bu birlikteliğin nedenini yerel ve evrensel  ikilemi üzerinden 

yorumlamayı amaçlamıĢtır. Mimarların bulundukları bağlamdan bağımsız 
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yalıtılmıĢ bir biçimde üretim yapamayacakları kabul edilen bir olgudur. ĠĢte bu 

sosyal bağlam içinde, mimarlık iç ve dıĢ etkenlerin, diğer bir deyiĢle hem yerel 

hem de uluslararası düĢünceleri barındıran bir bağlamın, ürünü haline 

gelmektedir. Bu varsayım çerçevesinde, bu kısım konuya bu iki farklı uç 

arasındaki gidiĢ geliĢ gerilimi üzerinden yaklaĢmıĢ ve konuyu bu anlamda 

yorumlama çalıĢmıĢtır. Bu değerlendirme, savaĢ sonrası dönemde Türkiye‘de 

mimarlığın, plastik sanatlarla bilinçli olarak kurduğu iliĢkiyi de içinde barındıran 

modern mimarlık adına yeni bir perspektif sunup sunmadığı veya yeni bir 

yorumlama önerip önermediğinin sorgulaması haline gelmektedir.  Bu anlamda, 

bu tip bir yorumlamaya mantıklı ve somut bir zemin oluĢturmak için modernizmin 

eleĢtirilen ve tekrardan formüle edilen noktaları da dikkate alınmıĢtır. Ancak 

tartıĢmanın temeli ―konumlandırılmıĢ modernism‖ (situated modernism) kavramı 

etrafında kurgulanmıĢtır.  

 

Bu yüzden bu yaklaĢımın Türkiye açısıdan temeli ve çerçevesi, mimarlık ve sanat 

iliĢkisinin daha geniĢ bir mimari bağlam içindeki rolü ve anlamı açısından da 

düĢünülerek karĢılaĢtırmalı bir tartıĢma biçiminde incelenmiĢtir. Bu doğrultuda, 

bakıldığında, modernizmin ilkelerinin ve kavramlarının sorgulandığı dönemin 

atmosferinde, Türkiye‘de yapılı çevre için yeni düĢünce biçimleri ve yeni 

polemikler oluĢmuĢ ve bu da yeni biçim ve tipolojilerin ortaya çıkmasına neden 

olmuĢtur. SavaĢ sonrası dönemde modern mimarlık görülmüĢtür ki, Türkiye‘de de 

tek yönlü olmaktan öte, belirsiz ve karmaĢık bir  yörünge izlemiĢtir.   

 

Mimarlık ve sanat birlikteliği her ne kadar mimarlık tarihi yazılımında az konu 

edilen bir durum olsa da, uygulamaların 1950lerin sonu 60lar ve 70lerin ilk 

yarısında yoğun bir biçimde gerçekleĢtiği görülmüĢtür. Aslında ‗modern‘in yeniden 

kavramsallaĢtırılmaya çalıĢıldığı bu atmosferde böyle bir iliĢkinin geliĢmesi 

oldukça anlamlı olmaktadır.  Çünkü bu dönemde Türk mimarlık ortamında yeni bir 

yörünge belirlenmeye çalıĢılmıĢ ve bir arayıĢ içine girilmiĢtir. Uluslararası estetiğe 

yönelen mimarlar, 1950lerin sonunda genel ortamdaki eleĢtirel yaklaĢıma koĢut 

biçimde kendi modernizm yorumlarını yaratmaya yönelmiĢlerdir. Bu durum 

özellikle 1960larla birlikte gelen ve adeta dönemin parolası haline dönüĢen sosyal 

bilinçlilik kavramı üzerinden daha somut bir düzeye evrilmiĢtir.  

Aslında, 1950‘lerde hakim olan uluslararası estetiğe yönelme eğilimi temelde 

farklı bölgelerde görülen güncel geliĢmelere ayak uydurma çabası, farklı 
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coğrafyalardaki üretimleri homojenize etme düĢüncesi veya batıdan alınan 

yüzeysel bir taklit giriĢimi Ģekillerinde yorumlanabilir. Ancak daha bütünsel bir 

bakıĢ açısı içinde bakılırsa bu tutum, zamanla, modernizmin ilkelerini 

sorgulamaya yönelik bir bakıĢ açısı kazanmayı ve mimalık ve sanat birlikteliğinin 

yapıcı temelini hazırlamayı sağlayan bir olguya dönüĢmüĢtür. Ayrıca, sos-

ekonomik, politik ve kültürel alanlardaki değiĢen Ģartlar bu modernist akıma göç 

etmeyi teĢvik etmiĢtir.  

 

1960‘lara gelindiğinde modernizme karĢı alınan eleĢtirel tavır çerçevesinde, Türk 

mimarlık camiası da sanatın kamusallığını, kolektif ruhla tasarlamayı ve hümanist 

mekanlar yaratma gibi batıda öne çıkan konuları tartıĢmaya baĢlamıĢtır. Ayrıca, 

bu temalarla iliĢkili olarak, Türk mimalık ve sanat ortamında yerel ve evrensel 

arasındaki ikilem konusu da ön plana çıkmıĢtır. Bu ikilem içinde modernizm 

benzer bir sorgulamaya ve yeniden değerlendirmeye maruz kalmıĢtır. Türk 

mimarlık camiası ‗modern‘in kendi bağlamlarına uyumlu olacak yeni bir 

formulasyonunu, buradaki adıyla ‗konumlandırılmıĢ modernizm‘i (situated 

modernism) yaratmayı  amaç edinmiĢtir. 

 

Bu yerel bağlama uyarlama düĢüncesi, bir anlamda, uluslararası modernizme 

katkı sağlayıcı bir rol kazanmalarını da sağlamıĢtır. Ayrıca, artan toplumsal 

bilinçlilik ile birlikte 1960‘lardan baĢlamak üzere modernizmi günlük yaĢantıya 

dahil etme düĢüncesi, toplumun yararı adına, mekansal uygulamalara konu 

olmuĢtur. Toplumcu söylem ile doldurulan modernist yaklaĢım, yerel kimlik ve 

‗modern‘in yeniden yorumlanması konuları ile iliĢkili hale gelmiĢtir. Bu durum, 

yapıları belirli bir zamana ve mekana iliĢkin kıldığından ‗konumlandırılmıĢ 

modernizm‘ kavramı ile örtüĢmektedir. 

 

Bu çeĢit bir arabuluculuk içinde plastik sanatlarla kurulan bir birliktelik yerellik ve 

toplum ile yeniden yakınlaĢma endiĢeleri için uygun bir çözüm sunmuĢtur. 

Aslında, bu iddia, gerçekleĢen her iĢin farklı değiĢkenleri olduğundan, karĢılaĢılan 

her örnekte bu çıkarımın var olduğu anlamına gelmemektedir. PlanlanmıĢ bir 

hareket olarak kendi modernizmini yaratmakla kastedilen Ģey, sınırları ve 

amaçları tasarımın ilk aĢamalarında tanımlanmıĢ, yani iĢbirliği olarak tanımlanan, 

bir giriĢimdir. Çünkü bu giriĢim, tasarım sürecine entegre olduğu sürece böyle bir 

endiĢeye yanıt veren bir yan anlam barındırdığı söylenebilir.  Sanatla sağlanan 
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uzlaĢma böyle bir kolektif çalıĢmayı destekler niteliktedir ve ancak o koĢulda 

sanat eseri tasarımın  olmazsa olmaz bir parçası haline gelmektedir.  

 

Konu ile ilgili ayrıntılı iĢlenen iki örnek olan Ġstanbul Manifaturacılar ÇarĢısı ve 

1958 Brüksel Uluslararası Sergisindeki Türk pavyonunun, aidiyet hissi yaratma ve 

‗modern‘e yerel bir yorum kazandırma düĢüncelerini kapsayarak 

‗konumlandırılmıĢ modernizm‘ kavramının somut örnekleri oldukları görülmüĢtür. 

Bu hedefi sanatla kurdukları iĢbirliği ile sağlamıĢlardır.  

 

Ġstanbul Manifaturacılar ÇarĢısı geleneksel malzeme kullanımı ve pazar 

tipolojisiyle birlikte modernist bir yaklaĢımı da barındıran bir tasarım mantığını 

barındırmaktadır. Sanat eserlerini tasarıma dahil etmek de bu özelliğini 

güçlendiren ve mimarlık açısından mantıklı ve özgün bir çözüm sunan nitelikte bir 

yaklaĢım olmuĢtur. Bu, hem toplum ile mimarlığı birbirine yaklaĢtıran hem de yerel 

ile evrensel arasında gidip gelinen durum  için sunulabilecek bir çözüm 

olmaktadır.  

 

Brüksel sergisindeki Türk pavyonunda ise, sergi binası olmasının getirdiği 

özellikle ile, egemen düĢünce kimliğin temsiliyetidir. Bu temsiliyet de hem yerel 

değerleri ifade etmeyi hem de modernist yaklaĢıma uyum sağlama becerisini 

göstermeyi içermektedir. Bu sorunsal sanat ile yapılan iĢbirliği ile aĢılmaya 

çalıĢılmıĢtır. Özellikle, tasarımın bir parçası olarak düĢünülen  uzun mozaik duvar 

ve pilon, modernist yaklaĢıma bireysel bir katkı sağladığı ölçüde, 

‗konumlandırılmıĢ modernizm‘ iddiasını desteklemektedir.  

 

Bu durumda, sanat eserini mekanın parçası olacak Ģekilde entegre etme isteği 

mimarın modernizmi bireysel yorumlama Ģekli olmaktadır. Bu tutum, neden 

modern mimalık modern sanatı bünyesine dahil etti sorusuna da yanıt 

vermektedir. Sanatla kurulan planlı iliĢki, iĢbirliği (collaboration), modernizmi 

içselleĢtirmede ve ona yeni bir retorik kazandırmada tatmin edici ve rasyonel bir 

yol olarak karĢımıza çıkmaktadır. Bu sayede Türk mimarları bir parçası olmayı 

arzuladıkları uluslararası modernizme de katkı sağlamıĢ olmaktadırlar.  

 

Tüm bu olgular düĢünüldüğünde, birlikteliğin direkt batıdan kopya edilen veya 

rastlantısal bir hareket olduğunu iddia etmek de mesnetsiz ve önyargılı bir 
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yaklaĢım olmaktadır. Bu noktada Ģunu da vurgulamak gerekir ki, yapılan tüm 

örneklerde modernizmi yeniden yorumlama üzerinden, yani ‗konumlandırılmıĢ 

modernizm‘ çerçevesi içinde, düĢünülerek oluĢturulduğunu öne sürmek de bir o 

kadar abartma ve yanıltıcı olmaktadır. Tüm yönleri ile gerek süreci gerekse 

aktörlerin niyetleri yönünden açığa kavuĢturulmuĢ örneklerde bu tip bir argümanı 

kurmak daha tutarlı bir yaklaĢım olacaktır.  

 

Bu birliktelik  aslında iki tarafın da yarar sağladığı, bazen iĢlevsel bazense 

tamamen görsel veya sembolik anlamda, karĢılıklı bir iliĢki olmuĢtur. Uygun bir 

dönemde ve ortamda mimarlık bağlamına yerleĢen bu birliktelik, eğer iĢbirliği 

Ģeklindeyse, mimarlığın çatısı altında ―mekansal bir koleksiyona‖ 893 dönüĢmüĢ ve 

modernizmin yerel bir diyalektiğini yaratmıĢtır. KliĢe tanımlamaların aksine, bu 

giriĢimin kopyacılıktan öte bir çaba olduğu sonucuna varılmıĢtır. Mimarlık 

yazımında yer yer göz ardı edilmiĢ olsa da, kendi döneminin tartıĢmaları içinde 

kayda değer eleĢtirel düĢünceleri de barındırmıĢtır. Bu nedenle, mimarlık bakıĢ 

açısından bu konu, savaĢ sonrası Türkiye‘de ‗modern‘i içselleĢtirme süreci içinde 

yer alan bir öz değerlendirme çabasının kaçınılmaz bir parçası olarak kabul 

edilmelidir.  
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